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Abstract

An Evaluation of Flow and Clutch Optimal Psychological States in
Adventure Recreation
Patrick Boudreau
Adventure recreation participants, such as rock-climbers, skydivers, and free-style
skiers have reported that one of the most important reasons for continued participation in
adventure recreation is a state of mind focused on the present moment. Most psychologists
have referred to this state as flow. More recently, sport and exercise psychology researchers
have proposed another optimal state called clutch. However, the majority of optimal
psychological states research in adventure recreation contexts has generally made use of flow
models that treat optimal psychological states as a singular state. Thus, there is a need to
better understand if and how distinct optimal psychological states, such as flow and clutch,
function in adventure recreation contexts. This project is an investigation of flow and clutch
states with a focus on the adventure recreation context. To understand the antecedents,
characteristics, and consequences of flow and clutch states, the following three studies were
completed: a systematic review of flow states in adventure recreation (Study One), a mixed
method study with advanced rock-climbers in outdoor and indoor settings (Study Two), and a
qualitative study with a diverse group of adventure recreation participants (Study Three).
Study One aimed to identify what is known about flow states that occur during
adventure recreation. A systematic review, following PRISMA guidelines, of 10 databases
(e.g., SPORTdiscus, PsychINFO) yielded 93 potentially relevant articles out of 9468
screened titles and abstracts. A thematic synthesis approach was used to appraise and
synthesize 20 empirical articles, which fulfilled a priori eligibility criteria. Study Two used a
sequential mixed-methods, qualitative-dominant design and included nine male and four
female advanced and elite rock-climbers. During two separate climbing sessions (i.e., one
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outdoor, one indoor), participants completed the Core Flow questionnaire immediately after
every climb that they ascended. Based on optimal state scores that fell within established high
(or low) score thresholds, intensity sampling was used to identify participants for 13
interviews. Semi-structured interviews were analysed using reflexive thematic analysis and
an abductive approach. Study Three sought to test and generalise the model of flow and
clutch states proposed in Study Two among a more diverse group of 20 adventure recreation
participants. Study Three interviews were conducted in two phases. First, participants were
inductively interviewed about their most meaningful moments. Second, participants
deductively evaluated the degree to which their experiences aligned with a proposed flow and
clutch state framework.
The results from this project suggested potential antecedents, characteristics, and
consequences of two distinct, yet overlapping, optimal psychological states that appeared to
occur during both outdoor adventure recreation and their indoor equivalents. However, the
outdoor (i.e., nature) context appeared to be more conducive to facilitating flow states. These
findings extend current understandings of flow and clutch states beyond traditional sport and
exercise contexts and demonstrates the utility of an integrated model of optimal
psychological states for adventure recreation in a number of ways. For example, the findings
suggested that flow and clutch states may be influenced through immersion in nature and a
desire to manage risk. Furthermore, having a playful attitude and being focused on the
activity process was reported to facilitate flow states, which were described as the enjoyment
of effortless, fluid, and automatic movements. In contrast, clutch states were characterised by
deliberate thoughts, a specific outcome in mind, and an awareness of both bodily movements
and the ‘struggle’ or difficulty of a task being undertaken. Participants also reported that
perceiving higher levels of risk and difficult goals were conducive to clutch states. After
experiencing flow, participants reported additional vitality and a desire to repeat the
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experience. In contrast, participants reported a sense of accomplishment, relief, and
exhaustion following clutch states.
To build on the current findings, future research recommendations include further
examining how nature may facilitate flow states. In addition, future intervention research
could examine how mental skill training (e.g., mindfulness) may help facilitate clutch states
by allowing individuals to regulate perceived risk levels, and/or interpretations of task
difficulty and challenge. Overall, the present research project has contributed to a growing
body of evidence suggesting that adventure recreation and nature may both be beneficial for
participants’ psychological well-being.
Keywords: Flow state; clutch state; adventure; extreme sport; optimal state; peak experience
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Chapter One: Introduction

Adventure recreation can be defined as self-initiated, nature-based physical activities
that generate heightened bodily sensations and require skill development to manage unique
perceived and objective risks (Houge Mackenzie & Hodge, 2020). Popular media has often
propagated the ‘adrenaline rush’ as a key aspect of adventure recreation activities such as
skydiving, surfing, and snowboarding (Puchan, 2004; Roberts et al., 2018). The
misconception that individuals primarily enjoy adventure recreation because of a desire for an
adrenaline rush1 was endorsed by early research (e.g., Wagner & Houlihan, 1994), which
emphasised the importance of seeking exciting sensations and often conflated research on
adventure recreation with that of gambling and drug-addiction (e.g., Levenson, 1990;
Zuckerman, 1983). Although several studies have found that adventure recreation participants
tend to score higher on sensation seeking personality trait assessments compared to the
average population (McEwan et al., 2019), researchers have also identified that adventure
recreation experiences are multifaceted, complex, and go beyond the search for thrills and
adrenaline rush (Ewert et al., 2013; Kerr & Houge Mackenzie, 2012).
Despite the important role of exciting emotions in the adventure recreation
experience, especially in the initial stages of participation (Celsi et al., 1993; Ewert et al.,
2020; Tofler et al., 2018), being immersed in the present moment has been identified as a
major influence for continued participation across a variety of adventure activities (Celsi et
al., 1993; Lipscombe, 1999; Willig, 2008). For many participants, adventure recreation
contrasts significantly with everyday life and provides opportunities to experience optimal
psychological states (Csikszentmihalyi, 1975; Motl, 1996; Nerothin, 2017; Partington et al.,

Despite the common usage of the term ‘adrenaline rush’, the neurochemicals most likely associated with the
exciting and pleasant emotions of an adrenaline rush are likely to be a combination of epinephrine (i.e.,
adrenaline) and, perhaps more importantly, other neurotransmitters, such as: dopamine, endorphins, and
serotonin (Dsouza et al., 2020; Tofler et al., 2018).
1
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2009; Zwart, 2020). For example, Willig (2008) found that rock-climbers and skydivers
considered the present moment-focus associated with optimal psychological states to be one
of the most important features of adventure recreation participation. These optimal
psychological states are often described as a complete absorption and engagement in the
present moment that underpins superior functioning or extraordinarily pleasant experiences
(Csikszentmihalyi, 1990; Swann et al., 2017b). The majority of research on these states has
been conducted in traditional sport (e.g., Jackson, 1995, 1996; Kee & Wang, 2008), and there
is a need to expand the focus of insights about adventure recreation beyond investigations of
sensation seeking desires. Furthermore, within the sport psychology literature, there are
tensions regarding the existence of more recently identified optimal psychological state
constructs and a potential paradigm shift taking place (Swann et al., 2018). Given the
reported importance of these optimal experiences in adventure recreation, the purpose of the
current research project was to better understand the dynamics of these optimal psychological
states.
Developing greater knowledge of optimal psychological states in adventure recreation
contexts has the potential to be applied to a growing segment of the population that
participates in such activities. Participation trends for different types of recreational physical
activities have greatly fluctuated in the last few decades. While the relative popularity of
traditional team sports (e.g., soccer, basketball) has steadily declined since the 1990’s, the
popularity of individual physical activities has increased (e.g., mountain biking, hiking, yoga;
Harris et al., 2017c; Hulteen et al., 2017). Adventure recreation activities comprise a
considerable proportion of these alternative individual physical activities which are
undergoing extensive growth in participation rates (e.g., surfing, kayaking, mountain biking;
Immonen et al., 2017; Tofler et al., 2018). Although the popularity of adventure recreation
activities overall is difficult to quantify due to their unique qualities/features (e.g., adventure
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recreation does not usually require affiliation to an organisation; participants may use a
variety of spatially distributed and new adventure sites; Gilchrist & Wheaton, 2016), the
growing popularity of adventure recreation has been recognised in both academic (e.g.,
Boudreau & Gibbons, 2019; Houge Mackenzie, 2021; Langseth & Salvesen, 2018;
McGannon et al., 2020; Wang & Dixit, 2020) and industry research (e.g., Outdoor
Foundation, 2020; Sport England and Outdoor Industries Association, 2015). For example,
the Outdoor Foundation (2020) found that over half of Americans participated in at least one
outdoor activity in 2019, and the United Nations World Tourism Organization (2014)
reported that the global value of adventure tourism was worth USD 89 billion. Since the
COVID-19 pandemic began in 2020, the popularity of adventure recreation has continued to
grow, and adventure recreation-related equipment sales in the United States of America have
increased by 56% compared to pre-COVID years (NPD group, 2020).
Recent increases in adventure recreation participation rates may, in part, be explained
by the benefits associated with being physically active in nature. For the purpose of this
research project, nature was defined as any setting that human beings have, at most, only
minimally modified, such as waterfalls, mountains, cliffs, and oceans (Stebbins 2019). For
instance, during the first wave of COVID-19 in France, Germany, and New Zealand,
researchers found that being physically active in a nature context was associated with
improved psychological well-being and intrinsic motivation (i.e., doing an activity for its own
sake; Javelle et al., 2021; Jenkins et al., 2021). As nature is an integral part of adventure
recreation (Lynch & Debbins, 2016; Siderlis et al., 2010) and has been associated with
numerous positive physical and psychological health outcomes (Lawton et al., 2017; Yeh et
al., 2016), the growing popularity of adventure recreation is promising in relation to
promoting health and well-being outcomes.
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The increase in popularity of adventure recreation may have positive implications for
both individuals and society (Houge Mackenzie & Hodge, 2020; MacIntyre et al., 2019).
Evidence suggests that alternative forms of physical activities may be effective avenues for
promoting the benefits of physical activity (e.g., reduced psychological stress, improved
psychological well-being; Warburton & Bredin, 2017; World Health Organization, 2018).
The physical activity benefits of adventure recreation may be especially valuable for
individuals who prefer to not engage in traditional sport, or who seek to avoid potentially
‘mundane’ aspects of traditional exercise (Burr et al., 2013; Gilchrist & Wheaton, 2016;
Penedo & Dahn, 2005). In addition to the psychological well-being benefits accrued from
being physically active, a plethora of benefits have been found to be associated specifically
with adventure recreation participation. For example, adventure recreation has been
associated with enhanced resilience (Ewert & Yoshino, 2011; Monasterio et al., 2016; Mutz
& Müller, 2016), improved self-esteem (Scarf et al., 2018; Woodman et al., 2019), and
personal transformations in terms of values and life priorities (Brymer & Oades, 2009;
Holmbom et al., 2017). Adventure recreation has also been linked to the development of ecocentric perspectives (Brymer & Gray, 2010; McGannon et al., 2020) and an increase in proenvironmental behaviours (MacIntyre et al., 2019). By extension, the pro-environmental
behaviours associated with adventure recreation may afford an additional, unique approach to
tackling what is perhaps the most profound global challenge at present: climate change (Dietz
et al., 2020). Additional societal benefits of adventure recreation also include reductions in
crime and anti-social behaviour (Eigenschenk et al., 2019). Thus, further adventure recreation
research that goes beyond examinations of thrill or sensation seeking may help uncover how
adventure recreation may be beneficial for both individuals and society.
One reason that adventure recreation may afford a wide range of benefits is the
frequency with which participants report experiencing optimal psychological states during
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these types of activities (e.g., Bassi & Delle Fave, 2010; Hardie-Bick & Bonner, 2016). First,
researchers have suggested that optimal states may provide a concrete means for enhancing
psychological well-being during adventure recreation contexts (Cheng & Lu, 2015; Løvoll,
2019). According to Lynch and Troy (2021), both a short-term reduction in negative
emotions and increase in positive emotions are experienced following optimal psychological
states. Furthermore, Tse et al. (2021) found that people who experienced optimal
psychological states on a regular basis were more likely to report higher overall well-being.
Second, optimal psychological states have been found to be a motivational factor for
continuing to take part in adventure recreation (Ewert et al., 2020; Willig, 2008; Zhou et al.,
2019), which enables participants to reap the benefits of being physically active in the
outdoors (Martyn & Brymer, 2016; Lawton et al., 2017; Thompson & Wilkie, 2021; Yeh et
al., 2016). Third, optimal states have been associated with enhanced performance in physical
activity (Demerouti, 2006; Harris et al., 2021), and recognised as an important avenue for
improving performance in adventure recreation (e.g., Hardie-Bick & Bonner, 2016; Sklett et
al., 2018). Anecdotal evidence also suggests that optimal performance, underpinned by
optimal psychological states, may be needed to avoid life-threatening accidents in the more
extreme variants of adventure recreation, where mistakes may lead to severe injury or death
(Cohen et al., 2018; Kotler, 2014). This literature indicates that optimal psychological states
experienced in adventure recreation may be a motivational factor for continued participation,
a catalyst for improved well-being, and a facilitator of improved performance.
A large volume of research on optimal states has been conducted in a variety of nonadventure physical activity contexts (e.g., Privette & Bundrick, 1991; Ravizza, 1977;
Senecal, 2021). The majority of these studies have examined the optimal state of flow, which
is characterised by an effortless state of feeling deeply in control while being fully immersed
in an activity (Csikszentmihalyi, 1975, 1990; Swann et al., 2018). Although systematic
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reviews have been conducted on flow states in sport (Carter et al., 2013; Harris et al., 2021;
Stamatelopoulou et al., 2018; Swann et al., 2012), sport-related flow interventions (Goddard
et al., 2021; Norseworthy et al., 2018), youth sport and physical activity (Jackman et al.,
2021a), and exercise (Jackman et al., 2019), research on flow states in the context of
adventure recreation has been less common (e.g., Partington et al., 2009; Schüller &
Nakamura, 2013). Given that adventure recreation has characteristics that are distinct from
other forms of physical activity, more research is needed to examine flow in the context of
adventure recreation. For example, nature is a key characteristic that differentiates adventure
recreation from many other forms of physical activity (Collins & Brymer, 2018; Houge
Mackenzie & Brymer, 2020). Researchers have found preliminary evidence that a connection
to nature may facilitate optimal states (e.g., Ballew & Omoto, 2018; Ramsey, 2018). For
example, Martinez and Scott (2016) found that running in nature contributed to higher
intensity flow states than running in non-natural environments. According to Wöran and
Arnberger (2012), the perceived restorative effect of nature may be responsible for increasing
the intensity of flow states in mountain hikers. Consequently, the potential impact of nature
on optimal states in adventure recreation warrants further investigation.
The majority of flow studies in adventure recreation have also relied upon flow
models that do not take into consideration the possibility of alternative optimal states (c.f.,
Partington et al., 2009; Schüller & Nakamura, 2013; Wheatley, 2021). However, the
traditional view of flow has been questioned by researchers who have found evidence for the
existence of multiple types of optimal states in adventure recreation (e.g., paratelic flow and
telic flow; Houge Mackenzie et al., 2011, 2013). In the context of sport and exercise, other
researchers have suggested that flow may be different from another optimal state referred to
as clutch (Jackman et al., 2020; Schweickle et al., 2021b; Swann et al., 2019). These
researchers posit that while flow is an enjoyable optimal experience invovling effortless
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attention, clutch states have been reported as effortful and enjoyable only after an activity
(Swann et al., 2019).
According to Swann et al. (2018), clutch states are optimal psychological states that
underlie clutch performances, which are defined as successful performances occurring after
an athlete has appraised an important incentive for optimal performance (Schweickle et al.,
2021a, 2021b). Although clutch states have generally been reported in competitive situations,
such as during the final minutes of a tied game, recent evidence suggests that clutch states
may also occur in non-competitive contexts (e.g., recreational running; Jackman et al., 2021b.
While researchers such as Varas (2021) have argued that examining flow states in adventure
recreation activities, such as scuba diving, may be more relevant to adventure recreation
experiences than clutch states, some reported antecedents of clutch states may apply to
adventure recreation contexts. For example, Schweickle et al. (2017a) proposed that specific
goals may facilitate clutch states. Adventure recreation participants often set themselves
specific goals, such as reaching a specific mountain peak within a set timeframe (e.g., Bassi
& Delle Fave, 2010).
Furthermore, Swann et al. (2017a) found that perceived pressure to perform was more
likely to lead to clutch states than to flow states. Considering these findings, the high-pressure
and unique risks that adventure recreation participants must sometimes manage appear to be
conceptually aligned with clutch states (e.g., ensuring one’s safety while paddling down a
white-water river or ascending a 100m rock face). Despite the potential for clutch states to be
relevant in adventure recreation, limited research has examined clutch states in this context.
Overall, the literature suggests that flow and clutch states appear to be important concepts to
explore further in adventure recreation.
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Problem Statement
Research on optimal psychological states in adventure recreation is important in order
to enhance understandings of participant motives, experiences, well-being outcomes, safety,
and optimal performances (Hardie-Bick & Bonner, 2016; Sklett et al., 2018). However, the
majority of optimal psychological states research in adventure recreation contexts has
generally made use of flow models that treat optimal psychological states as a singular state.
Thus, there is a need to better understand if and how distinct optimal psychological states,
such as flow and clutch, function in adventure recreation contexts. To investigate this
proposition, the integrated model of flow and clutch states proposed by Swann et al. (2018)
guided this investigation. In addition, Wöran and Arnberger (2012) proposed that a
connection to nature may help to facilitate flow. However, there is currently a lack of
information as to how nature may or may not facilitate flow and clutch states. To date, no
investigations of both flow and clutch states has been conducted with a focus on adventure
recreation. The current research was designed to address these gaps in the literature.
Research Aims
The aims of the current research project were to:
1. Examine the utility of flow and clutch state constructs for explaining optimal
psychological states in adventure recreation.
2. Explore the potential role that nature may play in facilitating optimal psychological
states in adventure recreation.
Thesis Overview
This thesis consists of seven chapters. Following this introductory chapter, Chapter
Two consists of a literature review that defines adventure recreation, critiques constructs used
in research on optimal psychological states, and identifies key differences between the indoor
and outdoor (i.e., nature-based) adventure contexts. Chapter Three reviews the range of
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methods previously employed for investigations of optimal states and the specific
methodology selected to investigate optimal psychological states in this thesis. Chapter Four
(Study One) outlines the results of a systematic review of flow states in adventure recreation.
Chapter Five details Study Two, which explored flow and clutch states in rock-climbers.
Chapter Six explains Study Three, which investigated the generalisability of findings from
Study Two among participants in diverse adventure recreation activities. Chapter Seven
provides a general discussion and integration of Study One, Two, and Three findings, and
explores the research project’s methodological contributions and implications. Chapter Seven
also discusses future research directions and the overall conclusions of this thesis.
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Chapter Two: Literature Review

The purpose of this chapter was to review the unique aspects of the adventure
recreation context, research on optimal psychological states, and links between optimal
psychological states and adventure recreation. This chapter includes: (1) an overview of
definitional issues in adventure recreation research; (2) a review of the connection between
nature and adventure recreation, which incorporates a comparison of nature-based rockclimbing and indoor climbing; and (3) a critical review of the literature on optimal
psychological states that occur during physical activities, with a focus on adventure
recreation.
What is Adventure Recreation?
Researchers have used the terms high-risk, extreme, lifestyle, adventure sport, and
adventure recreation interchangeably to describe outdoor activities such as rock-climbing,
snowboarding, and white-water kayaking (Clough et al., 2016; Pain & Kerr, 2004; Shoham et
al., 1993). The labelling of these types of activities is a contentious and complex affair, and
the difficulty of capturing the key elements of these types of activities has been widely
recognised (Cohen et al., 2018; Immonen et al., 2017; van Bottenburg & Salome, 2010).
However, to establish consistency among researchers investigating these types of activities, it
is important to clearly outline an overarching term that can be used to best describe these
types of activities. Progress in any field is undermined if definitions are not operationalised in
a way that allows for comparisons of results across studies (Abuhamdeh, 2020). An example
of issues that may arise from a lack of definitional clarity include making use of the term
extreme sport to define activities like Ironman triathlons (e.g., Andreasson et al., 2018) and
activities like mountaineering (e.g., Willig, 2008). While Andreasson et al. (2018) conceived
of the Ironman triathlon as an extreme sport, as will be argued further on, it would not fit the
definition of adventure recreation. Referring to both activities as extreme sports may make it
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more difficult to compare findings and generalise conclusions to other similar activities. The
characteristics of the former and the latter example will vary greatly. Mountaineering,
generally, takes place in nature and requires extensive knowledge of equipment, while
triathlons are competitive and typically take place on human-made roads. To establish an
accurate vocabulary, several researchers have attempted to operationally define these types of
activities using various terms, such as: high-risk sport, extreme sport, lifestyle sport,
adventure sport, and adventure recreation.
High-Risk Sport
The term high-risk sport encompasses “all sports where you have to reckon with the
possibility of serious injury or death as an inherent part of the activity” (Breivik, 1999). This
construct has been applied to a wide variety of activities, which include activities such as
motorsport racing and rock-climbing (Jack & Ronan, 1998; Woodman et al., 2010).
Researchers studying high-risk sport have primarily examined the personality traits of people
who take part in activities such as white-water kayaking, rock-climbing, mountaineering, and
skydiving (e.g., Breivik et al., 1998; McEwan et al., 2019; Watson & Pulford, 2004; Zarevski
et al., 1998).
As expected, the focus of inquiry for researchers who used the term high-risk sport
has concentrated on the risk associated with these types of activities. For example, Jack and
Ronan (1998) compared the high-risk sports of hang-gliding, mountaineering, skydiving, and
automobile racing with the low-risk sports of golf, swimming, and marathon running.
Because the term high-risk sport focuses primarily on risk, as opposed to other key
characteristics of the activities, it may conflate activities that do not share much in common
other than similar levels of injury or fatality risks. For example, mountaineering is
characterised by extensive durations of physical activity conducted in nature, whereas
automobile racing requires minimal physical activity and limited connection to nature (e.g.,
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Bassi & Delle Fave, 2010). Furthermore, as participants often do not describe risk as a
primary reason for participation in high-risk sports (e.g., Woodman et al., 2010), a descriptor
that focuses on risk does not appear to align with participants’ conceptions of adventure
recreation activities. The term high-risk sport may be beneficial for comparing personality
traits such as sensation seeking, but it does not appear to provide a holistic picture of outdoor
adventure activities such as skydiving, rock-climbing, and mountaineering experiences.
Extreme Sport
Another term that has focused, in part, on the importance of risk is the extreme sport
moniker. For example, Willig (2008) defined extreme sport as “recreational physical activity,
which carries a risk of serious physical injury or even death.” (p. 691). Other researchers have
similarly defined extreme sport as leisure activities where the possibility of severe injury or
death is a likely outcome of mistakes or accidents (e.g., Breivik et al., 1998; Brymer &
Oades, 2009). Activities encompassed by this definition of extreme sport include: BASE
jumping2, waterfall kayaking, climbing without ropes, and big wave surfing (Brymer &
Schweitzer, 2013). In 1995, the popularity of the term extreme sport dramatically increased
when ESPN televised the inaugural eXtreme Games3, which featured activities such as
snowboarding and surfing (Cohen et al., 2018; Malkin & Rabinowitz, 1998). The term
extreme sport has since been used extensively by the media and academic community (e.g.,
Brymer & Schweitzer, 2013; Buckley, 2018; Immonen et al., 2018).
Two different position statements have been written in an effort to guide researchers
hoping to utilise the extreme sport label (Cohen et al., 2018; Immonen et al., 2018). In
addition to being activities where the outcome of a mistake is likely severe injury or death,
Cohen et al. (2018) proposed that extreme sports are defined by competition and the

2
3

BASE stands for ‘skydiving’ from a Building, Antennae, Span (e.g., bridge), or the Earth (e.g., mountain cliff)
The eXtreme games were later renamed as the X games (Wheaton, 2004).
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requirement that participants encounter unusual physical demands during their activity.
Cohen et al. (2018) asserted that despite traditional usage of the word ‘sport’ as describing
physical activities that are competitive and governed by rules, the term ‘sport’ can be used to
describe activities such as mountain climbing. However, it is unclear why the (ostensibly)
more accurate terms leisure or recreation were not used by Cohen et al. (2018) instead of the
word sport, which is predominantly used by academics to describe organised and competitive
physical activity (e.g., Turner & McCrory, 2006).
In contrast, Immonen et al.’s (2018) definition of extreme sport focused on
relationships with the natural environment, and the outcomes of these relationships. These
authors proposed that:
Extreme sports are more effectively defined as emergent forms of action and
adventure sports, consisting of an inimitable person-environment relationship with
exquisite affordances for ultimate perception and movement experiences, leading to
existential reflection and self-actualization as framed by the human form of life.
(p. 7).
In unpacking Immonen’s (2018) definition it is, first, surprising to find potentially
synonymous terms (i.e., action and adventure sports) used to describe extreme sports, instead
of a more parsimonious definition. Second, it is surprising that this definition of extreme
sport also includes certain outcomes of the activities intended to be described. Specifically,
including the outcomes of “existential reflection and self-actualization” in an operational
definition of extreme sports may result in tautological conclusions being made when
investigating outcomes of extreme sports. For example, if the sample of an investigation
examining self-actualisation only includes participants from activities where the outcome is
self-actualisation, researchers will undoubtedly find that participants experience selfactualisation following participation in extreme sports. It is therefore important that a
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definition of activities, such as rock-climbing and BASE jumping, exclude the outcomes that
researchers hope to investigate.
Although the term extreme sport has been used in academia (e.g., Brymer &
Schweitzer, 2013; Buckley, 2018; McGannon et al., 2020), some academics (e.g., Gilchrist &
Wheaton, 2016; Sky, 2001) have suggested that the term extreme sport does not adequately
represent outdoor adventure activities like surfing or rock-climbing. One argument for this
stance is that the media is believed to have negatively influenced the term extreme sport and
labelled the participants of such activities as ‘adrenaline junkies’ (Sky, 2001). Another
argument for this stance is that adventure recreation participants generally have not reported
their practices as being ‘extreme’ (Wheaton, 2004). Despite these debates, researchers
making use of the term extreme sport agree that a definition must emphasise the risk of
severe injury or death following a mistake or accident.
Lifestyle Sport
To avoid the issue of overemphasising risk, some researchers have instead used the
term lifestyle sports (e.g., van Bottenburg & Salome, 2010; Wheaton, 2004). Sociologists
have been the primary users of the term lifestyle sport and most researchers using this term
have consequently investigated the shared cultural significance of activities like surfing and
rock-climbing (Wheaton, 2004). For example, both surfers and rock-climbers may view their
chosen activities as central to their lives and may choose to live in vans, which allow greater
access to waves or new rock-climbing terrain. Jake Burton, one of the founders of
snowboarding, emphasised this ‘lifestyle sport’ approach to understanding participation in
outdoor adventure:
It doesn’t have to be an extreme sport at all. There’s a lot of people that, you know,
snowboard in a fairly conservative manner. But I think what’s a better moniker is
maybe that it’s a lifestyle sport, and a lot of the kids and people that are doing it are
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just completely living it all the time, and that’s what distinguishes snowboarding from
a lot of other sports. (Burton cited in Wheaton, 2004, p. 4)
This definition of lifestyle sport appears to align with the experiences of several participants
(van Bottenburg & Salome, 2010). However, it may not provide adequate descriptions of key
characteristics of activities to allow for a psychological assessment. For example, the term
lifestyle sport does not speak to the skills that need to be developed by participants or the
importance of a nature context.
Adventure Recreation
Another important aspect of outdoor activities such as rock-climbing and surfing that
has not yet been discussed as being inherent to high-risk, extreme, or lifestyle sports is the
aspect of adventure. Although the term ‘adventure’ remains contested, it often represents
novelty, uncertainty, and exploration (e.g., Janowski et al., 2021; Kerr & Houge Mackenzie,
2012; Mlozi & Pesamaa, 2013). For example, one BASE jumper reported preferring the term
‘adventure’ to ‘extreme’ because every time they participate, they feel like they are “going on
a cool adventure” (Cohen et al., 2018, p. 3). Researchers referring to activities such as
mountain-biking, rock-climbing, and white-water kayaking have advocated for the use of the
term adventure recreation (e.g., Ewert et al., 2013; Ewert & Hollenhorst, 1997; Houge
Mackenzie & Hodge, 2020; Lynch et al., 2007). Furthermore, the term adventure recreation
does not inherently differentiate activities based on higher levels of risk, but instead sets
adventure recreation apart from other outdoor activities based on, in part, unique challenges
(sometimes framed as risks; Houge Mackenzie & Hodge, 2020). Therefore, the adventure
recreation label helps clarify that adventure recreation may not be characterised by inherently
higher risks and is accessible to diverse populations. In contrast to extreme sports, using the
term adventure recreation answers calls from scholars to conceptualise outdoor adventure
activities in a more inclusive manner, does not limit the activities to competitive forms only,
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and does not hinge on heightened risk levels (e.g., adventure sport; Clough et al., 2016;
Houge Mackenzie & Hodge, 2020).
For the purpose of this research project, adventure recreation is defined as selfinitiated, nature-based physical activities that generate heightened bodily sensations and
require skill development to manage unique perceived and objective risks. Borrowing from
Cohen et al.’s (2018) definition of extreme sport, which emphasised unusual demands during
activities, the definition of adventure recreation used for this research project, highlights
unique demands and bodily sensations arising from adventure recreation. For instance,
adventure recreation provides unique sensations, such as feelings of weightlessness (e.g.,
scuba diving, skydiving), rapid accelerations (e.g., mountain biking), and vertigo (e.g., rockclimbing; Zhou et al., 2019). In this definition of adventure recreation, the vestibular
sensations arising from quick acceleration in varying dimensions of space are identified as
heightened and distinguished from bodily sensations experienced in everyday life.
Furthermore, based on the definition of adventure recreation outlined for this thesis,
perceived and objective risks encountered in adventure recreation are regarded as being
unique and challenging, rather than inherently higher, compared to the risks encountered in
everyday life. The term ‘adventure recreation’ therefore encompasses outdoor activities on a
spectrum from high to low objective risk. Nevertheless, ‘adventure recreation’ does include
activities that have previously been categorised as extreme sport. For example, the riskiest
variant of parachuting, BASE jumping, involves jumping from fixed structures, such as 200
metre cliffs, with no reserve parachute (Brymer & Schweitzer, 2013). However, contrary to
definitions of extreme sport, adventure recreation similarly encompasses outdoor activities
with objectively lower risks, such as grade one white-water kayaking or green (easy) grade
downhill mountain biking. Overall, the term ‘adventure recreation’ encompasses a wide
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variety of activities regardless of where they are situated on the objective high to low-risk
spectrum.
An activity is considered adventure recreation if it requires participants to manage
safety protocols by themselves. This definitional characteristic of adventure recreation is
aligned with other scholars (e.g., Routier & Soulé, 2010). For instance, extensively managed
activities, such as bungee jumping and tandem skydiving, are not considered adventure
recreation because they are guided by others and not reliant on the participants’ skills.
Similarly, due to the decreased levels of personal skill development and a reduction in the
level of participant risk management required, guided outdoor activities (e.g., commercial
river rafting) do not conceptually fit with the definition of adventure recreation used herein.
Despite the emergence of ‘indoorised’ adventure activities (van Bottenburg &
Salome, 2010), such as indoor rock-climbing or wind tunnel skydiving, the argument is made
that these activities are qualitatively different from adventure recreation. Houge Mackenzie
and Hodge (2020) proposed that the nature context (i.e., settings that human beings have, at
most, only minimally modified, such as waterfalls, mountains, cliffs, and oceans) plays a
critical role in adventure recreation and its absence may lead to distinct motives, experiences,
and outcomes. Although ‘indoorised’ adventure activities may incorporate changing elements
(e.g., gym route setters may modified rock-climbing walls on a monthly basis), nature
contexts provide additional unpredictable elements (e.g., changing weather). Thus, adventure
recreation activities are defined as self-initiated physical activities that generate heightened
bodily sensations and require specific skills to manage unique risks in nature contexts.
The characteristics of each type of adventure recreation activity may vary greatly
from one another. For example, skydiving usually takes less than three minutes, but a highaltitude mountaineering trip may take up to two months to be completed. It is therefore
possible that skydiving may require sudden onsets of emotion regulation, while
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mountaineering requires prolonged, intermittent bouts of emotion regulation (Barlow et al.,
2013). Even within similar types of adventure recreation, characteristics may vary. For
example, participants who engage in high-altitude mountaineering often consider sport
climbing4 as a training activity and see mountaineering as distinct from lower-risk variants of
climbing (Routier & Soulé, 2010). Adventure recreation activities are diverse; however, all
share the characteristics of being physical activities that take place in nature, provide unique
sensations, and require a specialised set of skills to overcome unique challenges (sometimes
viewed as ‘risks’).
Nature and Adventure Recreation
Over the last two decades, scholars have increasingly recognised nature as one of the
key characteristics of adventure recreation (e.g., Brymer & Gray, 2009, Brymer et al., 2021;
Houge Mackenzie & Hodge, 2020; MacIntyre et al., 2019). Research on this topic has
primarily focused on the cognitive, behavioural, and psychological well-being benefits of
nature (e.g., Brymer et al., 2009; Brymer & Gray, 2010; MacIntyre et al., 2019). Mental
recovery, resilience, and psychological well-being have been associated with physical activity
conducted in nature (Houge Mackenzie & Hodge, 2020). In addition, adventure recreation
participants have discussed how interacting with nature helped them to develop a more
ecocentric view of the natural environment, which may be a precursor toward undertaking
more environmentally sustainable practices (Brymer et al., 2009; Brymer & Gray, 2009,
2010; Houge Mackenzie & Brymer, 2020).
Of note for this research project, greater ‘nature connectedness’ (i.e., feeling close to
nature) has been found to be related to higher levels of mindfulness (Howell et al., 2011),
which has been associated with facilitating optimal states (e.g., Kaufman et al., 2009; Scott-

4

Sport climbing involves the use of bolts that are preinstalled in rock faces or indoor walls to protect climbers
(Wang & Dixit, 2020).
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Hamilton et al., 2016). In modern psychological research, mindfulness is often framed as a
purposeful and non-judgemental awareness of the present moment (Kabat-Zinn, 2015).
According to Brymer et al. (2014), several aspects of nature might afford mindfulness
opportunities. For example, the sensations of air on the skin, the smell of earth or vegetation,
and the interactions that individuals have with navigating difficult terrains might facilitate a
present-centred focus that is indicative of mindfulness.
Furthermore, being active in nature may contribute to different facets of well-being
outcomes (Araújo et al., 2019). In a recent meta-analysis, Pritchard et al. (2019) found overall
positive relationships between nature connectedness and both eudaimonic well-being
(‘functioning well’) and hedonic well-being (‘feeling good’). Moreover, through a systematic
review, Lahart et al. (2019) revealed that exercising in nature was associated with higher
positive affect than exercising indoors. Two systematic reviews have provided further
evidence to support the benefits of physical activity in nature (Bowler et al., 2010; Coon et
al., 2011). First, Bowler et al. (2010) found additional benefits from exercising in natural, as
opposed to artificial, settings. Specifically, Bowler et al. (2010) found participants to be more
attentive and able to concentrate after exercising in nature. In a review, which included
randomized controlled-trials, Coon et al. (2011) described how the context (natural vs.
artificial) may influence psychological well-being outcomes from participation in physical
activity. Specifically, Coon et al. (2011) found that exercise conducted in nature was
associated with greater positive engagement, increased energy levels, and a reduction of
tension and depression. Future research on the differences between nature-based and indoor
physical activity is therefore warranted.
Nature appears to play a pivotal role in adventure recreation experiences (Houge
Mackenzie & Hodge, 2020; MacIntyre et al., 2019). Emerging research has uncovered some
of the potential mechanisms that explain how people who are active in natural settings might
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reap benefits beyond what is gained from being physically active indoors (e.g., Brymer et al.,
2021; Pretty et al., 2005; Rogerson et al., 2020). One potential mediator of the benefits of
nature that have been proposed by researchers is the link to mindfulness. Understanding
further what sets natural environments apart from ‘less natural’ environments may help future
researchers and practitioners to facilitate other benefits of nature, such as optimal
psychological states. Reviewing differences between nature-based versus indoorised
adventure recreation activities is therefore important and will be discussed further below.
Adventure Recreation versus ‘Indoorised’ Adventure Activities: An Example from
Climbing
This section provides an example of the indoor/outdoor adventure activity dichotomy
by exploring the differences in characteristics of various types of climbing, and their potential
implications for investigating the psychology of climbers. Several types of adventure
recreation have increasingly been ‘indoorised’ (Kulczycki & Hinch 2014; van Bottenburg &
Salome, 2010). For example, an equivalent to the freefalling portion of skydiving can be done
in wind tunnels, surfing can be practised inside with artificial waves, and rock-climbing can
be replicated in indoor climbing gyms. This section provides an abridged version of the
comparison between indoor versus outdoor rock-climbing presented in Appendix A.
Considering the importance of nature in adventure recreation (Houge Mackenzie &
Brymer, 2020) and the postulated differences in optimal psychological states experienced in
nature versus built environments (Ballew & Omoto, 2018), it is useful to review research on
indoor and outdoor climbing experiences to examine how the context may facilitate or alter
optimal psychological states in adventure activities. Sociologists (Batuev & Robinson, 2019;
Kulczycki, 2014; Kulczycki & Hinch, 2014; Salome & van Bottenburg, 2012), geographers
(Eden & Barratt, 2010), and anthropologists (Bogardus, 2012) have examined differences
between indoor and outdoor climbing. For example, climbers have described the unique
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cultural meanings they give to indoor climbing gyms (Kulczycki & Hinch, 2014) versus
outdoor settings (Kulczycki, 2014). However, limited research has been conducted that
examines differences in psychological experiences between indoor and outdoor climbing.
This section therefore reviews research findings from complementary fields outside of
psychology to understand the differences that may exist between the experiences of indoor
and outdoor climbing.
The dualism that exists between indoors and outdoors contexts is complex (Eden &
Barratt, 2010). For example, artificial climbing towers can be installed outside. Furthermore,
climbing hand-holds, usually made out of plastic resin, can instead be made out of natural
material, such as wood. In addition to the physical features of different types of climbing, the
motives and values associated with indoor and outdoor climbing can differ significantly
(Kulczycki & Hinch, 2014). Lee et al. (2020) suggested that rock-climbing is an umbrella
term for the varying disciplines of climbing, which share an overlapping ethos but also have
distinct values. For example, compared to outdoor climbing, the indoor climbing culture
values competition and safety more strongly (Batuev & Robinson, 2019). However,
according to professional climbers who take part in both types of climbing, the values
associated with indoor climbing have not erred too far from those of traditional rock-climbing
values. Namely, climbers report that indoor climbing has remained a “laid-back sport, more
like surfing or snowboarding… where everyone is really close and really friendly” (Alex
Puccio, interviewee cited in Batuev & Robinson, 2019, p. 1683). Overall, a dichotomy exists
between the characteristics and associated values of outdoor and indoor climbing that may
impact how optimal psychological states are experienced. The following section explains, in
further detail, the outdoor and indoor climbing contexts.
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Rock-Climbing in Outdoor (Nature) Contexts
Ferrero Camoletto and Marcelli (2020) asserted that a defining feature of outdoor
climbing is its holistic nature. The holistic nature of outdoor climbing, which includes access
to natural scenery, pleasurable sensations of natural rock, and natural smells, has been linked
to experiences of mindfulness and flow states (Ferrero Camoletto & Marcelli, 2020). For
some climbers, feelings of authenticity were enhanced when climbing in natural
environments (Bogardus, 2012; Ferrero Camoletto & Marcelli, 2020; Rickly-Boyd, 2012).
For example, climbers have discussed the importance of enjoying the scenery of outdoor
climbing alongside aesthetically pleasing routes (Bogardus, 2012; Salome & van Bottenburg,
2012).
Another aspect of outdoor climbing that may differentiate it from indoor climbing is
the increased level of choice in terms of the hand-holds and routes available in natural
contexts. Araújo et al. (2019) proposed that the increased variability of perception (e.g.,
seeing different types of rock formations) and options for action (e.g., climbing in a crack
versus on the face of the rock) found in nature provided additional well-being benefits
compared to more constrained actions conducted in indoor settings. For example, a naturebased rock-climbing route can be completed with a greater array of choice in movements and
directions compared to indoor rock-climbing routes, as the latter usually constrains climbers
to use specific colour-coded holds. The more diverse possibilities for action in nature are
posited to create conditions in which participants may become more absorbed, immersed in
the moment, and attentive to what they are doing (Araújo et al., 2019). These characteristics
of absorption and immersion in the moment are strongly linked to the optimal psychological
state labelled as flow (Martin & Jackson, 2008).
Salome and van Bottenburg (2012) also reported that climbers preferred the variation
of outdoor climbing and the unexpected situations that can arise during a climbing session
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(e.g., encountering wildlife, changeable weather conditions). Similarly, Ferrero Camoletto
and Marcelli (2020), found that participants emphasised the importance of exploration and
trying new things outdoors. Kulczycki (2014) also found that climbers seek novelty, not only
by exploring new routes afforded by natural environments, but also by being open to new
ways of ascending up previously climbed places. These motives are aligned with common
motives of adventure recreation, which are distinguished from traditional sport, in part, by
dynamic natural environments (Krein, 2014). Outdoor climbers, therefore, have to be aware
of the different types of features along a route and accordingly adapt their climbing style as
they ascend a route.
The benefits of increased variability found in nature may be linked, in part, to the
basic psychological need for autonomy (Fortier et al., 2007). For example, the increased
variability of outdoor settings may provide rock-climbers with the perception of increased
autonomy in terms of their opportunities for action. Houge Mackenzie and Hodge (2020)
developed a conceptual framework to explain the impact of adventure recreation on
subjective well-being, which included this premise. Within this framework, contact with
nature during participation in adventure recreation was posited as a key mediator of
psychological well-being outcomes. Autonomy, considered a basic psychological need (Ryan
et al., 2021), was also suggested as being a subjective well-being mediator for the reasons
outlined above. Support for this proposition was provided by Kiewa (2001), who found that
increased autonomy explained some of the psychological benefits reaped during outdoor
rock-climbing (Kiewa, 2001). Greater autonomy appears to be available when choosing holds
and movements in nature-based compared to indoor climbing, as climbers have reported
more freedom to choose holds in outdoor climbing because there are no route markers
(Kulczycki & Hinch, 2014). Overall, outdoor rock-climbing provides participants with
greater access to nature, which is posited to provide greater levels of autonomy, novel
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challenges, mindfulness, and opportunities for exploration. These key characteristics of
outdoor climbing have also been associated with optimal psychological states (Kee & Wang,
2008; Jackman et al., 2019; Valenzuela et al., 2017) and may therefore be worthy of further
investigation in this research project.
Indoor Climbing
In contrast to outdoor climbing, indoor climbing is sometimes considered by climbers
as being ‘artificial’ (Ferrero Camoletto & Marcelli, 2020). The majority of participants
interviewed by Kulczycki and Hinch (2014) discussed indoor climbing as a secondary choice,
whereas they had a preference for natural settings. According to one climber interviewed by
Salome and van Bottenburg (2012, p. 34), “climbing indoors is a great alternative, but also a
supplement to climbing in the open field. But it is not natural, and I am permanently aware of
the fact that it is a simulated setting”. This quote exemplifies the complex relationship
climbers often have with indoor climbing; it is a useful alternative, but nevertheless distinct
from outdoor climbing.
Despite indoor climbing being deemed by some climbers as a secondary option for
climbing (Kulczycki & Hinch, 2014), the rise in popularity of indoor climbing may be
surpassing that of outdoor climbing. The American Alpine Club (2019), for example,
identified 478 climbing gyms in the Unites States and 95 gyms in Canada and found that
4.4% of Americans have tried indoor climbing. For several researchers, the popularity of
indoor climbing can be explained by its compatibility with the modern middle-class urban
lifestyles (Holland-Smith, 2017; Lee et al., 2020; van Bottenburg & Salome, 2010; Wheaton,
2014). Essentially, indoor climbing is a convenient alternative to outdoor climbing (Eden &
Barratt, 2010; Kulczycki & Hinch, 2014). Climbers are also attracted to indoor climbing by a
sense of safety, social aspects, opportunities for unique types of movement, and a desire to
improve fitness (e.g., Eden & Barratt, 2010; Lewis, 2018). Although indoor climbing was
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originally framed as a ‘rainy day’ alternative to climbing outdoors (Eden & Barratt, 2010), it
has been transformed into an activity in its own right (Kulczycki & Hinch, 2014; Lewis,
2018).
Indoorised versions of adventure recreation afford participants the chance to practice
their activity in safer and more controlled environments (van Bottenburg & Salome, 2010). It
is important to note, however, that this finding was based on research conducted primarily
with the suppliers of indoorised adventure activities and not the participants themselves.
Interestingly, the limited studies which examined differences in injuries between indoor and
outdoor climbing have revealed negligent differences in terms of injury rates (Gerdes et al.,
2006; Woollings et al., 2015). Nevertheless, the lack of unpredictable weather, risk of falling
rocks, and protocols, such as requiring indoor climbing gym visitors to receive riskmanagement briefings upon entry, may increase the perception of safety felt by indoor gym
climbers (Eden & Barratt, 2010). Overall, climbers perceive indoor gyms to be safer climbing
contexts despite potentially having similar objective risks than outdoor climbing (Gerdes et
al., 2006; Lewis, 2018; Woollings et al., 2015). This emphasis on safety has potential
implications for optimal psychological states. For instance, Delle Fave et al. (2003) found
that flow states correlated with average levels of perceived risk in outdoor rock-climbing.
Several researchers have found indoor climbing to be a highly social activity,
especially, when a climber attends the same gym on a regular basis (Lee et al., 2020; Salome
& van Bottenburg, 2012; Kulcycki, 2014; Kulczycki & Hinch, 2014). Indeed, Kulczycki and
Hinch (2014) found that, compared to outdoor climbing, participants were more
accommodating of perceived ‘overcrowding’ when climbing in a gym. The greater social
aspect of indoor climbing also has implications for research on optimal states as greater social
support has been found to be associated with more intense flow states (Tse et al., 2018).
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Furthermore, indoor gyms are prized by climbers for encouraging intrinsically
pleasurable movements (Kulczycki & Hinch, 2014). Ferrero Camoletto and Marcelli (2020)
discussed how routes in gyms are very different from those on outdoor rocks formations;
indoor climbing routes make use of vibrant colours, extravagant shapes, and sizes of holds
and route-setting that affords acrobatic movements. Kulczycki and Hinch (2014)
recommended that routes should therefore be designed to be challenging, enjoyable, and
unique. Overall, indoor climbing appears to provide opportunities for pleasurable
movements. Similarly, optimal psychological states are often described as highly enjoyable
or pleasurable during the activity (e.g., Hardie-Bick & Bonner, 2016; Jackman et al., 2021a).
When investigating optimal psychological states in adventure recreation, it is therefore
important to take into consideration how some participants describe the importance of
pleasurable movements that occur during indoor climbing experiences.
Finally, some climbers make use of indoor walls as a venue to improve technical
climbing abilities needed for future outdoor adventures (Eden & Barratt, 2010; HollandSmith, 2017; Kulczycki & Hinch, 2014; Salome & Von Bottenburg, 2012). For example,
indoor climbing gyms are used to learn specific techniques and train for upcoming climbing
destination trips (Kulczycki & Hinch, 2014). Indeed, Kulcycki (2014) found the theme of
skill development featured predominantly for indoor climbing. This has implications for the
current research project because previous research has found that highly skilled athletes (i.e.,
tennis players) experienced flow states more frequently than amateur athletes (Koehn &
Morris, 2014). As higher skill levels have been positively associated with frequencies of
optimal psychological states in traditional sport contexts, the focus on physical fitness and
development of technique that is afforded by indoor climbing warrants further attention in the
context of adventure recreation.
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Reflecting on the differences between nature-based adventure recreation and
indoorised adventure activities suggests how an individual’s experiences may vary depending
on activity context (e.g., outdoor versus indoor climbing). Outdoor climbing may provide
individuals with opportunities for greater autonomy, novel challenges, mindfulness, and
opportunities for exploration. In contrast, indoor climbing may provide individuals with a
higher sense of safety, more social interaction, opportunities for unique types of movement,
and a desire to improve one’s fitness. The characteristics of indoor and outdoor climbing,
described above have been associated with optimal psychological states (e.g., autonomy; Kee
& Wang, 2008; Jackman et al., 2019; Valenzuela et al., 2017). Notwithstanding, no research
to date has explored how natural versus indoor contexts may impact individuals’ experiences
of optimal psychological states in adventure recreation. Thus, the current investigation, which
directly compared optimal states in indoorised versus nature-based adventure, was informed
by research that investigated the influence of nature on optimal psychological states in nonadventure contexts.
Nature and Optimal Psychological States
As early as 1959, Maslow identified being in nature as a potential facilitator of
optimal psychological states (Maslow, 1959). A positive association between nature contexts
(e.g., mountains, rivers, forests, oceans) and optimal states has since been recognised by
numerous scholars (e.g., Ballew & Omoto, 2018; Davis et al., 1991; McDonald et al., 2009;
Wuthnow, 1978). Some researchers have suggested that the nature aspect of adventure
recreation may explain why optimal psychological states that occur in adventure recreation
may be more intense and/or more frequent compared to indoor activities (e.g., Boniface,
2000; Hall et al., 2007). However, a comprehensive literature search (i.e., via SPORTDiscus,
PsychInfo, and Google Scholar databases), indicated that no study to date had empirically
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tested this claim or investigated how a nature context may, or may not, facilitate optimal
psychological states in adventure recreation.
Nevertheless, some researchers have examined the role of nature in optimal
psychological states during other types of activities (e.g., Ballew & Omoto, 2018; McDonald
et al., 2009). For example, to investigate the potential mechanisms by which wilderness
settings may facilitate peak experiences, McDonald et al. (2009), interviewed participants
about their most powerful peak experiences that occurred in the wilderness (e.g., nature
walks, hiking). Løvoll (2019) also conducted a mixed-method study during a beginner-level
guided glacier hike. Ballew and Omoto (2018) assigned participants to either a builtenvironment (e.g., baseball stadium) or nature-based environments (e.g., a forest) condition
and measured participants’ emotions and experiences via psychometric scales.
Several themes emerged from these studies that suggest how nature contexts may
facilitate optimal psychological states. According to participants in McDonald et al.’s (2009)
study, optimal psychological states were facilitated in nature contexts because of a sense of
being away from daily stressors, which allowed them to experience tranquillity and avoid the
pressures from everyday life. In line with this finding, Løvoll (2019) asserted that nature
provides fewer distractions, which may allow individuals to better concentrate their attention
on a desired task and consequently experience optimal psychological states. Furthermore, the
aesthetic qualities of nature were reported as facilitating optimal psychological states
(McDonald et al., 2009). Aesthetic qualities that were most prominently reported as key to
participants’ optimal psychological states were sunsets, wild animals, and mountains
(McDonald et al., 2009). Ballew and Omoto (2018) found that participants who were more
aware of nature elements (e.g., streams, flowers, grass), as opposed to human-made
characteristics (e.g., fences, bricks, traffic noise), were more immersed in their experiences.
Finally, Frederickson and Anderson (1999) found that nature experiences provided inherent
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physical challenges that may have played a role in increasing instances of optimal states.
Several mechanisms have been postulated to explain how nature contexts may faciltiate
optimal psychological states. However, as yet, no research has compared optimal
psychological states that occur during adventure recreation with those that occur during
indoorised adventure activities. The above reported research on optimal psychological states
in natural versus built environments covered a wide array of optimal psychological states
(e.g., peak experience, flow). Thus, the importance of differentiating amongst these varied
conceptions of optimal psychological states will now be reviewed.
Disentangling Flow, Peak Experience, and Other Optimal Psychological States
Researchers have investigated optimal psychological states for over five decades (e.g.,
Csikszentmihalyi, 1975; Maslow, 1959; Ravizza, 1977). Optimal psychological states have
been deemed as being altered states of consciousness that are highly enjoyable and usually
associated with being fully engaged in the present moment (e.g., Privette & Bundrick, 1991).
Over the years, academics have introduced a plethora of constructs to describe optimal
psychological states that take place in physical activity contexts (e.g., peak experience, flow,
zone). Moreover, the study of optimal psychological states has been further complicated by
researchers using distinct terms, such as peak experience and flow, interchangeably (e.g.,
Bowers, 2017; Morgan & Coutts, 2016; Senecal, 2021).
Optimal psychological states are often associated with heightened levels of enjoyment
and improved well-being (Cheng & Lu, 2015; Csikszentmihalyi, 1988). In addition,
researchers have shown a strong link between certain optimal psychological states and
improved performance (see Harris et al.’s 2021 systematic review). Enhanced performance is
particularly important for adventure sports (e.g., downhill skiing; Sklett et al., 2018). Optimal
performance may also be necessary to avoid serious injuries and death in more high-risk
variants of adventure recreation. The necessity of being in the present moment was
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exemplified in a study of BASE jumpers, with one participant claiming, “you have to be in
the present moment. There is no way you can multitask in such a survival-based situation”
(Arijs et al., 2017, p. 6).
The intensity at which a highly present-minded state is considered an optimal
psychological state depends on the psychological model. Certain scholars have advocated for
a model in which optimal psychological states can vary on an intensity continuum (e.g., flow
states; Gold & Ciorciari, 2020). In this sense, flow states have primarily been framed as
continuous, rather than dichotomous optimal psychological states, ranging on a continuum
from microflow to deep flow (e.g., Harris et al., 2017b; Privette, 1983). In a re-analysis of
data from Jackson and Marsh's (1996) original study, Tenenbaum et al. (1999) found
evidence in support of the flow continuum notion. However, other optimal psychological
state models have framed highly present-minded states as dichotomous phenomena (e.g.,
peak experience (Privette, 1983). When considering the accuracy of discrete versus
continuum optimal psychological state models, it is useful to examine recent understandings
gleaned from general psychology-related research on other states (e.g., psychotic experiences,
loneliness). The consensus in psychological research indicates that psychological states
typically occur on a low to high intensity continuum (Chau et al., 2019). As a result, optimal
psychological states may be best operationalised as existing on a continuum of intensity
levels.
Optimal psychological states are complex phenomena with a range of important
outcomes. It is therefore necessary for researchers to have a comprehensive model or
theoretical framework of optimal psychological states. However, optimal psychological states
remain elusive, and interventions based on traditional models have not reliably facilitated or
predicted the occurrence of optimal psychological states (e.g., Aherne et al., 2011; Goddard
et al., 2021). One could argue that the predominant theoretical framework of optimal
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psychological states has been the ‘flow’ model (Csikszentmihalyi, 1975, 1990). Furthermore,
the bulk of flow research in the physical activity context has focused on sport (Swann et al.,
2012). Research on optimal psychological states (including flow) in adventure recreation has
received more limited attention. This research project therefore sought to better understand
the range of potential optimal psychological states experienced by adventure recreation
participants.
Several reviews have analysed a range of constructs used to explain optimal
psychological states in physical activity contexts (e.g., Boniface, 2000; Jackson & Roberts,
1992; McInman & Grove, 1991; Privette, 1983; Stoll, 2019). However, no review to date has
included emerging frameworks that describe two or more distinct, yet overlapping, constructs
(e.g., telic and paratelic flow; Houge Mackenzie et al., 2011; flow and clutch; Swann et al.,
2017b). Furthermore, previous reviews have not incorporated non-Western constructs, such
as Mushin (Krein & Ilundáin-Agurruza, 2017). This section of the literature review therefore
aims to disentangle overlapping optimal psychological states constructs in the context of
physical activity research, and to identify the optimal psychological state construct(s) that
might be best suited for investigations in adventure recreation contexts.
Sport, exercise, and adventure recreation share a number of commonalities. First,
physical movement is an important aspect of sport, exercise, and adventure recreation.
Second, participants in all three forms of physical activity usually participate in their
respective activities on a voluntary basis. However, sport and adventure recreation, are also
distinct from each other in some respects. For example, sport necessarily involves
competition (Shilbury, 2012), and unlike sport, adventure recreation, by definition, always
takes place in nature (Boudreau et al., 2020). Nevertheless, in examining the ideal constructs
to study with respect to optimal psychological states in adventure recreation, it is useful to
also consider other physical activity contexts, such as sport and exercise. The following
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review will outline fundamental descriptions of 17 constructs that researchers have developed
to describe optimal psychological states in a range of physical activity contexts (see Table 1).
These constructs are separated into three sections. First, the constructs most commonly
utilised in physical activity research will be discussed. Second, constructs that have been
identified as synonymous with previously described optimal psychological states are briefly
described (e.g., deep play, origin state). Finally, models that have integrated two unique, yet
overlapping, sets of optimal psychological states (e.g., telic and paratelic flow; the integrated
flow and clutch model) are discussed.
Table 1
Summary of Optimal Psychological State Constructs in Physical Activity
Prominent optimal psychological state constructs
Peak experience
Flow
Peak performance
Constructs synonymous with other optimal psychological states
Autotelic experience
Peak adventure
Deep play
Transcendent functioning
Origin state
Runner's high
Peak moments
The zone
Models of unique, yet overlapping, optimal psychological states
Non-Western constructs of optimal psychological states
Mushin (empty mind)
Zanshin (immovable mind)
Integration of flow and reversal theory
Telic flow
Paratelic flow
Integrated model of flow and clutch
Flow
Clutch
Prominent Optimal Psychological State Constructs
Peak experience (Maslow, 1959), flow (Csikszentmihalyi, 1975), and peak
performance (Privette, 1983), are the three constructs that have been most widely used in
physical activity research to explain optimal psychological states (McInman & Grove, 1991).
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For instance, a search on the SPORTDiscus database completed in January 2021 returned
2287 results for “Peak Performance”, 317 results for “Flow State OR Flow Experience”, and
203 results for “Peak Experience”. In contrast, a SPORTDiscus search completed in January
2021 revealed 18 for “Deep Play”, and 51 results for “Peak Adventure”.
Privette (1983) and Privette and Bundrick (1991) have described peak experience,
flow, and peak performance as sharing the key characteristic of absorption. Furthermore,
optimal functioning (Swann et al., 2012) and high levels of enjoyment (Martin & Jackson,
2008) are both associated with being completely absorbed in the physical activity that one is
doing. However, peak experience, flow, and peak performance have also been described as
having unique characteristics, which will now be discussed.
Peak Experience
Maslow (1959) first proposed the peak experiences construct and Ravizza (1977) was
the first to conduct an investigation of peak experiences in the context of sport. Peak
experiences are described as highly valued and intense moments of joy that are the most
meaningful and exciting experiences of one’s life (McInman & Grove, 1991; Privette, 1983).
Furthermore, peak experiences are often associated with transcendent or mystical experiences
(Mathes et al., 1982). Another distinguishing feature of peak experiences is that they occur
more frequently for people who are considered to be self-actualised (McInman & Grove,
1991). Peak experiences have also been described as more intense and less frequent than
other optimal states (Mathes et al., 1982). A consensus exists among sport psychology
researchers regarding the conclusion that peak experiences are perceived as joyous or ecstatic
moments that are of a higher intensity than other optimal psychological states (Boniface,
2000; McInman & Grove, 1991). Indeed, Privette (1983) concluded that a peak experience
corresponds to higher levels of joy and performance compared to other constructs of optimal
psychological states, such as flow.
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The construct of peak experience has been investigated primarily through
phenomenological methodologies (Lipscombe, 1999). Although Mathes et al. (1982)
constructed a psychometric tool for measuring peak experiences, researchers have made
limited usage of this tool (i.e., it has been cited 104 times; in comparison, a similar
psychometric tool for measuring the flow construct has 1967 citations). Overall, the construct
of peak experience has not featured prominently in the context of physical activity research.
One reason for this may be that peak experiences have been reported as being an
uncontrollable and passive response to an extraordinary experience (Cleary, 1996). Thus,
peak experiences may only provide a limited explanation for physical activities, such as
adventure recreation, where feeling in control is a key aspect of positive experiences
(Brymer, 2010; Galloway, 2006; Raggiotto et al., 2020).
Peak Performance
The construct of peak experience addresses a state with multiple cognitive (e.g.,
complete focus on a task) and affective (e.g., joy) components (Privette & Bundrick, 1991).
In contrast, the term peak performance is more often used to describe objectively measured
behavioural outcomes (e.g., personal best). In other words, ‘peak performance’ describes
successful outcomes or superior performances that may or may not be accompanied by a
positive internal state (Jackson, 1996). Previously, however, some researchers have labelled
the psychological state that underlies superior behavioural outcomes as peak performance.
For example, Brewer et al. (1991) used the term peak performance in a series of priming
experiments to investigate the psychological characteristics of superior performances.
According to Privette and Bundrick (1991), peak performance is characterised by a sense of
self-awareness and a complete focus that seems to ‘click’ and compel someone to complete
their activity. Jackson and Roberts (1992) found that when athletes reported superior
performances they also reported being in flow.
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It is perhaps more logical to make use of the construct peak performance to designate
the outcome of optimal functioning and not the optimal psychological state that underlies the
behaviour. Consequently, most contemporary sport psychology researchers have steered
away from using the peak performance construct to explain the psychological processes that
underlie superior functioning (e.g., Beauchamp et al., 2021). In the adventure recreation
context, peak performance has had limited usage. According to Brymer (2005, p. 306), “peak
performance has not been specifically related to extreme sport experience”. However, when
peak performance has been used in the adventure recreation literature, it has been used
similarly to applications in the traditional sport context, which refer to optimal functioning
and not an underlying optimal psychological state (e.g., Collins & Collins, 2019).
Flow
According to Senecal (2021), the concept of flow was developed, in part, based on
peak experience literature and therefore shares characteristics with the construct of peak
experience. The earliest investigations of flow states consisted of interviewing participants in
activities that had no apparent external rewards (Csikszentmihalyi, 1975; Nakamura &
Csikszentmihalyi, 2014). For example, Csikszentmihalyi (1975) interviewed dancers, chess
players, and rock-climbers and found that the ability to be fully absorbed and doing an
activity for its own sake was a key motivation for participants. According to Boniface (2000),
flow has generally been regarded as the most prominent construct for explaining optimal
psychological states in the context of adventure recreation, and flow has generally been
regarded as the most popular model of optimal experiences used is the context of sport
(Swann et al., 2012). The word ‘flow’ was coined by Csikszentmihalyi (1975) based on
interviewee descriptions of their effortless actions that characterises this optimal state.
Flow has often been conceptualised as a multi-faceted experience consisting of total
involvement that is so satisfying that participants want to take part in the activity for its own
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sake (e.g., Csikszentmihalyi, 1975). For example, researchers have described flow as being
completely absorbed in the task and having a loss of self-consciousness during highly
enjoyable experiences (e.g., Csikszentmihalyi, 1990; Jackson, 1996; Marty-Dugas & Smilek,
2019). Flow is purported to be universally experienced in leisure and work activities.
However, according to Csikszentmihalyi (1975), certain ‘flow activities’ may provide more
opportunities for flow states to occur; these flow activities have certain characteristics that are
conducive to flow experiences. For example, flow activities provide progressive levels of
difficulty (e.g., in rock-climbing, climbers can choose to increase the challenge progressively
to match their current skill level), and provide clear goals and feedback on movement toward
those goals (Csikszentmihalyi, 1975, 2014a). Based on qualitative work, Csikszentmihalyi
(1975) further classified flow according to the following nine key characteristics:
•

A dynamic balance between challenge and skill. (i.e., flow occurs when there is a
perceived balance between the demands of a task and one’s ability to accomplish the
task).

•

The merging of action and awareness. (i.e., actions feel like they are happening
automatically, and a feeling of oneness with the activity develops during flow).

•

Clear goals. (i.e., for flow to occur, an individual must have a desired activity
outcome in mind).

•

Unambiguous feedback. (i.e., the activity provides the participant with clear and
immediate criteria for a successful outcome, which indicates to participants that
everything is going according to plan).

•

Concentration on the activity. (i.e., individuals experience complete concentration on
the activity at hand).

•

A sense of control over one’s actions. (i.e., the activity is perceived to be entirely
under an individual’s control).
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•

Loss of self-consciousness (i.e., thoughts about the ‘self’ disappear. Essentially,
someone in flow lacks the mental resources to be self-critical because they are highly
absorbed by the activity).

•

Perceived transformation of time (i.e., one can be unaware of time or perceive time,
as passing more slowly or faster than usual).

•

Autotelic experience (i.e., doing an activity for its own sake and not for the
expectation of an external award).
Originally, Csikszentmihalyi considered that all nine dimensions characterise flow.

For example, Csikszentmihalyi (1975) labelled all nine characteristics as dimensions under
the heading “elements of the flow experience” (p. 38). Later, however, Nakamura and
Csikszentmihalyi (2002) reconsidered the dimensions of flow and posited that three of the
flow dimensions were necessary conditions for these states to occur instead of characteristics.
Specifically, they posited that clear goals, unambiguous feedback, and a dynamic balance
between skill and challenge are necessary conditions of flow states. The remaining six
characteristics describe the flow experience itself. It is noteworthy to mention that the ninedimension model does not include consequences of flow within these dimensions.
Despite Nakamura and Csikszentmihalyi’s (2002) recommendation to separate the
characteristics of flow from its necessary conditions, most researchers in the adventure
recreation context have included dimensions of flow considered to be necessary conditions in
their operationalisation of flow (e.g., Bassi & Delle Fave et al., 2010; Jones, et al., 2003;
Tsaur et al., 2013). For example, adventure recreation researchers have defined flow states
based on a reported skill-challenge balance (e.g., Delle Fave et al., 2003) or based on
psychometric questionnaires that considered all nine flow dimensions as being characteristic
of the flow state (e.g., Morgan et al., 2016). Including necessary conditions in operational
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definitions impedes future empirical progress on the study of flow because it conflates a
cause (e.g., skill-challenge balance) with an effect (i.e., flow state).
More recently, necessary conditions have been relabelled antecedents, and researchers
(e.g., Barthelmäs & Keller, 2021; Fong et al., 2015; Kennedy et al., 2014; Moneta, 2021)
have separated antecedents from the characteristics of the flow experience itself. Moneta
(2021) described the antecedents of flow as internal states that are theorised to promote either
the frequency and/or the intensity of flow experiences. Separating the experience of flow
from its antecedents is beneficial as it helps researchers to identify key antecedents that might
be targeted in interventions. Purported antecedents of flow that have been investigated
include two of the nine dimensions of flow: challenge/skill balance and clear goals (Fong et
al., 2015; Stein et al., 1995). However, several other antecedents of flow have also been
investigated (e.g., Barthelmäs & Keller, 2021; Hoffman & Novak, 2009; Moneta, 2021). For
example, Hoffman and Novak (2009) outlined potential flow antecedents that appear to be
particularly relevant to the adventure recreation context (e.g., novelty, having a playful
attitude).
Having a challenge and skill balance, however, has been identified as one of the most
important antecedents of flow (Csikszentmihalyi, 2014a). Based on this premise, three main
flow models have been developed, each of which suggests various ways that changes in skill
and/or challenge levels may facilitate flow (see Figure 1). The original flow model suggested
that if skill levels and the difficulty of a challenge are balanced, an individual will experience
flow. If an individual does not have enough skills to meet the challenge at hand, they will
experience anxiety; if the challenge an individual encounters is not difficult enough, they will
experience boredom. The quadrant model (i.e., the four channel flow model) adds complexity
to the original model by suggesting that a state of apathy is experienced when the level of an
individual’s skills and the challenge at hand is not high compared to daily activities (see
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Figure 1). Specifically, the quadrant model shows that flow states are experienced when two
criteria are met: (a) perceived challenges and perceived skills are matched, and (b) both
perceived challenges and skills are higher than those perceived during an individual’s average
daily tasks. The eight channel flow model describes four additional experiential states (i.e.,
worry, arousal, control, relaxation) that may be experienced when an appropriate balance of
perceived skill and challenge is not achieved (see Figure 1).
The main strength of the three models described above is that they provide simple and
testable explanations for flow states. However, since the above three models focus on the
‘challenge-skill balance’ antecedent, they do not provide information on other key facilitators
of flow states. For example, important antecedents of flow such as self-confidence and
positive feedback (e.g., Harmison, 2006; Swann et al., 2018) are not included in the original,
quadrant, or eight channel flow models. Furthermore, the above three models of flow do not
characterise the flow experience itself (e.g., enjoyment, task absorption). A model of flow
that comprises a comprehensive list of antecedents and a holistic account of flow
characteristics may therefore be beneficial for both research and practice.
Although the challenge-skill balance adds predictive elements compared to the peak
experience model, certain characteristics associated with peak experience are absent from
definitions of flow. To provide a more holistic portrayal of optimal psychological states,
other characteristics absent from the nine dimensions framework may also be important to
include as a description of flow. For instance, Privette and Bundrick (1991) explained the
importance of play, which also helped distinguish flow from peak experience and peak
performance. Csikszentmihalyi (2014b, p. 138) argued, “While flow is often experienced in
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Figure 1
Original and Reformulated Flow Models based on the Challenge-Skill Dimension

Note. Top left panel: The original flow model (Csikszentmihalyi, 1975). Top right panel: The
quadrant flow model (Csikszentmihalyi et al., 1977). Bottom left panel: The eight-channel
flow model (Massimini et al., 1987).
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play, in creativity, or in religious ecstasy, it is not always present in these activities, nor is it
limited to them.” However, Csikszentmihalyi’s exclusion of play as a characteristic of flow
perhaps broadens the definition of flow to a degree that allows nearly all optimal
psychological states of consciousness to be interpreted as an example of flow. Choi et al.
(2007) explained that “the construct of flow is, however, too broad and ill-defined due to the
numerous ways it has been operationalized, tested and applied.” (p. 227). Overall, the
conceptual definition of flow varies highly between researchers.
Constructs Synonymous with Prominent Constructs of Optimal Psychological States
In the previous section, unique characteristics have been described that allow flow,
peak experience, and peak performance to be differentiated. However, other constructs have
been developed that appear similar or congruent with the descriptions of flow or peak
experience. This section outlines nine optimal psychological state constructs that are
considered synonymous with the previously explained optimal states. Some of the constructs
have been explicitly identified as synonymous by researchers (e.g., deep play; Ackerman,
1999), while others have been deemed synonyms because they were highly similar to flow or
peak experience (e.g., in the zone). This section first describes constructs that are most
similar to flow, followed by those similar to peak experience, and finally those that are
considered more colloquial terms for optimal psychological states.
Optimal Psychological States Similar to Flow
In initial publications on the experience that was later described as flow,
Csikszentmihalyi (1975) used the term autotelic experience to describe optimal states. This
term was a combination of the Greek words for ‘self’ and ‘outcome’. Accordingly, autotelic
activities were considered worthy of doing for their own sake, rather than for external
rewards. The intrinsic enjoyment gained in the activity itself characterised an autotelic
experience. Although the construct autotelic experience has been largely replaced by flow,
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the term autotelic is still used to define one’s disposition to flow experiences (i.e., having an
‘autotelic personality trait’). For example, Ross and Keiser (2014) made use of the term
autotelic personality during an investigation of the personality traits of people who are more
likely to experience flow states5. Overall, the term autotelic experience can be considered
identical to flow. Similarly to the construct autotelic experience, deep play has been used as a
synonym of flow in many contexts.
According to Ackerman (1999) the construct deep play was borrowed from Bentham
(1931), who conceived of the term deep play for purposes unrelated to optimal psychological
states. Ackerman (1999) identified deep play as an enriched form of play, which is
characterised by a desire to voluntarily enjoy an activity for its own sake. More recently,
Brown (2009) described deep play further according to the following characteristics:
•

It is conducted on a voluntary basis.

•

It is enjoyed for its own sake.

•

Participants find inherent attraction to deep play.

•

It provides freedom from the concept of time.

•

Consciousness of the self is reduced.

•

It provides opportunities for improvisation.

•

Participants have a desire to continue the activity.
Throughout the 20th century, usage of the deep play construct appears to have

confounded descriptions of activities wherein optimal states may occur with the optimal state
experience itself. For example, MacAloon and Csikszentmihalyi (1983, p. 75) made use of
the term deep play as a type of activity when they referred to climbing as a “form of deep
play in the sense of involving an extreme wager [i.e., risk] which acts as a vehicle for the

5

Ross and Keiser (2014) found that individuals who experience flow states more frequently tend to be more
extraverted and conscientious.
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deeper personal and cultural interests of the participants who risk it”. In the context of
adventure trekking, Gyimóthy and Mykletun (2004) similarly made use of the deep play to
denote a particular type of activity that may facilitate optimal states. However, Ackerman
(1999) suggested that deep play was a state of transcendence synonymous to flow. This
mixed usage of deep play to denote both a type of optimal psychological state, and type of
activity that may facilitate optimal states has muddied the research waters regarding optimal
states.
The construct of deep play has been used to refer to activities that provide both a
sense of freedom from everyday life experiences as well as an intensive form of play that
require one’s full attention, possibilities for improvisation, and a lack of outcome goals (e.g.,
Ackerman, 1999; Brown, 2009). Overall, deep play may be employed in research to
operationalise the types of activities that may lead to optimal states. However, it is useful to
disentangle the deep play construct when referring to potential optimal states.
Another construct that is similar to flow is peak adventure. Martin and Priest (1986)
proposed the Adventure Experience Paradigm (AEP) to explain how optimal states (i.e., peak
adventures) occur in the context of adventure recreation. The AEP model was based on an
integration of flow antecedents proposed by Mitchell (1983), optimal arousal theory (Ellis,
1973), and Mortlock's (1984) spectrum of adventure. Mitchell (1983) suggested that certain
antecedents (e.g., freedom of choice and uncertainty of outcome) were particularly important
for facilitating flow during adventure recreation. These antecedents were included in Martin
and Priest's (1986) explanation for how participants of adventure recreation can facilitate
optimal psychological experiences, such as peak adventure.
According to Martin and Priest (1986), based on the balance between perceived risk
and competence, participants will experience one of five conditions: (1) exploration and
experimentation, (2) adventure, (3) peak adventure, (4) misadventure, and (5) devastation and
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disaster (see Figure 2). The first two conditions of the AEP are similar to the conditions of
‘boredom’ and ‘relaxation’ proposed in the models of flow (see Figure 1), while peak
adventure is similar to the flow state. Misadventure and ‘devastation and disaster’
corresponded to the ‘anxiety’ condition in the flow model (see Figure 1). Overall, the AEP
model and four and eight channel flow models are highly similar.
Figure 2
The Adventure Experience Paradigm (Priest, 1992)

Priest and Bunting (1993) conducted a study with 25 novice white water paddlers to
test the validity of the AEP; paddlers were asked to report their perceived risk and perceived
competence levels prior to and after a series of river sections. The results demonstrated that
perceived risk and perceived competence levels varied based on the objective challenge of
white-water rivers and therefore provided evidence for the ecological validity of the AEP.
Similarly, Jones et al. (2003) found evidence to support the ecological validity in more
experienced paddlers. However, the study conducted by Priest and Bunting did not test the
predictive validity of the AEP, because it did not include indicators of optimal states.
Following the initial studies on the AEP conducted by Priest and colleagues (e.g., Martin &
Priest, 1986; Priest & Bunting, 1993), further evidence was found that demonstrated the lack
of predictive validity for the peak adventure construct. For example, based on a sample of
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white-water kayakers, Jones et al. (2003) found a weak correlation between peak adventure
and other indicators of optimal states. Furthermore, Houge (2009) argued that the lack of
predictive validity was a result of combining subjective (e.g., perceived risk) and objective
measurements (e.g., disaster) for determining the presence of optimal psychological states.
The content validity of the AEP can also be questioned. Given that adventure
recreation participants appear to seek out challenge and not risk per se (Frühauf et al., 2017),
framing peak adventure as a result of perceived risk and perceived competence may be less
appropriate than utilising the terms ‘challenge and skill’ used in alternative flow models.
Overall, the AEP brought to light the importance of identifying antecedents of optimal states
(e.g., freedom of choice); however, the construct of peak adventure has not been
demonstrated to be differentiated from the construct of flow. The AEP model is therefore not
an adequate model for explaining the experiences of optimal states in adventure recreation.
Optimal Psychological States Similar to Peak Experience
Researchers initially described peak experiences under the guise of two different
terms: transcendent functioning and the origin state (de Charms, 1968; Privette, 1983). When
initially investigating optimal psychological states in sport, Privette (1968) used the construct
transcendent functioning. However, Privette opted to use the term peak experience in later
research on optimal states (e.g., Privette, 1983); and in doing so further confused the array of
terminologies used to describe optimal states. Transcendent functioning does not appear to
have been used as a construct of optimal states by contemporary sport and exercise
psychology researchers.
de Charms (1968) first coined origin to designate a state where one feels in control of
their destiny. The concept of origin was juxtaposed to what de Charms termed a pawn state,
which was defined by a perception that one’s behaviour is caused by external forces beyond
one’s control. The concept of origin influenced several theories of motivation. For example,
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self-determination theory and the concept of autonomy as a necessary component of selfdetermination was influenced by research on the origin state (Deci & Ryan, 2008; Ryan &
Grolnick, 1986). McInman and Grove (1991) and Csikszentmihalyi (2014b) argued that the
origin state is synonymous with peak experience. However, the origin state appears to
describe a potential antecedent of optimal states (viz., a perception of control) and not an
optimal psychologic state, which is defined as a highly positive state associated with being
fully engaged in the present moment. Taken together, the origin construct was instrumental in
the development of contemporary motivational theories and optimal psychological state
models, but lacks the empirical support to be considered a unique optimal psychological
state.
Generic Constructs of Optimal Psychological States
Terms such as the zone, ideal performance, peak moment, and runner’s high have
been popularised among non-research and research communities alike. For example, the zone
or ‘being in the zone’ is a more colloquial optimal state construct that is often found in the
popular press (e.g., Drughi, 2018; Shainberg, 1989). Carter et al. (2013) identified ‘being in
the zone’ as a colloquial synonym for flow. However, academic researchers have made
limited use of the term ‘zone’ as a unique construct for investigating optimal states (e.g.,
Stamatelopoulou et al., 2018). For example, in order to assess correlations between spiritual
experiences in sport and being in the zone, Dillon and Tait (2000, p. 97) constructed “The
Zone Test”. Dillon and Tait (2000) asserted that being in the zone was synonymous with
flow, but failed to explain why they did not make use of the Flow State Scale (FSS; Jackson
& Marsh, 1996) for their study. The items for the Zone Test nevertheless correspond to the
majority of items in the FSS. For instance, the Zone Test includes the item: “I have
experienced such absolute focused concentration that I have lost self-awareness of my body”
(p. 98), which is highly similar to the ‘loss of self-consciousness’ item of the FSS. In contrast,
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Young and Pain (1999) identified the zone as an umbrella term that might refer to a variety of
optimal psychological states. Overall, researchers have not demonstrated that the zone is a
unique construct separate from other optimal psychological states. Nevertheless, Young and
Pain (1999) identified constructs, such as the zone, as unique states that are universally
experienced across physical activity settings. This is in contrast to theories of overlapping,
yet unique, optimal psychological states that will be discussed on p. 48.
According to McInman and Grove (1991), peak moment is an umbrella term for
optimal psychological states that encompasses peak experience, peak performance, ideal
performance state, and flow. Peak moment is defined as “high-intensity sporting experiences
of an emotional and/or performance nature” (McInman & Grove, 1991, p. 336). Overall,
researchers have used the construct peak moment relatively infrequently. When researchers
have used the term peak moment, they have predominantly used it as a synonym for flow. For
example, Orta-Cantón and Sicilia-Camacho (2015) conducted a review of flow and used the
terms peak moment and flow interchangeably. Similarly, Kemp and Scott (2001) conducted a
study on the peak moments of rugby players using a tool designed for measuring peak
experiences. Taken together, the construct peak moments does not provide a unique
perspective on optimal psychological states and has not been associated with any unique
measurement tools for measuring optimal psychological states. Instead, peak moment can be
used as a term that encompasses a variety of optimal psychological states.
A limited number of researchers have used the term ideal performance to describe
optimal psychological states (e.g., Krane & Williams, 2015). Brewer et al. (1991) identified
the ideal performance construct as a synonym of peak performance. Anderson et al. (2014)
referred to ideal performance interchangeably with ‘being in the zone’. On the other hand,
Harmison (2006) suggested that ideal performance could correspond to a variety of optimal
psychological states, including peak experience, flow, and peak performance. In reviewing
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previous optimal psychological state research, Hardy et al. (1996) asserted that physical,
social, organisational, and psychological factors underlie ideal performance states. However,
no further research has positioned ideal performance state as a unique construct separate from
other optimal psychological states. Overall, the construct of ideal performance lacks an
empirically-based theoretical framework.
In addition to the zone, peak moment, and ideal performance, runner’s high has been
used to describe optimal psychological states in non-academic and academic contexts.
Kostrubala (1976) provided one of the first descriptions of runner’s high in his book aimed
for general audiences. Kostrubala described runner’s high as an expanded state of
consciousness achieved during running, which benefits physical, psychological, and spiritual
health. In a doctoral dissertation, Sachs (1980) elaborated further on the altered state of
consciousness and identified key characteristics, such as feelings of euphoria, a perception of
increased strength, the realisation of one’s potential, and experiences of spiritual significance.
In contrast, contemporary academics (e.g., Fuss et al., 2015; Hicks et al., 2019; Raichlen et
al., 2012) have reduced the broadness of this definition and instead define runner’s high as
the euphoric state that some people experience during and after endurance exercise. This
euphoric state is thought to be accompanied by reduced levels of anxiety and reduced
sensations of pain (Fuss et al., 2015).
Runner’s high is typically expected to occur during or after an average of 25 to 35
minutes of running (Wagemaker & Goldstein, 1980). Extensive research on the underlying
mechanisms for runner’s high has focused on the physiological aspects of the phenomenon
(Dietrich & McDaniel, 2004; Hicks et al., 2019; Raichlen et al., 2012), such as the role of
endorphins or encephalins (e.g., Pargman & Baker, 1980). These neurochemicals,
respectively, explained increased euphoria and reduced nociception (i.e., reduced detection of
pain). According to Raichlen et al. (2012), an increase in endocannabinoids following
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endurance exercise was found to explain the euphoric state experienced by runners. Although
the exact nature of the underlying physiological mechanisms of runner’s high are still
contested, exercise-induced increases in both endorphins and endocannabinoids have been
found to be responsible for runner’s high (Fuss et al., 2015).
Runner’s high was originally conceived as a holistic experience synonymous with
other optimal states (Kostrubala, 1976; Sachs, 1980). However, Stoll (2019) warned that
runner’s high had been increasingly studied as a unidimensional concept associated with
endorphins and/or endocannabinoids. Indeed, contemporary research on the phenomenon is
distinct from other optimal psychological states and primarily restricted to a unidimensional
state of euphoria achieved during endurance exercise (Stoll, 2019). Based on recent trends,
the cognitive and emotional processes that have been investigated in research on other
optimal states are absent in research on runner’s high. It may therefore be best practice to use
the construct runner’s high to refer to the underlying physiological mechanism of euphoria
and feelings of reduced pain that occurs during or after bouts of endurance exercise.
Altogether, several terms, such as runner’s high and the zone, have been used to study
optimal states that are synonymous with pre-established constructs, but have not provided
adequate explanation of optimal psychological states.
Models of Distinct Optimal Psychological States
The majority of literature on optimal psychological states suggests that optimal
experiences can be encapsulated by a singular optimal psychological state construct (e.g.,
either flow or peak experience). In the last decade, however, researchers have challenged the
singularity of optimal psychological states and proposed that more than one type of optimal
psychological state exists (e.g., Houge Mackenzie et al., 2011; Wright et al., 2014, Wright
2016). The following section discusses three alternative models of optimal psychological
states that outline sets of two distinct, but interrelated, optimal states. The first set of optimal
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psychological states, mushin and zanshin, provides a non-Western contrast to the singular
constructs covered so far. The second set of optimal psychological states, paratelic flow and
telic flow, explains an alternative conception of flow based on two distinct types of flow
states. Finally, the third set of optimal psychological states, flow and clutch, suggests how
two distinct but overlapping optimal states can be conceptualised in an integrated model of
flow and clutch states.
Mushin and Zanshin
Contrary to other optimal psychological states, the terms zanshin and mushin are
primarily found in non-academic literature of Japanese martial arts (e.g., Jennings, 2013) and
a small number of descriptive articles from sport philosophy academic journals (e.g., Krein &
Ilundáin-Agurruza, 2014, 2017). Pain and Pain (2005) interpreted zanshin and mushin as
being analogous to flow in that both are states of mind focused on the present moment. On
the other hand, Krein and Ilundáin-Agurruza (2014) suggested that only one of the states,
mushin, was comparable, yet distinct, to what in the West is considered to be flow. The
construct of zanshin is described as sharing some characteristics with mushin, but also as
presenting with distinct characteristics (Alinaghipour et al., 2020). The construct of zanshin
and mushin are therefore described here as unique, yet overlapping optimal state constructs.
Mushin
The Japanese term mushin “refers to being profoundly empty of distractions,
preoccupations, worries, conscious planning and all other trains of thought when preparing to
engage in a fight” (Wilson, 2010, p. 2). According to Krein and Ilundáin-Agurruza (2017),
competitive pressure inhibits the state of Mushin. No empirical research has been conducted
on the concept of mushin. However, based on a reading of Japanese martial arts texts, Krein
and Ilundáin-Agurruza (2014) explained mushin in terms of six characteristics:
•

A reduced sense of self-consciousness (i.e., one’s inner monologue is quieted).
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•

Lack of focus on the outcome (viz., a lack of thoughts about winning or avoiding
failure).

•

Perceived increase in fluidity and creativity of movement.

•

Improvement to one’s performance.

•

Movements seem to happen by themselves.

•

Perceived increase in clarity and vividness.
Several characteristics of mushin have striking similarities to those described for flow.

For example, the first characteristic of mushin is almost identical to the “loss of selfconsciousness” dimension experienced during flow (Csikszentmihalyi, 1990). Furthermore,
mushin’s lack of focus on the outcome appears comparable to the autotelic dimension of
flow. Mushin’s fifth characteristic, ‘movements seem to happen by themselves’ is also
strikingly similar to how flow is often described as happening automatically (e.g.,
Csikszentmihalyi, 2014a). Similar to flow, higher performances are purported to correlate
with mushin (Krein & Ilundáin-Agurruza, 2017).
Some aspects of mushin appear to differ from those of flow. According to Krein and
Ilundáin-Agurruza (2014), a martial artist must enter a state of mushin prior to their combat.
This is in contrast to flow, which is purported to happen following initial positive feedback
(Swann et al., 2018). Furthermore, martial artists are said to be able to purposefully facilitate
a state of mushin (Krein & Ilundáin-Agurruza, 2014). However, based on a systematic
review, Swann et al. (2012) reported that only 66% of elite athletes perceived flow to be
controllable. This contrast in perceptions of controllability between flow and mushin,
requires further study to effectively differentiate mushin from flow. Krein and IlundáinAgurruza (2014) claimed that mushin is distinct from flow because martial artists view
mushin as a state that is worthy of experiencing for its own sake, and, in contrast, athletes
view flow as a means of achieving peak performance. However, this assertion appears to
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contradict traditional and emerging descriptions of flow as intrinsically rewarding
experiences (e.g., Privette, 1983; Swann et al., 2019). Furthermore, findings from the
adventure recreation context contradict Krein and Ilundáin-Agurruza’s claim. Specifically,
surfers have discussed seeking flow states for their own sake (e.g., Partington et al., 2009),
and Taylor (2021) found that flow was a welcome by-product of mountain biking. Overall, it
is possible that mushin is synonymous with flow, but empirical research is needed to compare
their purportedly unique characteristics.
Zanshin
In contrast to the state of mushin, Alinaghipour et al. (2020), indicated that zanshin is
“the state of continued commitment in which the competitor maintains awareness” (p. 2).
Zanshin is similar to mushin in that people who experience it are focused on the present
moment (Pain & Pain, 2005). However, Jennings (2013) considers zanshin to be an
awareness of threats and a voluntary commitment to have a focused mind. According to
Wilson (2010), someone in a state of zanshin will simultaneously be in a high state of
readiness and awareness of details while avoiding critical judgement of one’s observation.
According to martial arts texts (e.g., Alinaghipour et al., 2020; Jennings, 2013), individuals
attempt to purposefully enter a state of zanshin and when they do, they become completely
focused, and actively think about what they are doing. These latter characteristics of zanshin
(i.e., effortful focus) are similar to characteristics of clutch states, which will be described
below.
Challenges to the Mushin and Zanshin Approach. Although mushin and zanshin are
well-known constructs in Japanese martial arts (Jennings, 2013), they have not been utilised
in the wider sport psychology research community. As such, no empirical investigations of
either states have been conducted to date (Krein & Ilundáin-Agurruza, 2014). The limited
application of these two states may stem, in part, from the lack of psychometric tools for
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measuring mushin and zanshin. At this time, descriptions of mushin and zanshin are
incomplete. However, both mushin and zanshin appear to share similarities with those of
flow and clutch, respectively. Overall, the literature on mushin and zanshin raises a variety of
intriguing questions for future study.
Reversal Theory and Flow: Paratelic Flow and Telic Flow
Rea (1993) proposed that reversal theory (Apter, 1984) could be integrated with flow
theory and other authors have conducted empirical studies employing reversal theory in a
range of physical activity contexts (i.e., Houge Mackenzie et al., 2011, 2013; Weinberg,
1998; Young, 1998, 2007). Proponents for the integration of reversal theory and flow theory
have suggested that a range of flow experiences may exist (e.g., Collins et al., 2009).
Reversal theory indicates that experiences of everyday life will be influenced by the
metamotivational state that one finds themselves in at any particular moment (Hudson et al.,
2016). According to Apter (1984), the term metamotivational is used because states are not
motives, but interpretations of one’s current motivational states, which regularly switch (or
‘reverse’) over time. For example, in a telic, arousal-avoidance state, arousal would be
interpreted as anxiety, whereas in a paratelic arousal-seeking state, arousal would be
interpreted as exciting.
One of the tenets of reversal theory is that individuals seek to fulfil opposing needs.
For example, after fulfilling the need for excitement and adventure, people will seek to fulfil
the need for security and tranquillity (Apter, 1984). People tend to report greater satisfaction
when opportunities to switch back and forth from these metamotivational states exist during
activities (Apter, 1984). Apter (2007) identified four pairs of opposing metamotivational
states that one can be in: telic/paratelic, conformist/negativistic, mastery/sympathetic,
autic/alloic. According to Wright et al. (2014), each metamotivational state may correspond
to a different type of flow experience.
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Wright et al. (2014) found evidence for seven of the eight different metamotivational
states and corresponding varieties of flow. However, Wright et al.'s (2014) study was based
on guitar players and therefore not conducted in the context of physical activity. In contrast,
Weinberg (1998) and Young (2007) found that ultra-distance runners experienced both a
form of relaxing telic flow and a form of exciting paratelic flow. Similarly, Houge Mackenzie
et al. (2011, 2013), found evidence of paratelic flow and telic flow in adventure contexts.
Houge Mackenzie et al. (2011, 2013) suggested that future research should investigate
metamotivational states other than the paratelic/telic states, however, to date, no such studies
have been conducted in the physical activity context. The focus of this literature review on
the integration of flow theory and reversal theory will therefore be limited to the differences
and similarities between paratelic flow and telic flow.
Paratelic Flow
In the adventure recreation context, Houge Mackenzie et al. (2011) found that a lack
of salient and/or important outcomes preceded paratelic flow. Houge Mackenzie et al. (2011)
reported a range of paratelic flow experiences that were accompanied by either lower levels
or higher levels of arousal. Some paratelic flow states were characterised by intense emotions
of excitement and preceded by reversals of metamotivational states. Contrary to earlier
conceptualisations of flow (e.g., Jones et al., 2000), which posited that high skills and low
challenges led to boredom, adventure recreation participants who perceived higher skills and
reduced levels of challenges reported being in a relaxed form of paratelic flow (Houge
Mackenzie et al., 2011). During periods of paratelic flow that were more relaxing, individuals
reported a wider attentional field and feelings of enjoyment during, and not only after, the
activity.
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Telic Flow
Houge Mackenzie et al. (2011) found important outcome goals to be a key
characteristic of telic flow. Houge Mackenzie et al. (2011) also found that adventure
recreation participants reported higher levels of anxiety and negative feelings before
experiencing telic flow. Furthermore, when participants perceived their skills as being
relatively higher compared to lower perceived challenges, they reported less intense and less
frequent telic flow. Conversely, when participants perceived their skills as being relatively
low compared to higher perceived challenges, they reported more intense emotions and more
memorable telic flow experiences. Houge Mackenzie et al. (2011) found that participants
reported the former types of telic flow more frequently. Nevertheless, Houge Mackenzie et al.
(2011) also found that some participants reported lowered-intensity telic flow, which was
similar to descriptions of relaxing telic flow (Rea, 1993). Overall, it is unclear whether
relaxing telic flow and higher intensity telic flow may be considered the same state. As
opposed to paratelic flow, which was characterised by enjoyment felt during the activity,
participants in telic flow reported positive feelings (e.g., accomplishment) after the activity.
Although the consequences of paratelic flow and telic flow have not been extensively studied,
Weinberg (1998) found that both paratelic and telic types of flow were intrinsically
motivating.
Challenges to the Paratelic and Telic Flow Approach. Research on how reversal
theory relates to optimal psychological states is sparse. Rea (1993) first postulated that
reversal theory may be an advantageous theoretical framework for developing a more
comprehensive understanding of flow states. Among the limited number of researchers that
have investigated reversal theory and flow states, there appears to be a lack of consensus
regarding how reversal theory can inform flow research (i.e., Houge, 2009; Weinberg, 1998;
Wright et al., 2014; Young, 1998). For example, Wright et al. (2014) proposed that eight
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different metamotivational states helped explain different types of flow states, however, Rea
(1993) suggested four different metamotivational states, and Houge (2009) primarily found
evidence for two metamotivational states (i.e., paratelic, telic) that may influence the
occurrence of flow states. The applicability of each metamotivational state for influencing
optimal psychological states is therefore currently unclear.
Moreover, the integration of reversal theory and flow theory may add unnecessary
complexity to optimal psychological state models. Although four pairs of metamotivational
states exist according to reversal theory, research that combined flow and reversal
frameworks in physical activity research has only investigated the paratelic/telic pair (i.e.,
Houge, 2009; Houge Mackenzie et al., 2011, 2013). It is theoretically possible that eight
different types of optimal states may be experienced in physical activity; however, no studies
have demonstrated this possibility. To follow the principle of Occam’s razor (i.e., all things
being equal, the simplest explanation should be preferred), one could argue that the
framework used to investigate optimal psychological states should be as parsimonious as
possible. In other words, one could argue that optimal psychological states should not require
the explanation of other psychological states (i.e., metamotivational states). Instead, it may be
more beneficial to identify and define optimal psychological states separately from
antecedents (e.g., confidence, metamotivational states). Furthermore, Swann et al. (2018)
argued that if two distinct optimal experiences exist, they should not both be identified as
flow since that would not be consistent with the definitional or conceptual basis of flow.
Instead, if evidence of an optimal psychological state similar - but distinct to flow - is found,
researchers may prefer to precisely identify what characterises flow states and differentiates it
from other optimal psychological states. Research that has integrated flow and reversal theory
has shed light on how optimal psychological states are not universally experienced as a
singular state (i.e., flow). However, an optimal psychological state model that may be better
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suited for explaining these types of experiences would provide unique labels for different
optimal psychological states.
Integrated Model of Flow and Clutch States
One model that provides unique labels to describe two distinct optimal psychological
states is the integrated model of flow and clutch states (Swann, 2018, 2022). Based on initial
research with professional golfers, Swann et al. (2016) found that athletes reported not just
one, but two different optimal states that underpinned excellent performance (see Figure 3).
Initially, these optimal states were colloquially described as ‘letting it happen’ and ‘making it
happen’. After further research, the former optimal state was referred to as a flow state and
the latter was termed a clutch state (Swann et al., 2017c).
A key distinction between flow and clutch states regards an individual’s perception of
effort. Most optimal state researchers have described these states as being effortless (e.g.,
Csikszentmihalyi, 1975; Marty-Dugas & Smilek, 2019; Privette, 1983). However, Harris et
al. (2017a) questioned whether or not optimal states can sometimes be effortful. In a series of
three experiments, Brewer et al. (1991) found that effortless performance was not reliably
associated with optimal states. Furthermore, previous flow researchers have reported that
participants can “make it happen” (i.e., deliberate effort) when asked about flow (Jackson,
1995, p. 158). If explanations of superior functioning and/or highly enjoyable states are
explained by any one optimal state then the presence of opposing characteristics, such as
‘effortlessness’ and ‘effortfulness’, should not exist. Therefore, researchers began to consider
two or more optimal psychological states that may explain similar, but different highly
enjoyable optimal states.
Swann and colleagues (2017a) proposed the integrated model of flow and clutch
states to explain optimal states in sport. The flow state described within the integrated model
of flow and clutch shares similarities with the effortless flow state described by previous
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researchers (e.g., Csikszentmihalyi & Nakamura, 2010; Jackson & Marsh, 1996). The
characteristics and antecedents of both flow and clutch states based on research undertaken
on the integrated model proposed by Swann et al. (2016, 2018) will now be examined.
Flow State
According to recent research (Jackman et al., 2020), flow is unique from clutch states
based on the following characteristics of the experience: (a) effortless attention, (b) “feelings
that everything is going to plan” (automatic experience), (c) positive feedback, (d) the
absence of critical thoughts, and (e) optimal levels of arousal (Swann et al., 2018, p. 260).
Some of these characteristics are similar to previous research on flow. For example, flow had
been recognised as being characterised by an effortless focus (Marty-Dugas & Smilek, 2019).
Indeed, as previously mentioned, the word ‘flow’ was based on interviewees who described
their effortless actions (Jackson, 1996). However, in this integrated model of flow and clutch
states, effortless attention and effortless experience are explicitly identified in the model.
Flow states also share the following characteristics with clutch states (see Figure 3): (a)
enjoyment, (b) enhanced motivation, (c) perceived control, (d) altered perceptions, (e)
absorption, and (f) confidence.
Previously, models of flow have presented facilitators of flow (e.g., effective
preparation, positive thoughts, optimal arousal; Swann et al., 2012) and necessary conditions
of flow (i.e., clear goals, skill-challenge balance, unambiguous feedback; Nakamura &
Csikszentmihalyi, 2002). However, earlier literature had not investigated the causal
mechanisms (i.e., the sufficient characteristics that cause flow; Swann et al., 2018).
Researchers (e.g., Jackman et al., 2020; Schweickle et al., 2017) that have made use of the
integrated model of flow and clutch state posited that certain characteristics may be
considered causal mechanisms. For flow to occur, the context should be novel, uncertain, and
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focused on exploration and experimentation. Flow states appeared to occur through the
following sequence of events:
As opposed to earlier flow research, which outlined variables associated with flow
states (e.g., optimal environmental conditions), the integrated model describes a sequence of
events that may cause flow states (Swann et al., 2017c; Swann et al., 2022). Sport participants
have reported that potential causes for flow start with the appraisal of a positive event (e.g.,
scoring the first basketball shot), which may then be appraised as a success and helps build
confidence. The athlete then proceeds with the formulation of a challenge (i.e., challenge
appraisal), such as ‘let’s see how many I can score’. The setting of this type of ‘open goals’
has been shown to increase the probability of participants experiencing flow states (Swann et
al., 2020a). Following the experience of flow states, participants have reported feeling more
energised or invigorated (Jackman et al., 2020; Schweickle et al., 2017).
Clutch State
Although clutch states have characteristics that overlap with those of flow, clutch
states also have unique characteristics that make them distinct optimal states from flow (see
Figure 3). The term ‘clutch’ originates from the term ‘clutch performance’, which has
previously been defined in sport psychology as, “any performance increment or superior
performance that occurs under pressure situations” (Otten & Barrett, 2013, p. 584). Clutch
states, however, have only recently been used to describe the psychological state that may
underlie ‘clutch performance’ (Swann et al., 2018).
Deliberate concentration, intense effort, heightened awareness, absence of negative
thoughts, heightened arousal, and automaticity of skills are the key characteristics that define
clutch states as being different from flow (Swan et al., 2017a, 2017b). Evidence gathered so
far indicates that clutch states appear to underlie clutch performance (Schweickle et al.,
2021b; Swann et al., 2017a). For clutch to occur, the context tends to be focused on important
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moments, where the outcome is on the line, and someone is in contention to win. The
antecedents of clutch states are suggested to occur in the following sequence of events:
1. Challenge appraisal
2. Identify fixed goals
3. Decision to increase effort and intensity
As opposed to the series of occurrence for flow states, clutch states appear to occur
more spontaneously following the appraisal of a high-pressure situation (e.g., Swann et al.,
2017a; Swann et al., 2019). For instance, athletes in the last minute of a tied game may
appraise the outcome of winning as challenge to be overcome. This occurrence appears to
‘switch on’ participants more suddenly than open goals that proceed flow states. Once the
appraisal of a challenge that can be overcome is made, participants then identify how they
can achieve the positive outcome and consciously decide to put additional effort in their game
(Swann et al., 2017a).
Clutch states, as opposed to flow states, may be more relevant for higher-pressure
contexts, such as the end of a series, game or test match. Considering that adventure
recreation experiences may entail circumstances that put added pressure for participants to
perform well (e.g., having to cope while kayaking down a dangerous rapid), clutch states may
be a particularly relevant construct to examine in certain adventure recreation contexts.
Following the experience of clutch states, participants from several studies have
indicated being exhausted and benefiting from intrinsic rewards (e.g., Schweickle et al.,
2021; Swann et al., 2019). For example, following clutch states experienced during exercise
contexts, participants have reported feeling a higher sense of achievement and selfconfidence (Schweickle et al., 2021b). Although participants in previous studies have
discussed being exhausted and fatigued after experiencing clutch states, they have reported
positive appraisals of those negative affective states. For example, one participant who
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Figure 3
Swann et al.'s (2017b) Integrated Model of Flow and Clutch States in Sport
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reached a summit while hiking explained that they enjoyed their clutch experience, but would
not enjoy the situation if they were put into it again (Swann et al., 2019). Appraisals therefore
appear to play an important role in facilitating positive clutch state consequences.
According to Swann et al. (2017a), athletes may also transition from being in a flow
state to being in a clutch state or vice versa. For example, if an athlete experiences setbacks at
the start of their performance despite being in a flow state and decides to exert more effort to
compensate for the setback, they may facilitate a clutch state that leads to improved
performance. The improved performance may in turn provide the positive experience that
sets the stage for a flow state to occur. Conversely, an athlete may find themselves in flow,
but encounter an unexpected obstacle that creates psychological pressure and thus creates a
situation conducive to experiencing a clutch state.
Challenges to the Integrated Model of Flow and Clutch
As with other optimal psychological states, flow and clutch are subjectively
experienced. Consequently, fluctuations in the antecedents, characteristics, and consequences
of flow and clutch may need to be investigated intra-individually. Researchers investigating
the integrated model of flow and clutch to date have interviewed participants on a single
occasion (e.g., Swann et al., 2016, 2019). Future research would benefit from repeated
optimal psychological state interviews that allow for comparisons across performances by the
same individual.
Swann et al. (2017c) have advocated for interviews to be conducted as soon as
possible after an athlete experiences an optimal psychological state. Jackman et al. (2021c)
have termed this method ‘event-focused interviews’. “Event-focused interviews capture
qualitative data through in-depth interviews soon after the occurrence of the target
phenomenon” (Jackman et al., 2021c, p. 2). For example, Swann et al. (2017c) interviewed
participants, on average, four days after athletes’ experience of an optimal psychological
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state. Compared to previous research on optimal states in physical activity (e.g., Jackson &
Roberts, 1992; Partington et al., 2009), researchers making use of event-focused interviews
have greatly reduced the delay between an athlete’s experience of an optimal state and the
interview process. Jackman et al. (2017) conducted a longitudinal study over five
performances; however, the majority of research on the flow and clutch model has made use
of event-focused interviews conducted several days after athletes experienced an optimal
psychological state (e.g., Schweickle et al., 2021b; Swann et al., 2017b; Swann et al., 2016).
It is therefore possible that memory recall issues might still be present following such delays
prior to data collection. In contrast, Houge Mackenzie et al. (2011) conducted optimal
psychological states interviews immediately following the adventure recreation activity.
Swann et al. (2019) advocated reducing the gap between the event of optimal psychological
states and the collection of data, ideally reducing it to same-day investigations. However, no
research on the integrated model of flow and clutch states has yet been conducted in-situ.
In summary, Swann et al. (2019) sought to develop a model for optimal psychological
states, which would eventually lead to the identification of necessary and sufficient
conditions for flow and clutch states to be experienced. Currently, evidence for the necessary
and sufficient conditions for flow and clutch is accumulating but requires further
investigation in contexts beyond sport and exercise. The bulk of research on the integrated
model of flow and clutch to date has been conducted in the context of traditional sport (e.g.,
Swann et al., 2018; Swann et al., 2017a). However, Swann et al. (2019) undertook an
investigation of the integrated model of flow and clutch in the context of exercise and found
some differences in how the integrated model applied in exercise contexts compared to sport
contexts. Adventure recreation provides a context that differs from traditional sport and
exercise, and therefore offers a unique opportunity for further investigation of flow and clutch
states.
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Summary
Adventure recreation is a unique context for investigating optimal psychological
states. The motives and characteristics of adventure recreation are not homogenous; however,
the different types of adventure recreation share unifying characteristics that differ from other
forms of physical activity such as traditional sport and exercise. In sport and exercise
psychology literature, optimal psychological states have been a substantive and important line
of enquiry and, to a lesser extent, optimal psychological states have also been investigated in
adventure recreation contexts.
The three most prominent optimal psychological state constructs (i.e., peak
experience, flow, peak performance), and the synonyms of these three constructs, have
primarily been used to frame optimal psychological states as single underlying states that
underlie superior functioning and/or enjoyment. However, evidence is accumulating that
suggests that two different, but related, psychological states may underlie optimal
experiences. Both flow and clutch states appear to show the greatest promise for the
development of a comprehensive understanding of optimal psychological states in adventure
recreation.
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Chapter Three: Research Design

The purpose of this research project was to examine how flow and clutch states may
explain optimal psychological states in adventure recreation, and to explore the potential role
that nature may play in facilitating these optimal psychological states. To examine these
concepts, three studies were designed: (1) a systematic review of flow state research in the
context of adventure recreation, (2) a mixed-method study of flow and clutch states with
experienced rock-climbers, and (3) a qualitative investigation of optimal states with a diverse
range of adventure recreation participants. This chapter summarises the range of research
methods considered for this project, and provides an overview of, and rationale for, the
methods selected to address the research objectives. The first section of this chapter gives an
overview of the overall research design and methods used in the three studies conducted.
More detailed information on each of these methods is also provided in subsequent chapters
(i.e., Chapters Four, Five, and Six). The second section outlines the range of research
methods considered for the project. The final section of this chapter describes the
philosophical underpinnings of Studies Two and Three.
Research Design and Methods for the Current Research Project
Study One: Systematic Review and Thematic Synthesis
Study one was designed to identify the extent of knowledge currently available on
flow states in adventure recreation. Considering the limited amount of information on clutch
states in the context of adventure recreation, this initial study was focused on flow states. The
review was pre-registered and followed the preferred reporting items for systematic reviews
and meta-analyses guidelines (Moher et al., 2009).
The search strategy included the comprehensive list of terms discussed in Chapter
Two that were synonymous for adventure recreation and flow states (e.g., extreme sport,
adventure sport, peak experience). The search terms and strategy are described in detail in
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Chapter Four. Empirical literature was searched through several avenues including scholarly
databases (e.g., SPORTDiscus), review databases (e.g., Cochrane), grey literature databases
(e.g., Open Gray), and the personal contacting of adventure and flow researchers. Articles
were considered eligible for inclusion in the thematic synthesis if they reported empirical data
that explicitly addressed flow states in the result sections of peer-reviewed and published
articles. Based on an initial search of 9468 potentially relevant studies, 20 articles were
included in the thematic synthesis.
The data analysis for Study One was based on the thematic synthesis approach
proposed by Thomas and Harden (2008). This approach to thematic synthesis extended Braun
and Clark’s (2006) process of thematic analysis, which has been commonly used to analyse
data from primary qualitative research, to the analysis process necessary for a systematic
review (Thomas & Harden, 2008). The thematic synthesis included a quality assessment that
was used to examine and discuss limitations in study methodologies. To synthesise research
from a variety of methodologies, an integrated design was used for this review. This design
assumed that a diversity of methodologies could be harmoniously combined to answer
questions on a particular topic (Sandelowski et al., 2006). Overall, Study One allowed for an
exhaustive search of empirical articles to be synthesised using a rigorous approach.
Study Two: Mixed Methods with Event-Focused Interviews
The second study’s primary aim was to investigate optimal psychological states in
rock-climbing in relation to the recently proposed integrated model of flow and clutch states
(Swann et al., 2019). A secondary aim of Study Two was to compare optimal psychological
states reported in an adventure recreation context versus those that occur in a similar indoor
activity. The research design and context for Study Two therefore included both outdoor
rock-climbing and indoor gym climbing.
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In this study, the researcher accompanied participants on one outdoor climbing
session and one indoor climbing session. Participants were asked to complete a questionnaire
that measured the intensity level of optimal psychological states after climbing each route.
Intensity-sampling (Palinkas et al., 2015) determined whether or not participants were then
invited to participate in an event-focused interview. Specifically, the total optimal state scores
for each route a participant climbed were calculated on-site by the researcher. At the end of
each session, if any questionnaire scores were higher than established optimal experience
thresholds (see Chapter 5), participants were interviewed regarding the climbing route
associated with the highest intensity optimal psychological state reported. Interviews were
completed in-situ, immediately after each participant finished their climbing session.
A reflexive thematic analysis approach was used to generate themes from the
interview data gathered in Study Two (Braun & Clarke, 2019). This analysis process required
deep reflection by the researcher on various possible interpretations of these data at iterative
stages of analysis. An abductive approach, which allows for empirical data to be re-described
or interpreted by previous conceptions or general ideas of a phenomenon (Fletcher, 2017),
was used during this analysis process. An abductive approach was deemed appropriate
because it allowed for both engagement with existing theoretical knowledge of flow and
clutch states as well as alternative interpretations that could expand on that knowledge.
Study Three: Scanlan Collaborative Interview Method
The primary aim of Study Three was to further investigate the utility of flow and
clutch states for understanding optimal psychological states experienced by adventure
recreation participants. A secondary aim for Study Three was to further understand the role
that nature may play in flow and/or clutch states in a wider range of adventure recreation
activities. To address these aims, the Scanlan Collaborative Interview Method (SCIM;
Scanlan et al., 2003) was used. The SCIM was designed to inform theory development and is
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an alternative to grounded theory. This interview method, which is focused on exploring
phenomena both inductively and deductively in rich detail, has been used in a range of
physical activity and adventure contexts to explore underlying mechanisms of psychological
phenomenon (e.g., Jenkins et al., 2019; Houge Mackenzie et al., 2013). The SCIM first
invites participants to broadly explain their thoughts and feelings regarding a particular
psychological phenomenon (inductive approach), and then provides participants with an
opportunity to endorse or refute elements of pre-established theories or models (deductive
approach).
In line with SCIM, participants were invited to take part in semi-structured interviews
separated into two stages (see Table 5 in Chapter Six). First, participants were asked to
describe highly memorable positive experiences that took place a maximum of one year prior
to the interview in an inductive interview format. After participants described their optimal
experience(s) in detail, they were shown the diagram of flow and clutch states developed in
Study Two via screen sharing. The researchers then explained the antecedents,
characteristics, and consequences of the flow and clutch states. As this study was conducted
during the COVID-19 pandemic, these interviews were conducted via Zoom using the video
recording function.
The Study Three data analysis process was iterative and employed Braun and Clarke’s
(2019) updated approach to reflexive thematic analysis. Although the data analysis for Study
Three was similar to the procedures employed for Study Two, it differed due to the inductivedeductive approach used in the SCIM interview process. Specifically, data from the inductive
portions of the Study Three interviews were coded inductively prior to in-dwelling and
coding of data collected during the deductive interview phase.
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Participants
Adventure recreation participant demographics have progressively diversified over
the last two decades (Outdoor Foundation, 2020). For example, more women, children, and
older populations have started to participate in adventure recreation (Buckley, 2018;
Chisholm, 2008; Dilley & Scration, 2010; Hewitt & McEvilly, 2021; Kiewa, 2001; Mei-Dan,
2018; Spowart et al., 2010). Nevertheless, adventure recreation participants have traditionally
been, and continue to be, predominantly men aged between 25 and 35 years old that reside
predominantly in Western countries (Outdoor Foundation, 2020). The participants recruited
for the current research project reflect the current demographics of adventure recreation.
Another key characteristic of study participants was that they were experienced adventure
recreation participants. More experienced and skilled individuals have been found to
experience optimal states more frequently (Cohen & Bodner, 2019; Kemp & Scott, 2001;
Marin & Bhattacharya, 2013; McInman & Grove, 1991; Palomäki et al., 2021). Therefore,
experienced and highly skilled adventure participants were sought for Study Two.
Study Two Participants and Sampling
Rock-climbers who were 18 years old or over, certified to belay in an indoor climbing
gym, had been climbing without a guide for more than one year, and climbed at an
‘advanced’ level, were sought as Study Two participants. The threshold used to determine if
someone climbed at an advanced level was based on an internationally recognised scale
created by the International Rock Climbing Researchers Association (IRCRA; Draper et al.,
2015). Following IRCRA’s criteria for advanced climbers, participants were women who
self-reported climbing at or above a difficulty of grade 15 and men who self-reported being
able to climb at or above a difficulty of grade 18. Participants had an average of 18.3 years of
climbing experience (SD = 13.2 years) and were considered advanced climbers based on their
most difficult completed climb in the previous six months (mean grade = 19.4, SD = 1.7).
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Participants were from Europe (n = 6), Australasia (n = 4), South America (n = 2), and Asia
(n = 1). Four participants in Study Two were women and nine were men. Further information
on participants and sampling for Study Two is provided in Chapter Five. Overall, the
participants’ characteristics for Study Two reflected the global demographics of rockclimbers (Outdoor Foundation, 2020).
Study Three Participants and Sampling
The aim of Study Three was to investigate the utility of flow and clutch states across a
wider range of adventure recreation participants. Therefore, participants were recruited via
online social networking groups for various adventure recreation activities (e.g., Facebook
groups for skydivers, rock-climbers, kayakers, surfers, mountaineers) and using snowball
sampling (Johnson, 2014). Participants were purposefully sampled based on having had at
least one memorable adventure recreation experience or self-reported excellent performance
(Swann et al., 2017b) in the last year. This timeframe was chosen based on research by
Dolcos et al. (2005), who found that, even after one year, participants were able to recall
emotionally charged memories. Twenty participants (M = 35.7 years, SD = 10.7) were
included (see Table 4). Participants were men (n = 15), women (n = 4), and non-binary (n =
1) and engaged in a variety of adventure recreation activities including ski-mountaineering,
rock-climbing, white-water kayaking, back-country skiing, skydiving, scuba-diving, BASE
jumping, and mountaineering. Participants had an average 12.4 years (d = 13.5) of experience
in at least one of their preferred adventure recreation activities. At the time of the interview,
participants were based in Canada (n = 6), Australia (n = 5), France (n = 3), New Zealand (n
= 2), Belgium (n = 1), United Kingdom (n = 1), United States of America (n = 1), and
Romania (n = 1). To allow for a wider range of participant characteristics, experience level
was not a selection criterion for Study Three. Nevertheless, the participants who self-selected
to take part in Study Three had relatively high levels of experience.
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Relevant Methods Considered for This Research project
Researchers have encountered a variety of challenges when attempting to investigate
optimal psychological states (e.g., Jackson & Kimiecik, 2008; Harris et al., 2017b). First,
absorption in one’s current activity is a key characteristic of optimal psychological states
(Schweickle et al., 2017). Therefore, being asked about one’s state of mind during an activity
inevitably distracts participants from the optimal psychological states that they are potentially
experiencing (de Manzano et al., 2010; Harris et al., 2017b). Second, optimal psychological
states are relatively elusive and difficult to successfully control, even during interventions
specifically designed to facilitate optimal psychological states (e.g., Aherne et al., 2011;
Norsworthy et al., 2018b). Therefore, “no single measurement approach will be able to
provide trouble-free assessments of the flow experience” (Jackson & Kimiecik, 2008, p. 395).
However, several methods have been used previously and were considered for this research
project. The vast majority of these methods have focused on flow states due to the relatively
new emergence of clutch state literature.
Interviews
Initial investigations of optimal psychological states utilised interviews (e.g.,
Csikszentmihalyi, 1975). For example, Csikszentmihalyi interviewed rock-climbers who
enjoyed climbing for its own sake. Further investigations of optimal psychological states in
the context of sport have similarly relied heavily on interviews (e.g., Jackson, 1996; Swann et
al., 2012). Interviews are an effective way of gaining in-depth information about how an
individual felt, thought, and behaved during and following optimal psychological states
(Csikszentmihalyi, 2014a). For example, participants can provide information about potential
antecedents and consequences of optimal states during interviews. Interviews are particularly
valued during exploratory phases of knowledge development (Swann, 2016; Willig, 2019).
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However, several researchers have outlined issues with measuring optimal
psychological state by interviewing participants retrospectively. When interviews are
conducted several years after an experience, there is a potential for a reduced amount of
details that can be gathered and a greater risk that the memories of the experience can be
distorted (Stoll & Ufer, 2021). As early as 1991, Brewer et al. identified various recall biases
associated with retrospectively collecting information about optimal psychological states.
First, participants may be aware of typical responses to peak performances popularized in the
media or by fellow athletes and knowingly or unconsciously mimic those responses. Second,
participants may be biased to recall a variety of positive characteristics associated with
successful performances compared to unsuccessful performances (Brewer et al., 1991).
Indeed, Brewer et al. (1991) found that participants who were given fabricated positive
feedback more often reported experiencing optimal psychological states than participants
who were not given such feedback. Furthermore, if interviews are conducted several years
after an event is reported as an optimal psychological state, participants may forget key
details of the experience. In addition, participants may be unable to remember the internal
(e.g., confidence) and external (e.g., encouragements from fellow athletes) aspects of an
activity that may be considered key antecedents of optimal psychological states.
Event-Focused Interviews
Study Two used an event-focused interview method. According to Jackman et al.
(2021c), event-focused interviews are defined by three criteria. First, sampling of participants
is based on predefined criteria that is event-specific sampling (Reis & Gable, 2000); that is,
participants are encouraged to share their experience of a phenomenon that is of particular
interest to the researcher. To achieve this criteria, Study Two participants were interviewed
when they recorded an optimal state via their score on the Core Flow Scale (Martin &
Jackson, 2008), in accordance with intensity sampling (Palinkas et al., 2015). Intensity
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sampling is used to identify participants who report low and high levels of particular
phenomena (Aston et al., 2021). Second, according to Jackman et al. (2021c), interviews
must take place soon after a phenomenon has been experienced. In Study Two, participants
were interviewed immediately after their climbing sessions were over. Finally, an eventfocused interview seeks to obtain detailed information that includes the chronological order
of events that took place before and after an optimal psychological state. This chronological
order of events was recorded in Study Two using a semi-structured interview guide that
focused on the climbing route where a participant reported an optimal state. The interview
guide was designed to capture key details of psychological processes that occurred before,
during, and after an optimal state was experienced.
The event-focused interview is an effective method for obtaining detailed information
by focusing on a limited period of a specific event. However, this approach has some
limitations. For instance, it is not an ideal method of understanding participants’ general
conception of a phenomenon. As participants are focused on explaining the details of a
specific event or phenomenon, they will be less likely to compare their experience with
previous experiences. Furthermore, it does not allow for comparisons across various
moments within an activity (e.g., various climbing routes within one climbing session) or
between activities (e.g., a climber who is also a skier will not be able to share a comparison
of optimal psychological states that occurred during two different activities). Nevertheless,
interviews conducted soon after an event may have been used effectively in research aimed at
refining models of optimal psychological states. In the adventure recreation context, Houge
Mackenzie et al. (2011) conducted interviews on the same day, and in the sport context,
Jackman et al. (2021b) and Swann et al. (2017a) conducted interviews within three days of
excellent performances. Jackman et al. (2017) therefore recommended that event-related
interviews should be conducted as soon as possible after a participant experiences an optimal
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psychological state. Following these guidelines, Study Two interviews were conducted
immediately after participants completed their climbing session.
Career-Focused Interviews
A method that contrasts with the event-focused interview is the career-focused
interview method. Earlier investigations of optimal states in adventure recreation (e.g.,
Csikszentmihalyi, 1975) were based on an interview method that asked participants to
recollect highly enjoyable moments that happened throughout their lifetime experiences of a
particular activity (e.g., rock-climbing). The purpose of this method is to learn about
participants’ thoughts, emotions, and behaviours through recollections of experiences that
may have taken place at any point in a participant’s ‘career’. Therefore, this type of interview
method is referred to as a ‘career-focused interview’ (Jackman et al., 2021c). The careerfocused interview is beneficial for gathering information that is encapsulated within a wider
context. For example, a participant is able to recount the differences between optimal states
that occurred at two different time points in their adventure recreation career. Furthermore, as
optimal states have been recognised as elusive (Gold & Ciorciari, 2020; Sachs, 1980), this
interview method has greater practicality because it allows for more instances of optimal
states to be recalled by participants.
However, as career-focused interviews do not limit the span of time that may have
elapsed between experiencing an optimal state and the reporting of that experience, issues of
memory recall bias have been posited (e.g., Brewer et al., 1991). Reis et al. (2014) suggested
that “the more recent the event, the better it is recalled” (p. 381), and similarly, Jackson and
Eklund (2012) recommended that reporting of flow states should be done soon after a
completed activity in which an optimal state may have occurred. There is an argument to be
made for the accuracy of experiences such as optimal states being improved when interviews
are conducted as soon as possible after the experience has occurred. However, it is also
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important to consider the benefit of allowing a delay in time for participants to reflect on the
meaning of certain phenomena (e.g., optimal states) prior to taking part in an interview.
Randall and Phoenix (2009) proposed that interviewing participants with different delays
between the event and the interview will provide different, but not necessarily less accurate,
portrayals of the phenomena in question. Study Three incorporated career-focused interviews.
A benefit of including both event- and career-focused interviews in this research project was
that differing interview approaches had the potential to provide more nuanced and
complementary approaches to understanding optimal states. Thus, Study Two made use of
the event-focused interview method, while Study Three used a career-focused interview
method.
Questionnaires
Questionnaires, and quantitative data, have been a useful method for establishing
relationships between optimal psychological states and other constructs, as well as potential
antecedents and/or consequences in adventure recreation (e.g., Schüler & Nakamura, 2013;
Sklett et al., 2018; Tsaur et al., 2013). Furthermore, using questionnaires can be a useful way
to compare optimal experiences across diverse contexts. Considering that flow research has
been conducted for nearly 50 years and that research on clutch states has only emerged in the
last decade (Swann et al., 2016), the development of questionnaires for investigating optimal
psychological states has focused predominantly on flow states. These flow questionnaires
have generally taken three forms: binary responses, psychometric scales, and the experience
sampling method.
Binary Response Questionnaires
When Csikszentmihalyi and Csikszentmihalyi (1988) designed the first questionnaire
for measuring flow, the Flow Questionnaire (FQ), they inherently framed flow as a discrete
experience (i.e., an individual is either in flow or not in flow). This dichotomous
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measurement tool provided participants with a description of flow, based on previous
research, and then asked, “Have you ever felt similar experiences?” and “If yes, what
activities were you engaged in when you had such experiences?”. The binary approach to
measuring flow, however, proved to be difficult to utilise for researchers because flow states
are highly elusive and do not occur frequently. Furthermore, statistical analyses that can be
performed on binary data (i.e., non-interval data) obtained from the FQ are highly limited and
have less statistical power to detect a significant effect. The nominal data obtained by using
the FQ can be analysed using nonparametric statistical tests; however, these types of analyses
have been found to be less accurate than analyses that are compatible with interval data
(Fagerland, 2012). In addition, the binary questionnaire method for studying optimal states
has certain practical limitation. Because optimal states are elusive, researchers will have more
difficulty recruiting participants that have experienced an optimal state with an intensity high
enough to merit responding ‘yes’ on the FQ. Similarly, dichotomous questionnaires do not
allow for optimal psychological states to be measured on a continuum of intensity. Since flow
states can been viewed as a continuum between micro-flow and deep-flow (Csikszentmihalyi,
1992), it is important that the measurement of optimal psychological states be conducted with
an instrument that does not assume an all-or-nothing state.
Psychometric Scales
Flow has primarily been framed as a continuous, rather than a dichotomous variable,
based on a continuum ranging from microflow to deep flow (e.g., Harris et al., 2017b;
Privette, 1983). In a re-analysis of data from Jackson and Marsh's (1996) original study,
Tenenbaum et al. (1999) found evidence in support of the flow continuum notion. While the
autotelic experience dimension was found to occur in most flow experiences. Some
dimensions, such as time transformation, were only found during deep flow (Tenenbaum et
al., 1999).
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According to Marr (2001), many flow experiences can take place during everyday life
experiences, but differences in flow are evident in the intensity of a particular experience. In
other words, although flow states may be measured as a continuum for methodological
reasons, an experience should only be considered ‘flow’ when the intensity is high. The
threshold for high has been debated previously (e.g., Kawabata & Evans, 2016), and remains
unresolved.
The nine dimension model of flow was further popularised in sport after Jackson and
Marsh (1996) published a psychometric tool to assess the intensity and frequency of flow
based on a 36-item questionnaire composed of items that measured each of the nine
dimensions (using five-item Likert scales). The first and second iteration of the Flow State
Scale (FSS, FSS-2; Jackson & Eklund, 2002; Jackson & Marsh, 1996) have been frequently
utilised, especially among sport and exercise psychology researchers. For example, according
to a Google Scholar search conducted in November 2021, the FSS has been cited 1996 times
and the FSS-2 has been cited 1001 times. The instrument was designed based on previous
flow literature, but also based on qualitative interviews with elite athletes and underwent a
confirmatory factor analysis with a sample of 394 athletes. Nevertheless, the FSS is not
impervious to limitations.
One challenge of psychometric scales include determining what minimum threshold
score should be considered high enough for a mean score to be considered an optimal
psychological state. Finding an adequate threshold to distinguish between an optimal and a
suboptimal state is a challenging task. According to Kawabata and Evans (2016), flow is
experienced when a participant reports a mean score above 3.4/5 on the FSS-2. However, in a
study using multiple methods for investigating flow, Jackman et al. (2017) found that
Kawabata and Evans’ (2016) criterion did not successfully differentiate between participants
who reported flow from those who did not. Furthermore, questionnaires ask participants to
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provide a mean score for an entire activity. As such, it is unclear whether participants tend to
report on their average experience of an optimal psychological state, or the part of their
experience with the highest intensity (Stoll & Ufer, 2021).
In addition, the use of pre-established questionnaires does not allow for new details to
be found or the discriminant validity of a questionnaire to be fully tested. The FSS and the
FSS-2 were based on earlier models of flow and focused on nine characteristics. However, in
a systematic review of elite sport athletes, Swann et al. (2012) found that two of the nine
dimensions of flow were reported by only 33% and 34% athletes. Another issue of validity
for the FSS and FSS-2 is that the conceptualisation of flow inherent in the nine dimensions
model may neglect certain characteristics of optimal states that are important aspects of the
experience in adventure recreation. In the sport context, Swann et al. (2017) found that clutch
states may overlap with flow and therefore participants completing the FSS may be
responding to the questionnaire about an experience that is not actually a flow state. As a
result, the discriminant validity of these optimal psychological state scales can be questioned
(Swann et al., 2017c).
Finally, limited in-depth insight can be gained from the results of a questionnaire. A
questionnaire score will not give researchers information about when, where, or how an
optimal state may have occurred. Furthermore, a psychometric questionnaire may combine a
variation of experiences or moods that occur during an event. For example, during the
entirety of a skydiving jump, skydivers may experience both an optimal state and various
suboptimal states throughout their jump. An aggregate score from a questionnaire will not be
able to provide temporal changes in experiences that occurred throughout the skydiver’s
jump.
Recently, questionnaires have been designed that incorporate both flow and clutch
states. Schweickle et al. (2017) developed the Dichotomous Flow-Clutch Scale (DFCS). As
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both flow and clutch states cannot be experienced at the same time, the DFCS asks
participants to respond to six items that correspond to opposing characteristics of flow and
clutch states:
1. Easy (flow) vs. intense effort (clutch);
2. Calm/relaxed (flow) vs. stressed/under pressure (clutch);
3. No analytical/ negative thoughts (flow) vs. conscious of analytical/negative
thoughts (clutch);
4. Effortless concentration (flow) vs. heightened/effortful concentration (clutch);
5. Immersed in the task (flow) vs. focused on achieving an outcome (clutch);
6. Like you were flowing (flow) vs. like you were making it happen (clutch).
In Schweickle et al.’s (2017) study, the DFCS was used to identify the effects of open versus
specific goals on flow and clutch states in the context of a cognitive task (letter/number
identification task). However, this scale has not been validated by a process of exploratory or
confirmatory factor analysis, has not been tested in a physical activity context, and was not
designed to measure key characteristics of optimal psychological states that are a part of both
flow and clutch states (e.g., absorption). The DFCS was designed as a temporary assessment
of flow and clutch states and only used single-item measures for each characteristic.
More recently, Swann et al. (2022) developed the Flow-Clutch Scale (FCS) and
undertook a preliminary validation in the context of sport and exercise, which included both
exploratory and confirmatory factor analyses with a total of 544 participants. When the
current research project was planned, the FCS was still in development and had not been
published. Furthermore, the applicability of the integrated model of flow and clutch state has
yet to be explored in an adventure recreation context. Prior to applying pre-established
questionnaires such as the DFCS and FCS in a new context such as adventure recreation, it
was therefore prudent to investigate flow and clutch states using exploratory research
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approaches first. Nevertheless, Study Two made use of a psychometric questionnaire (i.e.,
Core Flow Scale) as a means to purposefully select participants for event-focused interviews.
More detailed information on the rationale for choosing this specific questionnaire is
provided in Chapter Five.
Experience Sampling Method
The experience sampling method (ESM) has been deemed more ecologically valid
than questionnaires or retrospective interviews (Stoll & Ufer, 2021). In addition,
Csikszentmihalyi and Larson (1987) found evidence for the validity and reliability of the
ESM for examining flow. The ESM consists in signalling participants (i.e., beepers, phone
apps) at random times throughout their day or throughout their activity and asking them to fill
out a questionnaire and/or respond to open questions. Although the ESM has not been
frequently used in the adventure recreation context, Delle Fave et al. (2003) used this method
to investigate flow in high-altitude rock-climbers. A benefit of the ESM is that it provides for
a continuum of psychological states (e.g., excitement, boredom) to be compared and
consequently allows for more individual differences in optimal psychological states to be
examined. On the other hand, disrupting participants during adventure recreation to answer a
questionnaire is both impractical (Jackson & Kimiecik, 2008) and potentially dangerous. In
the context of adventure recreation, ESM may pose issues for participants because it may
interrupt them during crucial risk management situations. For example, if a climber receives
an alert during the middle of a route, it may cause them to be distracted and not pay attention
to clipping into a safety bolt.
Observational Methods
According to participants interviewed by Swann et al. (2015), elite golfers are able to
observe when a fellow golfer is in a flow state. Swann et al. (2015), therefore recommended
that future research could make use of observational methods to study flow. Although
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observational methods for assessing flow states have not been used in the sport context or, for
that matter the adventure recreation context, other flow researchers have made use of
observational methods.
For example, Borderie and Michinov (2016) and Addessi et al. (2015) proposed initial
guidelines for investigating flow through observation in the context of videogames and
music. More recently, Tordet et al. (2021) suggested the flow observational grid as a
multifaceted way to infer flow states through observations of video game players. One
limitation with the observation method is that optimal states are a subjective experience;
therefore, observations by a third person will only be able to infer and project what an
observer believes may be an optimal state. Furthermore, observations alone may not be
capable of differentiating between optimal psychological states that are perceived by
individuals differently (e.g., flow versus clutch). For example, observational guidelines may
be helpful for determining if a participant is experiencing high levels of attentiveness;
however, observations would less likely be able to differentiate between a potential flow or
clutch state. Finally, in the context of adventure recreation, where participants are physically
active, and in potentially dangerous locations, observations are likely to be logistically
impractical.
Psychophysiological Measurements
Psychophysiological measurements were considered, but not selected for this research
project. Psychophysiological methods (e.g., heart rate monitoring, hormone detection, brain
imaging) have been previously employed in the adventure recreation context to investigate
various psychological constructs such as anxiety (e.g., Magiera et al., 2019) and happiness
(e.g., Hetland et al., 2018, 2019). However, no research has been conducted on the
psychophysiology of flow and/or clutch states in the context of adventure recreation. A small
but growing number of studies on the psychophysiology of flow have been conducted in
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other contexts. For example, Knierim et al. (2018) produced a systematic review of the
psychophysiology of flow in the context of information systems. Therefore, this section
overviews the benefits and limitations of psychophysiological methods for measuring optimal
psychological states in contexts outside of adventure recreation. A more in-depth discussion
of current understandings of the psychophysiology associated with flow states is provided in
Appendix B.
Although interviews, questionnaires, and the ESM may interrupt participants when
optimal psychological states are studied in real time, and consequently inhibit optimal
psychological states, psychophysiological methods may be less intrusive. As a result,
psychophysiological methods may be advantageous when attempting to avoid inhibiting
optimal psychological states in participants by asking self-reflective questions. However, the
elusiveness of optimal psychological states makes it difficult to observe in both laboratory
and adventure recreation settings.
First, with the current technologies available, it is difficult to accurately monitor
physiological changes that are due to optimal psychological states versus the physiological
changes that are due to increased physical demands in adventure recreation. Essentially,
psychophysiological measurements obtained during physical activity are often subject to
artefact data (e.g., heartrate variability due to physical effort, blinking eyes will produce more
electrical signals than the brain). Second, when using psychophysiological methods, there
appears to be a lack of discriminant validity between flow states and other high arousal
psychological states. For example, studies have shown difficulties in differentiating between
flow states and a state of anxiety associated with overloaded conditions (i.e., conditions
where the demand was greater than a participant’s skill levels; Yoshida et al., 2014). Third, in
the context of adventure recreation, the use of various measurement devices may cause a
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safety concern. The use of psychophysiological devices may, for example, distract a
participant during crucial moments of their activity.
Overall, some evidence supports an inverted-U relationship between
psychophysiological measurements (i.e., hormonal, heart rate, and cerebral imaging) and selfreport measures of optimal states (e.g., Peifer et al., 2014; Ulrich et al., 2016b; Ulrich et al.,
2014). In other words, a moderate level of activation as measured by physiological markers
(e.g., cortisol) appears to be correlated with self-reported flow states. Furthermore, the
psychophysiological indicators of flow appear to support the idea that the activity of brain
regions that are not involved in a task at hand are down-regulated during flow states (e.g.,
Klasen et al., 2011; Landau & Limb, 2017; Ulrich et al., 2016; Yoshida et al., 2014).
However, inconsistencies between findings and a lack of systematic reviews of the literature
currently limits the value of psychophysiological methods for measuring optimal
psychological states. Given that no research has been conducted to examine the
psychophysiology of clutch states (at the time of writing), there is currently no evidence
available to differentiate between flow and clutch states based on psychophysiological
markers.
Psychophysiological measurements of optimal states show promise as a research
method. It appears that when a participant is fully immersed in an activity (i.e., an individual
experiences an optimal state), the brain regions that are not relevant to the task at hand are
deactivated (see Appendix B). However, the findings to date are often contradictory.
Researchers have measured physiological correlates of flow states in certain circumstances
(e.g., Huskey et al., 2021; Katahira et al., 2018); however, psychophysiological markers of
flow currently have limited capabilities in terms of discriminating between flow states and
other psychological states (e.g., anxiety). Thus, at present, psychophysiological
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measurements are not yet refined enough to meaningfully inform current investigations of
flow and clutch states.
Critical Realist Research Underpinnings
As with all studies, the research philosophy that a researcher adopts, whether
implicitly or explicitly, will influence their choice of research methods. The complexity and
elusiveness of optimal psychological states was best suited to a philosophy that allowed for
multiple methods of investigation to be employed. The philosophy of critical realism, which
underpinned all three studies that comprised this research project, was compatible with
mixed-methods research designs (Barnett-Page & Thomas, 2009). Critical realism is defined
by a combination of ontological realism and constructivist epistemology (Lawani, 2020).
This philosophy helped the researcher to understand a complex phenomenon (i.e., optimal
psychological states), whilst allowing for flexible approaches to be used in the investigation.
Critical realism’s explanatory strength is made possible, in part because it encourages the use
of a variety of methods (i.e., qualitative, quantitative, mixed-methods) that may help explain
phenomena (Fletcher, 2017).
For critical realists, “theories about the world are seen as grounded in a particular
perspective and worldview, and all knowledge is partial, incomplete, and fallible” (Maxwell,
2012, p. 5). Critical realism assumes that a real world exists that can be understood through
philosophy and social science. Explanations for how the real world operates will differ in
terms of how close theories or models approximate the real life phenomenon that they seek to
explain (Danermark et al., 2002). Theories that are more helpful for better understanding
phenomena, such as optimal psychological states, can then be selected through rational
judgment (Archer et al., 1998). Rather than engaging in thick empirical description, critical
realism allows the researcher to engage in explanation and causal analysis (Fletcher, 2017).
In addition, for a critical realist, the ‘real world’ is theory-laden but not theory-determined
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(Bhaskar, 1979). In other words, explanations are influenced by theories, and all explanations
of a phenomena (whether that be according to theory, participants, or the researcher) are
fallible (Fletcher, 2017).
Alternative research philosophies that are more commonly utilised in psychological
research (i.e., positivism, constructivism, pragmatism) were considered, but deemed less
suitable for this research project. Fletcher (2017), a critical realist researcher, argued that
because reality may not be reflected accurately by existing theories, it is important to reassess
pre-established models and theories. According to Bhaskar (1979), we must “avoid any
commitment to the content of specific theories and recognize the conditional nature of all its
results” (p. 6). Access to an initial theory (i.e., the integrated model of flow and clutch states),
allowed the researcher to seek deeper analysis, but the critical realist approach allowed the
researcher to elaborate, refute, or support the theory in order to provide a more accurate
portrayal of reality (Fletcher, 2017). In contrast, a constructivist ontologist might shy away
from using quantitative methods to understand the causes of social and psychological events
that are shared among individuals, and positivist researchers might avoid the use of
qualitative methods altogether (Fletcher, 2017).
While studies with mixed-methods research designs have generally been underpinned
by a pragmatist philosophy as the justification for using mixed methods (Allmark &
Machaczek, 2018), a wide range of methods can also be utilised under a critical realist
research philosophy. The advantage of a critical realist approach is that, contrary to
pragmatism, critical realist researchers acknowledge the contributions and limitations of
philosophical and methodological assumptions (Allmark & Machaczek, 2018). The Scanlan
Collaborative Interview Method used in Study Three (see Chapter 6) is an example of how
critical realism guided this research project. Using this inductive/deductive method allowed
participants to describe a phenomenon in their own words (i.e., following constructivist
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epistemology) and allowed the fallibility of Study Two’s framework (see Chapter 5) to be
tested.
Critical realism allows researchers to engage with and seek explanations for the
occurrence of phenomena by retaining the chronological and contextual information of events
(Maxwell, 2012; Sayer, 2000). Furthermore, because uncovering the causal processes of
facilitating optimal states may be highly beneficial (e.g., facilitating optimal psychological
states may lead to improved well-being; Swann et al., 2017c), a critical realist lens was
chosen for this research project. Previous research on optimal psychological states has
provided emerging knowledge about flow and clutch states. However, since no research to
date has focused on flow and clutch states in adventure recreation, further research is needed
to investigate the existence of these states in this particular physical activity domain.
The implication of the critical realist assumption that all knowledge is fallible was
important to consider for this research project. Namely, all models of the world, which
include those constructed to better understand optimal psychological states in adventure
recreation are regarded as being fallible and open to critical examination. This aspect of
critical realism was crucial for this research project. For example, the Study One thematic
synthesis procedures included a sensitivity analysis that ensured that conclusions made from
studies deemed less methodologically rigorous were described more tentatively. In addition,
the Study Two data analysis procedures included an abductive approach that allowed for both
engagement with existing theoretical knowledge of flow and clutch states and the possibility
to expand on that knowledge. Finally, the method used for Study Three included flexible
interviews and data analysis procedures that were consistent with this assumption of
fallibility.
Jackson and Kimiecik (2008) lamented that accurately and reliably conducting
research on optimal psychological states was a challenging endeavour due to the subjective
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nature of the phenomenon. According to a critical realist, “no methods or ways of producing
data ought to be rejected a priori and their combination is needed for successful investigation
of complex problems” (Ryba et al., 2020, p. 11). In line with Jackson’s (2014) suggestion that
using multiple methods could help to better understand optimal psychological states, a
sequential explanatory, mixed-methods design was used for this research project (see Figure
4; Morse & Niehaus, 2016). Based on the critical realist assumption that knowledge is fallible
and the tentative nature of the proposed integrated model, a qualitative-dominant design was
employed (Morse & Niehaus, 2016). Mixed-methods research is compatible with critical
realism as it supports both quantitative and qualitative strengths, but also identifies
limitations of each (Maxwell & Mittapalli, 2010). From a critical realist perspective, research
can be theory-led while also allowing researchers to acknowledge that most accounts of the
real world are incomplete or have some false components (Allmark & Machaczek, 2018). In
the current research project, a theory-led quantitative measurement for identifying optimal
psychological states was used in conjunction with a qualitative method to further develop an
in-depth understanding of optimal psychological states in adventure recreation. This mixedmethods research design integrated distinct, yet complementary empirical methods that
allowed diverse data to be gathered in an effort to better illuminate a complex phenomenon,
which has underlying mechanisms that are difficult to observe (Ryba et al., 2020).
A wide range of methods can be utilised in a research project guided by critical
realism. For Study Two, the researcher explored flow and clutch states using a psychometric
scale and event-focused interviews. For Study Three, the researcher sought to elaborate,
deny, or support the model in order to provide a more accurate, portrayal of reality through
the use of career-focused interviews. According to Fletcher (2017), existing scientific
knowledge and theory can be challenged by qualitative research methods underpinned by a
critical realist perspective. For that reason, Study Three made use of the Scanlan
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Collaborative Interview Method, which allowed for additional input from participants
(inductive and deductive) and permitted a test of the preliminary model developed in Study
Two. Based on critical realism, reality may not necessarily be accurately reflected by the
ideas of theories, individuals, or researchers, and certain theories may be more accurate than
others. For that reason, it is important to act with ‘epistemological humility’ and assume that
theories will be fallible and require testing (Pilgrim, 2020).
Thesis Project Overview
The complexity and elusiveness of optimal psychological states required multiple
methods to be employed in this research project. For Study One, a systematic review was
conducted to provide an overview of the current state of research on flow states in the context
of adventure recreation. A thematic synthesis revealed a wide variety of antecedents,
characteristics, and consequences of flow states that were then examined in Studies Two and
Three. As the Study One systematic review suggested that flow state research may be subject
to potential issues of discriminant validity in adventure recreation contexts (similar to issues
reported in research in sport and exercise; Swann et al., 2017b, 2018), Studies Two and Three
were designed to explore both flow and clutch states in adventure recreation. Study Two
examined the antecedents, characteristics, and consequences of optimal psychological states
by employing a mixed methods approach. Study Three further explored the concepts of flow
and clutch states described in Study Two using the Scanlan Collaborative Interview Method,
which employed both inductive and deductive approaches to data collection and analysis.
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Chapter Four: Study One6

Preface
In the two preceding chapters, literature relevant to this project was reviewed (i.e.,
Chapter Two defined adventure recreation, described contrasting characteristics of adventure
recreation and indoor adventure activities, and reviewed optimal psychological state
constructs), and the research design for this thesis was explained (Chapter Three). Based on
the literature review, flow states were identified as the most prominent construct for
understanding optimal psychological states in the adventure recreation context. Thus, this
first study in this project (Study One) aimed to establish the extent of knowledge currently
available regarding flow states in adventure recreation. Study One (detailed here in Chapter
Four) was designed to identify and synthesise all empirical research on flow states in the
adventure recreation context.
Introduction
Early explanations for participation in adventure recreation (e.g., skydiving, rockclimbing, kayaking) relied heavily on psychoanalytic theory (e.g., Deutsch, 1926). In the
1980s, research on the personality traits of adventure recreation participants emerged (e.g.,
Zuckerman, 1983) and investigations of personality traits are ongoing (e.g., Monasterio &
Robert Cloninger, 2019). Through a series of meta-analyses, McEwan et al. (2019) found
certain personality traits (e.g., sensation seeking and extraversion) correlated at a medium to
large effect size with adventure recreation participation. However, personality trait models
have only explained a limited amount of the variance in participation (McEwan et al., 2019),

6

This chapter is an adapted version of the manuscript: Boudreau, P., Houge Mackenzie, S., & Hodge, K.
(2020). Flow states in adventure recreation: A systematic review and thematic synthesis. Psychology of
Sport and Exercise, 46, 1-14. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.psychsport.2019.101611
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and have not fully explained prolonged participation in adventure recreation (Celsi et al.,
1993). In addition, research on personality traits such as sensation seeking have significant
shortcomings. For example, the Sensation Seeking Scale (Zuckerman, 1983) includes items
that are tautological for the adventure recreation context (e.g., “I would like to try parachute
jumping”). Overall, the mechanisms underpinning adventure recreation experiences require
further investigation.
While earlier research focused on psychological deviance associated with people who
take part in adventure recreation (e.g., death wishes, Icarus complexes; Hoover, 1978),
several researchers have found positive benefits associated with participation. For example,
adventure recreation may prevent problem behaviour and criminality among adolescents
(Hansen & Breivik, 2001); trigger courage and humility (Brymer & Oades, 2009); increase
self-esteem (Woodman et al., 2019); and promote active and healthy lifestyles (Eigenschenk
et al., 2019). Researchers have even advocated the use of adventure recreation as a
mainstream intervention for positive mental health (Clough et al., 2016). Given the
established benefits that these activities confer and the growing popularity of adventure
recreation, there is a need to better understand factors associated with participation (Outdoor
Foundation, 2020).
In addition to psychoanalytic and personality trait model explanations of participation
in adventure recreation, a wide range of motivations (e.g., opportunities for mastery,
overcoming fear, socialising, identity construction, connecting with nature) have been
empirically identified to explain participation (Celsi et al., 1993; Kerr & Houge Mackenzie,
2012; Pomfret & Bramwell, 2014). Furthermore, researchers have proposed that experiencing
a flow state (i.e., an effortless and enjoyable state of feeling deeply in control and fully
immersed in an activity; Swann et al., 2018) may provide a strong motivation for continued
participation in adventure recreation (Delle Fave et al., 2003; Morgan & Coutts, 2016). Flow
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has been studied in adventure recreation contexts since its conception (Csikszentmihalyi,
1975), when rock-climbers were interviewed during preliminary flow research, and more
recently among mountaineers and surfers (Delle Fave et al., 2003; Morgan & Coutts, 2016).
Flow has been found to be the most important source of rock-climbers’ enjoyment (Motl,
1996) and a particularly important motive for surfers (Nerothin, 2017). Study One extends
the understanding of adventure recreation motivations and experiences by reviewing what is
known about flow states in the context of adventure recreation.
Research on Flow in Sport and Exercise Psychology
Flow has been extensively reviewed in the context of elite sport (Stamatelopoulou, et
al., 2018; Swann et al., 2012), traditional sport (Carter et al., 2013), and exercise (Jackman et
al., 2019). Overall, flow research in sport and exercise psychology has primarily relied on an
uncontested model of flow (for more information on this issue see Swann et al., 2017c). This
model was developed by Csikszentmihalyi (1975) and adapted and expanded by Jackson
(1996). Specifically, based on investigations with a variety of elite athletes, Jackson and
Marsh (1996) integrated the following nine key dimensions of flow in the first psychometric
tool for measuring flow, the Flow State Scale (FSS):
1. A challenges/skill balance. Flow may occur when perceived challenges are
balanced with perceived skills.
2. Merging of action and awareness. During flow, a feeling of oneness with the
activity and awareness occurs.
3. Clear goals. For flow to occur, the intent of an action (i.e., goal) should be clearly
outlined.
4. Unambiguous feedback. Flow occurs along with moment by moment feedback of
one’s actions.
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5. Total concentration on the task at hand. During flow, individuals are fully
concentrated on the activity at hand.
6. Sense of control. A perceived sense of being in control usually occurs during flow.
7. Loss of self-consciousness. Thoughts about oneself are absent during flow.
8. Transcendence of time. During flow, one’s sense of time may be altered. For
example, time can be perceived as slowing down or speeding up.
9. Autotelic experience. When in flow, an individual finds the activity enjoyable and
rewarding.
However, based on evidence of an overlapping, yet distinct optimal state (i.e., clutch),
Swann et al. (2017c) have argued for avenues of further research and modifications of this
flow model. In turn, Swann et al. (2017c) have questioned the discriminant validity of the
most commonly used flow measures (e.g., FSS-2; Jackson & Eklund, 2004). Given these
recent critiques of long-standing flow conceptualisations in the sport and exercise context,
this review will extend this work by critically analysing what is known about flow states in
the adventure recreation context.
To date, there have been no systematic reviews of flow state research in adventure
recreation contexts. Therefore, this review will complement reviews conducted on flow states
in the traditional sport (e.g., volleyball, soccer; Swann et al., 2012) and exercise (e.g.,
treadmill running, aerobic dance classes; Jackman et al., 2019) contexts. Reviewing the
current state of research on flow in adventure recreation may clarify the role of flow in this
unique context. Consequently, the main research question that this review addressed was:
What is known about flow states that occur during adventure recreation? In order to answer
this question systematically, the following sub research questions were created: a) How have
studies defined flow states in adventure recreation? b) What are the antecedents and
consequences of flow states within adventure recreation? c) What flow interventions have
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been conducted within adventure recreation contexts? and d) What methodologies have been
used to evaluate flow within adventure recreation?
Methods
This systematic review was conducted to not only summarise and critically interpret
individual studies on flow in adventure recreation, but also to identify gaps in the literature
and assess what additional primary research is needed, if any (Major & Savin-Baden, 2010).
The philosophy of critical realism (i.e., a combination of ontological realism and
epistemological constructivism) underpins this systematic review (Barnett-Page & Thomas,
2009). For critical realists, “theories about the world are seen as grounded in a particular
perspective and worldview, and all knowledge is partial, incomplete, and fallible” (Maxwell,
2012, p. 5). This philosophy underpins the methods used in this review and is aligned with
thematic synthesis (Barnett-Page & Thomas, 2009). For example, the ontological realist
assumption that flow states are a potentially ‘real’ entity has allowed these states to be
operationalised. The epistemological constructivism component of critical realism allowed
evidence on flow states to be assessed and synthesised. Furthermore, to provide as complete
and impartial a process as possible, research from a wide variety of perspectives were eligible
for this systematic review.
To synthesise research from a variety of methodologies, an integrated design was
used for this review. This design assumed that a diversity of methodologies could be
harmoniously combined to answer questions on a particular topic (Sandelowski et al., 2006).
The review was registered with PROSPERO (CRD42018115526) and followed the preferred
reporting items for systematic reviews and meta-analyses guidelines (Moher et al., 2009; see
Appendix C).
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Systematic Search Strategy
The search strategy was piloted in September and October 2018 by the author and
reviewed by both supervisors of this research project. The keywords were adapted from the
search strategies of previous reviews on flow (Stamatelopoulou et al., 2018; Swann et al.,
2012) and adventure recreation (e.g., McEwan et al., 2019). The final search strategy was
composed of three strings of keywords, combined with appropriate Boolean operators (see
Appendix D). The first of these strings included synonyms for “adventure recreation” that
had been used by researchers across diverse fields of study (e.g., “extreme sport*” OR
“adventure sport*”). The second string of keywords was related to specific adventure
recreation activities described in academic articles found in the pilot search (e.g.,
mountaineer* OR skydive*). The first and second strings were combined with the third string
of keywords describing optimal states (e.g., “flow state*” OR “peak experience*”).
Prior to the formal search for primary articles, the author searched three databases of
reviews to ensure the originality of this review (i.e., PROSPERO, COCHRANE, Campbell
Collaborative). Five databases were searched systematically for relevant articles in December
2018 (i.e., SPORTDiscus, PsycINFO, Web of Science, PubMed, ProQuest Central). These
databases were selected based on (i) their relevance to sport psychology and (ii) their use in
the most-cited systematic review of flow in sport contexts (i.e., Swann et al., 2012).
Considering the non-exhaustive nature of databases (Tod & Eubank, 2017), additional
strategies for locating articles were employed. Based on the suggestions outlined in the
Cochran Handbook for Systematic Reviews (Higgins & Green, 2011), five additional
databases for grey literature were searched (i.e., MEDLINE-in-Process, Open Grey, ProQuest
Dissertations & Theses, ProQuest Conference Papers Index, PsychEXTRA). Backward
searches were conducted by examining the reference list of included articles for additional
relevant literature. Forward searches of included articles were conducted via Google Scholar
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(Haddaway et al., 2015). Finally, the author personally contacted 34 recognised adventure
and flow researchers and all authors of included articles to request any unpublished research
that might be relevant to the review.
Article Eligibility
The screening and inclusion process (i.e., the quantity of articles identified, retrieved,
included and excluded, and the reasons for exclusions) is documented in the Figure 4
flowchart. The list below details the criteria for article eligibility:
1.

Articles were included if they reported empirical studies from any field of
research examining flow in the context of adventure recreation;

2.

Articles were included if they explicitly referred to flow in the methodology or
results section. This criterion was used to improve the comprehensiveness of
the review and to ensure the review’s findings were based on direct
examinations of flow (c.f., Hetland et al., [2018] was excluded because it
referred to flow in the discussion without having explicitly gathered empirical
data on flow);

3.

Articles were excluded if they only mentioned a component of flow (e.g., loss
of self-consciousness), but not flow;

4.

To maintain a minimum quality standard (Cheng et al., 2018), articles were
excluded if they were not published in a peer-reviewed journal. Nevertheless,
the systematic search process included unpublished research to increase the
probability of uncovering all published records via forward and backward
searches of the reference lists of unpublished studies. A list of excluded
articles (see Appendix E) provides the opportunity for flow researchers to
consult unpublished, yet potentially relevant, additional research;
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5.

Studies written in any language were considered for inclusion because “the
inclusion of studies published in languages other than English could avoid
bias” and may contribute valuable additional information (Jüni et al., 2002, p.
118);

6.

Any conceptual papers or reviews found through the systematic search were
excluded from this review, but were used to identify additional eligible
articles. Non-research articles (e.g., commentaries) or research articles
describing activities that did not correspond with the definition of adventure
recreation outlined in the introduction were excluded from this review.

To assess articles for eligibility, first, the titles and abstracts of all articles identified
through the systematic search were screened by the author to assess whether or not the topics
were relevant to the review (e.g., topics related to hydraulic flow were excluded). Second, the
abstracts of articles that had not been excluded were read by the author and one supervisor,
and assessed based on eligibility criteria. The reasons for excluding an article at this stage
were noted and outlined in the flowchart (see Figure 4). Based on recommendations to strive
for ‘overinclusiveness’ (Williams & Shaw, 2016), any disagreement among the author and
his supervisors at this stage of the selection process led to the inclusion of an article for
review in the third stage. In the third stage, the full text of included articles were retrieved
and read by the author and one supervisor, who assessed all articles against the eligibility
criteria. This third stage entailed ensuring that flow was present in the methodology or
findings/results section of articles. If disagreements occurred at this third stage, a discussion
took place among the author and both supervisors. The reasoning for exclusion of any
debated articles is reported in Appendix E. The search process was finalised in March 2019
and initially returned 9468 potentially relevant studies (see Figure 4). After screening the
titles and abstracts, 93 articles were assessed for eligibility based on full-texts by the author
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and both supervisors. Articles were excluded if they were not peer-reviewed, were unrelated
to flow, lacked empirical data, or contained duplicate analyses of articles already included.
Despite the eligibility of non-English articles, on the basis of relevant content, only English
articles were included in this review. Overall, 20 articles were included in the thematic
synthesis. The quantity of articles found was similar to previous reviews of flow in sport (i.e.,
Stamatelopoulou et al., 2018; Swann et al., 2012), which yielded 17 articles, and exercise
(i.e., Jackman et al., 2019), which yielded 25 articles.
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Figure 4
Flow Diagram Illustrating the Data Screening Process

Screening

Identification

Records identified through searching ten
databases (k = 8345)

Additional records identified through forward
and backward searches
(k = 1123)

SPORTDiscus (k = 1585)
PsychINFO (k = 1395)
Web of Science (k = 2481)
PubMed (k = 494)
Proquest Central (k = 1641)
MEDLINE-in-Process (k = 1)
Open Grey (k = 28)
Proquest Dissertations & Theses (k = 616)
Proquest Conference Papers Index (k = 69)
PsychEXTRA (k = 35)

Additional records identified through
reviewers personal collections
(k = 1)

Included

Eligibility

Records screened based on titles and
abstracts
(k = 9469)

Full-text articles assessed
for eligibility
(k = 94)

Articles included in Critical
Thematic Synthesis
(k = 20)

Full-text articles excluded,
with reasons
(k = 74)
• Not peer-reviewed
(k = 24)
• Unrelated to flow
(k = 10)
• Lack of empirical
data (k = 12)
• Activity was not
adventure recreation
(k = 25)
• Duplicate analysis
(k = 3)
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Data Synthesis Approach
Data were synthesised using the thematic synthesis approach proposed by Thomas
and Harden (2008). Thematic synthesis extends Braun and Clark’s (2006) process of thematic
analysis, which is commonly used to analyse data from primary qualitative research, to the
process of analysis necessary for a systematic review (Thomas & Harden, 2008).
Specifically, the thematic synthesis was conducted according to the following steps:
1.

Each included article was read several times by the author;

2.

Definitions of flow utilised by researchers, sample characteristics, sampling
methods, non-response rates, study designs, analysis methods, instruments
used, and durations of data collection were extracted and summarised (see
Table 2);

3.

The quality of each article was assessed by the author and both supervisors
using the Mixed Methods Appraisal Tool (MMAT; Hong et al., 2018).
Considering the lack of empirical evidence to support the effectiveness of
scales and checklists for assessing risk of bias (Moher et al., 1995), it is
important to note that the MMAT was not used to exclude studies or calculate
summary scores of study quality but was used to assist in examining and
discussing any shortcomings in study methodology, which may bias the
overall conclusions of the systematic review (see step vii);

4.

Data from the results sections of articles were inductively coded line-by-line
using thematic analysis processes (Braun & Clarke, 2006) and data
management software NVivo. Quantitative data were assigned a qualitative
code at this step (i.e., data were ‘qualitised’; Pope et al., 2007). ‘Qualitising’
does not appear to have been used previously in the field of sport and exercise
psychology and stems primarily from nursing and medical literature (e.g.,
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Dreyer et al., 2018; Pope et al., 2007). The process of ‘qualitising’ allowed for
quantitative data (e.g., correlational matrix) to be narratively described and
compared alongside qualitative themes. The ‘qualitising’ approach was used in
order to provide a more fluid integration of quantitative, qualitative, and
mixed method research. For example, the qualitative code “well-being” was
created from the finding that flow correlated significantly to well-being;
5.

Data codes were organised into high-order ‘descriptive themes’, which is
similar to what meta-ethnographers call ‘translation’ (Noblit & Hare, 1988);

6.

Themes arrived at inductively were then compared and contrasted in relation
to the research questions in order to establish overarching ‘analytical themes’;

7.

A ‘sensitivity analysis’ (Thomas & Harden, 2008) was conducted to verify, in
relation to the MMAT appraisals, the relative impact of each study on the
overall findings of the synthesis (see Appendices F and G). Specifically, the
quality and limitations of primary articles, for which codes emanated from
only one primary article, is discussed in the ‘sensitivity analysis’ section of the
findings. The process of quality appraisal itself may facilitate deeper
understanding of included studies and allow for a more critical review (France
et al., 2014). Specifically, we used a sensitivity analysis (Thomas & Harden,
2008) to verify the relative impact of each study on the overall findings of the
thematic synthesis. No blind assessment was undertaken as it has not been
demonstrated to be effective (Kjaergard et al., 2001).
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Table 2
Summary of Study One Participant Characteristics and Study Methods
Study

Bassi and Delle
Fave (2010)

Cheng and Lu
(2015)

Csikszentmihalyi
(1975)

Participant
characteristics
(M=Men, W=Women)
Mountaineers/rockclimbers
29.3 ± 3.9 years old
Italian; 6M, 0W
Surfers
21-30 (60% of
participants)
Taiwanese; 270M, 52W

Rock-climbers
28 (n/a) years old
American; 25M, 5W
Delle Fave, Bassi, Mountaineers/rockand Massimini
climbers
(2003)
29.3 ± 3.9 years old
Italian; 6M
Freischlag and
Rock-climbers
Freischlag (1993). Age not reported
American; 88M, 14W

Data collection method

Sampling

Analysis
method

Experience sampling
method
-Wristwatch alarm and
booklet
Survey
-Flow questionnaire
adapted from Voekl and
Ellis (1998)

Purposive
sampling

T-tests

Nonresponse
rate
0%

Context and
-Experience
level
Noncompetitive
-Experts

Duration of
data collection

Convenience Confirmatory 13%
sampling
factor analysis

Noncompetitive
-Novice

Cross-sectional

Interviews
Quantitative skill ratings

Purposive
sampling

Not reported

N/A

Cross-sectional

Experience sampling
method
-Wristwatch alarm and
booklet
Survey
- Personality questionnaire
(Snyder & Spreitzer,
1979)
-Self-esteem questionnaire
(Secord & Jourard, 1973)

Purposive
sampling

T-tests

0%

Noncompetitive
-Mixed
Noncompetitive
-Experts

Random
sampling

Chi-square
tests

N/A

Noncompetitive
-Mixed

Cross-sectional

26 days

26 days
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Hardie-Bick and
Bonner (2016)

Study one (Skydivers)
Skydivers
20-53 years old
English; 9 M, 5W

Study two (Rockclimbers)
35 ± 15.4 years old
English; 2M, 1W
Hardie-Bick and
(idem, study one of
Scott (2019)
Hardie-Bick & Bonner,
2016)
Houge Mackenzie Study one (multiet al. (2011)
activity)
37 ± 12.4 years old
International; 4M, 2W

Observations
Convenience Deductive
Semi-structured interviews sampling
thematic
Focus groups
analysis

0%

Noncompetitive
-Mixed

15 months

Observations
Convenience Thematic
Semi-structured interviews sampling
analysis

0%

15 months

Study one: Scanlan
Collaborative Interview
Method
-Short Flow State Scale

0%

Noncompetitive
-Mixed
Noncompetitive
-Experts

2%

Noncompetitive
-Mixed

1 day

2%

Noncompetitive
-Mixed

2 day

13%

Noncompetitive
-Mixed

6 months

Jones et al. (2000) White-water kayakers
Age not reported
American; 52 Gender
n//a

Modified experience
sampling method
-Author-designed flow
questionnaire

Jones, et al. (2003) White-water kayakers
Age not reported
American; 52 Gender
n/a

Modified experience
sampling method
-Author-designed flow
questionnaire

Kiewa (2001)

Diary
Interviews

Rock-climbers
Age not reported
Australian; 17M, 14W

Study one:
Snowball
sampling

Deductive and
inductive
thematic
analysis;
cross-case
analysis
Convenience ANOVA
sampling
-Linear
regressions
-Chi-square
test
Convenience Stepwise
sampling
regression
-Pearson's
correlation
-ANOVA
Snowballing Inductive
thematic
analysis

3 days
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Morgan et al.
(2016).
Mykletun and
Mazza (2016)
Partington et al.
(2009)
Schüler and
Nakamura (2013)

Surfers
Surveys
34.8 ± 16.0 years old
-Dispositional Flow ScaleAustralian; 15M, 5W
2
Adventure racers
Observations
Age not reported
Interviews
International; 10M, 10W
Surfers
Semi-structured interviews
37.0 ± n/a years old
International; 12M, 3W
Study one (kayakers)
Surveys
21.7 ± 2.2 years old
- Flow Short Scale
German; 40M, 21W

Study two (rockclimbers)
31.2 ± 8.7 years old
Swiss; 64M, 15W
Sklett et al. (2018) Ski-jumpers
25 ± 4.0 years old
International; 40M
Stranger (1999)
Surfers
Age not reported
Australian; 116M, 13W
Swann et al.
Multi-activity
(2017b)
36.4 ± 8.9 years old
European; 4M, 1W

Surveys
-FSS

Convenience ANOVA
sampling
-Spearman's
rho
Not reported Deductive
thematic
analysis
Purposive
Inductive
sampling
thematic
analysis
Convenience Mediation and
sampling
moderation
analyses

N/A

Purposive
sampling

Observations
Purposive
Interviews
sampling
Questionnaire
Semi-structured interviews Purposive
sampling

Multiple
regression
analysis
Thematic
analysis

Noncompetitive
-Mixed
Competitive
-Mixed

Cross-sectional

17%

Competitive
-Experts

Cross-sectional

N/A

Noncompetitive
-Mixed

Cross-sectional

44%

Competitive
-Experts

Cross-sectional

N/A

Noncompetitive
-Mixed
Noncompetitive
-Mixed

10 months

N/A

Deductive and 0%
inductive
thematic
analysis
-Cross-case
analysis

Two time
points

Cross-sectional
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Swann et al. (2019) Surfer
Semi-structured interviews
23
Dutch; 1M
Tsaur et al. (2013) Mountaineers
Surveys
21-45 (71.1%) years old -FSS
Taiwanese; 243M, 96W

Purposive
sampling

Abductive
0%
thematic
analysis
Convenience Confirmatory <1%
sampling
factor analysis

Noncompetitive
-Novice
Noncompetitive
-Novice

Cross-sectional

Cross-sectional
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Enhancing Rigour
The rigour of this review was enhanced by the use of ‘critical friends’ (Smith &
McGannon, 2018) during the systematic search and synthesis processes. Specifically, two
supervisors examined and discussed with the researcher preliminary themes throughout the
iterative theme creation process. Furthermore, it is important to acknowledge that different
researchers may have generated a different interpretation of the synthesis. For this reason, an
audit trail, as described by Weed (2006), was conducted to promote transparency in regards
to the discussions held between the author and both supervisors about article exclusion and
methodological decisions (see Appendix H). The purpose of the audit trail was to document
the systematic and critical process that underpinned methodological decisions.
Findings
The first part of the findings section summarises the sample characteristics and
methods reported in primary articles that investigated flow in adventure recreation contexts.
The second part, “data synthesis”, explains the analytical and descriptive themes and
synthesises the results of the 20 primary articles. The final part of this section reports the
results of the sensitivity analysis.
Description of Primary Articles
Definitions of Adventure Recreation
In terms of how primary articles described adventure recreation, terminology varied
widely across studies. The words adventure (k = 5), leisure (k = 4), risk (k = 3), extreme (k =
2), fringe (k = 1), outdoor (k = 1), and water (k = 1) were used to label the type of sport (k =
11), activity (k = 2), pursuit (k = 2), recreation (k = 1), exercise (k = 1) or setting (k = 1). The
term adventure recreation used in this review encompassed all of these terms.
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Study Designs
An array of designs were used to explore flow in the context of adventure recreation.
Nine articles were qualitative, nine were quantitative, and two articles had a mixed-method
design. The designs of quantitative studies were cross-sectional (k7 = 7) or longitudinal (k =
2). One mixed-method study implemented a sequential exploratory design, and the other
mixed-method study used a cross-sectional design. No articles described an intervention or
quasi-experiment research design. The duration of data collection was longer than six months
for some of the articles (k= 4); however, half of the articles (k = 10) collected information at a
single time point, and the remaining articles collected data for less than a month. The most
common data collection methods were interviews (k = 11), questionnaires (k = 5), the
experience sampling method (k = 4), and observations (k = 4).
Sample Characteristics
Authors of primary articles utilised purposive (k = 9), convenience (k = 8),
snowballing (k = 2), and random (k = 1) sampling strategies. Thirteen articles reported nonresponse rates under 18%, while six articles did not provide non-response rates, and one
article reported a non-response rate of 44%. Collectively, a total of 1,179 participants were
surveyed and/or interviewed in the primary articles. Over 82%8 of participants were male and
samples were, aside from Taiwan (k = 2), predominantly from Western countries (North
American, Australian, European; k = 18). Participants were rock-climbers (k = 7), surfers (k =
5), mountaineers (k = 3), kayakers (k = 3), skydivers (k = 2), ski jumpers (k = 1), adventure
racers (k = 1), or represented a combination of adventure recreation participants. The articles
described samples as novices (k = 3), experts (k = 4) or, most commonly, a combination of
novice and experts (k = 13). Only three articles sampled competitive forms of adventure

7
8

k = number of primary articles
One article did not report the gender of participants.
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recreation. The competitive samples were comprised of: surfers, adventure racers (which
included activities such as rock-climbing, mountain-biking, and rappelling), and ski-jumpers.
Questionnaires
Six different types of instruments were used to explicitly measure flow: authordesigned instruments (k = 4); the Flow State Scale (k = 2; Jackson & Marsh, 1996), the Short
Flow State Scale (k = 1; Jackson & Eklund, 2004), the Dispositional Flow Scale (k = 1;
Jackson & Eklund, 2004), the Flow Short Scale (k = 1; Engeser & Rheinberg, 2008), and the
Flow Questionnaire (k = 1; Voelkl & Ellis, 1998).
Definitions of Flow
The definition of flow varied considerably among the primary articles. An inductive
thematic analysis of the individual elements of each definition revealed 16 discrete aspects
that were used to define flow (see Appendix I for a conceptual map). Unsurprisingly, the
well-recognised nine characteristics of flow outlined by Csikszentmihalyi (1990) and
supported by the nine dimensions of the FSS questionnaire (Jackson & Marsh, 1996) were
integral to the definition of flow in several articles. The nine themes analogous to the
dimensions of the FSS were: “challenge-skill balance” (k = 11), “intrinsic motivation and
autotelic experience” (k = 7), “clear goals” (k = 5), “concentration” (k = 6), “merging of
action and awareness” (k = 4), “feedback” (k = 4), “perceived control” (k = 4), “lack of selfawareness” (k = 4), and “time” (k = 2).
Five additional themes were not explicitly analogous to an FSS dimension, yet were
conceptually linked to one or more FSS dimension. This included the most recurrent theme of
“total involvement” (k = 13), which was conceptually related to “merging of action and
awareness” and “total concentration”. In addition, we identified the themes of “everything
coming together” (k = 2) and “effortlessness” (k = 1) as conceptually linked to the FSS
dimension of “concentration”. We also identified the theme “optimal state that lies between
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anxiety and boredom” (k = 2) as a conceptual equivalent to the FSS dimension “challengeskill balance”. An additional theme that emerged, which linked to the “autotelic experience”
dimension of the FSS, was “enjoyment” (k = 7). Interestingly, two themes did not overlap
with any of the FSS dimensions. These were “optimal functioning” (k = 1; Schüler &
Nakamura, 2013) and “transcendental experiences” (k = 2; Csikszentmihalyi, 1975; HardieBick & Scott, 2019).
Data Synthesis
The analytical themes (antecedents and inhibitors, flow characteristics,
consequences, and conceptual differences) provide a synthesis of what is known about flow
states in the adventure recreation context. These four analytical themes were developed based
on 17 descriptive themes and 45 codes (see Figures 5-8).
Flow Antecedents and Inhibitors
The analytical theme antecedents and inhibitors encompassed precursors of flow,
which may conceptually be perceived as preceding the experience of flow (e.g., challenge),
as well as inhibiting variables, which may prevent flow from occurring (e.g., self-awareness).
This analytical theme incorporated the descriptive themes: “challenge”, “context”, “goals”,
“exploration”, “confidence”, and “inhibitors”.
The descriptive theme of “challenge” incorporated both the code ‘challenge-skill
balance’ and ‘challenge’. Challenge itself was found to be a key antecedent of flow
regardless of participants’ skill level. For example, Jones et al. (2000) found that, during the
most challenging rapids, kayakers experienced flow 41.4% of the time compared to anxiety
(39.9%), apathy (10.7%), or boredom (10.6%). Although ‘challenge-skill balance’ was the
most recurrent code (k = 12), the relationship between this code and flow was inconsistent.
Tsaur et al. (2013) found that challenge-skill balance correlated with overall flow measures (β
=.44; p = .001). However, in a study of rock-climbers, perceived challenge-skill balance did
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Figure 5
Dendogram Incorporating the Analytical Theme Antecedents and Inhibitors, Associated Descriptive Themes, and Codes

Notes. * = Themes analogous to an FSS dimension of flow
(k) = number of articles that this code was generated from.
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Figure 6
Dendogram Incorporating the Analytical Themes Characteristics, Associated Descriptive Themes, and Codes

Notes. * = Themes analogous to an FSS dimension of flow
(k) = number of articles that this code was generated from.
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Figure 7
Dendogram Incorporating Analytical Themes Consequences, Associated Descriptive Themes, and Codes

Notes. * = Themes analogous to an FSS dimension of flow
(k) = number of articles that this code was generated from.
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Figure 8
Dendogram Incorporating the Analytical Themes Theoretical/Conceptual Differences, Associated Descriptive Theme, and Codes

Note. (k) = number of articles that this code was generated from.
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not significantly correlate with self-reported measures of flow (r =.25; p = .051; Schüler &
Nakamura, 2013).
The descriptive theme of “context” incorporated the codes, ‘risk reduction’,
‘immersion in nature’, and ‘experience level’. Overall, adventure recreation participants
emphasised the importance of safety and a desire to reduce risks (Csikszentmihalyi, 1975;
Hardie-Bick & Scott, 2019). Flow was found to correlate with average levels of perceived
risk, whereas above average levels of perceived risk were associated with 54.5% of highaltitude rock-climbers’ anxiety states (Delle Fave et al., 2003). Interestingly, experience
levels appeared unrelated to flow as expert adventure recreation participants did not report
significantly higher levels of flow compared to novices (r = .14, p = .29; Schüler &
Nakamura, 2013). Perhaps unique to the adventure recreation context, immersion in nature
was reported to facilitate flow for some participants. For example, attractive scenery and
experiencing nature through several senses were reported to reduce anxiety levels (Houge
Mackenzie et al., 2011) and increase absorption in the activity (Mykletun & Mazza, 2016;
Partington et al., 2009). In addition, even horrific weather was reported by a mountaineer to
facilitate flow because it helped them avoid stressful thoughts about falling (Swann et al.,
2017b). Finally, articles that included competitive, as opposed to non-competitive, contexts
provided the only evidence for the themes of accomplishment, addictive aspects of flow,
decelerated perception of time, euphoria, and fulfilment.
The descriptive theme “goals” was comprised of two types of goals: open (i.e.,
exploring how well one can perform) and fixed (i.e., specific, measurable, objective
outcomes). For instance, Bassi and Delle Fave (2010) found that 58.9% of mountaineers
reported flow states following the establishment of a goal. These a priori-set goals, although
not explicitly stated as such by Bassi and Delle Fave, were conceptually aligned with ‘fixed
goals’ as described by Swann et al. (2017a). In addition to goals set a priori, some
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participants reported setting goals during an activity. For example, some rock-climbers were
singularly focused on staying on the rock during their climb (Houge Mackenzie et al., 2011)
and one rock-climber set the following open goal, “I’ll just see how it goes and take it as it
comes” (Swann et al., 2017b, p. 387). Both open and fixed goals were monitored via
unambiguous feedback during the activity (Tsaur et al., 2013). This feedback was often a
combination of proprioceptive and environmental feedback (Hardie-Bick & Bonner, 2016;
Houge Mackenzie et al., 2011). Goals were consequently reported by participants to be
achieved based on the feedback received.
The descriptive theme “exploration” as an antecedent of flow was exclusively
interpreted from qualitative articles. An element of exploration entailed uncertainty about the
outcome. For example, skydivers, mountaineers, and adventure racers commented on the
importance of exploring, and experiencing novel situations and skills in order to facilitate
flow (Hardie-Bick & Bonner, 2016; Mykletun & Mazza, 2016; Swann et al., 2019).
Exploration consisted of discovering new natural environments as well as attempting new
movements or skills. Inherent in both types of exploration was the role of uncertainty, which
one climber explicitly described as a precursor of flow (Swann et al., 2017b). Similarly,
Hardie-Bick and Bonner (2016) identified the exploration of new skills, rather than
‘adrenaline’, as a key motivator for continued skydiving participation.
The descriptive theme “confidence” was reported as an important flow antecedent in
quantitative studies, Specifically, Schüler and Nakamura (2013) found a strong correlation
between rock-climbers’ self-confidence and their experience of flow (r = .51, p < .001). Delle
Fave et al. (2003) also found that high-altitude rock-climbers’ confidence levels were
significantly higher during flow states (t(217) = 8.96, p < .011) in comparison to their mean
confidence levels during states of anxiety, boredom, and apathy.
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In contrast to antecedents, the descriptive theme “inhibitor” was comprised of
elements reported to hinder flow in the adventure recreation context. Unsurprisingly, most of
the reported inhibitors were identified as the absence, or opposite, of antecedents identified
above. For instance, flow was inhibited for kayakers when a challenge was perceived as too
high because this created higher anxiety and, subsequently, lower levels of flow (Jones et al.,
2000). However, flow remained possible when the high challenge was appraised as being
achievable (Swann et al., 2017b). In addition, multiple studies suggested flow was inhibited
by self-awareness, being overly ‘self-competitive’, or feeling pressured by others to ‘hurry’
(Csikszentmihalyi, 1975; Hardie-Bick & Scott, 2019; Kiewa, 2001).
Flow Characteristics
The analytical theme flow characteristics reflected elements that were reported to
occur during flow states. This analytical theme was comprised of the descriptive themes:
“time transformation”, “sense of control”, “focus on activity”, and “effortlessness”.
Csikszentmihalyi (1975) initially suggested that rock-climbers underestimated the
passage of time when anxious (i.e., perceived time was accelerated), overestimated the
passage of time when bored, and were not cognisant of time when in flow. A lack of time
awareness during flow was corroborated by adventure racers (Mykletun & Mazza, 2016),
surfers (Stranger, 1999), and modern-day rock-climbers (Hardie-Bick & Bonner, 2016).
Conversely, Partington et al. (2009) found some surfers in flow experienced time as slowing
down, while Jones et al. (2000) found kayakers’ perception of time sped up significantly
when they were in flow. Taken together, this review provides evidence that the passage of
time is perceived as altered during flow in adventure recreation. However, the quality of that
time transformation appears to vary across activities and participants.
These studies also suggested that the adventure recreation context provided
participants with greater sense of control than daily living activities (e.g., driving a car;
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Csikszentmihalyi, 1975) or guided adventure activities such as bungee jumping (Hardie-Bick
& Bonner, 2016). For instance, self-control was found to significantly correlate (r = .47, p <
.001) with flow indicators among mountaineers (Tsaur et al., 2013). Potentially unique to the
adventure recreation context were findings that participants highlighted the importance of
controlling what could be perceived as uncontrollable (e.g., the ‘bumps’ and ‘chops’ of a big
wave; Partington et al., 2009). Moreover, increased opportunities for self-determination
afforded by the adventure recreation context (e.g., the ability to choose a particular activity
and/or how and where one wanted to engage in it) were also reported to provide a greater
sense of control during flow (Kiewa, 2001).
The importance of the theme “focus on activity” was reflected by the volume of
articles (k = 11) citing this characteristic. During flow, participants reported higher levels of
concentration on and absorption in the task at hand, as well as improved focus on a specific
stimulus. In tandem with an intense focus on the activity, participants reported a loss of selfconsciousness. In other words, participants in flow did not have any thoughts about their
current performance or worries about everyday life (e.g., bills, household chores; HardieBick & Bonner 2016; Partington et al., 2009).
The descriptive theme “effortlessness” was interpreted from a wide range of articles.
When in flow, participants reported being able to “go hard” while simultaneously being
relaxed (Houge Mackenzie et al., 2011), and having a sense of everything happening
automatically, without having to think deliberately about decision making (Csikszentmihalyi,
1975; Jones et al., 2000). Quantitative questionnaire items that reflected the ‘effortless’ theme
and significantly correlated with flow included: the absence of tension and the presence of
‘activation’ (Jones et al., 2000; Jones et al., 2003).
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Flow Consequences
The analytical theme consequences reflected experiences that occurred as a result of
flow. This theme included the descriptive themes: “optimal performance”, “well-being”,
“progression”, “motivation”, “spirituality”, and “negative consequences of flow”.
The descriptive theme “optimal performance” designated flow experiences associated with
optimal or enhanced performance. For example, enhanced performance was suggested by
participants in qualitative articles to be a consequence of experiencing flow (Partington et al.,
2009; Swann et al., 2017b). In addition, Sklett and colleagues (2018) found a moderate
correlation between a subscale of flow (Flow-Focus) and performance in ski-jumpers, which
accounted for 13% of the variance in competition results. However, limited evidence was
available in the adventure recreation literature to determine whether flow actually leads to
enhanced performance. In contrast to objective measures of performance, surfers described
feeling highly accomplished (Partington et al., 2009) and achieving feats that exceeded their
expectations (Swann et al., 2017b) as a result of flow. Overall, studies highlighted the
importance of flow for optimal performance in the adventure recreation context, which
includes personal accomplishments and optimal experiences, and may or may not be
associated with increases in objective performance.
The descriptive theme “well-being” incorporated a variety of hedonic (e.g., positive
emotions, excitement) and eudaimonic (e.g., self-fulfilment) components of well-being. The
majority of the studies identified various well-being outcomes, ranging from enjoyment (e.g.,
Swann et al., 2017b) to self-fulfilment, associated with flow. For instance, surfers reported
that excitement led to flow, which in turn led to self-fulfilment (Partington et al., 2009). Flow
was found to mediate the positive relationship between participation in surfing and overall
well-being (Cheng & Lu, 2015). Quantitative measures of flow were also found to correlate
with positive affect (Jones et al., 2000, 2003) and happiness (t(216) = 5.78, p < .011; Delle
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Fave et al., 2003; standardised structural path coefficient = .39, t = 6.15, p < .001; Tsaur et
al., 2013).
The descriptive theme “motivation” reflected explanations of how flow experiences
influenced participation in adventure recreation. For example, the euphoric experience of
flow, above and beyond any extrinsic rewards, was identified as a motivation for continued
participation (Partington et al., 2009; Swann et al., 2019). Intrinsic motivation was
significantly higher following states of flow than states of anxiety, boredom, or apathy (Delle
Fave et al., 2003). Furthermore, intrinsic motivation for kayaking was significantly correlated
with flow (r = .51, p < .0001; Jones et al., 2000). The autotelic experience (Morgan, 2016;
Tsaur et al., 2013), described by Jackson and Eklund (2004) as doing something for its own
sake, similarly showed strong correlations with overall flow state scores. Therefore, it is
possible that intrinsic motivation and the autotelic experience might be indistinguishable at an
experiential level.
The descriptive theme “spirituality” included evidence of transcendental experiences
resulting from experiencing flow in adventure recreation. This theme involved participants
feeling a part of something greater than themselves following a flow experience.
Csikszentmihalyi (1975) initially documented this experience among rock-climbers, and
subsequent studies supported these findings (Mykletun & Mazza, 2016; Stranger, 1999). In
addition, a psychometric measure of transcendental experiences correlated significantly with
the experience of flow in mountaineering (standardised structural path coefficient = .62, t =
9.97, p < .001; Tsaur et al., 2013). It is noteworthy that an unreported number of participants
in Csikszentmihalyi’s (1975) original work held sceptical views regarding the notion of
transcendental experiences resulting from rock-climbing.
The descriptive theme “progression” reflected the way in which flow may contribute
to improving the skill levels of adventure recreation participants. For example, skydivers
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progressively challenged themselves to master new aerial positions (Hardie-Bick & Bonner,
2016). The myriad possibilities afforded by adventure recreation contexts (e.g., vast variety
of potential rock-climbing routes; Csikszentmihalyi, 1975), gave participants continual
opportunities to increase challenge levels, experience flow, and consequently improve their
skills (Houge Mackenzie et al., 2011; Partington et al., 2009).
Although experiencing flow led to improved skills, continually striving to find flow
was also reported to have negative consequences. Interestingly, the descriptive theme
“negative consequences of flow” was identified in only two studies and included two codes.
First, more intense experiences of flow correlated with an underestimation of perceived risk
and objectively risky behaviours (Schüler & Nakamura, 2013). In addition, Partington et al.
(2009) found some big wave surfers exhibited symptoms akin to addiction in their flowseeking surfing activities. Current understandings of the negative consequences of flow in
adventure recreation are limited to these two findings.
Conceptual Differences
The analytical theme of conceptual differences reflected the descriptive themes
relating to the diversity of flow models and states of optimal experience present in the
research on flow in the adventure recreation context. Several models of flow were used in
adventure recreation research. The original flow model (Csikszentmihalyi, 1975), which
predicted flow as a result of a skill-challenge balance, was not as successful at explaining
variances in flow indicators as the four-channel flow model (Massimini & Carli, 1988),
which incorporated states of flow, anxiety, boredom, and apathy. However, the four-channel
flow model only accounted for a small proportion of the variance and was statistically similar
to the Adventure Experience Paradigm (AEP; Martin & Priest, 1986), which predicted peak
adventure as a consequence of a balance in perceived risk and competence (Jones et al., 2000,
2003).
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Despite the focus on flow states in this review, some articles provided evidence of
related, but distinct, types of optimal experiences. For example, Houge Mackenzie et al.
(2011) found that participants experienced a state the authors identified as ‘paratelic flow’,
when participants were relaxed and lacked a specific goal. In contrast, Houge Mackenzie et
al. (2011) described important, clear outcome goals as leading to ‘telic flow’. Swann et al.
(2017b) similarly described two distinct optimal states: (a) a flow state, which shared
commonalities with paratelic flow in that it was associated with exploratory or open goals
and (b) a clutch state, which shared commonalities with telic flow, such as the importance of
fixed or outcome goals. Overall, evidence in this review supported recent proposals regarding
the existence of distinct types of optimal experiences, which may have been confounded in
earlier research on flow in the adventure recreation context.
Sensitivity Analysis
After data synthesis was completed, a sensitivity analysis was undertaken. This
analysis revealed that the majority of the codes (> 69%) underpinning descriptive themes,
were found in more than one article, and that the majority of themes were substantiated by
triangulation of evidence from several primary articles. However, based on the sensitivity
analyses, five of the 14 codes created from unique articles were identified as having potential
quality concerns (see Appendix G). First, the code that described flow as a mediator of
participation in adventure recreation and its effect on improved well-being may be limited by
the content validity of the adapted flow questionnaire used by Cheng and Lu (2015). Second,
the lack of methodological transparency in Csikszentmihalyi’s early work (1975) means the
codes ‘unpredictability’ and ‘absence of transcendental experiences’ should be interpreted
cautiously. Third, limited data were provided by Kiewa (2001) to support the code that ‘selfdeterminism facilitates flow’. Fourth, the small sample sizes of adventure recreation
participants included by Schüler and Nakamura (2013) and Swann et al. (2017b) respectively
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indicate that the codes ‘risk increase with flow’ and ‘positive distractions’ should be
cautiously interpreted. Taken together, these limitations highlight current gaps in knowledge
about flow in the adventure recreation context. The following discussion outlines points of
consensus and contention, and addresses the questions posed in this review.
Discussion
The aim of this review was to identify what is known about flow states that occur
during adventure recreation. Consequently, this discussion will address (i) what is known
about the antecedents, characteristics, and consequences of flow states within adventure
recreation (ii) the definition of flow states used in adventure recreation research, and (iii)
methodological issues in the study of flow within adventure recreation.
Flow Antecedents and Inhibitors
An array of variables reviewed were conceptually considered precursors of flow or
framed as antecedents of flow. For example, this review found mixed evidence that a
perceived skill-challenge balance was a precursor to flow states in the adventure recreation
context. Schüler and Nakamura (2013) asserted that “perceived challenge-skill balance was
related to flow” (p. 316). However, the evidence to support this statement was based on a pvalue greater than .05 (r = .25, p = .051). This non-significant finding does not provide
compelling evidence for the skill-challenge balance hypothesis and may have been a result of
a lack of statistical power (Makin & Orban de Xivry, 2019). In the guided adventure
recreation context, Løvoll and Vittersø (2014) similarly found that a balance between skill
and challenge did not correlate with indicators of flow. Nevertheless, Fong et al. (2015) have
provided compelling evidence, in the form of a meta-analysis, for the importance of the skillchallenge balance in a variety of contexts (e.g., work, leisure) and found a moderate
relationship between flow and a skill-challenge balance. Future research is therefore
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warranted in the adventure recreation context to reveal if a causal relationship exists between
skill-challenge balance and a subsequent flow experience.
Perceptions of challenge-skill balance may also be influenced by experience level.
Prior research has suggested a potential relationship between experience level and flow,
particularly in the elite sport domain (e.g., Jackson, 1996). However, the findings from this
review indicated that novice and expert adventure recreation participants were similarly
prone to experiencing flow. As higher levels of skill have been conceptually
(Csikszentmihalyi, 1975) and experimentally (Canham & Wiley, 2003) related to increased
opportunities for flow in non-sport and sport domains (e.g., Jackson, 1996), future research is
needed to confirm the non-significant differences found by Schüler and Nakamura (2013)
between novices and experts in adventure recreation.
Similarly, due to a lack of articles comparing competitive and non-competitive
adventure recreation, this review was unable to provide insights into potential differences or
similarities in flow experiences across competitive and non-competitive adventure recreation
contexts. However, in a non-peer-reviewed abstract, Wagner et al. (2003) described how the
flow scores of recreational surfers were significantly higher than their competitive
counterparts. Similarly, in an unpublished thesis, Forch (2004) found evidence for more
frequent flow experiences in recreational surfers compared to competitive surfers. Future
research on potential differences between flow in competitive and non-competitive adventure
recreation is therefore warranted.
Antecedents of flow that may uniquely relate to the context of adventure recreation
included nature and exploration. The importance of nature in facilitating flow has not been
examined causally; however, indirect evidence suggests that nature may facilitate flow by
reducing anxiety (Ulrich et al., 1991). In relation to exploration, Csikszentmihalyi (1975)
suggested in his original work that, “a degree of uncertainty is always implicit and necessary
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to the process” of flow (p. 80).” Despite early recognition of the importance of uncertainty
and exploration for experiencing flow, the concept of exploration has not been explicitly
included in the frequently researched nine dimensions of flow (Jackson & Eklund, 2004).
This may explain why the descriptive theme of “exploration” was only found in articles that
used inductive analyses. The authors of primary articles therefore avoided the ‘shoe-horning’
effect, which describes the process of force-fitting certain themes during deductive analyses
(Swann et al., 2017c). Given that our understanding of these antecedents (unique to the
adventure recreation context) is currently limited, future research is needed to examine the
effects of nature and exploration on flow. Furthermore, these findings demonstrate the
importance of complementing deductive analyses with inductive analyses and experimental
designs in future research on flow in adventure contexts.
Knowledge about the effect of confidence on flow in adventure recreation is also
currently restricted to qualitative and correlational evidence. In the sport domain, Swann et al.
(2017b) found that an initial positive experience (e.g., early success in a traditional sport
game) led to increased confidence, which increased the probability of flow. To date, no
evidence from the adventure recreation context has replicated this finding. More in-depth
understanding of how confidence emerges and how it impacts flow experiences in the
adventure recreation context is thus warranted. Flow inhibitors have also been identified in
the literature. Specifically, self-awareness, feeling pressured to hurry, anticipating overlydifficult challenges, and being overly self-competitive have been purported to inhibit flow
states. Importantly, all findings related to inhibitors emanated from qualitative research and
therefore future research is required to determine any causal effects of these postulated
inhibitors.
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Flow Characteristics
Overall, the experience of flow in adventure recreation is well documented and
reflects many of the characteristics of flow described in the wider sport and exercise
literature. For one, the experience of flow among adventure recreation participants was
accompanied by the perception of time transformation. Swann et al. (2012) revealed that the
perception of time transformation in elite sport was reported by nearly 30% of participants.
Although insufficient data were reported in the primary articles included in this review to
conduct such a calculation, perceived time transformation during flow states in adventure
recreation was evident. Notwithstanding, current knowledge of perceived time transformation
during flow in adventure recreation is limited due to important methodological concerns.
First, the finding that time speeds up for kayakers in flow may be due to the questionnaire
item used to measure time perception, which only discriminated between time slowing down
or speeding up and did not allow kayakers to report a perceived absence of time. Second,
several articles administered questionnaires such as the FSS, which have an item that
amalgamates slowed, accelerated, and perceived disappearance of time into the item “the way
time passed seemed to be different from normal” (Jackson & Eklund, 2004, p. 85). Future
research investigating time transformation should therefore ask participants to either estimate
time (Canham & Wiley, 2003), provide open-ended questions on time perception, or improve
questionnaire items on time transformation (Peterson, 2012).
Similar to overall findings from the domain of elite sport (e.g., Swann et al., 2012),
the findings from this review demonstrated that the perception of control is a common
characteristic of flow for adventure recreation participants. Unique to the adventure
recreation context, however, the feeling of control during flow included perceived control
over situations that would normally be perceived as uncontrollable. Higher levels of
concentration were also reported as a characteristic of flow in the majority of articles
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included in this review. In addition, the literature reviewed reported how participants
perceived activities as happening automatically, without having to deliberately think about an
activity. Such findings support the feeling of effortlessness described during flow experiences
in the context of traditional sports (Swann et al., 2017b). Taken together, the findings of
studies examining flow characteristics provided clear evidence that flow in adventure
recreation is characterised by alterations in time perception, feelings of effortlessness,
increased attention to the task at hand, and perceptions of being in control.
Consequences of Flow
The results from this review demonstrate that, overwhelmingly, positive
consequences of flow have been well-documented in adventure recreation contexts. These
positive consequences included: well-being (e.g., positive emotions, self-fulfilment), skill
development, improved performance, motivation, and spiritual fulfilment. In contrast, the
limited evidence available about potential negative consequences associated with flow states
in adventure recreation suggests that flow during adventure may increase risk-taking and/or
lead to addiction.
In terms of positive flow consequences, this review indicates a positive relationship
between happiness (a form of hedonic well-being) and flow in adventure recreation.
However, the directional link between flow and happiness in the adventure recreation context
has yet to be conclusively established. For instance, researchers examining affect, as
measured by an analysis of camera-recorded facial expressions, have found lower levels of
happiness expressed during skiing and mountain-biking (Hetland et al., 2018, 2019). This
finding suggests that experiencing deep immersion during adventure recreation may prevent
participants from experiencing happiness in the moment. Consequently, participants may feel
happiness retrospectively as a consequence of being in flow, rather than during flow. These
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findings highlight the importance of researching the temporal phases of flow to avoid
confounding flow antecedents, characteristics and/or consequences.
Research on the link between flow in adventure recreation and spirituality is also
limited. Based on evidence from this review, participation in adventure recreation may lead
to the feeling of being a part of something greater than oneself. However, work by
Monasterio and Cloninger (2019) found that, compared to the general population, base
jumpers and mountaineers had lower levels of self-transcendence. The contradiction between
the transcendental experiences associated with flow reported in this review and the lower
levels of self-transcendence reported by adventure recreation participants therefore warrants
further research.
Research on the negative consequences of flow in adventure recreation is currently
restricted to potential increases in risk-taking and addiction. Future research could therefore
further examine addiction, risk-taking, or other as yet unexplored negative consequences
associated with flow in adventure recreation. Research may also benefit from reframing flow
not as a singularly positive experience, but rather as a process linked to a wide range of
potential outcomes in adventure recreation. Reconceptualising flow in this manner may
encourage researchers to examine the ‘bigger picture’ surrounding flow in adventure
recreation, such as key phases of flow, the role of flow in coping, social dynamics associated
with flow, a range of positive and negative flow outcomes, and the larger implications of
flow for health and well-being.
Defining Flow States in Adventure Recreation
In contrast to Moneta (2021), who argued that the definition of flow has not changed
since its inception in 1975, evidence from this review indicates that definitions of flow vary
widely in the adventure recreation context. Given the disparity of flow definitions and recent
major paradigmatic shifts in flow research (Swann et al., 2018), future researchers should
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refine and outline a clear definition of flow in the context of adventure recreation. For
example, researchers should be mindful not to conflate overlapping yet distinct optimal states
(e.g., ‘clutch state’; Swann et al., 2017c) with flow states. Swann et al. (2017c) outlined the
following characteristics of flow (which also apply to ‘clutch state’): enjoyable, enhanced
motivation, perceived control, altered perceptions, absorption, and confidence. Moreover,
Swann et al. (2017c) proposed the following as characteristics unique to flow: effortless
attention, positive feedback about progress, absence of critical thoughts, optimal arousal, and
automatic experience. Based on the characteristics of flow identified in this review, the
definition of flow in adventure recreation could include: perceived time transformation, sense
of control, focus on the activity, and effortlessness. Considering the flow characteristics
identified in this review and emerging definitions of distinct optimal states (e.g., Swann et al.,
2017c), future investigations are needed to further refine the defining characteristics of flow
in adventure recreation.
Methodological Issues
Compared to a review of flow in exercise (Jackman et al., 2019), which found that
only 8% of studies employed qualitative measures, this review found that adventure
recreation researchers have used a balance of qualitative and quantitative measures to
investigate flow states. Furthermore, compared to a review on flow in elite sports, which
found that research primarily employed deductive analyses (Swann et al., 2012), this review
found that qualitative studies in adventure recreation used a balance of inductive and
deductive approaches. These methodological choices provided diverse evidence that both
supported existing findings on flow and contested some traditional understandings of flow.
For example, through an inductive analysis, Partington et al. (2009) uncovered the potential
addictive aspects of flow experiences. Overall, this review incorporated a balanced array of
qualitative, quantitative, and mixed-method research.
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Several methodological issues were apparent in this review that should be addressed
in future research on flow in adventure recreation. First, both the four-channel flow model
and AEP appear to represent the same constructs. However, considering that adventure
recreation participants often attempt to minimise risk in adventure recreation, the content
validity of the AEP may be contested. Additional articles supported this finding; for example,
Frühauf et al. (2017) found that skiers tended not to search for, but instead, minimise risk.
Because adventure recreation participants seek out challenge and not risk per se, the fourchannel flow model may be more appropriate for investigating flow in adventure recreation
than the AEP.
Second, the diversity of instruments used to measure flow in the context of adventure
recreation varied more extensively than in a review of flow in elite sport (Swann et al., 2012),
which may have resulted in the identification of different types of optimal experiences.
Specifically, recent research in optimal experiences (e.g., Swann, 2017a, 2017b) has provided
evidence for an integrated model of flow and clutch states. Both states of optimal experience
have been purported to share certain characteristics (e.g., enjoyment, absorption, confidence,
perceived control, enhanced motivation). However, Swann et al. (2017c) proposed that clutch
states are more likely to be facilitated by fixed goals and characterised by heightened arousal
and intense effort. In contrast, enhanced confidence and open goals may uniquely facilitate
flow states, which are characterised by effortless attention and optimal arousal levels. Future
research should therefore be conducted to test the validity of an integrated model of flow and
clutch states in the adventure recreation context.
In a review of flow research across a variety of daily life contexts, Engeser and
Schiepe-Tiska (2012) found that most research on flow relied on cross-sectional designs.
Similarly, current knowledge of flow in adventure recreation remains preliminary as it relies
heavily on cross-sectional designs and correlational studies. We therefore echo the call by
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Swann et al. (2012) that researchers must not only describe the experience of flow, but must
also seek to further explain how and why flow occurs, particularly in terms of identifying how
flow occurs and unfolds in the context of adventure recreation. Since 2012, study designs
using qualitative and correlational evidence have allowed a range of potential antecedents to
emerge (e.g., open goals, novelty). However, interventions or quasi-experimental designs are
needed to explain and validate the inner workings of flow in adventure recreation. In
addition, more complex designs may be used to determine the directional sequence of events
regarding flow antecedents, characteristics, and consequences (i.e., the phasic nature of flow;
Houge Mackenzie et al., 2013). Although Cheng and Liu (2015) identified causality with
regard to antecedents and consequences of flow, the cross-sectional design used in this study
was insufficient to support such a claim. To more aptly infer causality, future research should
assess antecedents, characteristics, and consequences of flow at different time intervals.
Moreover, to build stronger evidence of causality, future research could benefit from using
experimental designs, which would include a control group. For example, a preliminary flow
intervention in the context of indoor rock-climbing, using a single-subject multiple-baseline
design with four participants, found evidence to support the efficacy of a multi-faceted flow
intervention (Norsworthy et al., 2018b).
Future research designs in adventure recreation may also benefit from non-subjective
measures of flow by using technologies, such as electroencephalography headsets (Bailey et
al., 2019) or camera-recorded facial expression recognition software (e.g., Hetland et al.,
2019). Physiological biomarkers of flow would allow researchers to observe flow states in
real time and reduce some of the issues associated with common flow research methods, such
as episodic recall. In addition, as opposed to questionnaires or interviews, non-intrusive
physiological measures are less likely to inhibit flow by making participants self-aware, a
common critique of self-report measures. Finally, physiological measures may allow
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researchers to describe the neural substrates of flow (i.e., neural activities responsible for
flow), which could greatly enhance our understanding of flow antecedents, characteristics,
and consequences by identifying mechanisms and processes through which flow unfolds. In
summary, research on flow in adventure recreation currently provides a clear picture of the
characteristics of flow, but lacks causal evidence to explain flow antecedents and
consequences.
Strengths and Limitations
This was the first systematic review of flow in the context of adventure recreation.
The review process was transparent, systematic, and included an exhaustive search of
empirical articles from a variety of fields. In addition, stringent article eligibility criteria
allowed for a stronger internal validity. However, as only recreational outdoor adventure
activities were eligible, the findings of this review may not be readily applied to guided or
‘indoorised’ adventure recreation. As such, future reviews of flow in similar but unique
contexts may be warranted. Moreover, the generalisability of findings from this review is
limited to the relatively homogenous populations sampled in primary articles. Specifically,
the sampled participants were predominantly males between 20-40 years old. Future flow
research in adventure recreation should therefore make an attempt to be more inclusive by
sampling more women, people of non-binary genders, people with diverse ethnic
backgrounds, and participants with a range of physical and mental abilities.
Furthermore, while the overall findings from this review were based on insights
gathered from a large sample of 1179 total adventure recreation participants, the findings
from several quantitative articles included in this review were limited by small sample sizes.
Notwithstanding the lack of statistical-probabilistic generalisability of some findings in this
review, several qualitative findings provided ‘analytical generalisation’ (Smith, 2018). That
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is, theoretical concepts relating to flow, which can be transferred to the wider adventure
recreation context, were uncovered (e.g., descriptions of inhibitors).
Conclusion
In line with Csikszentmihalyi’s (1975) original work on flow, the results of this
review demonstrated that flow is a complex psychological state involving multiple stages
(e.g., antecedents, characteristics, consequences). The findings from this review revealed
unique flow antecedents present in adventure recreation contexts. Specifically, a focus on
reducing risks and immersion in nature may facilitate flow in this context. In line with
research from the general flow literature, perceiving a skill-challenge balance, setting goals,
and progressively developing confidence were identified as antecedents of flow in adventure
recreation. The characteristics of flow in adventure recreation were well documented and
included: a perception of time transformation, a sense of control, a focus on the activity, and
a feeling of effortlessness. Several positive consequences were also associated with flow in
adventure recreation, such as well-being, intrinsic motivation, optimal performance, spiritual
development, and progression. Preliminary research on the negative consequences of flow in
adventure recreation also emerged (i.e., increased risk-taking and addiction). Future studies
should incorporate designs that allow for the investigation of causal links between flow states
and their consequences. Moreover, although large sample sizes have been used to
quantitatively describe antecedents and consequences correlated with flow in adventure
recreation, small sample sizes currently dominate flow research in the context of adventure
recreation (e.g., Tsaur et al., 2013).
Since 1975, advances in the study of flow were largely based on diverse
methodologies which has resulted in convergent evidence across varied domains. As flow
research continues to develop across disparate study areas, adventure researchers can benefit
from the developments in these areas to refine knowledge of flow in this unique context.
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Recent research in traditional sport domains may be particularly relevant in progressing flow
theory in adventure recreation. Promising avenues include investigating integrated models of
flow and clutch states in order to better conceptualise and define flow states in the adventure
recreation context, and elaborating the phasic nature of flow in the context of adventure
recreation. This review identified aspects of flow that may be unique to the adventure
recreation context, as well as those that appear to be shared across domains. The future
research directions and methods suggested herein propose a basis for developing a
comprehensive and empirically-based flow model in the context of adventure recreation.
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Chapter Five: Study Two9

Preface
In the preceding chapter, the Study One systematic review was presented, which
aimed to establish the extent of knowledge currently available regarding flow states in
adventure recreation. Based on Study One findings that immersion in nature may facilitate
flow and that an integrated model of flow and clutch states (Swann et al., 2017a, 2022) may
better conceptualise optimal psychological states in the adventure recreation context, Study
Two was designed. Study Two (detailed here in Chapter Five) investigated optimal
psychological states in rock-climbing in relation to the recently proposed integrated model of
flow and clutch states (Swann et al., 2019), and compared optimal psychological states
between an outdoor (i.e., nature) and indoor adventure activity.
Introduction
In adventure recreation (e.g., mountaineering, white-water kayaking), optimal
psychological states are highly valued by participants (Willig, 2008). For example, the
opportunity to experience optimal psychological states, a pivotal component of high-altitude
rock-climbing (Delle Fave et al., 2003), has been identified as one of the main reasons for
engaging in rock-climbing (Csikszentmihalyi, 1975). Recent developments in optimal
psychological states research have shed new light on these experiences in sport and exercise
contexts (e.g., Jackman et al., 2020; Swann et al., 2019). However, adventure recreation (i.e.,
nature-based physical activities that require the self-initiated management of perceived and
objective risks) has characteristics that are distinct from other forms of physical activity
(Boudreau et al., 2020). For example, adventure recreation activities take place in physical
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locations that differ in important ways from traditional sport and exercise venues.
Specifically, a key characteristic of adventure recreation is that it takes place in nature
(Collins & Brymer, 2018; Houge Mackenzie & Brymer, 2020), which is defined as settings
that human beings have minimally modified, such as waterfalls, mountains, cliffs, and oceans
(Stebbins, 2019). Unique characteristics of adventure recreation may influence how optimal
psychological states are experienced differently compared to optimal psychological states
experienced in traditional sport and exercise contexts (e.g., team sports, running). Thus,
greater knowledge of when and how optimal psychological states are experienced may help
adventure recreation participants, and adventure coaches, understand and facilitate enhanced
motivation, performance, and psychological well-being in the adventure recreation context
(Eastabrook & Collins, 2020; Willig, 2008).
Several constructs, such as peak experience (Maslow, 1959), flow (Csikszentmihalyi,
1975), and peak adventure (Martin & Priest, 1986) have been used to describe optimal
psychological states. However, to date, the most prominent framework employed to
understand optimal psychological states in physical activity contexts is flow. For example,
systematic reviews are available on flow states in sport (Harris et al., 2021; Stamatelopoulou
et al., 2018; Swann et al., 2012), sport-related flow interventions (Goddard et al., 2021;
Norsworthy et al., 2018a), youth sport and physical activity (Jackman et al., 2021a), exercise
(Jackman et al., 2019), and adventure recreation (Boudreau et al., 2020). Flow is defined as
an effortless and intrinsically rewarding state of mind achieved when a person is fully
focused on the activity at hand and perceives an optimal balance between their skills and the
task challenges (Csikszentmihalyi, 1975; Csikszentmihalyi & Csikszentmihalyi, 1990). The
majority of research on optimal psychological states in sport and exercise has generally
treated flow as a singular state characterised by nine potential dimensions (e.g.,
Csikszentmihalyi, 1975; Jackson & Eklund, 2002). Three of these dimensions have often
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been posited as conditions for flow to occur: (a) challenge-skill balance, (b) clear goals, and
(c) unambiguous feedback. The remaining six dimensions characterise the experience of
flow: (a) concentration on the task at hand, (b) sense of control, (c) loss of self-consciousness,
(d) action-awareness merging, (e) transformation of time, and (f) autotelic experience
(Jackson & Eklund, 2002).
Despite being widely used in the sport and exercise literature, the traditional flow
model has been questioned by findings suggesting the potential for distinct optimal
psychological states. In an adventure recreation context, Houge Mackenzie et al. (2011, 2013)
identified distinct flow states characterised by differences in attentional focus and goal
orientation (e.g., telic flow characterised by seriousness, outcome-orientation, arousalavoidance; paratelic flow characterised by playfulness, process-orientation, arousal-seeking).
Similarly, in the traditional sport context, Schweickle et al. (2021b) identified another
optimal psychological state (i.e., clutch state) that may underlie optimal performances. Clutch
states have been postulated as the psychological state that underlie clutch performances,
which are defined as successful performances occurring despite an athlete’s appraisal of
increased psychological pressure (Schweickle et al., 2021a, 2021b; Swann et al., 2017a).
Evidence gathered so far indicates that clutch state descriptions are conceptually analogous to
the telic flow states identified in adventure contexts (Swann et al., 2016, 2018). Although
clutch states have generally been reported in high-pressure competitive situations, such as
during the final minutes of a tied game, recent evidence suggests that clutch states may also
occur in non-competitive contexts (e.g., during training; Swann et al., 2019).
Integrated Model of Flow and Clutch States
A series of sport- and exercise-based studies led to the development of an integrated
model of flow and clutch states (Jackman et al., 2020; Swann et al., 2017b, 2019). According
to the integrated model, both flow and clutch states are characterised by (a) altered
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perceptions, (b) absorption, and (c) confidence. Distinct features of the flow state that have
been identified include: (a) effortless attention, (b) an automatic experience, (c) the absence
of critical thoughts, and (d) optimal levels of arousal (Swann et al., 2018). This
conceptualisation is aligned with prior flow research. For example, flow had been recognised
as effortless focus (Marty-Dugas & Smilek, 2019) and the word ‘flow’ was originally derived
from interviewees who described their effortless actions (Csikszentmihalyi, 1975). Similarly,
in the integrated model, both effortless attention and effortless experience are explicitly
identified. Previously, models of flow have presented facilitators of flow (e.g., effective
preparation, positive thoughts, optimal arousal; Swann et al., 2012) and necessary conditions
of flow (i.e., clear goals, skill-challenge balance, unambiguous feedback; Csikszentmihalyi
& Nakamura, 2010). However, earlier literature has not investigated the causal mechanisms
(i.e., the sufficient conditions that cause flow; Swann et al., 2018). Researchers who have
made use of the integrated model posited that certain conditions may be considered causal
mechanisms (Jackman al., 2020; Schweickle et al., 2017). For example, according to
Jackman et al. (2020) incorporating a novel and uncertain context may facilitate flow.
Following the experience of flow states, participants have generally reported feeling more
energised or invigorated (Schweickle et al., 2017).
In contrast, Swann et al. (2017a) have described key characteristics of clutch states,
such as: (a) deliberate concentration, (b) intense effort, (c) heightened awareness, (d) absence
of negative thoughts, and (e) heightened arousal. When participants have focused on
important moments, where the outcome is on the line, participants were more likely to report
clutch states (Swann et al., 2017a). In terms of consequences of being in a clutch state,
participants from several studies have indicated being exhausted and benefiting from intrinsic
rewards (Schweickle et al., 2021b).
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Previous research exploring the integrated model has included a limited number of
adventure recreation participants. For example, two climbers were included in Swann et al.'s
(2017a) study on clutch states and two surfers were included in Swann et al.'s (2019)
investigation of both flow and clutch states. However, previous research framed by the
integrated model has amalgamated the experiences of adventure recreation participants with
those of participants from different activities (i.e., traditional sport and exercise). Moreover,
there is currently no adventure recreation-specific research on clutch states. Adventure
recreation research not associated with the integrated model has found that flow states may be
facilitated when an individual perceives their skills to be sufficiently matched with the
challenge at hand (Boudreau et al., 2020). For example, Jones et al. (2000) found that when
skilled kayakers navigated the most challenging rapids, they reported being in flow more
frequently. Other authors found that a challenge-skill balance did not significantly correlate
with flow (e.g., Schüler & Nakamura, 2013). Furthermore, perceiving an average, but not an
above-average, amount of risk during adventure recreation, has been found to be associated
positively with flow (Delle Fave et al., 2003).
Researchers have also found that the context of adventure recreation may be
particularly predisposed to facilitating flow because of the effects associated with being in
nature (e.g., Mykletun & Mazza, 2016; Partington et al., 2009). For example, Wöran and
Arnberger (2012) argued that the perceived restorative effect of nature may be responsible for
increasing the intensity of flow states in mountain hikers. Overall, findings regarding the
impact of nature and environmental context have been limited. In the current study, rockclimbing was chosen as a suitable candidate for investigating optimal psychological states in
adventure recreation activities because it allowed an adventure recreation activity (i.e.,
outdoor rock-climbing in nature) to be compared alongside its indoor equivalent (i.e., indoor
gym climbing). Moreover, the substantial amount of previous research on optimal
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psychological states conducted with rock-climbers allows for findings in this study to be
compared with, and advance, the extant literature (e.g., Delle Fave et al., 2003; Kiewa, 2001;
Schüler & Nakamura, 2013). Rock-climbing was also chosen because it has been deemed an
activity likely to facilitate optimal psychological states (Boniface, 2000; Delle Fave et al.,
2003; Csikszentmihalyi, 1975). Climbing appears to inherently incorporate numerous
antecedents of flow, such as the potential for novel challenges. In addition, climbing routes
are graded, which allows for participants to select a climbing difficulty that matches their
level of skill and/or test the limits of their potential. Furthermore, the feedback received
during climbing is clear – climbers are either making progress toward the top or falling.
Rock-climbing takes many forms, including traditional climbing, where safety
equipment is placed in the rock face by the climber as they ascend a route, and sport
climbing, in which pre-established bolts allow climbers to ascend a route more safely and
quickly. Sport climbing was featured for the time in the 2020 Tokyo Olympics and is
practised by over five million people in the United States of America (Outdoor Foundation,
2020). Investigating optimal psychological states in this context may therefore lead to
developments that may benefit a plethora of stakeholders, such as recreational rock-climbers,
elite climbers, and climbing coaches (Eastabrook & Collins, 2020).
Methodological Issues in Flow Research
Initial investigations of optimal psychological states utilised career-based interviews
(e.g., Csikszentmihalyi, 1975), which involved asking participants to discuss optimal
psychological states that had happened to them months or sometimes years before the
interview (Jackman et al., 2021c). Interviews are a useful method for acquiring in-depth
information about optimal psychological states. However, as early as 1991 (e.g., Brewer et
al., 1991) researchers had outlined issues with researching optimal psychological states via
retrospective methods. For example, if interviews are conducted long after an event is
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experienced, participants may forget (a) key details of the experience, (b) how optimal
psychological states sequentially unfolded and/or (c) key internal (e.g., confidence) or
external (e.g., encouragements from fellow athletes) antecedents of the optimal psychological
states. More recently, researchers in this area have attempted to generate insights by
interviewing participants soon after (i.e., within hours or days) optimal psychological states
(e.g., Houge Mackenzie et al., 2011; Swann et al., 2019). For example, Houge Mackenzie et
al. (2011, 2013) identified key differences in telic and paratelic flow by interviewing river
surfers about their optimal psychological states at the end of each day of a three-day course
and utilised head-mounted video camera footage to aid reconstruction of the experience.
In addition, flow research in adventure recreation has relied heavily on cross-sectional
and correlational designs (Boudreau et al., 2020), which incorporated contested flow research
models. For example, Jackman et al. (2017) identified that a major limitation of the Flow
State Scale (FSS; Jackson & Marsh, 1996) and the updated version of the questionnaire (i.e.,
FSS-2 (Jackson et al., 2008) is that it may conflate flow and clutch states. As the FSS-2 was
designed prior to emergent knowledge about clutch states, some questions meant to assess
flow characteristics may also reflect key aspects of clutch states. Based on interview data and
a comparison of flow measures, Jackman et al. (2017) suggested that this lack of discriminant
validity applied not only to the FSS-2, but also to the Flow Questionnaire (Voelkl & Ellis,
1998). However, at the time of designing this study, there were currently no validated
questionnaires that explicitly measures clutch states.
These issues may be rooted in the origins of flow, which Swann et al. (2018) critiqued
as more descriptive than explanatory. Csikszentmihalyi (1992), who coined flow, “wondered
whether [his] reluctance to operationalize [flow] was not a form of cowardice, a way to avoid
exposing the theory to testing and to potential falsification” (p. 183). While description is an
important first step (Swann et al., 2018), critical investigations of potentially distinct optimal
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psychological states, and methods which distinguish the characteristics of optimal
psychological states from their antecedents and consequences are needed to advance
knowledge in this domain. The integrated model allows for these distinct, yet overlapping,
optimal psychological states to be investigated and provides a parsimonious structure for
investigating antecedents and consequences separately from the characteristics that describe
the experience of these states (Swann et al., 2018).
Study Two Purpose and Research Questions
Although previous research has investigated flow states in adventure recreation (e.g.,
Schüler & Nakamura, 2013), a limited amount of research has investigated whether distinct
optimal psychological states are experienced by adventure recreation participants.
Considering the range of activities and associated experiences encompassed by the term,
adventure recreation (Zhou et al., 2019), an investigation of optimal psychological states with
participants from a unique type of adventure recreation could allow for a more targeted
investigation. Thus, the primary purpose of Study Two was to investigate optimal
psychological states in rock-climbing in relation to the recently proposed integrated model
(Swann et al., 2019). Considering the relatively unexplored influence of nature on optimal
psychological states, the secondary Study Two purpose was to compare optimal
psychological states between outdoor and indoor rock-climbing contexts. To address these
aims, the following research questions guided the current study:
1. Do rock-climbers experience distinct flow and clutch states?
If so:
2. What are the antecedents, characteristics, and consequences of flow and clutch states
in rock-climbing?
3. What factors inhibit flow and clutch states in rock-climbing?
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4. How does the outdoor versus indoor context influence rock-climbers’ experiences of
flow and clutch states?
Methods
This research was underpinned by a critical realist approach, which assumes that
objects and structures are ‘real’ (i.e., ontological realism) and that science and other means of
knowing are interpretive in nature (i.e., epistemological constructivism; Ryba et al., 2020).
For critical realists, the real world is independent of what can be known about it, but
researchers can only develop knowledge that is partial, incomplete, and fallible (Maxwell,
2012). Of note for this study, a critical realist researcher can only provisionally clarify the
likely reason for the existence of real experiences (Pilgrim, 2020), such as optimal
psychological states. In light of recent developments in optimal psychological states research,
it is worthwhile to investigate if the integrated model of flow and clutch states may be a
useful model to represent the phenomenon of optimal psychological states in adventure
recreation.
Jackson and Kimiecik (2008) lamented that accurately and reliably conducting
research on optimal psychological states was a challenging endeavour due to the subjective
nature of the phenomenon. According to a critical realist, “no methods or ways of producing
data ought to be rejected a priori and their combination is needed for successful investigation
of complex problems” (Ryba et al., 2020, p. 11). In line with Jackson’s (2014) suggestion that
using multiple methods could help to better understand optimal psychological states, a
sequential explanatory mixed-methods design was used (see Figure 9; Morse & Niehaus,
2016). Based on the critical realist assumption that knowledge is fallible and the tentative
nature of the proposed integrated model, a qualitative-dominant design was employed (Morse
& Niehaus, 2016). Mixed-methods research is compatible with critical realism as it supports
both quantitative and qualitative strengths and identifies limitations of each (Maxwell &
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Mittapalli, 2010). From a critical realist perspective, research can be theory-led while also
allowing researchers to acknowledge that most accounts of the real world are incomplete or
have some false components (Allmark & Machaczek, 2018). In the current study, a theoryled quantitative measurement for identifying optimal psychological states was used in
conjunction with a qualitative method to further develop understanding of optimal
psychological states in adventure recreation. This mixed-methods research design integrated
distinct, yet complementary empirical methods that allowed diverse data to better
approximate a complex phenomenon that has underlying mechanisms that are difficult to
observe (Ryba et al., 2020).
Participants and Sampling
Rock-climbers who were 18 years old or over, certified to belay in an indoor climbing
gym, had been climbing without a guide for more than one year, and climbed at an
‘advanced’ level were sought as study participants. The threshold used for advanced climbing
was based on an internationally recognised scale created by the International Rock Climbing
Researchers Association (IRCRA; Draper et al., 2015). Following IRCRA’s criteria for
advanced climbers, participants were women who self-reported climbing at or above a
difficulty of grade 15 and men who self-reported being able to climb at or above a difficulty
of grade 18.
Fifteen participants were excluded because they (a) did not meet the expertise criteria
(n = 6), (b) were unavailable (n = 6), (c) were injured (n = 2), or (d) were under 18 years old
(n = 1; see Figure 9). A total of 13 participants were included in this study (9 men, 4 women;
mean age = 36.5 years, SD = 12.2 years). Participants had an average of 18.3 years of
climbing experience (SD = 13.2 years) and were considered advanced climbers based on their
most difficult completed climb in the previous six months (mean grade = 19.4, SD = 1.7).
Participants were from Europe (n = 6), Australasia (n = 4), South America (n = 2), and Asia
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(n = 1; see Table 3). Based on the qualitative-dominant design of this study and the aim of
achieving adequate information power, the sample size was estimated, but not established a
priori (Malterud et al., 2016). Information power is impacted by: (a) study aim, (b) sample
specificity, (c) use of established theory, (d) quality of dialogue, and (e) analysis strategy
(Malterud et al., 2016). If a sample holds larger information power, a smaller sample size will
be needed. For this study, the research aims were considered narrow because they focused
solely on optimal psychological states experienced during two rock-climbing sessions.
Table 3

Adam
Bianca
Charlie
David
Evan
Fiona
Georgia
Hector
Ian
Julio
Kim
Liam
Mike

Gender

Name

Age

Study Two Participant Demographics
Nationality

27
36
26
66
51
45
24
39
40
34
27
24
35

M
W
M
M
M
W
W
M
M
M
W
M
M

European
European
European
Australasian
Australasian
Australasian
Australasian
S. American
S. American
European
Asian
European
European

Years
climbing
indoors,
outdoors
9, 9
2, 2
4, 2
40, 47
30, 32
24, 26
10, 5
24, 24
25, 25
15, 24
12, 9
2, 3
20, 18

Highest
grade
indoors,
outdoors
(IRCRA)
22, 22
13, 16
19, 19
18, 19
16, 18
16, 19
18, 17
19, 18
21, 18
19, 21
21, 17
16, 18
20, 21

Completed
indoor (I)
and/or
outdoor (O)
sessions
I
I, O
O
I, O
O
I, O
I, O
I, O
I, O
I, O
I
I, O
O

Interviewed
for indoor
(I) and
outdoor (O)
sessions

Reported Clutch
and/or Flow
(Indoor and/or
Outdoor)

I, O
O
O

C (I, O)
C (O),

O
O
I, O
I, O
I*
I, O

C (O),
C (O),
C (I),
C (O),

F (O)
F (O)

F (O)
F (O)
F (O)
F (I)

C (I, O)

Note. Pseudonyms were used to protect the anonymity of participants
* = Kim was the only participant interviewed following a lower Core Flow score than the
threshold that represented a sub-optimal psychological states

Furthermore, because all participants were rock-climbers, the sample specificity was
considered dense. The research was guided by a pre-established model of optimal
psychological states. In addition, participants had extensive rock-climbing experience and
had previously encountered optimal psychological states in rock-climbing, which allowed for
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the quality of dialogue to be considered strong. The cross-case nature of the analysis
procedure required a larger number of participants. Finally, the recruited sample size was
discussed with the author’s supervisors throughout the data collection period and deemed to
be appropriate based on Malterud et al.’s (2016) five items that determine information power.
Procedures
Ethical approval for this study was granted by the human research ethics committee of
the authors’ university. Participants were recruited through four indoor climbing facilities and
four Facebook groups dedicated to popular outdoor rock-climbing areas (see Appendix J, K).
After receiving a study information handout and consent form via e-mail, eligible and willing
participants were then asked to inform the author about their next upcoming indoor or
outdoor climbing plans, whereupon the author would travel to the climbing site to meet them
(see Appendix L). Prior to commencing their first climbing session, participants were
reminded about the study procedures and provided their informed consent in writing (see
Appendix M). The author spent the entirety of the climbing sessions with the participants and
their climbing group. Outdoor climbing sessions lasted on average four hours and indoor
climbing sessions lasted on average 2.5 hours. Indoor and outdoor climbing sessions were
completed on separate days for each participant. For outdoor climbing sessions, this included
a hike to the rock-climbing routes that allowed for friendly conversation about the
participants’ past climbing and/or life experiences. Participants were asked to complete a
Core Flow (CF) questionnaire (Martin & Jackson, 2008, details below) immediately after
ascending or attempting every climbing route during two separate climbing sessions (i.e., one
outdoor, one indoor). The total scores for each climb were calculated on-site by the author,
and at the end of each session, intensity sampling principles were used to determine which
participants would be interviewed (Palinkas et al., 2015). A similar procedure has been
applied previously in research on optimal psychological states (Jackman et al., 2020).
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Participants whose average Core Flow questionnaire (CF; Martin & Jackson, 2008) score was
either higher than 4.12 out of 5, or lower than 2.62 out of 5, participated in semi-structured
interviews regarding factors that may have facilitated or inhibited optimal psychological
states during their rock-climbing session. These cut-off points were developed to identify
high and low scores, respectively, by using scores one standard deviation above and below
the mean score of a large sport sample (3.37; SD = .75; N = 220; Martin & Jackson, 2008).
As shown in Figure 9, 13 participants completed at least one climbing session and the
associated series of questionnaires (total of 98 completed questionnaires), while five
participants were unable to take part in both climbing sessions. Overall, 13 interviews were
completed in-situ, immediately after each participant finished their climbing session.
Figure 9
Participant Selection and Procedures for Intensity Sampling

Note. Participants climbed on average five routes indoors and four routes outdoors.
Optimal Psychological State Measurement
The core flow questionnaire was selected as the screening tool because it “captures
the central subjective optimal experience” (e.g., ‘I am totally involved’; Martin & Jackson,
2008, p. 143; see Appendix N). Although this scale was designed to measure flow, CF items
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might be useful to assess both flow and clutch states because they do not conceptually
exclude descriptions of clutch states reported in sport and exercise contexts (e.g., Swann et
al., 2019), as other flow measures do (c.f., Jackson & Marsh, 1996; Jackson et al., 2008). For
example, Swann et al. (2017b) posited that perceived control and absorption were
characteristics shared by both clutch states and flow. The CF may detect characteristics such
as control and absorption with the items “I feel in control” and “I am totally involved”.
Unlike the FSS, FSS-2, SFS, or deep effortless concentration scale (Marty-Dugas & Smilek,
2019), the CF questionnaire does not measure effortless attention, which is posited to be
unique to flow. Furthermore, the CF questionnaire also has well-established psychometric
properties (i.e., good internal reliability and external validity; see Martin & Jackson, 2008 for
fit indices).
Semi-Structured Interviews
To generate detailed insights on the experience of participants, event-focused
(Jackman et al., 2021c) semi-structured individual interviews were conducted in-situ near the
climbing area immediately after each of the participant’s climbing sessions. If participants
reported a low or high CF score on more than one route during their session, the interview
focused solely on the climbing experience they had in relation to their highest or lowest CF
score. If participants had the same score for more than one route, they were asked to discuss
the climb in which they felt the most focused and engaged. No participants reported both a
high and low CF score during a single climbing session.
As the interviews specifically addressed the route that corresponded to each climber’s
optimal psychological states, or lack thereof, the mean duration was relatively short (mean
length = 16.1 minutes, SD = 7.1 minutes). The interview guide (see Appendix O) was
developed based on previous research on optimal psychological states in sport (i.e., Swann et
al., 2017b) and questions progressed from general to specific. For example, participants were
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first asked why they had chosen the route and how they thought the climb had gone. They
were then asked more specific questions (e.g., such as if they had any goals or skills they had
hoped to work on or accomplish during the climb). Pilot testing was conducted according to
the same procedures and resulted in minor modifications of the interview guide. Namely, a
redundant question was eliminated and a question about the differences between outdoor and
indoor climbing experiences was added. Data from the pilot test were not included in the
study analysis.
Qualitative Data Analysis
A reflexive thematic analysis approach was used to generate themes from the
qualitative data (Braun & Clarke, 2019). Epistemological constructivism underpinning
critical realism aligned with reflexive thematic analysis (Braun & Clarke, 2019). This
analysis process is centred on the researchers’ interpretations of the data, and requires deep
reflection on the data and iterative steps of analysis. The specific process of analysis was
informed by Braun et al.’s (2019) recommended six phases: (1) familiarisation, (2) coding,
(3) generating themes, (4) reviewing themes, (5) defining and naming themes, and (6) writing
up. The author first transcribed the interviews verbatim and compared the transcriptions with
the audio recordings for accuracy, before reading and re-reading the interviews. Following
this process, the author coded the data coding on Nvivo software. Coding involved several
iterations of reviewing transcripts and highlighting passages that, based on the author’s
knowledge, resonated with the antecedents of optimal psychological states, experiences of
optimal psychological states, and/or the consequences of optimal psychological states.
Themes were created by comparing and contrasting initial codes, referring back to raw data
quotes that supported each code, and identifying codes that reflected similar ideas.
Preliminary themes, codes and associated raw data were then reviewed and revised by the
author and his supervisors to ensure clarity and appropriate representation of the data before
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being explicitly defined. The author compared the codes and exemplar quotes to ensure that
the themes fit with the codes, and that themes were not redundant. Finally, a conceptual
diagram (see Figure 10) that highlighted the main differences and commonalities between
flow and clutch state descriptions was created.
An abductive approach to reflexive thematic analysis was used throughout the process
described above. Abduction allows for empirical data to be re-described or interpreted by
previous conceptions or general ideas of a phenomenon (Fletcher, 2017). An important aspect
of abduction and critical realist assumptions is that the chosen theory or sets of concepts are
deemed fallible and subject to modification (Fletcher, 2017; Maxwell, 2012). An abductive
approach was deemed appropriate because it allowed for both engagement with existing
theoretical knowledge of flow and clutch states and the possibility to expand on that
knowledge.
Considering the importance of interpretation for explanations of psychological
phenomena (Ryba et al., 2020), the author understood that his personal experiences with
optimal psychological states and/or adventure recreation would influence their choice of
study design, collection of the data, and interpretation of the data. The author had a
background in sport psychology, expertise in a variety of adventure recreation activities,
extensive experience with rock-climbing, and graduate level experience with qualitative
research methods. Having one supervisor with expertise in sport psychology, but who did not
participate in adventure recreation, also provided an additional critical lens for interrogating
the data collection and analysis processes.
Validity
Contrary to positivist perspectives that view the validity of research as it relates to
specific designs or methods, a critical realist approach evaluates the validity of research
according to how well its conclusions are obtained through particular methods, in particular
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contexts (Maxwell, 2012). In other words, the validity of a study’s conclusions can be
assessed based on how well it describes, explains, or theorises ‘real’ entities (Ronkainen &
Wiltshire, 2021). From this perspective, the validity of the current study was considered to be
enhanced by multiple strategies that ensured empirical adequacy. Empirical adequacy is
defined as having sufficient data to support interpretations and explanations of a phenomenon
(Sayer, 2000). For example, recruitment of suitable participants, prolonged engagement, and
the use of mixed data collection methods were strategies used to improve empirical adequacy
in the current study (Ronkainen & Wiltshire, 2021). The recording of interviews and
checking transcription accuracy further improved the empirical adequacy of this research. In
addition, pilot testing of the questionnaire and interview was conducted, which helped to
clarify the interview questions and assess the utility of administering the CF questionnaire
after every climbing ascent. Finally, in accordance with guidelines proposed by Smith and
McGannon (2018) and espoused by critical realist scholars (e.g., Ronkainen & Wiltshire,
2021), the supervisors acted as ‘critical friends’ by examining, critiquing, and refining the
proposed themes and diagram. The use of critical friends and additional reflections made
during the peer review publication process allowed the researchers to engage with competing
alternative theoretical conceptions, which is congruent with the critical realist view that
knowledge claims are used to create the best fit model of real phenomena.
Results
The results are organized into six sections. The first section provides a summary of
the CF scores obtained during indoor and outdoor climbing sessions. The next three sections
describe flow states, clutch states, and themes that applied to both. Each of these sections has
subsections detailing the antecedents, characteristics, and consequences associated with each
state. The fifth section describes events or mental states that inhibited flow or clutch states.
The final section examines the contexts where optimal psychological states occurred (i.e.,
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indoors or outdoors). The themes developed during thematic analysis have been incorporated
within each section and are identified in italics.
CF Scores
Participants reported an optimal psychological state during at least one of their climbs
73% (8/11) in their outdoor climbing sessions, and in 40% (4/10) of their indoor climbing
sessions. No participants reported a low CF score during their outdoor session and only one
participant reported a low CF score during their indoor session. The purpose of this study was
not to compare optimal psychological states indoors and outdoors based on statistical
significance. However, based on visual inspection of scores, participants who completed
both indoor and outdoor climbing sessions reported more intense and more frequent optimal
psychological states during their outdoor sessions. The results of the CF scores that were
completed after each individual climb are available in Appendix P. The following sections
qualitatively describe climbers’ who reported optimal psychological states.
Flow States
Flow State Antecedents
Flow states were reported as occurring when participants focused on exploring routes
or on movement patterns rather than thinking about the outcome or successfully climbing the
route (i.e., having an exploratory mindset). For example, Charlie described how “It is nice to
do something new, different movements, it’s a different frame of mind if you don’t know the
moves”. Prior to flow states, climbers had not set themselves expectations of success (lack of
expectations): “I was trying to not put any pressure, I was not worried if I fell off in the first
holds … I was just trying to get a feel for the route for the first time” (Ian). Instead, climbers
enjoyed exploring what they might be capable of doing by progressively increasing the level
of challenge: “start easy and warm up, go grade by grade, like we did … the more you
manage that the more you are going to feel confident, the more your comfort zone grows, you
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can play more” (Julio). In addition to exploring the climbing routes, prior to flow states,
participants discussed setting more internal goals. Internal goals were intrinsically motivated
goals that participants had set for themselves that were focused on the process as opposed to
the task’s outcomes. For example, Georgia said her goals were to “make sure the technique
was alright, everything was balancing and just not doing awkward moves” and “to see
whether or not I still had the strength for the crimpier climbs [climbs with smaller holds]”.
Flow State Characteristics
During flow, participants reported enjoying the movement for its own sake: “Just
happy to be there, really good position [on the rock] just thinking through the moves”
(David). Overall, participants felt relaxed when in a state of flow. Minimal effort seemed to
be needed to climb even challenging routes: “I enjoyed around the second bolt [early in the
climb] all the moves seemed to flow, and everything seems to be in the right position, in the
right place. It just feels really good in your head” (David) and “I don’t need to put too much
effort; I try to enjoy it and that’s it” (Julio). Some participants reported trying to consciously
attempt to achieve this sense of relaxation and effortlessness: “100% is not enough, you need
to be 120% focused and calm, collected, and you want to try to be as smooth as possible to
save the energy to not get nervous and empty your mind” (Julio) and “If you stop breathing
you get clammy and then you fall off the climb because everything gets very tight” (Georgia).
Flow State Consequences
Participants reported positive consequences following flow. Despite sometimes
climbing routes deemed challenging in guidebooks, participants did not describe themselves
as being tired after flow (i.e., lack of exhaustion). Instead, additional vitality was reported
when participants described being in flow: “when I reached the anchor [end of the initially
intended route], I thought I don’t feel tired, I can keep going, the rest of the climb was easy,
overhanging but with big holds. It was more, we’ll see how far I can go” (Julio). At times,
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Figure 10
Venn Diagram of The Antecedents, Characteristics, and Consequences of Flow and Clutch States in Rock-Climbers
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this additional vitality was felt mentally, but not physically: “I did not feel exhausted, of
course I felt pumpy [tired] in the arms, it just feels like you want to do it again. Not
straightaway because you are tired, but you feel good” (Ian). However, one participant
warned of negative consequences that could result from being in flow:
At the same time, you do not want to be too much in that zone and be unaware of
what is going on, so it is a very delicate balance. Because you can get carried away in
a climb and start doing things over your capabilities and doing silly things, climbing
over your level and then all of a sudden something breaks and you fall. (Hector)
Clutch States
Clutch State Antecedents
Prior to clutch states, climbers described setting specific goals. For example,
discussing the route where a clutch state was reported, Julio said “That was more focused on
the goal because I decided I want to take down the quickdraw [protection in the rock] from
the project [route that has been tried multiple times], I want to send it [finish it]. It was hard,
but sometimes you need to put a target.” Specific goals were usually established before the
climb, but were sometimes set once participants were already climbing: “Once I got into the
route and I was feeling good I felt like maybe I can flash this [complete the route on my first
attempt]” (Ian).
Before clutch states, climbers reported feeling anxious about completing more
difficult or riskier climbs, but also a willingness to overcome the challenge:
I was confident. It was that slight nervousness, if I am too nervous to climb something
I won’t do it, because you need to be in the right head space to climb a climb. If you
are not in the right head space just don’t do it, because it is not going to work, so you
need to plan everything out and not get too stressed (Georgia).
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Participants described that they had chosen to take on this pressure or challenge: “so you take
your own risk before you go up and this pressure is growing inside you, and when the next
bolt is getting closer you feel better, but before you clip that pressure is still in you” (Julio).
Certain situations required participants to commit to a specific movement or climbing
route. This sense of obligation was usually related to an increase in danger that would arise if
the climber hesitated. For example, Bianca explained: “I think it’s because once you are
above a bolt, you are committed, you’re either going to fall or you’re going to get to the next
bolt and that’s it”. This need to commit to the route appeared to push participants to be
focused on the goal they wanted to achieve and, in the process, experience a clutch state.
Clutch State Characteristics
During a clutch state, participants were highly focused on a challenging and high
pressure situation. They consciously put additional analytical thought into their technique and
exercised additional physical effort: “I am super focused…during difficult routes. Routes
which I know I may potentially fall on I put a lot of effort into, I become really focused”
(Liam). These moments of focus often occurred during the crux (i.e., the most difficult
section) of a route. For example, Charlie mentioned that:
I was going over a ledge on the crux move and [repositioning] the feet underneath the
ledge requires focus. A bodily focus and a focus on your environment that is what I
was thinking about…I was not thinking about anything else.
In addition to happening frequently during the crux, clutch states also often occurred near the
end of a route. During this time, participants would exert maximal effort: “It’s not long, only
a few moves to go so I was trying to rest as much as I could and to give everything in the
end” (Ian). As opposed to flow states, participants in clutch states thought more analytically
about technique: “I was trying to remember the footholds where to put your feet” (Ian).
Participants were so focused in a clutch state that they reported a lack of emotion during these
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climbs: “When you are doing a hard section you don’t feel happy as such, I’m just so
concentrated on the climb that I am not thinking about feelings as such” (Georgia). Overall,
the focus of participants’ attention during clutch states was on their movement or the route as
opposed to internal information such as an awareness of feelings.
Clutch State Consequences
Following a clutch state, climbers felt exhausted: “then you have a rest … in the
middle [of the climb], to get to the rest, I gave everything and I was very tired” (Ian) and “I
felt tired when I stopped at the ledge, I felt like I should take a lot of rest … I realized I was
quite tired but when I was climbing it was fine” (Hector).
Positive feelings were reported by participants only after they had been in clutch
states. For example, climbers like Ian described a feeling of accomplishment: “it feels good to
finish, to accomplish the goal. It feels good”. Other climbers felt a sense of relief: “it was
great, you feel lighter … All the doubt you had before to fail again or any doubt you had
before pretty much it is gone. And it is just a pleasure” (Julio).
Shared Features of Flow and Clutch States
Shared Antecedents
Both flow and clutch states were facilitated when participants had the freedom to
choose the routes that they wanted to do: “I was excited because it was the kind of climb I
was looking for” (Ian; flow). When participants chose their climbs they often did so on the
basis of the type of climbing (e.g., wide cracks in the rock, steep overhanging rock face) and
not the rated difficulty of the climb: “This climb for example, I didn’t just send [climb] it for
the grade, I sent it because it was out of my style. I challenged my weakness - that is the
point. … when I sent it I was happy because I won against myself, my weakness, not for the
grade…I don’t mind the grade, just the style” (Julio; clutch state).
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Despite participants often choosing climbs based on the style, rather than the rated
difficulty, participants found challenging routes the most conducive to optimal psychological
states. Essentially, the climbs most likely to result in optimal psychological states were
difficult, but attainable: “I realized that my focus is best when I am climbing the hardest of
my grades and I felt that doing the 23 [a climbing grade near my personal best] I was focused
on it” (Liam; clutch state).
Self-confidence appeared to precede both flow and clutch states for these climbers:
“Confidence is pretty good at the moment. I have been climbing quite a lot recently so I am
feeling quite strong.” (David; flow). This feeling of being strong and confident was a
particularly salient sentiment for some participants: “I’ve never had cocaine, but when people
say they had it I think it’s a similar feeling [to experiencing an optimal psychological states],
like you are superman and you feel super strong and confident” (Hector; clutch state).
Confidence originated in different ways for each climber. For example, some climbers
discussed feeling confident when they were well-rested: “because maybe I had two days rest
and that was good” (Hector; flow). Other climbers used positive self-talk to increase their
confidence and as a means to get into an optimal state of mind: “So you have to be like, yeah,
I can do this and kind of just go do it” (Georgia; clutch state).
Shared Characteristics
When in flow or clutch states, participants did not have thoughts about anything
external to the climb (i.e., lack of thoughts about external things). During clutch states,
participants reported that “You need to be focused 100%. You can’t be focused on other
stuff. Just thinking of the next move, the next rest” (Julio; clutch state). Indeed, climbers in
clutch states effortfully focused on the moves they needed to make: “I wasn’t thinking of
anything during the climb apart from doing the moves, I only start thinking [about other stuff]
when I get to the top. I am just thinking about what I am doing, about the next moves”
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(Bianca; clutch state). During flow, participants reported not thinking about ideas external to
the climb and letting the moves happen: “I was just going through the motions and just trying
to climb smoothly” (Kim; flow).
Perception of time during optimal psychological states was altered in three different
ways (i.e., lack of time awareness). Some participants perceived time as passing slower. For
example, when describing a clutch state, Charlie said, “[Time felt] slower, it felt like 10
minutes. But you know it's only 9 bolts…so you know how it is, 3 to 4 minutes, if you move
quick without resting. But it feels a lot longer.” Other participants said they felt time was
passing faster: “I feel like [time] goes by quite fast, it probably takes a long time, but it feels
like it goes quite fast” (Bianca; flow). Finally, some participants reported being unaware of
time: “I just don’t see the time. It is like living like an animal, you know? Where you’re not
conscious of time” (Hector; clutch state).
Inhibitors of Flow and Clutch States
In addition to describing antecedents, experiences, and consequences of flow and
clutch states, participants reported several factors that could prevent or interrupt optimal
psychological states. Kim’s interview, which was conducted following a CF score deemed
low according to the pre-established threshold for intensity sampling, provided key
contributions to the data regarding inhibition of optimal psychological states. However,
additional data was included in this section based on participants who had reported high CF
scores, but nevertheless described how optimal psychological states were inhibited during
certain sections of their climbs. Some inhibiting factors were described as the absence of the
antecedents described above. For example, when participants described feeling tired or unfit
from a previous day’s training or climbing, they did not easily enter a flow or clutch state: “I
did a massive climb yesterday, I did feel like I will probably feel more tired today even
before I got on. I kind of put that in my head because I woke up this morning a bit sore”
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(Kim). In addition, a lack of self-confidence could inhibit optimal psychological states: “I am
not consciously scared of falling, because I have fallen off of there and it was fine, but …
because I am holding on to the draw [protective gear that is not meant to be held onto when
climbing] rather than just falling off, I am not trying as hard as I could. Because I probably
don't believe I can do it” (Bianca). Optimal psychological states were also sometimes
interrupted when participants made mistakes:
I realized that I did something wrong, then you have a gap in your [focus], and you
blink out of the zone and then, if I concentrate and get back into it, then I go back and
it flows better. So, if you get things wrong then there is room for [negative thoughts]
and you lose your concentration, but if you do every move right then there’s no room,
then you just keep doing one duty after the other. (Hector)
Furthermore, optimal psychological states were interrupted by stimuli external to the
climbing task, such as music or a distracted belayer (the person holding the rope):
When [my belayer] was humming I had to concentrate a bit more on the 21
[moderately difficult climb] than others. So when [my belayer] started singing […] I
wanted it to be silent. Like the whole thing where you turn the music down to see
better when you are driving…any little thing can sometimes make you lose
concentration just a little bit … I don’t want anyone to talk, I just need it to be silent.
(Georgia)
Optimal Psychological States: Indoor versus Outdoor
As reported earlier, optimal psychological states occurred to varying degrees during
indoor and outdoor climbing sessions. The data for this section was based primarily on a
question during the interview, which asked participants to compare their experiences of
optimal psychological states during indoor and outdoor climbing. In contrast to the eventfocused structure of the rest of the interview, this question was career-based. Overall,
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participants similarly described the characteristics of flow and clutch states during their
outdoor and indoor climbing sessions. However, thematic differences were identified in the
descriptions of antecedents of optimal psychological states during indoors versus outdoors
settings. The theme of commitment was most apparent during outdoor climbing:
I have to concentrate more outside, because it is where the challenge is. It is where …
you’ll get into situations where you can’t fall. You need to do it or you need to keep
yourself on the rock and stuff like that. In [indoor] climbing I think it is a bit different
because it is very safe and you lose a bit of that connection [to risk management].
(Ian)
In comparison, during the indoor climbing sessions, participants did not feel as strong of a
need to commit to a route:
It feels too regimented like these are the holds that you have got. And also I think it is
easier to bail [give up on a climb]. If you are outside and you are between bolts then
you are committed. You either fall or you continue climbing. Whereas indoors there is
always a jug [large hold that is easy to hold onto] somewhere that you can bail onto
and an option of top roping [setting up a safer style of climbing protection] so easily.
It’s so easy to bail and I don’t think you put the same effort or concentration in
because of that. (Bianca)
In addition, most participants stated that indoor climbing was not as conducive to
improved focus:
I think with indoor climbing you can’t be as focused, because you already see where
you need to put your hands and feet, [so] you don’t need to be as focused as you do if
you are outdoors. Because there is an aspect of needing to figure out where to get up
on the maze of a wall. (Liam)
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An improved ability to focus outdoors may have been a result of participants’ preference for
outdoor climbing:
When you are projecting indoor routes […] you need that state of mind to do it. You
need to be focused 100%. It is the same in the end you don’t think any more about the
colour of the holds, where is the holds, you try to focus. But if you don’t frequent the
[climbing] gym often it is not really worth it (Julio)
Although both flow and clutch states were reported in outdoor and indoor contexts, it appears
that the outdoor context and contact with nature may have been more conducive to flow
states (also see Table 3). For example, Hector mentioned, “I could hear the bird sounds, it
made me feel really comfortable being outdoors” and that “looking at the view [helped him]
feel relaxed and felt a bit of tension released”. Georgia commented on the importance of
picturesque scenery that “brings happiness while climbing”. Charlie described what he
thought might explain this difference:
[During outdoor climbing] I am part of the environment [...]. The fabricated
environment emulating a sport or emulating a movement and this dance on rock on a
fabricated environment [During indoor climbing] doesn't feel as peaceful for me, so it is
harder to concentrate. But it is easy to climb because all the holds are purple or pink and
when you follow a certain route instead of making up your own as you go […] It is easier
outdoors I reckon to concentrate, easier to focus.
Discussion
These results demonstrate the utility of two distinct, yet overlapping, optimal
psychological states that occur during indoor and outdoor climbing. Descriptions of flow and
clutch states were similar to those reported in traditional sport (Swann et al., 2017b) and
exercise contexts (Swann et al., 2019). The results also indicated that nature may play a role
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in facilitating optimal psychological states in rock-climbing. These findings are discussed in
further detail below.
Antecedents of Optimal Psychological States
With regard to the antecedents for flow and clutch states in rock-climbing, the
findings of the current study have implications for understanding the following reported
antecedents of optimal psychological states: (i) having an exploratory mindset, (ii)
committing to the climb, (iii) perceived autonomy, and (iv) self-confidence. First, the
exploratory and internal climbing goals discussed by climbers prior to entering flow states
align with recent research examining the effects of different goal types on optimal
psychological states (e.g., Schweickle et al., 2017). In traditional sport and exercise contexts,
best practice for goal-setting often revolves around setting specific and concrete targets
(McEwan et al., 2016). However, a recent systematic review of goal-setting theory in the
context of sport found that one-third of studies did not provide evidence that specific goals
were superior to ‘do-your-best’ or vague goals (Jeong et al., 2021). Based, on the data from
this study and previous studies (Swann et al., 2021), goal-setting best practices could be reexamined based on the desired purpose for establishing goals. In line with previous research
(Swann et al., 2020a, 2020b), a desire to work on technique and exploratory goals, such as “I
will see if I can do this route”, appeared to be more beneficial than specific goals for
achieving flow. However, clutch states were reportedly preceded by more specific goals, such
as “I need to complete the route on the first attempt”. These findings are in line with research
which found that open goals (e.g., “see how well you can do”) may facilitate flow states and
specific goals (e.g., “your goal this time is 12 rows”) may instead facilitate clutch states
(Schweickle et al., 2017). Future research could further investigate the effectiveness of open
and specific climbing goals for facilitating flow and clutch states, respectively.
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Second, a sense of needing to commit to a climb or particular route was reported to
precede clutch states, rather than flow. Participants reported increased concentration levels
and exerting additional effort when they felt additional pressure due to increased risk after
climbing above a protective bolt. These findings align with previous studies which identified
perceived risk as an antecedent of optimal psychological states. For example, Vogler (2012)
found that white-water kayakers and rock-climbers described perceived risk as a significant
factor in peak experiences because it forced them to be more focused. Similar to research on
eustress (Nelson & Simmons, 2011), the positive appraisal of these risky or challenging
environments may be helpful for experiencing clutch states. When participants in this study
were aware of risk, they perceived the physical risk as a challenge to overcome. These
findings also support previous exercise research, which found that clutch states resulted when
participants wanted to overcome a specific challenge (Swann et al., 2019). Previous research
in adventure recreation has focused on risk as a potential consequence of flow (Partington et
al., 2009; Schüler & Nakamura, 2013). Future work may be useful to investigate risk as a
potential antecedent of flow. Furthermore, as work on optimal psychological states and risk
in adventure recreation may have confounded flow with clutch states, future research could
be expanded with the use of the integrated model.
Third, a sense of freedom to choose the route and the climbing moves appeared to
precede both flow and clutch states. Previous research found that flow states were associated
with perceived autonomy in swimmers (Kowal & Fortier, 1999) and freely-chosen leisure
and work activities (Mannell et al., 1988). However, climbers have reported that climbing is a
mostly self-directed activity (Delle Fave et al., 2003), which may explain why perceived
freedom to choose was reported when participants experienced both flow and clutch states.
This antecedent could therefore be investigated further within the wider adventure recreation
context.
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Fourth, self-confidence appeared to be an important antecedent of both flow and
clutch states. Although climbers were not certain that they could accomplish a route, they
were confident in their skills to overcome challenges. Participants discussed the origins of
their self-confidence as a combination of being well-rested, physically and mentally prepared,
and using positive self-talk. Several studies in sport (e.g., Jackson, 1995; Koehn, 2013) and
adventure recreation (Boudreau et al., 2020) have found a strong relationship between flow
and self-confidence. The current results suggest a positive relationship between selfconfidence and optimal psychological states and suggest that self-confidence may be an
antecedent of flow and clutch states. Previous research framed confidence both as a construct
that facilitated flow and as a consequence of flow (Swann et al., 2017b). Future research may
therefore be needed to explore the potentially more nuanced role of self-confidence as part of
the integrated model. For example, self-confidence may interact with other antecedents of
flow and clutch states, and in turn, flow or clutch states may enhance self-confidence for
future performances.
Characteristics of Optimal Psychological States
Summing dimensions of flow and treating all dimensions of flow (e.g., a skillchallenge balance, perception of time distortion) as being equally important, despite the low
support demonstrated for certain dimensions, has been a concern with previous
conceptualizations and operationalisation of flow. For example, in a systematic review of
qualitative findings, Swann et al. (2012) found that less than 30% of athletes reported a loss
of self-consciousness. Similarly, these findings did not suggest that a loss of self-awareness
(also known as loss of self-consciousness or unselfconsciousness; Kee & Wang, 2008) was a
core characteristic of experiencing optimal psychological states. However, initial research
conducted on flow (Csikszentmihalyi, 1975) and more recent accounts of flow in climbers
(e.g., Hardie-Bick & Bonner, 2016) have described the loss of self-awareness during flow. In
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addition, adventure recreation participants have reported loss of self-awareness as an
important motive for participating in adventure recreation (Kerr & Houge Mackenzie, 2012).
As no direct question on self-awareness was included in the interview, further research is
needed to examine this dimension.
Scholars have previously endorsed effortless attention on the task at a hand as a
defining feature of flow (Csikszentmihalyi & Nakamura, 2010; Marty-Dugas & Smilek,
2019). Based on these findings it appears that concentration on the task is a defining
characteristic of both flow and clutch states. However, the experience of flow states may be
characterised by an effortless sense of concentration, whereas clutch states may be defined by
an effortful sense of concentration. Previous research had identified clutch states as involving
deliberate and effortful concentration that may have followed situations perceived as
important and leading to stress and a sense of psychological pressure (Swann et al., 2017a).
Overall, the clutch state experiences of adventure recreation participants in the current study
appeared similar to those of clutch states reported in sport and exercise contexts.
Consequences of Optimal Psychological States
Participants discussed both flow and clutch states as having predominantly positive
psychological outcomes. Climbers discussed feeling accomplished, but also exhausted,
following the experience of a clutch state. In contrast, participants discussed a sense of
additional vigour as a consequence of experiencing flow. These results support previous
findings, which indicated energising and exhausting effects as outcomes of flow and clutch
states, respectively (Swann et al., 2019).
In the adventure recreation context, Partington et al. (2009) explored the potential
negative outcomes of flow, such as addiction-like properties of experiencing optimal
psychological states. Schüler and Nakamura (2013) elaborated further on the potential
negative impacts of flow states and found that climbers may be more prone to taking risks
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when they experience flow. As some participants in the current study concurred, future
research should further explore how and when optimal psychological states might cause
climbers to underestimate the degree of risk and emerging dangers.
Rock-Climbing Context
Optimal psychological states of flow and clutch were reported in both the outdoor and
indoor contexts. Nevertheless, participants described outdoor climbing as their preferred
context for experiencing optimal psychological states. Araújo et al. (2019) posited that
outdoor nature-based activities afforded a wider variety of options compared to actions
conducted in artificial indoor settings. For example, a nature-based rock-climbing route can
be completed with a greater array of choice in movements and directions compared to indoor
rock-climbing routes, which usually constrain climbers to use specific colour-coded holds.
The more diverse possibilities for action in nature are consequently posited to create
conditions in which participants may be more absorbed, immersed in the moment, and
attentive to what they are doing (Araújo et al., 2019).
Furthermore, these findings suggest that clutch states may occur more frequently
during the most challenging route sections and/or at the end of a route. This occurrence of
clutch states near the end of an activity aligns with previous work on clutch states in the
exercise context (Swann et al., 2019). However, an element unique to climbing may influence
clutch states; that is, the hardest section of the climb, the crux, may occur at any point of the
climbing route. Although competitive elements of traditional sport, such as more objective
performance criteria, may arguably facilitate clutch states more often than in the adventure
recreation context, research could investigate how perceived psychological pressure may be
linked to clutch states in non-competitive adventure recreation. Specifically, in adventure
recreation, the perceived importance of an outcome may be more related to successfully
managing risk as opposed to achieving a performance. Furthermore, competitive adventure
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pursuits, such as competitive snowboarding, free-skiing, kayaking, and climbing, could
provide valuable contexts to study clutch states in a performance-focused adventure context.
Limitations and Recommendations
Although attempts were made to collect data from participants on two separate
occasions, three participants were unavailable to participate in an indoor climbing session and
one participant was unable to participate in an outdoor climbing session. Considering this
limitation, and that the majority of participants reported a preference for outdoor climbing,
future research should purposefully sample participants who engage in more indoor climbing
to further evaluate the current findings. Furthermore, comparing the situational contexts of
indoor and outdoor climbing may have overlooked the potential for explanations related to
individual differences in optimal psychological state experiences. For example, Jackman et
al. (2020) suggested that athletes with higher levels of mental toughness, who perceive
difficult situations as challenges to be overcome, reported less disruptions of clutch states and
reported flow states more rapidly than athletes with lower levels of mental toughness.
Differences in individual traits of rock-climbers in relation to optimal psychological states
experiences could therefore be investigated further.
A further limitation concerned the mean duration of interviews. Several factors
allowed for valuable data to be obtained from relatively short interviews. First, rapport and
general discussions with participants had been established before the interviews took place.
Second, the interviews were focused on climbing experiences that lasted, on average, less
than 15 minutes. Third, most participants were interviewed twice, which streamlined the
interview process. Nevertheless, future investigation of optimal psychological states in
adventure recreation may wish to be more exploratory and allow for participants to discuss in
greater depth the context, thoughts, and feelings that surrounded their experience of optimal
psychological states.
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This research investigated recreational forms of rock-climbing. Therefore, the
findings may not apply as readily to competitive forms of climbing (e.g., Olympic events).
Previous research identified that competitive situations may be more conducive to clutch
states than flow states (e.g., important competitions; Schweickle et al., 2021a; Swann et al.,
2017a). As rock-climbing may also be undertaken in a competitive environment, exploring
the relative frequency and experience of distinct optimal psychological states during
competitive versus recreational climbing is a fruitful avenue for future research.
Another limitation concerned the psychometric tool used to identify participants who
experienced optimal psychological states. As the CF questionnaire was designed to measure
flow but not clutch states, there may be limitations of these findings in relation to
discriminant validity. While the study used a psychometric tool with items that did not omit
current conceptualisations of clutch states (e.g., no items referred to effortless attention),
future research may benefit from a questionnaire that purposefully measures distinct flow
states and clutch states. The cut-off points for identifying high and low scores were one
standard deviation above and below the mean CF score of a previous sport sample (n = 220;
Martin & Jackson, 2008). Future research should assess the validity of using such cut-off
points by comparing the scores of participants reporting scores above and below these
thresholds and comparing them with reports of optimal psychological states discussed
through interviews.
Conclusion
This study makes a number of contributions to the literature. It is the first adventure
recreation-specific study to offer evidence of clutch states. This is an important extension of
the emerging literature on clutch states, which has primarily focused on traditional sport and
exercise contexts to date. These findings indicate that adventure contexts may also facilitate
clutch states, and future research should seek to better understand the nature of clutch states
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and flow states in adventure contexts. These findings also identify the need for more critical,
nuanced approaches to studying and measuring optimal psychological states in adventure
recreation. In addition, these findings provide preliminary evidence for potential antecedents,
characteristics, and consequences of two distinct, yet overlapping, optimal psychological
states that appear to occur during both indoor and outdoor climbing. The flow state
antecedents reported by climbers in this study included having internal goals and
progressively increasing the level of challenge. In contrast, clutch state antecedents included
specific goals and a need to commit to the chosen climbing path. Flow and clutch states were
both reported to have positive consequences, such as enjoyment (flow) and feelings of
accomplishment (clutch states). These findings also indicated the need to further investigate
the potential negative consequences of both flow and clutch states. Finally, the integrated
framework of optimal psychological states experienced during rock-climbing may or may not
be similar to those found in other adventure recreation activities. Since rock-climbing is just
one form of adventure recreation, and as this study focused on advanced climbers, further
research is needed to explore the integrated framework of optimal psychological states across
other adventure recreation contexts and amongst a wider range of participants.
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Chapter Six: Study Three10

Preface
Chapter Five (Study Two) detailed how aspects of outdoor and indoor climbing
contexts may facilitate flow and clutch states. Although flow and clutch states were reported
to share some common characteristics (e.g., lack of external thoughts) in Study Two,
descriptions of flow and clutch states were found to be unique and associated with distinct
consequences in the rock-climbing context. Considering the diversity of adventure recreation
activities (Buckley, 2018; Immonen et al., 2017; Salome & van Bottenburg, 2012), it was
important to build on these findings by further exploring flow and clutch states across a
broader range of adventure recreation contexts. Furthermore, considering the critical realist
underpinnings of this research project (i.e., critical realist must recognise the conditional
nature of all models and theories) and the related assumption that all knowledge is fallible, it
was considered important to further investigate flow and clutch states in adventure recreation
more generally. The aim of Study Three was therefore to examine the applicability of the
integrated model of flow and clutch states across a wider range of adventure recreation
activities.
Introduction: Varied Conceptions of Optimal Psychological States
The majority of research on flow states has outlined flow as a singular optimal
psychological state primarily defined in terms of nine dimensions. These dimensions are: (1)
a balance between one’s abilities and the challenge at hand (i.e., challenge-skill balance), (2)
clear goals, (3) unambiguous and immediate feedback, (4) a perception that one’s actions and
awareness are merging, (5) a sense of control over what is happening, (6) total concentration
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on the task at hand, (7) a loss of self-consciousness, (8) an autotelic experience (i.e., intrinsic
motivation), and, (9) a distorted sense of time (Jackson & Marsh, 1996). Although strong
support for some of these dimensions have been established (e.g., total concentration on the
task at hand), athletes have not reported these nine dimensions consistently (Jackson, 1996;
Swann et al, 2012). According to Jackson (1996), only 36% of athletes reported a challengeskill balance and only 32% reported a loss of self-consciousness. In a systematic review of
elite athletes, Swann et al. (2012) similarly found low support for three dimensions.
Specifically, 29%, 30%, and 41% of athletes, respectively, reported a transformation of time,
loss of self-consciousness, and a challenge-skill balance. The discrepancy between how flow
states have traditionally been conceived and how athletes have reported them is apparent in
this literature.
Furthermore, in the extant literature, flow states have typically been conceived as
effortless experiences (Csikszentmihalyi, 1975, 1990; Marty-Dugas & Smilek, 2019).
However, Jackson (1996) hinted at an issue with describing flow as seemingly effortless
movement when she found that some “athletes were aware of exerting effort during times of
flow” (p. 84). When Keller et al. (2011) experimentally investigated flow in the context of
computer games, they found elevated cortisol levels and reduced heart rate variability, thus
suggesting an increase in psychological stress and an effortful state instead of an effortless
experience. According to other researchers, flow experiences may involve attentional
processes that are highly focused, effortful, and purposefully focused on specific aspects of a
task (de Manzano et al., 2010; Harris et al., 2017a). These two diverging portrayals of
attention (i.e., effortless and effortful) that describe a unique optimal state of flow appear
irreconcilable.
However, this incongruence may be resolved by a model of optimal states that takes
into account conflicting descriptions of effortful and effortless attention. The integrated
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model of flow and clutch states allows for both of these conflicting conceptions of attention
to exist, albeit during different intervals of activities (Swann et al., 2019). For example, an
individual may be in flow and perceive information processing as effortless one moment, but
transition into a clutch state and associated effortful attention the next moment. The
exploratory study of elite and advanced rock-climbers detailed in Chapter Five (Study Two)
provided evidence for the presence of these two optimal states. In addition, the studies on
flow and clutch states conducted in the context of exercise and traditional sport included a
small number of indoor rock-climbers, surfers, and mountaineers, who provided similar
descriptions of flow and clutch states (Swann et al., 2017b, 2019).
Flow and Clutch States through an Integrated Model Lens
Investigations framed by the integrated model of flow and clutch states has depicted
flow states similarly, but arguably, more precisely than in traditional descriptions of flow (cf.,
Csikszentmihalyi, 1975, 1990). For example, Swann et al. (2019) found that flow was
reported as an enjoyable and effortless experience that motivated participants to want to do an
activity again. Similarly, in Study Two (described in Chapter Five), participants described
flow as effortless and lacking tension, and reported being able to enjoy physical movements
of the activity. This description of flow as enjoyable and motivating is more precise, which
aligns with the autotelic dimension previously described by Csikszentmihalyi (1975).
Furthermore, proposed antecedents of flow from Study One have included exploratory
behaviours and non-specific goals. Schweickle et al. (2017) used the term open goals to
describe how participants set goals, such as “see how many under par I can get” prior to flow
states (p. 45). The consequences of flow, as reported in Chapter Five, appeared to indicate
energising qualities of flow that provided additional vitality and a lack of exhaustion.
Contrary to flow states, clutch states have been characterised as highly focused and
effortful states. For example, in Study Two (Chapter Five), Liam depicted clutch states as: “I
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am super focused…during difficult routes. Routes which I know I may potentially fall on I
put a lot of effort into, I become really focused”. Although Liam mentioned the difficulty of
routes as a potential antecedent of flow, it is important to emphasise that subjective appraisal
of difficulty may have been more important than the objective challenge of routes.
Furthermore, in Study Two (Chapter Five), climbers were described as sometimes feeling
anxious prior to clutch states. Although this does not align with flow states, if does provide a
potentially better explanation for Jackson’s (1996) findings, which showed that some athletes
reported experiencing anxiety prior to flow states. The consequences of clutch states, as
depicted in Study Two, are described as feeling exhausted yet experiencing a sense of
accomplishment.
Study Three Aims
Study Two (Chapter Five) provided evidence of the integrated model of flow and
clutch states in rock-climbing. However, the validity and generalisability of the integrated
flow and clutch model needs to be investigated further among a wider range of adventure
recreation activities. Thus, the primary aim of Study Three was to investigate the
applicability of flow and clutch states for understanding optimal psychological states
experienced by a wider range of adventure recreation participants. In addition, differences in
the frequency of reported flow and clutch states occurring during indoor versus outdoor
climbing identified in Study Two merited further exploration. Therefore, a secondary aim of
Study Three was to further understand how nature may play a role in facilitating flow and/or
clutch states in a wider range of adventure recreation activities. The following research
questions guided Study Three:
•

When participants recall optimal states in adventure recreation activities, do
these reflect flow and/or clutch states?
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•

How do participants describe the antecedents, experiences, and/or
consequences of optimal states in adventure recreation?

•

Does nature play a role in facilitating flow and/or clutch states across a broad
range of adventure recreation activities?
Methods

Approach
In keeping with the approaches used in Study One (Chapter Four) and in Study Two
(Chapter Five), critical realism underpinned the current study (Study Three). Critical realism
is defined by a combination of ontological realism and constructivist epistemology (Lawani,
2020). This philosophy helped the researcher to understand causation within complex
phenomena, whilst allowing for flexible approaches to be used in the investigation. Critical
realism allows for the use of qualitative methods and its explanatory strength has been argued
to be effective for investigating complex phenomena (Fletcher, 2017). In contrast,
constructivist ontologist may shy away from using qualitative methods to understand the
causes of social and psychological events, and researchers using positivist philosophies may
avoid the use of qualitative methods altogether (Fletcher, 2017).
A wide range of methods can be utilised in research guided by critical realism. For the
current study (Study Three), the researcher sought a deeper analysis of the integrated model
explored in Study Two (Chapter Five). In the process, the researcher sought to elaborate,
deny, or support the model developed in Study Two in order to provide a newer, more
accurate, portrayal of reality (Fletcher, 2017). According to Fletcher (2017), “In qualitative
critical realism research, participants’ experiences and understandings can challenge existing
scientific knowledge and theory” (p. 188). For that reason, the current study made use of the
Scanlan Collaborative Interview Method (Scanlan et al., 2003), which allowed for the
collection of both inductive and deductive data with participants, and permitted a test of the
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model developed in Study Two. Based on critical realism, reality may not necessarily be
accurately reflected by the ideas of theories, individuals and researchers, and certain theories
may be more accurate than others. For that reason, it is important to act with epistemological
humility and assume that theories will be fallible and require testing (Pilgrim, 2020).
Participants and Sampling
Prior to recruiting participants, ethical approval for Study Three was granted by the
human research ethics committee of the researcher’s university. Participants were recruited
via online social networking groups for adventure recreation (e.g., Facebook groups for
skydivers, rock-climbers, kayakers, surfers, mountaineers) using snowball sampling
(Johnson, 2014). Participants were sampled purposefully based on memorable adventure
recreation experiences or self-reported excellent performances (Swann et al., 2017b) in the
last year. This timeframe was chosen based on research by Dolcos et al. (2005), who found
that, even after one year, participants were able to recall emotionally charged memories.
Individuals who were interested in the study contacted the researcher by e-mail (see
Appendix Q). Out of 31 potential participants, three participants reported not experiencing
memorable experiences in adventure recreation in the 12 months prior to the date of contact
with the researcher and the remaining participants were unavailable to be interviewed (n = 8).
Twenty participants (Mean age = 35.7 years, SD = 10.7) were included (see Table 4).
Participants identified as men (n = 15), women (n = 4), and non-binary (n = 1) and engaged
in a variety of adventure recreation activities including ski-mountaineering, rock-climbing,
white-water kayaking, back-country skiing, skydiving, scuba-diving, base-jumping, and
mountaineering. Participants had an average of 12.4 years (d = 13.5) of experience in at least
one of their preferred adventure recreation activities. At the time of the interview, participants
were based in Canada (n = 6), Australia (n = 5), France (n = 3), New Zealand (n = 2),
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Belgium (n = 1), United Kingdom (n = 1), United States of America (n = 1), and Romania (n
= 1).
Data Collection Procedure
The Scanlan Collaborative Interview Method (SCIM; Scanlan et al., 2003) was used
for this study. The SCIM was designed to inform theory development and is an alternative to
grounded theory. This interview method has been demonstrated to be a robust method of
understanding underlying mechanisms with a focus on creating rich detail and has previously
been used in physical activity and adventure contexts (e.g., Houge Mackenzie et al., 2013;
Jenkins et al., 2019). The SCIM allows participants to explain their thoughts and feelings
regarding a particular phenomenon first and then provides participants with an opportunity to
endorse or refute elements of pre-established theories or models. This method is in line with a
critical realist approach as it reinforces the importance of acknowledging the fallibility of
knowledge about reality.
This study used an adaptation of the SCIM method to accommodate the online videobased format of interviews conducted for this study (see Table 5). Specifically, the deductive
portion of the interview focused on discussing with participants a diagram of emerging
research in adventure recreation (see Figure 10 in Chapter Five). For the deductive section of
the interview, participants were systematically presented with the purported antecedents,
characteristics, and consequences of optimal psychological states. As recommended by
Scanlan et al. (2003), these constructs were restated in language that was accessible for
participants. For example, “antecedents” was replaced with “causes”. Thus, during this
section of the interview, some of the terms were modified to ensure they could be easily
understood by participants. Interviews lasted approximately one hour (M = 69.3 minutes) and
were conducted between April 30th and May 21st, 2020.
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Table 4
Study Three Participant Demographics
Pseudonyms

Activity

Ailish
Anthony
Carl
Catherine
Gaetan
Gerald
Gordon
Jake
Jean
Joey
Landen
Maggy
Marco
Mark
Noah
Philippe
Sebastien
Shaly
Steve
Sylvie

Ski-mountaineering; ski-touring
White-water kayaking
Rock-climbing; white-water kayaking
Mountaineering
Skiing, ice-climbing, rock-climber
Backcountry skiing; kayaking
Skydiver
Kayaking, backcountry skiing
Rock-climbing
Ice-climbing, rock-climbing, split-boarding
Rock-climbing; high-lining
Ski-mountaineering; ski-touring
Mountaineering; rock-climbing
Kayaking; rock-climbing; surfing; scuba
Skydiver
Base; snowboarding; skydiving; mountain biking
Snowboarding, mountain-biking, rock-climbing
Ice-climbing; rock-climbing
Base; mountaineering
Rock-climbing

State(s)
described
Flow; Clutch
Flow; Clutch
Flow; Clutch
Flow; Clutch
Flow
Flow; Clutch
Flow; Clutch
Clutch
Flow; Clutch
Flow; Clutch
Flow; Clutch
Flow
Flow; Clutch
Flow; Clutch
Flow
Flow; Clutch
Flow; Clutch
Flow; Clutch
Flow; Clutch
Flow; Clutch

Age
29
21
42
25
54
33
37
56
29
40
30
27
26
41
51
47
22
28
31
44

Gender

Ethnicity

Woman
Man
Man
Woman
Man
Man
Man
Man
Man
Man
Man
Woman
Man
Man
Man
Man
Man
Non-binary
Man
Woman

Caucasian
Caucasian
Caucasian
Jewish
Caucasian
Caucasian
Caucasian
Caucasian
Caucasian
Chinese
Caucasian
Caucasian
Caucasian
Caucasian
Caucasian
Caucasian
Caucasian
Chinese
Caucasian
Caucasian

Country of
Residence
Canada
Australia
Australia
Canada
France
Australia
United Kingdom
Australia
France
New Zealand
Romania
Canada
Canada
Australia
New Zealand
Frances
USA
Canada
Belgium
Canada

Highest achievement
reported
World championship
Class 5 white-water
18* (rock-climbing)
5 day-long trip
WI6 (ice-climbing)
Class 5 white-water
C-license (skydiving)
Class 5 white-water
21* (rock-climbing)
22* (rock-climbing)
23* (rock-climbing)
National team
22* (rock-climbing)
Class 4 white-water
A license (skydiving)
High-altitude base
16* (rock-climbing)
WI6 (ice-climbing)
Skydiving instructor
10* (rock-climbing)

* = Climbing difficulty levels are based on the International Rock-Climbing Researchers Association’s scale for reporting the highest difficulty
of routes that a person has climbed (Draper et al., 2016).
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Participants were first asked to read an information sheet and provide consent for
taking part the online interviews. Participants were invited to take part in a visual and audiorecorded semi-structured interview facilitated on the Zoom platform. Video were recorded to
allow for any pertinent non-verbal communication to be added to the transcription of the
audio recording. The confidentiality of participants was ensured through Zoom’s end-to-end
encryption and a password-protected interview link. Audio and video recording was digitally
recorded with permission and stored on a password-protected university server. In addition,
pseudonyms were used to protect participants’ confidentiality and anonymity.
Interviews took place in two stages (see Appendix R). First, participants were asked
to describe highly memorable positive experiences that took place a maximum of one year
prior to the interview. Once participants described their optimal experience(s), participants
were shown the integrated flow and clutch model via screen sharing and the antecedents,
characteristics, and consequences of the two different states were explained. For example,
participants were told that “Flow is a state where the task feels very easy to do even it might
be an objectively challenging task. After being in a state of flow people tend to be invigorated
or have more energy” and that “Clutch is a state where you might feel like you are putting
more than 100% of effort, and after being in a state of clutch you feel exhausted but might
have positive feelings like accomplishment”. Additional examples of specific antecedents,
characteristics, and consequences were explained to participants (see Appendices R and S).
Participants were then asked to identify criteria that they thought did, or did not, apply to
their optimal experiences. Furthermore, participants were asked to identify and explain any
characteristics that were (1) not included in the model emanating from Study Two or (2)
experiences that did not align with either flow or clutch states, but which were pertinent to
help explain their optimal experiences.
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Table 5
Interview Guide Structure
Interview
section
1. Introduction

Aim
To Inform participants about
the aims of the study

•

2. Rapport
Building

To build trust with participants
and ensure they are
comfortable with the interview
structure
To allow participants to
describe optimal psychological
states without any input from
the researchers

•

4. Deductive
Section

To evaluate the degree to
which flow and/or clutch states
corresponded to their
experience of optimal states

•

5. Closure

To thank and encourage
participants to discuss any
additional ideas

•

3. Inductive
Section

Exemplar

•

Before we get started, I would
like to go over the consent form
with you...
What are some things you enjoy
most about your activity?

In the last year, can you
describe one of the most
memorable positive experiences
that you have had during an
adventure activity?
After having been shown the
diagram outlining flow and
clutch optimal states, can you
think of a situation where flow
or clutch happened during an
adventure activity?
Did anything else come to
mind?

Validity
In keeping with a critical realist approach, the validity of the current research was
evaluated according to how well its conclusions described and explained ‘real’ entities
(Maxwell, 2012; Ronkainen & Wiltshire, 2021). From this perspective, the validity of the
current study was enhanced by multiple strategies that improved empirical adequacy. For
example, the recruitment of suitable participants (e.g., participants with extensive experience
of optimal states) and the use of qualitative methods aligned with the philosophical
underpinnings of this study (e.g., SCIM) were strategies used to improve empirical adequacy
in Study Three (Ronkainen & Wiltshire, 2021). The video and audio recording of interviews,
checking of transcription accuracy, and iterative process of indwelling further improved the
empirical adequacy of this research.
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In addition, the interview guide was pilot tested with two personal contacts of the
researcher who regularly engaged in rock-climbing and mountaineering. Following pilot
testing, additional examples of prompts were added to the inductive portion of the interview.
For example, after the question, “In the last year, can you describe one of the most
memorable positive experiences that you have had?”, the prompts, “can you describe how
you were feeling?” and “what were you thinking during the activity” were added.” The
purpose of these prompts was to encourage participants to provide more details to their
stories in a non-leading way. During the analysis stage, the following steps were taken to
create a set of codes and themes: (a) formal and informal discussions were held with the first
author and two individuals specialising in qualitative research (i.e., a fellow PhD candidate
and one supervisor); (b) transcripts and video recordings were revisited iteratively; (c) and an
audit trail of decisions made was kept and consulted. Finally, in accordance with guidelines
proposed by Smith and McGannon (2018) and espoused by critical realist scholars (e.g.,
Ronkainen & Wiltshire, 2021), the researcher’s supervisors acted as ‘critical friends’ by
examining, critiquing, and refining the analysis and conclusion. The critical friends allowed
for alternative interpretations to be considered and ensured that the researcher had justifiable
rationales for methodological and analytical choices made throughout the research.
Data Analysis
Prior to data analysis, the videos were transcribed verbatim and verified for accuracy
by the author. As depicted in Figure 11, the data analysis procedure was iterative and made
use of reflexive thematic analysis (Braun & Clarke, 2019). First, transcripts were read several
times in order to capture an overview of the participants’ experiences. This in-dwelling
process allowed the researcher to familiarise themselves with the research and obtain a
holistic understanding of optimal states reported by participants (e.g., reading and rereading
the transcripts; Maykut & Morehouse, 1994). Second, data from the inductive portions of the
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interviews were coded inductively using Nvivo software. The inductive coding was focused
on highlighting moments that participants described as potential antecedents, characteristics,
or consequences of optimal states.
Third, following the consolidation and renaming of codes, themes were created based
on codes that were deemed to share comparable meanings. An audit trail of decisions made
was kept (see Appendix T). Fourth, in-dwelling of the interviews’ deductive sections took
place prior to coding of the deductive sections. The deductive section was coded for any
elements of the integrated model that participants identified as agreeing with or contrasting
with experiences of optimal states. Fifth, codes and quotes from the deductive section of the
interview were compared with the codes created previously; if no existing codes
corresponded to the idea presented by a participant, a new code was created. Only three
additional codes were created during this process (see Appendix T). This step helped ensure
that the researcher further reflected on the validity of initial interpretations.
Sixth, a set of preliminary themes, codes, and example quotes were discussed with
two ‘critical friends’ on two separate occasions. Codes and themes were once more reviewed
and discussed with supervisors after steps six and seven to ensure that codes, themes, and the
ideas of participants were congruent. Seventh, themes were altered and finalised based on
recommendations from critical friends and further indwelling, which consisted in ensuring
that themes and codes reflected the data. This step involved moving away from idiographic
accounts to more nomothetic account of participants’ experiences. During this stage, the
researcher and supervisors deliberately remained reflexive and kept an open mind to models
and theories beyond the integrated model of flow and clutch. Based on a comparison of the
descriptions of optimal states by different participants, the researcher arrived at a
parsimonious account of optimal state experiences.
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In the eighth stage, themes were sorted in domain themes mapped abductively based
on how flow and clutch states were described by rock-climbers and presented in Chapter
Five. Specifically, the codes and themes from step seven were mapped onto domain themes
of antecedents, experience, and consequences of flow and clutch states. This process of
inductively coding and then abductively mapping themes has been used previously in optimal
state research (e.g., Swann et al., 2019) and by healthcare researchers (e.g., Hennein & Lowe,
2020).
Figure 11
Data Analysis Procedures

Note. Although the procedures are numbered in this figure, the data analysis process was
iterative. The numbers serve to clarify the analysis process explained in the text above.

Results
In order to investigate optimal states across wider adventure recreation contexts, this
study sampled participants who had had memorable and positive adventure recreation
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experiences in the year prior to data collection. The results of both the inductive and
deductive portions of the interviews informed the development of a more holistic model of
optimal states in adventure recreation (see Figure 12). Quotes that were taken from the
inductive portions and the deductive portions of interviews are identified by the superscripts
Ind

and Ded, respectively. The quotes were chosen on the basis that they best reflected the

themes presented. The first part of Study Three results section illustrates how participants
identified optimal states as key aspects of participation, and how they differentiated between
two optimal states. Afterwards, the results describes the antecedents, characteristics, and
consequences of flow and clutch states by drawing upon nomothetic accounts of participants’
experiences.
Importance of Optimal States
Regardless of the type of activity that participants engaged in, the desire to be in the
present moment and experience optimal states was described as a key aspect of adventure
recreation. For example, according to GordonDed: “if you are just jumping out of a plane to
get a hit of adrenaline, to me there’s more to it than that. I initially started skydiving for that
reason but then [...] it becomes worth it to chase […] that experience of the flow state”.
Participants also wished to dissociate themselves from preconceived notions they felt that
‘outsiders’ often harboured about adventure recreation. For example, SylvieInd explained:
I am not an adrenaline junkie I would say, but I think it is the whole notion of being
connected to my body and figuring out how to move over the rock. I just found it very
mindful, I couldn’t think of anything else [...] It is not necessarily an escape, but it is
very much so being very connected to the moment and dancing on the rock and seeing
how you can move in different ways.
In this passage, Sylvie described two preconceived notions of adventure recreation
participants that she wished to refute. First, she did not associate her rock-climbing
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experiences with an adrenaline rush and, second, she did use adventure as an ‘escape’. For
Sylvie, climbing was not a means to avoid thinking about issues from everyday life. Instead,
she suggested that, for her, the most important aspect of climbing was to access a mindful
state, which she later described as a flow state.
Evidence of Two Distinct Optimal states
In the inductive stage of the interview (see Table 5), several participants described
two distinct types of memorable experiences. Some participants labelled the distinct states as
“playful” and “survival” mindsets. For example, when rock-climbing, GeraldInd emphasised
how the playful state contrasted with a “survival” optimal state:
I like to think the interaction between me and the route is playful. I like to play and
think how am I going to play with a particular feature? Or every now and then, if it is
really at the edge of my limit, how am I going to survive here?
On the other hand, while recounting a mountaineering experience, CatherineInd described an
optimal state geared more toward “survival”:
when in the pain cave, just thinking about our feet, where I am putting my body and
how do I get out of here. It was a very interesting experience in being forced to be
fully present the entire time. You are not thinking of anything else; I guess thinking
about surviving.
CarlInd, a climber, who had previous knowledge of flow states, described an optimal state that
was “similar to some of the elements that is described by flow but induced by pretty stressful
situations”. When asked to describe a memorable experience, prior to any prompts alluding to
the existence of more than one type of optimal state, GordonInd recounted:
They come in two categories for me. One is something that scared me or made me
learn something and appreciate something I haven’t before. The other part of it is
when everything is going right [and] it is easier when you are in that [state of mind].
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Other participants identified two distinct optimal states as type one fun and type two
fun. Type one fun was described as enjoying the moment and experience as it unfolded,
whereas type two fun was portrayed as a struggle that could only be enjoyed after the
experience. Participants (i.e., mountaineers, rock-climbers, and a skydiver) independently
came up with labels for different types of fun in response to the researcher’s explanation of
flow and clutch states. For example, a mountaineer said:
I definitely know the difference. If I were to summarise it, maybe flow is like type one
and clutch is type two fun. Clutch is type two fun. Flow is enjoyable […] and clutch
might be a sufferable performance. I think the enjoyment comes from the success or
the memory or looking back at the unique experience and taking yourself out of your
comfort zone. (Marco Ded)
CatherineInd added that type one fun was more “like eating candy or chocolate” and type two
fun was “instead [like] a good healthy meal”. Using the integrated model of flow and clutch
states as a map to understand these two types of optimal states appeared to provide a more
complete picture of these participants’ memorable and positive experiences than traditional
flow models. For that reason, the characteristics of flow states and clutch states identified in
Study Three are explained before turning to the antecedents and consequences of each
optimal state reported by participants.
Flow States
Flow Characteristics
The experience of flow was typified by descriptions such as: “I’ve paddled into a big
wave but I’m not hesitating. The equipment disappears [...]. Everything comes together. It’s
almost like it’s a pre-programmed movement and it’s a matter of moving through those plans
without the surprises” (CarlInd) and “feeling comfortable; that notion of being able to flow
and not have any anxiety. [It’s] a really easy, fluid” experience (SylvieInd). Flow states were
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furthermore described as natural movements that were perceived to be happening
automatically. The effortless and automatic movements that occurred during a flow state
were emphasised when PhilippeInd described a particular BASE jump:
It doesn’t require effort. I notice that my path is completely how it should be. [...] I
move my arms backward and my tracking starts. Noticing the wind in your face. It all
felt completely okay [...].
Similar to Philippe, many participants described flow as a sense of ease even when
doing physically challenging tasks. ShalyInd described the effortless sensations as “I cruised it
like it was nothing […] I wasn’t wasting energy and did it very efficiently.” The sense of ease
was also related to how participants perceived movements as fluid. For example, CatherineInd
described a flow state as: “I feel like it is kind’ve like a dance, it feels very fluid to me. I grew
up dancing, I don’t know if that explains it, but it’s this fluid movement that I feel gets my
brain into a nice hum.” Allowing the tasks to unfold almost automatically or “flow”
effortlessly appeared to contribute to the enjoyable nature of flow states: “it was safe and
controlled; everything that was supposed to happen happened. I was really enjoying myself
the whole time” (NoahInd). As Noah explained, participants described the movements that felt
like they were happening automatically as enjoyable in the moment. Indeed, flow states were
described as highly pleasurable and positive. For example, MarcoInd, who had previous
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Figure 12
Venn Diagram of Flow and Clutch States in Adventure Recreation
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knowledge of flow states, mentioned: “I just felt really good for the first 18km, I was in this
flow state”.
Participants reported enjoying the sensations of movements. For example, Jean
explained: “movements were the best. I think it’s the movement that I remember rather than
the route itself.” At times, the intensity of a flow state was described as such a positive
experience that it was described as a perfect experience. PhilippeInd described one such
instance that occurred during a BASE jump:
During the jump itself, that one moment where I had that feeling if the world ends, it’s
perfect so it would be the feeling when everything goes well it’s a feeling from head
to toe of this is definitely as close to perfect that you can get.
Although the activities were not always described as being physically effortless, the
thought process during flow states were consistently described as being effortless or intuitive.
For example, CatherineInd said: “it feels really good to be out of your head. I think that while
it is happening you’re just not thinking about the fact that it is happening, you are just there
and doing it.” GaetanInd similarly described a lack of deliberate thoughts when white-water
kayaking: “currents are impacting the boat and then I am just responding intuitively it is no
longer a rational thought-out cognitive process it is just a lively intuitive response”. Overall,
flow states were described as highly enjoyable states involving automatic and fluid
movements that did not require deliberate thinking.
Flow Antecedents
The antecedents of flow states were identified as corresponding to certain contexts
(i.e., training, nature) and mental processes (e.g., playful attitude). Flow states were discussed
as occurring more often in a training context or when interacting with the natural
environment. Participants described that training allowed them to learn a particular route or
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trail that served to increase the automaticity of their movements, which occurred during flow
states. For example, JeanDed described:
When doing training or repetitions you are more in flow. When I do training of 2 or 3
times climbing the same route. When I am doing my objective, my project, it’s more
clutch. [...] I think flow happens more in training and clutch happens more during
competition.
Similarly, AilishDed explained: “when I distinguish between ski-touring and racing there is a
parallel between ski-touring being more flow and racing being more of a clutch experience”.
Training and extensive practice was reported as a factor that helped facilitate flow states. For
example, LandenInd described extensively practicing a particularly challenging climbing route
before experiencing the effortless state of flow:
The first [expert-level climb] I did was in Greece. I think I had eight or nine attempts
and at first you get on it, it feels impossible, there’s no way I can even get halfway
through it. And then you figure out the moves and after a couple of attempts, you
think, it’s possible [...]. The beautiful thing that happens is when you dial down the
moves and don’t have to think about where you’re putting your legs anymore, you
know where you have to put it.
According to GaetanDed, this occurs because “it’s the procedural memory that is taking
charge. Especially when you are climbing a route for the second time, a tough one, you don’t
have to [think about it], you can tell your body is remembering what it has to do”.
An additional key antecedent covers how participants interacted and connected with
nature. The natural setting was often intertwined with mental processes that will be explained
further below (e.g., focus on the process). For example, JoeyInd described climbing behind a
waterfall and seeing “huge broad rainbow strokes” and how in a
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spectacular environment to climb in [...] you get the usual butterflies. But it helps
being in such a spectacular position because it helps you with that mindset that it
doesn’t really matter. Failure or success is not really what it’s about, it’s about the
process.
For his part, GeraldInd discussed how his profound connection to nature helped him
experience automatic and effortless movements associated with flow states:
Being there, on the river and having a feeling of being at home […] it’s just getting in
the groove of no delineation between me, my paddle, my body, my boat, and the river
it is kinda the flow state, the feeling of just being there. [...] the river is on its course to
the sea and I am just hooking into the power of that water. I just feel joy and not much
else.
Although some participants described the possibility of flow states occurring during
indoorised adventure, participants were quick to add that the intensity of flow states was
higher during adventure recreation that took place in a nature context. For example, SylvieInd
mentioned: “outdoor climbing is a 10/10 for me in those Zen moments where it is just fluid
and wonderful. So I don’t know if I can even reach Zen inside because it is plastic, well resin,
but it’s not the same thing.” Although some participants suggested that the connection
between nature and flow states was ineffable, other participants offered ideas that suggested
how being connected to nature may facilitate flow states. For example, AnthonyInd explained:
once you are in the river for a while you get this really awesome connection to the
river that is really hard to explain, but you feel Zen and one with the river going down
it. I think the vistas are stunning, beautiful as well; it really helps.
The sense of remoteness combined with seeing beautiful scenery appeared to be important
aspects of the association between connection to nature and the flow state. A sense of
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remoteness also appeared to allow participants an opportunity to not be distracted by daily
life tasks, which may have facilitated flow states. For example, AnthonyInd described:
A real sense of remoteness [...] I think multi-days are pretty pure in that sense,
everything else evaporates, it’s just you going down the river [...] Throughout
multiday [trips] you don’t worry about any external things. I am very focused on the
present.
Paradoxically, although the scenery was viewed as something that helped participants to
relax, some participants described that the natural scenery provided exciting emotions. For
example, Philippe’sInd excitement levels were increased prior to experiencing flow during a
BASE jump: “That’s where I caught one of the most amazing sunrises I’ve ever seen in my
life, in the mountains high up, clear view for a blue sky. Amazingly beautiful and that
immediately switched me on.” It therefore appears that understanding when scenery can
“switch on” participants or “relax” participants is individualised and nuanced.
In addition to particular contexts, such as training and natural settings, participants
described various mental processes that helped facilitate flow states. The antecedents of flow
that were deemed mental processes were: lacking a specific goal, having a playful attitude,
and focusing on the process. A lack of specific goals was reported as useful for facilitating
flow states. For AilishInd, prior to describing a flow state on a ski touring trip, “there were no
expectations for time or distance or a specific objective or vertical metres and the only
expectation [was] to stay safe, have, fun, and hopefully find some good snow.” This lack of
expectation reported prior to flow states applied for Ailish despite the fact that she was
competing at an elite-level race: “I wasn’t there for the results, I was there for the experience
of competing internationally”. The emphasis on fun was a common theme in descriptions of
flow states and it aligned with a focus on the process. For example, SebastienInd explained:
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I had this mentality [...] of it doesn’t matter if I fall or not, I am just going to climb it
because I know that it is a great climb and I know that it is fun [...] doing it for the
enjoyment of doing it; and I think it was my best lead [i.e., performance] of that
climb.
Furthermore, participants often discussed a playful mindset that may have facilitated
flow states. The playful mindset was about exploring what one can creatively do with their
surroundings. For MaggyDed, when being “playful, you get to jump off of rocks, jump over
roots, and if you want to go over or under a tree, it’s always fun to play around with it”.
GeraldInd described it as the “playful attitude of how can I get down these lines [back-country
skiing paths] with the most fun?” and the playful attitude was similarly useful to describe one
of Gaetan’sInd ice-climbing experiences: “I really enjoy the movements I am doing, let’s say
like dancing, the feeling of defying gravity, it’s very playful”. Overall, the nature and training
contexts and mental processes, such as having a playful attitude were deemed to be key
facilitators of flow states.
Flow Consequences
Participants reported several consequences that followed the experiences of flow
states. One key reported consequence of flow states was a desire to repeat the experience.
When describing the period following a flow state occurring during a BASE jump, SteveIInd
explained: “it was just pleasure I realized that, when I opened my parachute, I had done it and
I would be able to do it a lot again! And it was a pure pleasure.” Perhaps this desire to repeat
the activity stemmed from the high level of excitement that followed a flow state. For
example, after skydiving, NoahDed explained: “I felt invigorated after the jump that I did, I felt
like I want to do this again, I didn’t feel tired. I felt like I could jump all day long.” Similarly,
MarcoDed explained:
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After a flow state I definitely do feel invigorated, [...] if you are sitting at your house
you might think I’ll take a nap or feel sleepy, whereas, if you have the adrenaline and
success, you are invigorated and feel much more alive in that moment.
Although Marco referred to a sensation of adrenaline, other participants described differently
the elation and energetic sensations that followed flow states. For example, NoahInd said: “I
wouldn’t call it an adrenaline rush, but it’s just a real feeling of peace for me, nothing else in
the world matters, just what I am doing there and then, most amazing sensation ever.”
After being shown the integrated model of flow and clutch, some participants clarified
that physically they felt exhausted after being in flow, but they nevertheless felt a mental
rejuvenation. For example, Sebastien Ind explained:
I feel like I have had some instances where it felt more flowy and then I am tired [...]
because it is physically taxing what I have done, but even then, I feel like that
physical tiredness has been accompanied by a sense of enervation or rejuvenation.
Interestingly, participants describing flow states as effortless also described flow as being
related to higher perceived performances. Sylvie Ind for example, explained:
I thought, let’s just see how well I do with this. So, I went into the climb having no
expectation or prior experience with this rock on this route, it was a lot easier actually
than I thought it was going to be. Even [the hardest section on the route], I just walked
through it, I think when I don’t have expectations at all of the outcome, of any sort, I
actually do better performance-wise.
Furthermore, the complete absorption and intuitive thoughts that take place during
flow was sometimes discussed as related to a lack of concern for danger. For example,
MaggyDed recalled returning to a ski-touring route completed previously during a race, where
she was in a flow state and “didn’t remember the entrance being this steep, and during the
race [she] went in and didn’t even think about it”. According to Maggy, the higher level of
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risk taken during the race was a consequence of being so heavily absorbed in an intuitive
flow state. For GaetanInd, danger was perceived prior to being in a flow state, but that
awareness of danger appeared to evaporate because of flow states:
I could feel the danger before climbing, but not while climbing. As I was climbing I
was only focusing on what I was doing, totally. It was [a] very pleasurable
experience: feeling the freedom of movement during the climb and the simple
pleasure of being able to move my body, defying the gravity.
In contrast, managing risk before being in a flow state was reported as an effective way of
ensuring one’s safety and potentially facilitating flow states. For example, GeraldDed went
over the preparation it took to feel confident that risks could be managed during the
experience:
Is there people at hand ready to look after me if things go wrong? [...] Are we wearing
avalanche equipment if we are skiing? [...] if I don’t have those things then I just
don’t take risks. If you have that safety set up and you know that in the worst case
scenario if I stuck up do I got my buddies to rescue me then I will have a crack and
then I feel confident, because I know that even if I stuff up my buddy is there to help
me out.
Overall, it appeared that the consequences of being in flow states included a desire to repeat
the experience, high levels of excitement or elation, a lowered awareness of risks and
dangers, and increased levels of perceived performance.
Clutch States
Clutch State Characteristics
The experiences of clutch states were described as having deliberate thoughts, an
awareness of bodily movements, a specific outcome in mind, and an awareness of the
struggle or difficulty of a task under progress. While BASE jumping, SteveDed highlighted, “I
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see my practice analytically [...] my level of consciousness is high and it never switches off. I
think many things in parallel I think about my flight”. In addition, participants that were
identified as being in a clutch state discussed thinking about technique and how an awareness
of one’s proprioception and bodily movements was important for successfully performing in
adventure recreation. GeraldInd remembered asking himself questions during a clutch state:
“what skiing techniques am I going to use and what sort of proprioceptive feeling am I going
to have at different points?” JeanInd described it as: “I had to think about placing my feet and
my hands well; will the bad rock of this place stay in my hands or fall underneath my feet?”
Although external thoughts were not reported during the experience of flow states, one
participant described that external thoughts during clutch states may sometimes be beneficial.
For instance, MarcoDed reported that, “I want to finish this climb and I want to get down so
that I can [...] meet this person that I care about”. This information provided by Marco was a
comment that directly contradicted the previous model discussed in Chapter Five and appears
to demonstrate that certain external thoughts, in some circumstances, could be beneficial
during clutch states.
Contrary to flow states, participants describing clutch states emphasised the
importance of actively staying alert and focused on the task at hand. For example, Marco
described a clutch state at the top of a high-altitude mountaineering trip:
I didn’t really relax or ease up my focus because I knew if I did, if I sort of got
comfortable with the fact that I had summited, I knew I wouldn’t be able to get back
as quickly or safely.
Participants sometimes reported effortful concentration as being forced to focus. For
example, Sebastien recalled: “I find the sport demands my focus, or else you get hurt or
crash. So, I think that was really appealing to me and continues to be, the engagement that it
demands”. Similarly, according to AilishInd : “With ski-touring or ski-mountaineering you
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don’t have a choice because like with so many adventure sports, if you are not focused you
are not being safe and you can get yourself into a lot of trouble.” Once more, this information
appeared to contradict the model provided in Study Two (Chapter Five) because, according to
participants in Study Three, autonomy or a freedom to choose was not a necessary
component of clutch states.
Furthermore, contrary to flow, clutch states were not reported as being enjoyable in
the moment. Instead, participants described the importance of struggling or putting in a lot of
effort during clutch states. For example, when describing his white-water kayaking trip,
AnthonyInd emphasised the value of struggling: “if it all went perfectly then you would just all
be like ‘congratulations on the perfect trip,’ whereas it’s nice having that sense of struggle.”
Instead, the positive nature of clutch states stemmed most likely from the way that
participants interpreted the struggling and challenging aspects of the activity. For example,
PhilippeInd described his BASE jump as: “memorable for sure, positive it depends on the eye
of the beholder. To me it had a positive impact.” Similarly, CatherineInd described that during
a part of her mountaineering trip “there was a lot of pain and discomfort involved, [but] I still
enjoyed it in a weird way”. These interpretations of difficult challenges as fun in a different
way reinforces the idea that some participants thought that the concept of clutch states fits
better with the descriptions of type two fun.
Clutch State Antecedents
The antecedents of clutch states have been broken down into (1) the contexts where
clutch is more likely to occur, and (2) a prototypical process of occurrence. During the
deductive interview portions, participants specified contexts where flow and clutch states
were more likely to occur. Clutch states were reported to occur more often in the context of
competitions or when participants had a challenging task to accomplish. For example, during
a white-water kayaking trip, Anthony recalled: “it was getting harder and harder, but I was
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getting more and more focused on just doing it.” For rock-climbers, the challenging task
often occurred when attempting the crux (i.e., the most difficult section of a climbing route)
or a difficult project (i.e., a route that a climber has attempted previously and that is usually at
the peak levels of their capabilities or slightly above what they have previously achieved).
For example, SebastienDed identified one of his memorable experiences that he discussed
during the inductive portion of the interview as a clutch state:
I remember at one point when I was doing the crux, [a] really powerful layback
[leaning back] move, I yelled and [thought] this is really hard for me so I am just
going to do it! I had a mental process that was like that fits into the effortful and then I
had really positive feelings.
Ski-mountaineers identified the competitive settings and challenging situations as more
suitable for clutch states. For example, AilishDed, suggested, “Racing or going for a difficult
objective both feel like a clutch scenario to me. Where I am not necessarily calm or enjoying
the moment while it’s happening”. The struggle, whether it was from a challenging situation
or competitive setting appeared crucial aspect for turning difficult situations into a positive
optimal state.
A recurrent process for the emergence of clutch states was identified in the data
describing clutch. Specifically, participants described the emergence of clutch states from
perceived pressure that transitioned from perceived anxiety to a desire to commit to the
challenge at hand. Perceived psychological pressure originated from a variety of
circumstances. For some, the psychological pressure existed because there was a high level of
difficulty or limited opportunity to accomplish a goal. SebastienInd mentioned, “I was feeling
a bit of pressure because we did not have that much time and I wasn’t sure I would get
another shot until months later.” Other participants described an appraisal of risk or the
importance of avoiding particularly dangerous situations. For example, JeanInd described, “I
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think it’s when I can’t escape the situation I’m in. When you have to continue because you
can no longer abseil or you have no choice.” Participants often recognised the importance of
being alert about dangers and managing risks. For example, ShalyInd emphasised:
You know it is quite serious if you screw up, managing risk is something that I find
really interesting too and doing that moment by moment, because I lead [climb] on ice
as well so when I am on it I want to be alert as possible.
For others, increased psychological pressure occurred when they were being watched by
others. For example, despite 500 skydiving jumps of experience, GordonInd felt additional
social pressure and did not want to be “the one who messes” up and JoeyInd stated that if there
are “multiple people on the ground that might amplify an anxiety you might have, the
butterflies in your stomach. I think being in that type of position makes it easier to seize the
moment.” The common theme that surrounds participants that described clutch states, is that
participants appraised perceived psychological pressure and anxiety as a psychological
process that can be beneficial for increasing one’s focus on the task and “seizing the
moment”. Similar to Joey, several participants described how an interpretation of
psychological pressure was helpful for developing a mindset focused on committing to the
challenge at hand and, in the process, potentially facilitating a clutch state. CarlDed described
it as:
If I place a level of importance whether it is safety or achievement [or] if I frame it in
my head as something that is vital, the rest seems to follow after that. It’s almost as if
making it that important sets the stage for it, it doesn’t guarantee it but it’s almost like
a pre-focus.
This transition from perceiving psychological pressure to being anxious and then committing
to the challenge before experiencing clutch was described in more depth by GordonInd:
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I always feel pretty anxious it’s not an unpleasant feeling. It’s knowing that you’ve
got to focus. [...] When you get to the top and they put the light on and open the door
and people start to get out then I get nervous. And then as soon as you get out of the
place it’s fine. It’s weird it’s that bit in the door getting ready, it’s quite intense but
then it’s like a relief because you’ve made the decision, you’ve committed.
Finally, contrary to the integrated model of flow and clutch described in Study Two (Chapter
Five), two participants mentioned that trying something new may have helped facilitate
clutch states instead of flow states. Although the results in Chapter Five indicated that
novelty may have been an antecedent of flow, GordonDed argued that “trying something new
might fit better in the clutch state antecedent.” PhilippeDed explained further:
When you try something new you might find yourself working at 110%, but you want
to go as fast as possible to back to performing at 70%, so you have something left in
your toolbox for when shit hits the fan.
In line with Philippe’s assertion, the challenges participants perceived as most difficult were
often those that were associated with descriptions of clutch states. For example, ShalyInd
described: “knowing I was jumping a few grades [attempting harder climbs than they were
used to] I had to turn my brain on and focus as much as possible and apply everything I’ve
learned”. Overall, situations appraised as difficult challenges and a transition to committing
to the challenge in a competitive or difficult context were described as the most relevant
antecedents of clutch states.
Clutch State Consequences
The consequences of clutch states were described as a mixture of exhaustion and
relief from the challenge, a sense of achievement, and increased confidence. Exhaustion was
described by participants as having physical, cognitive, and/or emotional components. For
example, after describing a clutch state in a climb perceived as highly challenging, ShalyInd
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said “I was tired and I was mentally exhausted”. In contrast, MarcoInd did not report a lack of
mental exhaustion, but a severe level of physical exhaustion after reaching the summit of a
mountain: “I was still doing good mentally, but my body just started to reach […] physical
exhaustion”. Participants reported a sense of relief as often accompanying a sense of
exhaustion following extensive effort. For example, ShalyInd described: “the moment I got
lowered [brought down with the climbing rope] I felt like crying because I was so relieved
from the effort I just expended [so much energy], and now I could finally relax even if I
didn’t get to the top.” Other instances of relief came about when participants realised that the
nervous feeling of anticipation was no longer weighing them down. For example, SebastienInd
mentioned:
It definitely was a little bit like a weight had been lifted, not a negative weight, but
like I had put so much thought into and the anticipation [...] I can set it aside into this
nice box in my memory.
For others, relief came about from no longer being in the presence of danger:
I felt really happy, I felt like it was a lifetime experience that I’ll always remember,
that ski day. I felt relieved, and like I don’t need to do that again, that was kinda
freaky, let’s just go ski something that is more fun and not so scary (AilishInd).
It is interesting to note that, as the above quote shows, the lack of a desire to repeat the
experience contrasts significantly to the consequence of flow states. Although clutch states
were not necessarily leading participants to want to immediately repeat the experience,
participants described clutch states as highly positive, after they had occurred. For example,
JoeyInd indicated:
Once we topped out [finished the rock-climb], it’s like, what do they say, the dawn is
brightest after the darkest night. It was a really difficult time to climb though [...] So
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topping out was a really special moment and we just sat there for an hour or two
thinking this is really bright.
Furthermore, the sense of achievement was sometimes reported after a clutch state, even
when participants had not necessarily accomplished the goal they had set out to achieve. For
example, after experiencing a clutch state, but coming in behind a ski-mountaineering
opponent, MaggieInd recalled: “I felt like I had come really long way since my first season. In
my first year I wouldn’t be able to [stay close to my opponent], I felt proud of the
improvements that I had made”. Following particularly challenging activities, an increased
levels of a sense of achievement often was often accompanied by an improvement in selfconfidence. For example, LandenInd described:
You give it a lot of importance once you did it and you feel like your sense of selfefficacy rises. Now 13b [a difficult climbing grade] is a thing I don’t have to be
limited by. You learn things from it, it’s like a toolbox that you can carry with you for
next time.
Overall, the consequences of clutch states included relief, exhaustion, a sense of achievement,
and an increase in self-confidence.
Shared Characteristics of Flow and Clutch States
Both flow and clutch states were described as having a focus on the present moment
and a distorted sense of time. However, both characteristics were described as occurring in
slightly different ways during flow and clutch states. For participants describing flow states,
being focused on the present moment was perceived as enjoyable. NoahInd explained:
It’s just brilliant I have 50 seconds of freefall, where nothing really matters. It’s just
free. I have a very stressful life [...] going skydiving 50 seconds out of the plane it’s
like there is nothing else you can think of other than what you are doing.
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Similarly, SylvieInd recalled: “just touching the holds over the rock and not being preoccupied
with fear or knowing where I am going, just really enjoying that it was incredibly mindful.”
In contrast, a present moment focus was important for participants describing clutch states,
but not necessarily enjoyable in and of itself. For example, PhilippeInd described how a
present moment focus was important for managing risks and avoid accidents. PhilippeInd
reported that an accident had occurred because he was not in the present moment: “the jump
that I was injured, I pretty much remember not being focused [...]. Not being in that state I
normally would be in. [...] I would attribute it to complacency [and] to not being fully in that
moment.” The present moment focus aligns with descriptions of clutch states as being
“forced to be fully present the entire time” (CatherineInd) and flow states as being
characterised by an enjoyable present moment focus.
In addition, a perceived distortion of time was reported differently during flow and
clutch states. Flow states were often described alongside a lack of awareness about the
passage of time. For example, AnthonyInd explained:
someone puts pause on your brain [...] And then when you hit the bottom you roll up
and look back up and are stoked beyond you wild imagination, it’s like someone
pushes play and all that time where you paused comes rushing back to you
immediately so you get this massive rush of adrenaline and emotions; it’s like really
cool.
In contrast, clutch states were often described alongside an acute awareness of time or as time
passing by more slowly. For example, SylvieDed explained that, contrary to the integrated
model of flow and clutch that was shared with her in the deductive portion of the interview,
she was acutely aware of time passing by: “in my clutch states I am very aware of time, in
flow states I’m not.” This awareness of time was particularly emphasised by participants in a
competitive adventure recreation, such as ski-mountaineering:
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There is rarely a lack of time awareness. I’m wearing a watch and heart rate monitor
to monitor my effort on the first climb so I don’t blow up on the fifth climb. I am
constantly, not constantly but frequently looking at my watch and always know how
much time has passed (AilishDed)
Other experiences of flow states were described as time appearing to pass more
quickly. For example, PhilippeInd described: “I think it was only seconds but given eye
witness stories it lasted for about 25 seconds for me it was maybe 10 seconds.”
In regards a distorted sense of time, participants agreed that the integrated model of flow and
clutch that was explained to them did not correspond to their experience of clutch states.
GaetanDed explained further:
Lack of time awareness I would put more with flow, it’s the other worldly experience,
like your brain is in a different world, that you don’t have to rely on your rational
brain, it’s more your animal brain deep down that takes over and it is the procedural
memory, it is the subconscious level that is working, you don’t have to focus on what
you are doing it is just happening.
Overall, both a distorted sense of time and focus on the present moment were characteristics
shared by both flow and clutch states.
Shared Antecedents of Flow and Clutch States
Participants describing flow and clutch states elaborated on the importance of finding
an optimal level of challenge for facilitating either optimal state. For flow states, it appeared
important for participants to progressively increase the levels of challenge. For example,
PhilippeDed mentioned: “There is a progressive level of difficulty when you try new jumps,
but you always want to stay in your comfort level. You don’t want to go over your 100%”. In
addition to the progressive increase in challenge, participants reported that for flow states to
occur, the challenge at hand can be a relatively easy task compared to the participant’s
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abilities. For example, MarkDed said: “the flow state might come when it is easier, you might
[…] know there is an easy pitch [climbing section] coming up and you’ve done the climb
before, and you know what to expect.” In contrast to the moderate or even easy level of
challenge associated with flow states, clutch states were described as occurring when
challenges were particularly difficult or on the edge of a participant’s capabilities. For
example, GeraldInd indicated, “If it is really at the edge of my limit, [I am thinking] how am I
going to survive here.?” This thought aligned similarly with the process of occurrence
described earlier in the characteristics of clutch states (i.e., appraisal of pressure, perceived
anxiety, commitment to the challenge).
Furthermore, extensive practice and preparation were important antecedents of flow
and clutch states. Extensive practice on a specific task or activities that require similar
strengths or problem-solving skills enabled participants to facilitate flow states more easily:
I think because of the lead up of doing a few climbs and canyons the day before it all
just linked together, and it wasn’t so much of a challenge [...] I think what stand out
about the butte is that it was not that stressful intensity that comes with those
accidents or the huge pressure. (CarlInd)
Although extensive practice was not reported as facilitating clutch states, participants
indicated that extensive preparation was nevertheless essential for clutch states. For
MarcoInd: “it was taking what I thought my limits were and thinking I’m pretty sure I can do
this I just have to really plan logistically and know every single detail of the trip”. Similarly,
extensive preparation was important for flow states. For example, MarcoInd recalled: “being in
the moment is the best I can describe it. You’re not really struggling it’s like you’ve taken
every bit of skill and athleticism that you have, and you are applying at its peak level.”
In addition to the physical and logistical preparation of participants, some participants
mentioned using psychological methods (i.e., visualisation, meditation, breathwork) for
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regulating their emotions during adventure recreation, and this may have helped them
facilitate flow and clutch states. For example, PhilippeInd described using meditation prior to
a flow state that occurred during BASE jumping:
I still my mind through meditation and that also gives me the peace and quiet to
enable me to participate in these sports which also works both ways. Because I still
my mind also when I am at the exit point about to push off for my jump. In that
moment in time I can’t think about the grocery; that would set me up for failure.
In combination with meditation, Philippe also described visualising the entire sequence of his
jump: “Another thing that really helps me is to visualise what I am about to do [...]. You
visualized every single detail to the last step before you push off.” For SylvieInd, breath work
was used for two different reasons: “It’s the breathing and the notion of fast breathes will
give me a burst whereas slow breaths will relax my nervous system.” After learning about the
integrated model, SylvieDed identified that these two types of breathing (i.e., fast and slow)
were perhaps useful for facilitating, respectively, clutch and flow states:
If I go up to a climb and I am a bit nervous, if I actually engage that harder breathing,
it will just shift my muscles preparedness. Whereas, when I am in flow even enjoying
the breath and using breath work that way to calm myself down.
For others, breathwork was described primarily as a method to help the transition between
anxiety and a clutch state: “when something scary happens instead of freaking out or crying,
just breathing, re-centering coming back to it and then continuing on” (CatherineInd).
Finally, participants also discussed the role of self-confidence prior to flow and clutch
states. Self-confidence was described as occurring following successful attempts at a previous
route or sequence in an activity. For example, GaetanInd described “The fact that you do it
perfectly is extremely enjoyable. There is a pleasure in mastering it [...]. You are able to
control what you are doing. There is a bit of empowerment”. Similarly, prior to a clutch state,
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AnthonyInd recalled thinking: “I feel really confident, I’m just going to go do it.” Overall, a
sense of confidence, optimal levels of challenge, and extensive preparation and/or practice
was reported as important antecedents of flow and clutch states.
Transitioning Between Optimal States
Having just described shared characteristics of flow and clutch states, it is interesting
to note that some participants described transitioning between flow and clutch states within
the same event. The following quote depicts these transitions:
I feel like with clutch it’s more a severe type of exhaustion. In a race or a difficult
objective. A less pleasant exhaustion [...] It’s definitely not mutually exclusive, during
a race I experience some moments of flow and then some moments of clutch
depending on what’s going on. You might have a moment in the race where it’s a
super fun downhill that feels more like the description of flow. Where you are calm, it
feels effortless. (AilishDed)
Certain time intervals of activities were associated more often with particular mental states.
For example, BASE jumpers and skydivers discussed a change in mindset that happened
between flying in the air and preparing to land. PhilippeInd expressed:
For me, I always get out of the flow state in the last seconds before landing. For me,
you can call it being subconsciously unaware to subconsciously aware, I’m
consciously aware of my landing, for me that’s a very switched on situation, and then
I land and that is for me the moment it ends.
This depiction of a “switched on” or clutch state and a more flow-like state was similarly
shared by a mountaineer, who discussed that during more arduous periods of climbing, they
switched from a ‘feeling good state’ to one that was described as a ‘switched on’ and
suffering mindset. MarcoInd recalled:
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Then I switched from this flow state where I was feeling quite good [...] and I
switched into this tolerance of suffering mindset where [...] you’re a little more
stressed. I find when I am in that mindset I just focus on the end goal or at least
breaking it down into smaller bits, so like, let's get to this!
In summary, during both the inductive and deductive portions of the interviews,
participants described how two optimal states were experienced in adventure recreation
activities. The following section will explore how these descriptions were different from the
Chapter Five results and previous literature.
Discussion
Study Three aimed to investigate the applicability of a flow and clutch state model for
understanding optimal psychological states in adventure recreation by interviewing
participants about their most memorable or self-reported excellent performances in the year
prior to data collection. In relation to the research question which asked, “When participants
recall optimal states in their adventure recreation activities, do these reflect flow and/or clutch
states?”, an integrated model of flow and clutch states may be useful framework for
understanding optimal psychological states. To answer the former research question in more
depth, the following section compares the characteristics, antecedents, and consequences of
flow and clutch states reported by participants in the current study with previous literature.
Flow and Clutch State Characteristics
Consistent with previous research, participants in the current study emphasised a
present moment focus as a key characteristic of flow states (e.g., Houge Mackenzie et al.,
2013; Kee & Wang, 2008). Participants in this study also described a present moment focus
as an important characteristic of clutch states. A present moment focus during clutch states
aligns with what previous research teams have termed absorption (e.g., Swann et al., 2016;
Swann et al., 2019). For example, a wheelchair tennis player in Swann et al.’s (2017b) study
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described absorption in the activity during a clutch state as: “I was so absorbed in myself and
focusing on hitting the ball that I wasn’t concentrating on anything else.” (p. 392). In the
current study, a present moment focus was described as an enjoyable aspect of flow and a
necessary aspect of clutch states (e.g., for avoiding accidents). The current study’s results
appear to diverge slightly from previous conceptions of flow within an integrated model of
flow and clutch states. For example, the enjoyable nature of flow reported by adventure
recreation aligns with higher positive affect. In contrast, Swann et al. (2016) found that
golfers reported a reduction in negative affect.
In addition, participants’ reports of an altered sense of time during flow aligned with
previous literature (Csikszentmihalyi, 1990; Jackson, 1995). Similar to previous
investigations of the integrated model (e.g., Jackman et al., 2020; Swann et al., 2017b),
participants reported altered perceptions of time when describing both flow and clutch states.
The results of the current study, however, indicated that during flow states participants
experienced either a lack of awareness of time, or time speeding up. In contrast, during clutch
states, participants reported being acutely aware of time passing, and on occasion perceived
time as passing more slowly. Fayolle et al. (2015) similarly found that emotional states affect
one’s judgement of time in different ways. For example, Campbell and Bryant (2007) found
that novice skydivers perceived time as passing by more quickly when they were excited
about a jump, and slower when they were fearful about a jump. The findings of the current
study, therefore, may provide a more nuanced understanding of how one’s perception of time
may be altered differently in flow and clutch states.
Other key characteristics of optimal psychological states described by participants
also helped to distinguish flow from clutch states. Flow states were characterised by
effortless, pleasurable, fluid, automatic movements, and intuitive thoughts. This finding
aligned with recent research demonstrating how flow states are characterised by an automatic
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experience and effortless attention (Jackman et al., 2020; Swann et al., 2017b). In contrast,
clutch states were characterised by deliberate and analytical thoughts in the current study,
which aligned with research by Swann et al. (2017b). However, contrary to previous research
on the integrated model (e.g., Swann et al., 2017b), participants in the current study did not
report automaticity of skills during clutch states. Instead, participants discussed an awareness
of bodily movements, such as being aware of how their hands felt over a climbing hold. This
contrast appeared to set flow and clutch states apart.
Harris et al. (2017a), acknowledged the complexity in studying the relationship
between subjective assessments of mental effort and flow. In an experimental study of virtual
car racing, Harris et al. (2017a) found that participants reported higher levels of fluency
during the easy and moderate condition of the game, but not during the difficult game
condition. The higher levels of fluency reported during easy and moderate tasks aligned with
the findings of the current study. However, it is important to be cautious when interpreting
these findings as no qualitative data supplemented Harris et al. (2017a) findings and it is
therefore difficult to assess whether participants in their study were in a flow state or a clutch
state. The results of the current study suggest that the characteristics of flow states (e.g.,
intuitive and automatic thoughts) are distinct from the characteristics of clutch states (e.g.,
deliberate thoughts, awareness of bodily movements). The current study, therefore, supports
previous research that found similar contrasting characteristics between flow and clutch states
in recreational distance running (Jackman et al., 2021b).
Previous studies have suggested that ‘switched on’ or heightened alertness levels
occur during both flow and clutch states (e.g., Swann et al., 2017b). However, in the current
study, participants reported being ‘switched on’ during clutch states, but not flow states. This
aligns with previous research (e.g., Chavez, 2008), which reported that flow was experienced
as a relaxed and calm state. The excitement versus relaxed aspects of optimal states may
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require further refinement considering research undertaken by Houge Mackenzie et al. (2013)
on reversal theory and flow. Houge Mackenzie et al. (2013) found that paratelic flow, which
is comparable to how flow is conceptualised in the integrated model, could be further
classified by the existence of two types of paratelic flow: A relaxing paratelic flow state and
an exciting paratelic flow state. The findings of the current study suggested that participants
in adventure recreation settings feel relaxed during flow states, but feel elated after flow
states.
Flow and Clutch State Antecedents
Corroborating results from Study Two (see Chapter Five), participants reported that
being in nature was more conducive to flow states. These findings were not described in
previous research on the integrated model of flow and clutch states (e.g., Jackman et al.,
2020; Swann et al., 2022). However, in contrast to Study Two findings, which suggested that
flow and clutch states were characterised similarly in nature and indoor contexts, participants
in the current study identified nature contexts as facilitating qualitatively ‘more intense’ flow
states. A limited number of researchers have proposed that nature may facilitate flow states
(Mykletun & Mazza, 2016; Partington et al., 2009); however, to the researcher’s knowledge,
no research has investigated the mechanisms underpinning this proposed relationship.
The current study findings provide preliminary evidence of mechanisms that may
explain how and why nature may facilitate flow states. For example, inspiring scenery may
help provide participants with a more relaxed emotional state that is conducive to flow states.
This proposition is supported by Sahni and Kumar’s (2021) research, which found improved
performance on a cognitive test following a nature experience. Gidlow et al., 2016 and Ohly
et al. (2016) have similarly found that when participants are immersed in nature contexts,
cognitive functioning is improved and attentional fatigue is reduced. These findings
corroborate the attention restoration theory (Kaplan, 1995; Kaplan & Berman, 2010), which
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suggests that exposure to nature can improve one’s focus and ability to concentrate. In
addition, the nature context may help participants focus on the process of movement instead
of a fixed goal, which would theoretically be expected to facilitate flow, rather than clutch
states (Swann et al., 2017b). Although further research is necessary to obtain a more
complete understanding of how nature contexts may help facilitate flow states, the current
findings suggest that beautiful scenery and the lack of distractions in nature help individuals
to focus on the process and facilitate flow states.
The existence of a ‘difficult project’ or activity with greater risks to be managed,
which lead to an appraisal of pressure and anxiety, appeared to be a crucial process for the
occurrence of clutch states in adventure contexts. In line with research by Kiewa (2011), who
found that pressure to hurry brought on by fellow adventurers inhibited flow states in rockclimbers, the current research suggested that when participants felt pressured by others, they
did not experience flow states. Nevertheless, experiencing pressure from their surroundings,
at times, allowed participants to feel ‘switched on’, which could facilitate a clutch state. As
early as 1996, Jackson found that, “a motivation for [some athletes’] flow experiences
seemed to be tied into not wanting to fail and experiencing anxiety” (p. 84). The current
study’s explanation of clutch states reconciles Jackson’s finding that anxiety can be perceived
as facilitating an optimal state, but only if participants commit to the challenge that is causing
the anxiety.
According to Swann et al. (2019), flow and clutch states are experienced primarily
because individuals appraise an experience in such a way as to merit an optimal
psychological state; “the objective nature or structure of the activity” is not as important of an
antecedent (p. 94). The appraisals of participants described in the current study appeared to
play a key role in setting the stage for flow or clutch states to occur. The importance of
appraisal can also be emphasised when describing other antecedents of optimal states. For
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example, participants reported that having a playful mindset was possible during both
training and competitions. Attempting new techniques appeared to be important to establish a
context suitable for flow states in training. However, contrary to Study Two findings,
novelty, such as a new climbing route, was not associated with flow states, but rather with
clutch states. New trails or routes were sometimes discussed as leading to an increase in
uncertainty, pressure, and anxiety. An added level of anxiety appeared to result in participants
experiencing a clutch state after they had committed to the challenge of a novel climbing
route.
In contrast to Study Two, the freedom to choose one’s route or path was not reported
by Study Three participants as a necessary antecedent of clutch states. For example, Jean had
described a situation he could not escape and was forced to continue climbing. Previous
research found that when people can freely choose activities, they experience higher levels of
flow (Mannell et al., 1988). Similarly, Kiewa (2011) found that rock-climbers who reported a
lack of self-determination and autonomy were not able to experience flow. Therefore,
although freedom to choose one’s challenge may be associated with flow states, clutch states
did not appear to rely on task choice. Future research in this vein could be conducted on the
potential for emergency workers (e.g., medical doctors, firefighters) to experience clutch
states and not flow when attending emergencies that they have not freely chosen.
Finally, previous research on the integrated model of flow and clutch states (e.g.,
Jackman et al., 2021b; Swann et al., 2019) emphasised the importance of goal types as an
antecedent of optimal psychological states. Swann et al. (2020a) tested the effects of goal
types during walking sessions and found that participants who were provided with open goals
(e.g., ‘see how fast I can walk’) compared to specific goals (e.g., ‘walk 550m in 6 min’) were
more likely to report experiencing a flow state. This study provides evidence that whereas the
integrated model suggested the benefits of setting goals prior to an event, participants in
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Study Six described exploratory goals as occurring more organically. It therefore remains
unclear that setting goals in advance of an adventure recreation activity is beneficial for
facilitating flow states.
Flow and Clutch States Consequences
The current study indicated that flow states and clutch states bring about starkly
different consequences. Not all participants benefitted from flow and clutch states equally.
Some participants felt that the positive benefits of clutch states did not outweigh the
psychological pressure and nervous emotions that proceeded clutch states. For example,
when BASE jumping, Philippe indicated that he preferred experiencing flow states and
avoided antecedents that are associated with clutch states. In line with research by Swann et
al. (2019), which found that exercisers’ motivation to repeat the experience was associated
with flow states but not clutch states, participants in the current study reported a desire to
repeat the experience of flow states. In contrast, experiencing clutch states may be more
likely to increase one’s sense of achievement, and/or self-confidence and may have more
long-term benefits, such as self-esteem, than flow states. Jackson et al. (2001) found that
athletes who reported experiencing flow more often had more positive perceptions of selfconcept, however, the current study suggests that this consequence of optimal states may
apply most to clutch states.
A plethora of research has identified the potential for flow states to be related to
increased self-reported and objective performances (e.g., Jackson & Roberts, 1992; Koehn et
al., 2013; Swann et al., 2017b; Sklett et al., 2018). For example, Jackson et al., (2000) found
that self-reported excellent performances correlated higher with flow states than did
objectively measured performance. The current study findings provide strong evidence for
how self-reported higher performance is associated with flow states, with participants
describing their most difficult climbs as associated with experiencing flow states. The
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potential performance benefits of clutch states appeared to be associated primarily with
participants’ desire to complete a certain task which they struggled on.
The systematic review reported in Study One (see Chapter Four) and research
examining camera-recorded facial expressions during adventure recreation (Hetland et al.,
2018, 2019), suggested deep immersion during flow states in adventure recreation may
prevent participants from experiencing and reporting happiness during the experience.
However, the current findings suggested that an inability to experience positive emotions
during optimal states may apply more to clutch states than flow states. As Catherine
explained, for optimal well-being and human growth to occur, it might be best practice to
combine the “candy or chocolate” of a flow state with the “good healthy meal” that is a
clutch state.
Participants in Study Two and the current study (Study Three) reported a potential
increase in risk-taking as a consequence of being in a flow state. This consequence of flow
states has been previously described by big-wave surfers and rock-climbers (Partington et al.,
2009; Schüler & Nakamura, 2013). Hogart (2018) hypothesised that mindfulness may be
helpful to curb the additional risks taken by adventure recreation participants in a flow state.
Being mindful entails purposefully paying attention, in a non-judgemental way, to the present
moment (Kabat-Zinn, 2015). Indeed, based on a correlational study of adventure recreation
participants, Hogart (2018) found that higher scores for mindfulness correlated positively
with higher levels of self-control. The current study findings suggested that the deliberate
aspects of mindfulness appear more aligned with clutch states, and that practicing
mindfulness may be particularly relevant for managing risks during flow states.
Participant Terminology for Flow and Clutch States
Participants in this study reported their experiences in terms of two unique optimal
states, with some shared characteristics (e.g., present moment focus). These states were
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described as flow and clutch states for the purpose of the current research project. However,
some participants used the terms playful and survival, while others used the terms type one
fun and type two fun. These sets of unique optimal states aligned with the flow and clutch
state integrated model in several ways. For example, playful, type one fun, and flow states
were primarily reported as enjoyable in the moment. Survival, type two fun, and clutch states
were described as effortful states that lead to exhaustion and a sense of accomplishment.
Therefore, in the current research project, these optimal states were framed as flow and clutch
states.
Based on a search of keywords for type one fun and type two fun in GoogleScholar,
PsychInfo, SPORTDiscus, and ProQuest Central databases undertaken in August 2021, these
concepts have not been empirically investigated in academic literature. Nevertheless, the
terms ‘type one fun’ and ‘type two fun’ are sometimes found in popular sport and adventure
media. For example, a 100-mile ultramarathon advertisement mentioned type two fun as:
“The kind that's fun only in retrospect” (Cool Runnings, 2014, p. 16). Similarly, when
recounting a hiking trip across the Continental Divide in North America, Luter (2021)
described how type one and type two fun differed:
We look forward to Type One fun, have a good time while experiencing it, and reflect
on it in a positive way. Type Two fun is a bit more complex. This type is not easy. It
might not even be enjoyable in the moment. Type Two fun, however, has the potential
to be more meaningful, profound, and impactful in retrospect.
Participants in the current study likened type one fun to flow states and type two fun
to clutch states. Participants’ description of type two fun may be helpful for understanding
the nuances of clutch states. Specifically, the threat of a physical injury appeared to be a part
of the process for some clutch states (i.e., appraisal of pressure and anxiety preceded a
commitment to the challenge). The descriptions of flow and clutch states in the current study
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may suggest a more nuanced picture of optimal states in adventure recreation. Indeed, flow
states reported in the current study appeared to incorporate what participants termed a playful
state or type one fun. In addition, clutch states reported in the current study appeared to
integrate aspects of what participants termed a survival state, or type two fun.
Strengths and Limitations
Interviews were conducted during the context of the COVID-19 pandemic and
therefore participants may recall in a different light the experiences that happened in a prepandemic era. Furthermore, due to COVID-19 restrictions on participation in adventure
recreation during the data collection period, interviews could not be conducted in-situ and an
event-sampling method was not possible. As a result, the retrospective nature of the study
may have resulted in potentially less chronological detail being provided by participants
about their optimal psychological states. Event-focused interviews may provide more detailed
accounts and help establish the chronological order of the antecedents, characteristics, and
consequence of optimal states. Swann et al. (2019) postulated that reports of two distinct
optimal states were made possible because of the more recent research undertaken using
event-focused interviews. Interestingly, however, when interviewed about experiences that
occurred within a delay of one year, participants also described the characteristics of flow and
clutch states in the current research. Finally, the interpretations made by the researcher were
conducted under a critical realist lens and will likely differ from those made by other
researchers in adventure recreation, and it is therefore important that future work is conducted
to reassess the current findings.
Conclusion
Study Three investigated flow and clutch states based on participants’ recollections of
their most memorable adventure recreation experiences or self-reported excellent
performances. Participants described flow states in terms of playful or type one fun, and
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clutch states in terms of survival or type two fun. Both optimal psychological states were
described as involving a present moment focus. However, flow states were characterised as
effortless, intuitive, automatic, and enjoyable movements, whereas clutch states were
described as deliberate thinking about one’s bodily movements, and having a difficult
outcome on one’s mind. Participants also described unique antecedents of flow and clutch
states. For example, flow states were reported as being facilitated by a focus on the task
process, while taking place in a nature context. In contrast, clutch states were discussed as
being facilitated by extensive preparation and perceiving psychological pressure as a
challenge that required commitment. The descriptions of antecedents, characteristics, and
consequences of flow and clutch states align similarly to those described by previous
literature on the integrated model of flow and clutch states (e.g., Jackman et al., 2021b;
Swann et al., 2022). The flow-clutch scale may therefore provide a suitable means to further
investigate optimal psychological state in the adventure recreation context.
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Chapter Seven: Discussion
Developing a better understanding of adventure recreation participants’ optimal
psychological states was the overall aim of this research project. Specifically, the research
objectives were to: (a) examine how flow and clutch states may be useful constructs for
explaining optimal psychological states in adventure recreation, and (b) explore the potential
role that nature may play in facilitating optimal psychological states in adventure recreation.
This chapter provides a summary of the main contributions to knowledge this research
project made in relation to flow states, clutch states, and their associations with nature. The
strengths and limitations of this research project are then outlined before recommendations
for future research and thesis conclusions are provided.
General Discussion
This section discusses the most notable antecedents, characteristics, and consequences
of both flow and clutch states in the adventure recreation context. This section first addresses
the characteristics, antecedents, and consequences of flow states, followed by the
characteristics, antecedents, and consequences that relate to clutch states. Although nature
was described as an antecedent, the potential relationship between nature and optimal
psychological states is discussed separately as it corresponds to the secondary aim of this
research project.
Flow State Characteristics
Adventure recreation researchers’ understandings of flow state characteristics have
varied considerably in the literature. For example, Study One revealed that adventure
recreation researchers have used both ‘total concentration’ and ‘effortlessness’ to describe the
characteristics of flow states. Furthermore, flow states have generally been defined by an
assortment of characteristics instead of any singular characteristic. The holistic nature of flow
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states makes it difficult to investigate (Moneta, 2021). For instance, although absorption in an
activity is a defining characteristic of flow states, high levels of absorption in an activity
would not necessarily qualify an individual’s experience as being a flow state. An individual
may, for example, experience high levels of absorption when watching a movie, but not
experience the other characteristics of flow states that would qualify their experience as flow.
In contrast, a snowboarder experiencing a higher-than-usual level of enjoyment, while feeling
in control, and moving effortlessly through the snow may be experiencing a flow state. This
research project made use of several methods to better understand the range of characteristics
that may be necessary to classify an experience as a flow state.
Researchers have operationalised flow as an emotionless state that is only appraised
as enjoyable after its occurrence (e.g., Green et al., 2020; Schüler & Nakamura, 2013).
Seligman (2011), for example, believed that the concentrated focus required by flow states
“uses up all the cognitive and emotional resources that make up thought and feeling” (p.11).
In contrast, the findings from this research project indicated that flow states may be appraised
as being pleasurable as the experience unfolds. Study One indicated a positive correlation
between positive affect and flow states. However, the quantitative designs utilised by
previous researchers (e.g., Jones et al., 2000, 2003) has not allowed for the differentiation
between positive affect as an integral aspect of flow and positive affect as a consequence of
flow states. The research design utilised for Study Two allowed participants to qualitatively
describe their experience of an optimal psychological state immediately after the climbing
session that participants reported an optimal experience. This allowed participants to recall
and describe in detail the emotions experienced during different segments of their rockclimbing session. Specifically, Study Two participants reported enjoying the rock-climbing
movements as they happened during flow states. Similarly, Study Three participants, who
engaged in adventure recreation activities as diverse as BASE jumping, white-water
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kayaking, and snowboarding, recalled flow states as being pleasurable in the moment. These
results were consistent with emotion appraisal theorists (e.g., Moors et al., 2013), who argued
that appraisals do not require conscious processing of events. Instead, emotions such as
enjoyment, can be processed with minimal cognitive resources (e.g., Lazarus, 2001; Moors,
2013) and therefore contradicted the idea advocated by Seligman (2011) that emotions are
not processed during flow states.
Furthermore, in the current research project, physical movements during flow states
were reported as being intuitive or effortless. At times, participants did not report actions as
being physically effortless, but recalled their thoughts or their ability to concentrate as being
effortless. The phrase ‘everything happens as it should’ encapsulates the essence of how flow
was described by participants. These results were consistent with Swann et al.’s (2022) FlowClutch Scale description of flow states: being “on autopilot, without needing to think about
what you were doing, and feeling like it was going well, as if everything was ‘clicking into
place’” (p. 4). Participants were deemed to be in a flow state if they reported high scores on
items such as: “mentally, the activity felt effortless” and “the activity required less physical
effort than I expected in the situation” (p. 8). The findings from the current research project
indicated that the characteristics of flow states in adventure recreation were similar to those
reported by participants in traditional sports and exercise, and this finding aligns with
previous literature (e.g., Jackman et al., 2019; Swann et al., 2017b, 2019). Specifically, the
current results supported the conceptualisation of flow states as being effortless, automatic,
pleasurable, and present moment-focused optimal psychological states.
Flow State Antecedents
Managing risks or accomplishing difficult tasks (i.e., challenges) and skill
development have been previously reported as being important aspects of adventure
recreation (Roberts et al., 2018). Similarly, flow researchers have generally framed a balance
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between perceived skills and perceived challenge as a key antecedent of flow states
(Barthelmäs & Keller, 2021; Nakamura & Csikszentmihalyi, 2009). However, in the
adventure recreation context, inconsistent findings around the challenge-skill level balance
and flow state relationship have emerged. For example, Tsaur et al. (2013) found that
challenge-skill level correlated with overall flow measures, but Schüler and Nakamura (2013)
did not find a significant association.
Although the current research project results also suggested that experiencing an
optimal level of challenge was important for facilitating flow states in adventure contexts, the
findings suggested that the skill-challenge balance advocated by previous flow researchers
may be more nuanced than previously thought (cf., Csikszentmihalyi, 1990; Jackson, 1996;
Jones et al., 2003; Koehn, 2013). Previous conceptions of flow suggested that a balance of
skill and challenge was a necessary condition for flow states (see Figure 1 in Chapter Two).
However, the current findings indicated that manageable challenges below skill level may
facilitate flow, whereas more difficult challenges may facilitate clutch states. This finding
extends previous research on the integrated model, which has not yet specified the level of
challenge which may useful for facilitating flow versus clutch states (e.g., Swann et al.,
2017b). The results of the current study also corroborate findings from Houge Mackenzie
(2011, 2013), which suggested that different relative challenge/skill balances corresponded to
different types of optimal psychological states in the adventure context.
The findings from the systematic review (Study One) indicated that both novice and
expert adventure recreation participants were similarly prone to experiencing flow.
According to the results from Study Two, flow states appeared to be reported frequently
among advanced and elite climbers, but this study did not include novice participants and,
therefore, did not allow for comparisons to be made between experts and novices.
Furthermore, Study Two results indicated that progressively increasing the challenge
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appeared to be more beneficial for facilitating flow states than establishing a challenge-skill
balance.
In the context of outdoor education, Løvoll and Vittersø (2014) critiqued the
hypothesis that a skill-challenge balance leads to flow states. Løvoll and Vittersø (2014)
found that participants were more likely to experience flow states when perceived skill was
higher than the perceived challenge. This corresponded to the control channel depicted in
Figure 1 (discussed in Chapter Two). Based on Study Three findings, the challenge-skill
antecedent was found to be more nuanced than previously thought. Optimal levels of
challenge appeared to be an important antecedent of flow states regardless of the experience
levels of participants. Moreover, participants in Study Three reported that less challenging
activities (i.e., activities that required less skill than a participant had), facilitated flow states
more often than moderate or difficult challenges. Houge Mackenzie et al. (2011, 2013)
similarly found that, in an adventure context, higher perceived skills in combination with
lower levels of perceived challenge was likely to be perceived as pleasant (rather than boring,
as predicted in traditional flow models). Therefore, the four-channel model of flow (see
Figure 1), which describes a low challenge and high skill balance as ‘boredom’, may not
apply in adventure recreation contexts. Although both challenges and skills appear to be
important antecedents of flow states in adventure recreation, the findings of the current
research highlighted the need to reconsider the relevance of the challenge-skill balance as an
antecedent of flow states in adventure recreation. Instead, tasks perceived as easy or
moderately challenging appeared to be antecedents that facilitate flow states in adventure
recreation.
Another potentially key antecedent of flow states identified in the current research
was exploratory goals. Contrary to early research on flow states (e.g., Csikszentmihalyi,
1975; Jackson & Eklund, 2002), clear goals were not found to be related to flow states in the
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current research project. Instead, Study Two and Study Three indicated that an exploratory
mindset and a playful attitude appeared to be more influential antecedents of flow states in
adventure recreation. These findings supported the more nuanced conceptualisations of goal
types that have emerged in the physical activity context (Chevance et al., 2021; Swann
2021b). Chevance et al. (2021) for instance, found that specific physical activity goals might
reduce long-term motivation to continue exercising. Similarly, SMART goals (i.e., specific,
measurable, achievable, realistic, time-bound), often thought to be the gold standard of goalsetting interventions, were found to lead to more tension during an intervention that
compared SMART goals to open goals (e.g., “see how well you can do”; Swann et al.,
2020a). In contrast, Swann et al. (2020a, 2020b) found that participants randomly assigned to
open goals versus specific goals were more interested in repeating an exercise session. The
findings from the current research project are complementary with the nascent research on
potential benefits of non-specific goals for promoting long-term motivation to be physically
active. Specifically, it appears that participants who reported exploratory goals and flow
states in this research project described a desire to repeat the experience.
In Study Two, climbers reported that flow states were more likely to be preceded by
internal goals and exploratory mindsets than specific goals. Climbers’ internal goals, such as
“trying to get a feel for the route”, appeared similar to the description of open goals provided
by Swann et al. (2019). The current research project’s findings also aligned with research by
Schweickle et al. (2017), who found that, during a cognitive task, participants provided with
an open goal experienced significantly higher levels of flow states than those provided with
specific goals. Study Three findings extended the concept of exploratory and internal goals to
align with playful attitudes. For example, the playful mindset theme, which was reported as
an antecedent of flow states, reflected participant descriptions of exploring what they could
creatively do with their surroundings. This playful attitude was similar to the exploratory
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mindset reported in Study Two. Overall, it appeared that, in the adventure recreation context,
internal goals focused on the activity process and accompanied by a playful attitude may
facilitate flow states more effectively than specific outcome goals.
Confidence was also found to be an antecedent of flow states in all three studies.
Progressively increasing challenge levels appeared to be important precursor of developing
self-confidence. Study Three findings reinforced the idea that progressively increasing the
challenge level of adventure recreation activities was beneficial for improving selfconfidence and in turn facilitating flow states. Specifically, easier challenges allowed
participants to feel like they had mastered an activity and increased their confidence to tackle
a more difficult task, which appeared to facilitate flow states. These findings supported the
integrated model of flow and clutch states, which identifies a gradual build-up of confidence
as a one of the processes for the occurrence of flow states (Jackman et al., 2021b; Swann et
al., 2017b; Swann et al., 2021a). Previous research in a sport context found that 50% of the
variance in flow state occurrences for competitive tennis players was explained by
participants’ confidence levels (Koehn, 2013). In the adventure recreation context, both
Schüler and Nakamura (2013) and Delle Fave et al. (2003) found similarly significant and
large effects between reported confidence levels and flow state occurrences. Findings from
the extant literature and the current research project suggest that confidence is likely an
important antecedent of flow in both sport and adventure recreation contexts.
Flow State Consequences
Three key consequences of flow were found in this research project: (a) a desire to
repeat the experience, (b) elation, and (c) increased risk-taking. One key consequence of flow
states that was reported by participants in the current research project was a desire to repeat
the experience. The present results are consistent with Swann et al.’s (2019) research
examining flow states in an exercise context. In Swann et al.’s (2019) study, participants who
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reported flow were more likely to express a desire to prolong exercise duration. The finding
that, after experiencing flow, participants wanted to repeat the experience was consistent with
earlier work by Csikszentmihalyi (1990), who asserted that experiencing flow states was
related to doing the activity for its own sake. A desire to repeat an experience may in turn be
related to improved psychological well-being (Meyer et al., 2021). According to Study One
findings, flow states were associated with improved psychological well-being; however, the
mechanisms for explaining this relationship have been understudied. This research project
indicated that a desire to repeat an adventure experience, and the elated feelings that are a
consequence of flow states in this context, may help to explain the flow-psychological wellbeing relationship (Tse et al., 2021).
The psychological construct of well-being has been operationalised in a myriad of
ways across studies and has been debated at length among researchers (e.g., Diener et al.,
2018; Seligman, 2018). One prominent model of psychological well-being outlines two
perspectives: hedonic well-being, which is characterised by pleasure and tends to focus on
one’s immediate experience, and eudaimonic well-being, which is often characterised by
effort, longer-term fulfilment, and identity-building (Voight, 2017; Waterman, 1993). The
elation reported by participants experiencing flow states in the current study appeared more
aligned with hedonic well-being than eudaimonic well-being. As one mountaineer in this
research project put it, flow states may correspond to the “candy or chocolate” of well-being
(i.e., hedonic well-being), whereas clutch states may correspond to the “good healthy meal”
(i.e., eudaimonic well-being). These sentiments were echoed by other participants who
reported that flow consequences were more akin to descriptions of hedonic well-being,
whereas the eudaimonic well-being consequences of optimal psychological states appeared to
be associated with clutch states (this will be discussed further in the section on clutch state
consequences). The present results were also consistent with Ewert et al.’s (2020) findings,
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which indicated that individuals who identified flow states as a reason for mountain-biking,
rock-climbing, and white-water kayaking scored higher on hedonic well-being, as opposed to
eudaimonic well-being. Thus, the current research project indicated that a potential
consequence of flow states in adventure recreation contexts may be improved hedonic wellbeing.
Although flow states may potentially lead to improved hedonic well-being, the current
results were also consistent with claims that flow states can also have negative repercussions
(e.g., addiction, impaired risk appraisal; Partington et al., 2009; Schüler & Pfenninger, 2011;
Willig, 2008). Although it is often framed as the pinnacle of positive experience, flow is not
an inherently morally ‘good’ state of mind. For example, soldiers in combat may experience
flow states in spite of, or even because, they are effective at killing (Harari, 2008; Plummer et
al., 2018). In the adventure recreation context, Schüler and Nakamura (2013) found that
individuals experiencing flow may take additional risks (e.g., participants were willing to risk
higher falls when climbing in a flow state). Similarly, Schüler and Pfenninger (2011) found
that flow impaired kayakers’ abilities to accurately perceive risk. Paradoxically, being in a
flow state may help an individual increase their ability to focus, which in turn may allow
them to stay safe, but at the same time the lack of attention to external stimuli may also lead
an individual to overlook or ignore risks. Rheinberg (1991) found that when flow states were
reported as more intense, motorcyclists were less afraid and acted “completely contrary to
their commendable safety standards” (p. 361). The pattern of results from the current research
project was consistent with findings from previous flow studies in adventure recreation
literature (Schüler & Nakamura, 2013). For example, a ski-mountaineer in Study Three
reported that she engaged in higher levels of risk during a race as a consequence of being
heavily absorbed in a flow state. Similarly, a BASE jumper reflected on how his awareness of
danger appeared to be removed during flow states. Although flow states appear to contribute
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to greater hedonic well-being, they may also lead to impaired risk assessment capabilities and
greater risk-taking in the adventure recreation context.
Clutch State Characteristics
This research project represents the first investigation of clutch states occurring in the
adventure recreation context. Therefore, limited literature is available to compare and
contrast some aspects of the research findings. Nevertheless, the findings appear to
corroborate those of the proposed integrated model of flow and clutch states, which was
initially developed in the traditional sport context (Swann et al., 2016, 2017b, 2022).
Although some researchers (e.g., Mykletun & Mazza, 2016; Sklett et al., 2018; Stranger,
1999) have described the optimal psychological states that occur in the adventure recreation
as reflecting only one construct (i.e., flow), the present research project suggested that, in
addition to the traditionally conceptualised flow state, another optimal psychological state
may be experienced in adventure recreation. Participants colloquially described this distinct
state as type two fun or a survival state. Participants also identified this distinct state as being
representative of the clutch state when this concept was presented to them during Study
Three’s deductive phase. These results were consistent with Swann et al.’s (2019) findings
that clutch states can be experienced in both competitive and non-competitive contexts.
Furthermore, it appears that participants’ clutch state descriptions were comparable to
descriptions of telic flow (Houge Mackenzie et al., 2011, 2013). For example, Houge
Mackenzie et al.’s (2011) river surfing participants described telic flow states as being “fully
focused [and] very serious” (p. 535). Taken together, this research project provided evidence
for the existence of clutch states in adventure recreation, and indicated that differences in the
proposed concepts of telic flow and clutch states may be primarily semantic (i.e. that these
may be analogous constructs).
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Participants in the current research characterised clutch states as involving: deliberate
thoughts, an awareness of bodily movements, a specific outcome in mind, and an awareness
of the ‘struggle’ or difficulty of a task being undertaken. The struggle and desire to overcome
challenges reported during Study Three appeared to reflect the effortful sensations of clutch
states described in both Study Two and in previous sport-based studies (Swann et al., 2017b).
The present results regarding participants’ awareness of bodily movement and deliberate
thoughts were consistent with Swann et al.’s (2017b) findings that participants reported
deliberate and analytical thoughts during clutch states.
Clutch State Antecedents
Managing risks or accomplishing difficult tasks (i.e., challenges) and skill
development have been reported as being important aspects of adventure recreation (Roberts
et al., 2018). Higher perceived risks and specific goals appeared to be two key antecedents for
clutch states in adventure recreation. While greater risk-taking may be a consequence of flow
states, higher perceived risks appeared to be an antecedent of clutch states in the current
research project. To date, research on risk perception as an antecedent of optimal
psychological states has been limited to a study of high-altitude rock-climbers (Delle Fave et
al., 2003). Using experience sampling methods, Delle Fave et al. (2003) found that average
levels of perceived risk correlated with flow states. In Study Two, participants reported an
awareness of risk prior to describing clutch states. Similarly, in Study Three participants
described an awareness of risks that needed to be managed as a clutch state antecedent.
Heightened perceived risks appeared to be appraised by some individuals as a challenge to
overcome, which may facilitate a clutch state. Llewellyn et al. (2008) found that when
climbers have higher levels of self-confidence (i.e., self-efficacy), anxiety levels may be
reduced, and they may take additional risks. Furthermore, according to Llewellyn and
Sanchez (2008), taking additional risks allows adventure participants to challenge
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themselves. The current results were consistent with these findings from Llewellyn and
colleagues. While some participants appeared to prefer challenges that were based on
achieving a novel technique, other participants reported appreciating taking additional risks
and perceiving those risks as a challenge.
Anecdotally, in popular media, some world-renowned adventure recreation
participants have suggested that perceiving higher levels of risk may facilitate optimal
psychological states. For example, professional BASE jumper Dean Potter reported that
lower-risk activities did not get him “into the zone […], but on a BASE jump, it’s immediate.
Leap off a cliff and wham – welcome to a new reality” (Kotler, 2014, p. 52). In addition,
Alex Honnold, a renowned free solo climber, stated that “a big part of the pleasure in free
soloing is that it forces you into that [optimal psychological] state more than other kinds of
climbing do” (Hees, 2019). Although no previous research has assessed risk perception as
either an antecedent or moderator of clutch states, the current research project findings
suggest, albeit speculatively, that perceived risk, and appraising the risk as a challenge,
should be further considered in terms of how they may facilitate clutch states.
In the sport context, challenges appear to be associated with factors other than risk.
Research on flow and clutch states experienced in traditional sport revealed that
psychological pressure, such as an athlete’s realisation that the game was nearly over and that
they needed to win, forced them to focus more (Swann et al., 2017a). Interestingly, one
participant included in Swann et al.’s (2017b) study was a polar explorer who described what
appeared to be a clutch state. This explorer emphasised that the potential risk and seriousness
of his expedition heightened his awareness of potential risk. In the context of adventure
recreation, it appears that physical risk appraisals may potentially afford participants with a
different pathway to experience clutch states. Specifically, heightened psychological pressure
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due to perceptions of physical safety risks may force adventure participants to completely
commit to a challenge and, as a result, they may be more likely to experience clutch states.
In contrast to the finding that exploratory goals tended to precede flow states in the
current research, participants tended to describe more specific goals prior to clutch states.
Participants in Study Two, for example, reported specific goals such as wanting to complete a
particular rock-climbing route on their first attempt (i.e., ‘flash a route’). In Study Three,
some participants reported that the threat of potential physical injury appeared to be an
inherent part of the process in experiencing clutch states. These results were consistent with
earlier findings in sport and exercise contexts, which suggested that setting specific goals was
more likely to facilitate clutch states than flow states (Schweickle et al., 2017; Swann et al.,
2017b; Swann et al. 2022).
Clutch State Consequences
In Study Two, climbers reported feeling accomplished, but also exhausted, following
the experience of a clutch state. Similarly, in Study Three, participants reported a sense of
achievement and improved confidence, but also exhaustion after experiencing a clutch state.
This pattern of results was consistent with Swann et al.’s (2019) exercise-based findings,
which suggested that participants who experienced clutch states also experienced a sense of
achievement and higher exertion. The sense of achievement reported by participants in the
current study appeared to align with the proposition stated earlier that clutch states may more
closely linked to eudaimonic well-being than hedonic well-being.
Study Three participants commented that the positive affective states experienced as a
consequence of clutch states may have been a result of looking back on a successful attempt
or a specific accomplishment. These findings aligned with Peifer et al.’s (2020) research,
which found that unfinished tasks were negatively associated with both optimal
psychological states and well-being. Thus, successfully completing a rock-climbing route or a
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challenging BASE jump may have led to the sense of accomplishment reported following
clutch states. Nevertheless, Study Three participants also described how the satisfaction
following clutch states may have resulted from, “looking back at the unique experience and
taking yourself out of your comfort zone” (Marco). In other words, even if participants did
not successfully complete their desired activity, feelings of accomplishment were sometimes
experienced because participants had struggled and applied themselves fully to the task.
Contrary to Swann et al.’s (2019) exercise-based findings, participants in Studies Two
and Three did not report experiencing increased motivation following clutch states. Rather,
participants in Study Two discussed a relief from the pressure to succeed. Moreover, Study
Three participants discussed a sense of relief related to no longer perceiving a sense of
physical risk. This difference in consequences may be a result of contextual differences in
sport and adventure activities. Participants in Studies Two and Three felt relief after they
perceived they were safe from additional physical risk, whereas participants in an exercise
context may not experience such a contrast in the reduction of perceived physical risks.
Nature and Optimal Psychological States
Findings from this research project’s three studies demonstrated the importance of
nature for facilitating optimal psychological states. Extensive research has been conducted on
the association between nature and psychological well-being (e.g., Brymer et al., 2014, 2020;
MacIntyre et al., 2019; Pritchard et al., 2019; Rogerson et al., 2020; Sahni & Kumar, 2021).
However, research exploring associations between nature and optimal psychological states is
more limited. To date, no research has explored how nature may influence flow and clutch
states. This research project highlighted different mechanisms that may explain how nature
can potentially facilitate flow and clutch states. The integrated model of flow and clutch
states suggests that particular contexts focused on exploration and novelty may facilitate flow
states (Swann et al., 2019). This research project outlines how the nature context in particular
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may facilitate flow and clutch states. Both flow and clutch states were reported to have been
facilitated by the nature context of adventure recreation; however, this relationship was
discussed more prominently in relation to flow states.
Study Two findings highlighted that flow states appeared to occur with greater
frequency during nature-based rock-climbing as opposed to indoor climbing gyms. There are
three primary explanations that may help to explain why flow states were more likely to
occur in natural settings. First, the greater instance of flow states in nature contexts may be
explained by attention restoration theory (ART, Kaplan, 1995; Ohly et al., 2016). According
to ART, sensory stimuli present in nature may help restore individuals’ cognitive resources
(i.e., attention; Kaplan, 1995). Wöran and Arnberger (2012) posited that the perceived
restorative effect of nature may be responsible for increasing the intensity of flow states in
hikers. When in urban or indoor areas, distractive stimuli are plentiful. For example, an
indoor rock-climber might get distracted from their next climbing move by blaring music, a
large crowd of talkative onlookers, and/or the sounds of emergency sirens outside of the
climbing gym. Concentrating on a specific task while having to inhibit one’s perception of
potentially distracting stimuli requires additional mental resources (Kaplan & Bergman,
2010). Furthermore, inhibitory control of greater frequencies and/or intensities of distracting
stimuli requires greater levels of cognitive resources, which in turn makes focused attention
on a desired task appear more effortful (Bermúdez, 2017).
The mechanisms for the restoration of one’s attention are not entirely understood;
however, it appears that captivating scenery from nature, such as forests and open spaces,
allows individuals to feel a sense of being away from distractions and a feeling of coherence
(i.e., stimuli are coherent with one another; Kaplan, 1995; Ohly et al., 2016; Staats et al.,
2003). Experimental studies have revealed that when participants are immersed in nature
contexts, cognitive functioning is improved and attentional fatigue is reduced (Gidlow et al.,
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2016; Ohly et al., 2016). For example, Sahni and Kumar (2021) found improved performance
on a cognitive test following a nature experience. By measuring electroencephalography (i.e.,
brain wave frequencies), Sahni and Kumar (2021) further concluded that participants
experienced a more relaxed, yet alert, state of mind following a nature experience. The
current research project’s results supported the ART account of how nature may facilitate
more relaxed and effortless attention. In turn, restored cognitive resources may explain how
nature may facilitate flow states in adventure recreation.
A second explanation for the potential association between nature and optimal states
is the link between optimal psychological states and mindfulness. Mindfulness is a purposeful
and non-judgemental awareness of the present moment (Kabat-Zinn, 2015). Nature contexts
may help participants to be more mindful and thereby facilitate flow states. For example,
participants in Study Three described the relaxing effects of being in nature and the benefits
of nature for experiencing ‘Zen’ moments. What the participants in Study Three described as
being ‘Zen’ reflects what researchers have described as mindfulness (Dawson, 2021).
Previous research on mindfulness found that participating in a rock-climbing intervention
increased mindfulness (Wheatley, 2021). In addition, mindfulness interventions have helped
scuba divers facilitate flow states (Varas, 2021). Furthermore, in an indoor rock-climbing
intervention study, Norsworthy (2018b) found evidence for the efficacy of a multi-faceted
intervention, which included a mindfulness-based treatment condition, for increasing the
frequency of flow states. This literature and the current findings suggest that the nature
context of adventure recreation may enhance participants’ level of mindfulness during an
activity, which in turn may lead to increased experiences of flow during adventure recreation.
The third potential explanation for how the nature context of adventure recreation
may facilitate flow is related to goal type. Specifically, the nature-based context may
encourage participants to focus on the activity process rather than a fixed outcome goal,
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which is theoretically expected to facilitate flow, rather than clutch states (Swann et al.,
2017b). For example, in Study Three, Anthony described how “stunning, beautiful” rivers
helped him focus on the activity and enjoy the present moment. Although more research is
necessary to further understand how nature contexts may help facilitate flow states, the
current research project’s findings suggest the lack of distractions in nature, coupled with
natural scenery perceived as beautiful, help facilitate a process focus which is conducive to
flow states.
Nature contexts appeared to facilitate clutch states in different ways compared to
those outlined above in relation to flow. Specifically, the risks that need to be managed
during adventure recreation and the preparation required for outdoor adventure activities
appeared to facilitate clutch states. In contrast, indoorised adventure activities (e.g., indoor
climbing) appeared to require more limited skills and experience levels, as well as being less
risky. The current results suggested that clutch states may be experienced less frequently
because of a reduced sense of risk in these controlled indoor environments. Furthermore, as
outdoor adventure recreation comprises elements of physical risks that are not a part of
indoor activities (e.g., weather conditions), adventure recreation may require additional
cognitive efforts to manage risks that are unique to nature contexts. These increased cognitive
efforts are characteristic of clutch states (Swann et al., 2022). Furthermore, according to
Study Two and Three findings, heightened perceived risks may also facilitate clutch states
when participants appraise these risks as a challenge to be overcome. Taken together, these
findings indicated that both flow and clutch states may be facilitated by nature contexts,
albeit via different pathways.
Methodological Contributions
The first methodological contribution of this research project was the modification of
a protocol for conducting systematic reviews. Systematic reviews are a useful method of
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consolidating knowledge that has been accumulating with the expansion of literature in the
field of adventure psychology (e.g., Boniface, 2000; Brymer & Gray, 2009; Houge
Mackenzie & Hodge, 2020). Chapter Four described a systematic review that made use of a
modified version of thematic synthesis (Thomas & Harden, 2008). Contrary to standard
thematic synthesis, which was originally designed to exclusively synthesize qualitative
research, the thematic synthesis procedures outlined in Study One allowed for qualitative,
quantitative, and mixed methodologies to be systematically reviewed. The mixed method
nature of Study One posed philosophical and logistical challenges that were overcome and
explained in Chapter Four. For example, the MMAT tool was used and allowed for the
quality of primary articles with diverging research designs to be assessed. Designing and
utilising a sensitivity analysis protocol allowed the impacts of quality concerns to be taken
into consideration prior to conclusions being made about Study One findings. Since the
publication of Study One, a systematic review of flow states in youth sport and physical
activity have adopted similar methods (Jackman et al., 2021a).
The sampling method used for Study Two is another key methodological contribution
of this research project. To conduct event-focused interviews with participants immediately
after their rock-climbing session, intensity sampling was used (Palinkas et al., 2015). The use
of intensity sampling allowed for the researcher to only interview participants following two
conditions: participants reporting experiences that corresponded to intensity levels deemed
particularly high or low. Furthermore, intensity sampling based on self-reports completed
after each individual climb allowed for interviews to be focused on optimal psychological
states experienced during one particular climbing route. To the author’s knowledge, at the
time of data collection, Study Two was the first instance of intensity sampling being used to
investigate optimal psychological states. After the data were collected, a similar procedure
was successfully utilised by Jackman et al. (2020). Intensity sampling appears to provide an
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effective method of investigating optimal psychological states without ‘diluting’ the
experience among participants’ accounts of suboptimal experiences.
The final methodological contribution of this research project was the adaptation of
the Scanlan Collaborative Interview Method for use during remote interviews. In an era
where the COVID-19 pandemic has required researchers to adapt to ever-changing
circumstances and reduced opportunities for in-person interactions (Kobakhidze et al., 2021),
remote interviews are an effective alternative method for progressing research on optimal
psychological states. The methodology outlined in Chapter Six provides a series of steps that
allowed for the SCIM to be used during remote interviews. Prior to the current research
project the use of the SCIM in the adventure recreation context appears to have been limited
to one flow and reversal theory research project (Houge Mackenzie et al., 2011, 2013).
However, the SCIM approach, used either in-person or remotely, has the potential to further
contribute to testing and expanding many of the propositions outlined in this research project.
Theoretical Implications
This research project advanced the literature on optimal psychological states in
adventure recreation. Specifically, the results suggested that a model that includes both flow
and clutch states may be a useful framework for understanding optimal psychological states
in adventure contexts. Contrary to previous research on the integrated model of flow and
clutch states (e.g., Swann et al., 2017b; Swann et al., 2019) it appears that the occurrence of
flow states does not appear to follow the exploration of novel challenges. Instead, adventure
recreation participants indicated that extensive practice and training on the same route,
course, or trail is more conducive to experiencing flow states.
Furthermore, this research project examined the potential influence of nature on the
optimal states experienced by adventure participants. It appears that nature contexts may be
more likely to facilitate flow and clutch states. For example, this research project helped
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identify that nature contexts may provide stimuli that are less distracting compared to stimuli
found in indoor contexts. Nature contexts may therefore provide a more relaxing atmosphere,
which is conducive to facilitating flow states. In addition, adventure recreation activities may
provide the type of challenge (e.g., physical risk assessments) that are conducive to challenge
appraisals that may lead to clutch states. Overall, the model developed in the current research
project provides an alternative, and potentially more nuanced, understanding of optimal
psychological states than the flow model currently used in the majority of adventure
recreation research (cf., Csikszentmihalyi, 1975).
Practical Implications
Whilst the primary contributions of this research project remain theoretical (i.e., the
primary aim was to investigate how flow and clutch states may describe optimal
psychological states in adventure recreation), some practical applications may be tentatively
offered. Specifically, the current research project’s findings provide practical insights on how
to potentially facilitate flow and clutch states, in addition to indicating how these states may
improve psychological well-being.
Participants in this research project described a playful attitude, focus on the process,
and nature context as key antecedents that may help to facilitate flow states. While having a
playful attitude (e.g., trying different climbing moves on a climbing route) does not guarantee
a flow state, it may be a beneficial way of helping to perceive a task as effortless. The nature
context appears to provide an ideal setting for entering a playful yet engaging mindset that
allows adventure participants to focus on the process of the activity, rather than outcomes.
Instead of focusing on achieving a specific goal, adventure recreation participants may wish
to focus on exploring what they can do in relation to trying new skills or exploring new
environments. This approach may make flow experiences more likely to occur.
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The current research project’s findings also indicated antecedent strategies that may
facilitate clutch states, such as ensuring that an adequately high level of challenge is
available. Difficult tasks, while potentially causing anxiety, may also be interpreted as a
challenge that requires an adventure participant’s full commitment. For example, a difficult
mountain biking trail may require an individual to assess the situation and ensure that it is
safe to proceed, but then put all doubts aside and fully commit to the situation. Extensive
preparation appears to be a particularly useful strategy for ensuring adequate confidence to be
able to commit to such challenges in adventure contexts.
Finally, optimal psychological well-being and human development may be improved
when individuals combine the potential hedonic well-being benefits of flow states with the
potential eudaimonic well-being benefits of clutch states. A key benefit of flow states may be
an increased desire to take part in the experience again, which would allow participants to
seek further adventure recreation benefits (e.g., improved self-esteem, resilience; Clough et
al., 2016). Similarly, previous research in positive health behaviour change has found that
positive affect experienced during an activity is likely to lead to higher motivation and
retention in physical activity interventions (Van Cappellen et al., 2018). On the other hand,
according to this research project, clutch states were not found to be associated with an
immediate sense of enjoyment, but rather a sense of accomplishment. These consequences
are similar to the “retrospectively meaningful” sentiments that participants in Houge
Mackenzie et al.’s (2011) research described as a result of telic flow states (p. 536). Based on
the current research project, it appears that eudaimonic well-being may be improved by
experiencing clutch states. Considering that the hedonic and eudaimonic well-being
associations with flow states and clutch states are preliminary, further research on optimal
psychological states in adventure recreation is needed to further clarify and test these
associations.
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Limitations
This research project provided important insights on two distinct optimal
psychological states that are profoundly meaningful for adventure recreation participants,
albeit in distinct ways. However, as with any research project, there were several potential
limitations of the current studies.
One limitation concerns the generalisability of findings. The review reported in Study
One was limited to the relatively homogenous populations sampled in primary articles.
Specifically, the sampled participants in Study One primary articles were predominantly
males between 20-40 years old. The participant characteristics of Studies Two and Three
were slightly more diverse. For example, eight women, one non-binary person, and twelve
people over the age of 40 were included in Studies Two and Three. Nevertheless, the
majority of participants in this research project were men between the ages of 20-40 years
old. Considering that adventure recreation may be of interest to, and beneficial for, broader
populations, the lack of diversity in participant characteristics limits the generalisability of
the current findings. Future flow research in adventure recreation should attempt to be more
inclusive by sampling more women, non-binary people, individuals reflecting more diverse
ethnic and cultural backgrounds, and participants with a wider range of physical and mental
abilities.
A second potential limitation is that the current research project focused on outdoor
adventure recreation activities. In Study One, primary articles with guided or ‘indoorised’
adventure recreation activities were excluded. During Study Two, fewer participants were
able to complete an indoor climbing session compared to the study’s outdoor climbing
component. Furthermore, Study Two and Study Three participants indicated an
overwhelming preference for outdoor activities. As such, the reporting of optimal
psychological states may have been influenced by participants’ affinity for activities that take
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place in nature. Future research on optimal psychological states may therefore wish to
investigate the applicability of flow and clutch states in activities such as indoor climbing,
wind tunnel skydiving, artificial wave-surfing, and other indoorised forms of adventure,
particularly in relation to findings regarding the role of nature in optimal experiences.
A third potential limitation was that Study Three interviews were conducted during
the context of the COVID-19 pandemic and therefore participants may have recalled in a
different light the experiences that happened in a pre-pandemic era. Some inconsistent
findings between Study Two and Three (e.g., novel routes did not appear to facilitate flow
states in Study Three) may potentially stem from this limitation. Future research may wish to
replicate research findings in post-pandemic, in-situ contexts.
Finally, a final potential limitation was that the analysis conducted in Study Two and
Study Three were limited to the evaluation of the integrated model of flow and clutch states.
Critical exploration of the applicability of the integrated model made use of abductive and
deductive reasoning. However, future research may benefit from directly comparing
alternative optimal psychological state models.
Future Research Directions
Although this research project supported the notion that both flow and clutch states
are unique optimal psychological states that can be experienced in adventure recreation,
perhaps the most important contribution may be that it raises a variety of intriguing questions
for future study. Several additional future research directions have been presented across
Chapters Four, Five, and Six. The following section highlights the areas which may merit the
most attention for researchers in this field.
If, as the present research project suggests, two optimal psychological states are
experienced in adventure recreation (i.e., flow and clutch states) then there is a need for
research that explores how to facilitate these states. For example, future research could make
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use of the recent psychometric questionnaire, the FCS (Swann et al., 2022), to measure flow
and clutch states at random intervals of adventure recreation. Alternatively, to gather stronger
evidence of causality, future research could benefit from using experimental, intervention
designs. In this vein, Norsworthy et al. (2018b) found evidence to support the efficacy of a
multi-faceted flow intervention in the context of indoor rock-climbing. Future research could
design and assess the efficacy of similar interventions to facilitate both flow and clutch states.
Such intervention research could also examine how mental skill training (e.g., mindfulness;
imagery) may allow individuals to perceive risk or difficult task as a challenge, and thus
facilitate clutch states.
Although the current research project focused on experiences deemed to be optimal
psychological states, it could be worthwhile to investigate the continuum of experiences that
occur in adventure recreation in comparison to flow and clutch states. For example,
researchers could investigate suboptimal experiences. A future study could explore how
excessive or inadequate levels of optimal psychological state antecedents (e.g., different
levels of perceived risk) may result in anxious, bored, or other unpleasant psychological
states. Future work on this topic could also be coupled with longitudinal research on how the
absence or presence of flow and clutch states relate to psychological well-being.
The data from all three studies in this research project suggested the importance of
nature for facilitating both flow and clutch states, albeit in distinct ways. Greater attention
restoration, mindfulness, and focus on the activity process were presented as possible
mechanisms that may allow nature to facilitate optimal psychological states. However, much
work remains to be done before a better understanding of how nature may facilitate optimal
psychological states is established. Future research could make use of the FCS or similar
psychometric questionnaire to examine the strength of the proposed relationships between
nature contexts and flow or clutch states. For example, a longitudinal mixed method design
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could be used to compare participants’ experience of optimal psychological states during
outdoor adventure recreation and indoor equivalents (e.g., wind-tunnel skydiving). In
addition, researchers should seek to examine the relative utility of the three potential
pathways identified earlier (i.e., ART, mindfulness, goal type) for examining and
understanding how nature may facilitate optimal states. Future researchers may also wish to
design larger scale studies that directly compare outdoor adventure recreation (e.g.,
skydiving) with indoor equivalents (e.g., wind-tunnel flying) to support these explorations.
Conclusion
This research project’s findings provided evidence that largely supports the proposed
integrated model of flow and clutch states (Swann et al., 2018, 2019, 2022). In the context of
adventure recreation, flow and clutch states appear to present in a similar manner to those
experiences reported in sport and exercise. For example, flow states in adventure recreation
appeared to be characterised by effortless attention and enjoyment, while clutch states appear
to be characterised by effortful concentration and a conscious awareness of bodily
movements. The present results are also consistent with Swann et al.’s (2021) claim that
experiencing flow states may increase one’s desire to repeat the experience. Similar to
research in recreational distance running (e.g., Jackman et al., 2021b), adventure recreation
participants experiencing clutch states in adventure recreation did not report increased
motivation to continue, but instead reported a sense of achievement and relief following
clutch states.
Nevertheless, the current research project identified some nuanced differences in how
flow and clutch states are experienced in adventure recreation compared to how these states
are experienced in sport and exercise contexts. In contrast to findings from sport and
exercise-based optimal psychological state literature, risk, challenge, and nature appeared to
be important aspects of optimal psychological states in adventure recreation. Increased risk-
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taking was reported as a potential flow state consequence and increased perceived risk was
reported as an antecedent of clutch states. Varying levels of challenge were reported as
antecedents of flow and clutch states. Challenges perceived to be low or moderate compared
to participants’ abilities appeared to be antecedents of flow states, whereas high perceived
challenges were reported as antecedents of clutch states (if the participant committed to the
challenge). Finally, the nature context appeared to be a particularly pertinent flow state
antecedent in adventure recreation contexts. Although the generalisability of the current
results needs to be further investigated in future research, the present research project clearly
supported the value of exploring an integrated model of flow and clutch states in future
investigations of optimal states in adventure recreation.
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Appendix A: Historical Comparison of Indoor versus Outdoor Rock-Climbing
The exact origin of modern rock-climbing is contested, however, it is generally agreed
that rock-climbing emerged as a sub-discipline of mountaineering and eventually a distinct
activity in the late 19th century throughout the Elbe Sandstone of Germany, Dolomites of
Italy, and the Lake District in England (Westaway, 2013). Rock-climbing has since
undergone a diversification of styles that have evolved throughout the 20th century. Rockclimbing can initially be classified as either aid-climbing or free-climbing. Aid-climbing
allows climbers to use tools such as slings and ladders to help them ascend a rock face. On
the other hand, free-climbing is defined by only using one’s body to progress vertically.
Free-climbing can itself be subdivided into the free-solo climbing, traditional
climbing, speed climbing, sport climbing, and bouldering (Wang & Dixit, 2020). Free-solo
climbing involves climbing high vertical rock faces by oneself without any protective gear
(i.e., no rope is used and falls during this type of climbing is likely to lead to fatalities). In
traditional climbing (‘trad climbing’), climbers place removable gear (e.g., slings, nuts, and
spring-loaded camming devices) inside cracks or around rocks that protect them in case of
falls (Kulczycki, 2014). In sport climbing, climbers make use of bolts that are preinstalled in
rock faces or indoor walls to protect themselves. Both sport and traditional climbing can be
done on ‘lead’ or ‘top rope’ (Wang & Dixit, 2020). The former requires a climber to bring the
rope up with them as they climb. Lead climbing therefore entails higher risks, because the
height a climber falls when lead climbing is, at least, twice the distance above the last
carabineer that the rope was inserted into (i.e., device that holds the rope). The latter requires
a rope to be set in advance and is usually reserved for beginners or climbers wishing to
reduce the risks of injury during climbs at the edge of their abilities. Bouldering is done
without a rope on shorter walls or rock faces and involves climbers protecting themselves
from falls by placing mats on the ground and asking partners to ‘spot’ them to ensure they do
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not fall on particularly dangerous ground. Finally, during speed climbing, climbers compete
by completing an internationally-standardised-route as fast as possible.
Although distinct techniques, traditions, and motives accompany these various subdisciplines of rock-climbing (Steele, 2006), climbers often participate in a combination of
multiple types on a regular basis (Levey, 2010). Speed climbing may be considered an
exception, however, since it requires different skills that are more akin to the power needed
for running sprints compared to the endurance and techniques necessary for other forms of
climbing (Batuev & Robinson, 2019). Only the most popular sub-disciplines of sport
climbing and bouldering can be practised both outdoors and indoors.
Considering the importance of nature in adventure recreation (Houge Mackenzie et
al., 2020) and the postulated differences in optimal psychological states experienced in nature
versus built environments (Ballew & Omoto, 2018), it is useful to review research on indoor
and outdoor climbing experiences to examine how the context may facilitate or alter optimal
psychological states in adventure activities. This section will therefore review research
findings from complementary fields outside of psychology to understand the differences that
may exist between the experiences of indoor and outdoor climbing. Another way rockclimbing can be classified is by contrasting the contexts of indoor climbing gyms with
climbing areas (also known as ‘crags’), which make use of natural rock found in the
outdoors. Sociologists (Batuev & Robinson, 2019; Kulczycki, 2014; Kulczycki & Hinch,
2014; Salome & van Bottenburg, 2012), geographers (Eden & Barratt, 2010), and
anthropologists (Bogardus, 2012) have examined differences between indoor and outdoor
climbing. For example, climbers have described the unique cultural meanings they give to
indoor climbing gyms (Kulczycki & Hinch, 2014) versus outdoor settings (Kulczycki, 2014).
However, limited research has been conducted that examines differences in psychological
experiences between indoor and outdoor climbing.
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The dualism that exists between indoors and outdoors contexts is complex (Eden &
Barratt, 2010). For example, artificial climbing towers can be installed outside. Furthermore,
climbing hand-holds, usually made out of plastic resin, can instead be made out of natural
material, such as wood. In addition to the physical features of different types of climbing, the
motives and values associated with indoor and outdoor climbing can differ significantly
(Kulczycki & Hinch, 2014). Furthermore, as climbers often participate in both outdoor and
indoor climbing, these motives and features may shift and impact each other. In other words,
the culture surrounding indoor climbing has crossed over to outdoor settings and vice versa
(Salome & van Bottenburg, 2012). For example, a focus on climbing route ‘grades’ is part of
the sportivisation movement that has occurred primarily in indoor venues, but is now seen in
outside climbing areas (Challéat, 2014). Sportivisation emerged out of a need to rank
climbers during competition and has been responsible for encouraging climbers to undertake
increasingly more technical and acrobatic movements (Camoletto & Davide Marcelli, 2020).
According to Lee et al. (2020b), ‘sportivised’ climbers may pay specific attention to
succeeding on a route that is deemed particularly difficult. Whereas, traditional climbers may
concentrate more on aesthetically pleasing body movements or climbing particularly
interesting rock formations.
Lee et al. (2020a) suggested that rock-climbing is an umbrella term for the varying
disciplines of climbing which share an overlapping ethos, but also have distinct values
differences. For example, compared to outdoor climbing, the indoor climbing culture values
competition and safety more strongly (Batuev & Robinson, 2019). Emblematic of this
situation is the rift between the global traditional rock-climbing organisation (Union
Internationale des Associations d’Alpinisme) and the International Federation of Sport
Climbing (IFSC), which organises indoor sport climbing competitions. For example, the
IFSC, but not the UIAA, wished for climbing to be officially recognised as an Olympic sport,
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and the UIAA considered that “sport climbing became too ‘artificial’ for the UIAA” (Batuev
& Robinson, 2019, p. 1681). According to professional climbers who take part in both types
of climbing, however, the values associated with sport climbing have not erred too far from
those of traditional rock-climbing values. Namely, climbers report that sport climbing has
remained a “laid-back sport, more like surfing or snowboarding… where everyone is really
close and really friendly” (Alex Puccio, interviewee in Batuev & Robinson, 2019, p. 1683).
Overall, a dichotomy exists between the characteristics and associated values of outdoor and
indoor climbing that may impact how optimal psychological states are experienced. The
following section explains, in further detail, the outdoor and indoor climbing contexts.
Rock-Climbing in Outdoor (Nature) Contexts
Ferrero Camoletto and Marcelli (2020) assert that a defining feature of outdoor
climbing is its holistic nature. The holistic nature of outdoor climbing, which includes access
to natural scenery, pleasurable sensations of natural rock, and natural smells, has been linked
to experiences of mindfulness and flow unique to natural settings (Ferrero Camoletto &
Marcelli, 2020). For some climbers, feelings of authenticity were enhanced when climbing in
natural environments (Bogardus, 2012; Ferrero Camoletto & Marcelli, 2020; Rickly-Boyd,
2012). For example, climbers have discussed the importance of enjoying the scenery of
outdoor climbing alongside aesthetically pleasing routes (Bogardus, 2012; Salome & van
Bottenburg, 2012).
Another aspect of outdoor climbing that may differentiate it from indoor climbing is
the increased level of choice in terms of the hand-holds and routes available in natural
contexts. Araújo et al. (2019) proposed that the increased variability of perception (e.g.,
seeing different types of rock formations) and options for action (e.g., climbing in a crack
versus on the face of the rock) found in nature provided additional well-being benefits
compared to more constrained actions conducted in indoor settings. For example, a nature-
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based rock-climbing route can be completed with a greater array of choice in movements and
directions compared to indoor rock-climbing routes, as the latter usually constrains climbers
to use specific colour-coded holds. The more diverse possibilities for action in nature are
posited to create conditions in which participants may become more absorbed, immersed in
the moment, and attentive to what they are doing (Araújo et al., 2019). These characteristics
of absorption and immersion in the moment are strongly linked to the optimal psychological
state labelled as flow (Martin & Jackson, 2018).
Salome and van Bottenburg (2012) also reported that climbers preferred the variation
of outdoor climbing and the unexpected situations that can arise during a climbing session
(e.g., encountering wildlife, weather). Similarly, Ferrero Camoletto and Marcelli (2020),
found that participants emphasised the importance of exploration and trying new things
outdoors. These motives are aligned with common motives of adventure recreation, which are
distinguished from traditional sport, in part, by dynamic natural environments (Krein, 2014).
Another example of how natural environments can influence experiences can be found in
kayaking. In essence, a river will vary daily – sometimes hourly – depending on weather
conditions. The differing volumes of water found in rapids, which kayakers will experience
as varying levels of difficulty and novel challenges, provide kayakers with constant
opportunities to try new things and explore new techniques. For climbers, the rock formations
will change more relatively slowly over generations, however, the features of a rock face at
the start of a climb may differ drastically from the features found throughout the rest of a
route. Climbers, therefore, have to be aware of the different types of features along a route
and accordingly adapt their climbing style as they ascend a route. Kulczycki (2014) also
found that climbers seek novelty, not only by exploring new routes afforded by natural
environments, but also by being open to new ways of ascending up previously climbed
places.
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The benefits of increased variability found in nature may be linked, in part, to the
basic psychological need for autonomy (Fortier et al., 2007). For example, the increased
variability of outdoor settings may provide rock-climbers with the perception of increased
autonomy in terms of their opportunities for action. Houge Mackenzie and Hodge (2019)
developed a conceptual framework to explain the impact of adventure recreation on
subjective well-being, which included this premise. Within this framework, contact with
nature during participation in adventure recreation was posited as a key mediator of
psychological well-being outcomes. Autonomy, considered a basic psychological need (Ryan
et al., 2021), was also suggested as being a subjective well-being mediator for the reasons
outlined above. Support for this proposition was provided by Kiewa (2001), who found that
increased autonomy explained some of the psychological benefits reaped during outdoor
rock-climbing (Kiewa, 2001). Greater autonomy appears to be available when choosing holds
and movements in nature-based compared to indoor climbing, as climbers have reported
more freedom to choose holds in outdoor climbing because there are no route markers
(Kulczycki & Hinch, 2014). Overall, outdoor rock-climbing provides participants with
greater access to nature, which is posited to provide greater levels of autonomy, novel
challenges, mindfulness, and opportunities for exploration. These key characteristics of
outdoor climbing have also been associated with optimal psychological states (Kee & Wang,
2008; Jackman et al., 2019; Valenzuela et al., 2017) and may therefore be worthy of further
investigation in this research project.
Indoor Climbing
In contrast to outdoor climbing, indoor climbing is sometimes considered by climbers
as being artificial (Ferrero Camoletto & Marcelli, 2020). The majority of participants
interviewed by Kulczycki and Hinch (2014) discussed indoor climbing as a secondary choice,
whereas they had a preference for a natural settings. According to one climber interviewed by
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Salome and van Bottenburg (2012, p. 34), “climbing indoors is a great alternative, but also a
supplement to climbing in the open field. But it is not natural, and I am permanently aware of
the fact that it is a simulated setting”. This quote exemplifies the complex relationship
climbers often have with indoor climbing; it is a useful alternative, but nevertheless distinct
from outdoor climbing.
Despite indoor climbing being deemed by some climbers as a secondary option for
climbing (Kulczycki & Hinch, 2014), the rise in popularity of indoor climbing may be
surpassing that of outdoor climbing. The American Alpine Club (2019), for example, found
that 4.4% of Americans have tried indoor climbing and identified 478 climbing gyms in the
Unites States and 95 gyms in Canada. The popularity of indoor climbing was previously
limited to such an extent that these statistics were not recorded by the American Alpine Club
in earlier state of climbing reports. For several researchers, the popularity of indoor climbing
can be explained by its compatibility with the modern middle-class urban lifestyles (HollandSmith, 2017; Lee et al., 2020a; van Bottenburg & Salome, 2010; Wheaton, 2014).
Essentially, indoor climbing is a convenient alternative to outdoor climbing. For example,
indoor climbing is more convenient for climbers who do not have time to climb until after
working hours (Eden & Barratt, 2010; Kulczycki & Hinch, 2014). Climbing gyms are also
more convenient when it is dark outside or if people live in cities far from natural climbing
areas. Furthermore, climbers have reported choosing indoor climbing for weather-related
reasons, such as for weather that prevented outdoor climbing or rendered it less enjoyable
(Kulczycki & Hinch, 2014).
Despite being originally framed as a ‘rainy day’ alternative to climbing outdoors
(Eden & Barratt, 2010), indoor climbing has been transformed into a sport in its own right
(Kulczycki & Hinch, 2014; Lewis, 2018). The convenience of gyms are recognised by
climbers as a key reason for why they climb indoors (Lee et al., 2020a). However, several
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other characteristics of indoor gyms may explain the growing popularity of indoor gym.
Climbers are also attracted to indoor climbing by a sense of safety, social aspects,
opportunities for unique types of movement, and a desire to improve fitness (e.g., Eden &
Barratt, 2010; Lewis, 2018).
Indoorised versions of adventure recreation afford participants the chance to practice
their activity in safer and more controlled environments (van Bottenburg & Salome, 2010). It
is important to note, however, that this finding was based on research conducted primarily
with the suppliers of indoorised adventure activities and not the participants themselves.
Interestingly, the limited studies which examined differences in injuries between indoor and
outdoor climbing have revealed negligent differences in terms of injury rates (Gerdes et al.,
2006; Woollings et al., 2015). Nevertheless, the lack of unpredictable weather, risk of falling
rocks, and protocols, such as requiring indoor climbing gym visitors to receive riskmanagement briefings upon entry, may increase the perception of safety felt by indoor gym
climbers (Eden & Barratt, 2010). Overall, climbers perceive indoor gyms to be safer climbing
contexts despite potentially having similar objective risks than outdoor climbing (Gerdes et
al., 2006; Lewis, 2018; Woollings et al., 2015). This emphasis on safety has potential
implications for optimal psychological states. For instance, Delle Fave et al. (2003) found
that flow states correlated with average levels of perceived risk in outdoor rock-climbing.
Several researchers have found indoor climbing to be a highly social activity,
especially, when a climber attends the same gym on a regular basis (Lee et al., 2020a; Salome
& van Bottenburg, 2012; Kulcycki, 2014; Kulczycki & Hinch, 2014). The social experience
of indoor climbing is also supported by additional gym services: heated buildings, cafes, and
lounging areas that provide a place to talk and watch other climbers (Eden & Barratt, 2010;
Kulczycki & Hinch, 2014). Indeed, Kulczycki and Hinch (2014) found that, compared to
outdoor climbing, participants were more accommodating of perceived ‘overcrowding’ when
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climbing in a gym. The greater social aspect of indoor climbing has implications for research
on optimal states since greater social support has been found to be associated with more
intense flow states (Tse et al., 2018).
Furthermore, indoor gyms are prized by climbers for encouraging intrinsically
pleasurable movements (Kulczycki & Hinch, 2014). According to Eden and Barratt (2010)
and Salome and van Bottenburg (2012), some climbers reported that the unpredictable
elements that make outdoor climbing ‘thrilling’ are not present in climbing gyms. Some
climbers also preferred natural features that were reproduced in the gym, such as natural
holds, neutral colours, and cracks (Kulczycki & Hinch, 2014). Overall, however, climbers
appear to accept indoor climbing holds and gyms for what they are. For example, Ferrero
Camoletto and Marcelli (2020) discussed how routes in gyms are very different from those on
outdoor rocks formations; indoor climbing routes makes use of vibrant colours, extravagant
shapes, and sizes of holds and route-setting that affords acrobatic movements. Kulczycki and
Hinch (2014) recommended that routes should therefore be designed to be challenging,
enjoyable, and unique. Overall, indoor climbing appears to provide opportunities for
pleasurable movements. Similarly, optimal psychological states are often described as highly
enjoyable or pleasurable during the activity (e.g., Hardie-Bick & Bonner, 2016; Jackman et
al., 2021a). When investigating optimal psychological states in adventure recreation, it is
therefore important to take under consider how some participants describe the importance of
pleasurable movements that occur during indoor climbing experiences.
Finally, some climbers make use of indoor walls as a venue to improve technical
climbing abilities needed for future outdoor adventures (Holland-Smith, 2017; Salome & Von
Bottenburg, 2012). Gyms allow climbers to push their physical fitness and work on specific
techniques (Eden & Barratt, 2010). In addition, gyms have been touted as beneficial for
improving overall physical fitness, which was central to the experience of indoor climbing
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(Kulczycki & Hinch, 2014; Salome & van Bottenburg, 2012). Climbers specifically enjoy the
possibility that exists during indoor climbing for testing their physical limits on harder routes
and smaller holds (Kulczycki & Hinch, 2014). Furthermore, indoor climbing gyms are used
to learn specific techniques and train for upcoming climbing destination trips (Kulczycki &
Hinch, 2014). Indeed, Kulcycki (2014) found the theme of skill development reflected
predominantly for indoor climbing. Previous research has found that highly skilled tennis
players experienced flow states more frequently that amateur athletes (Koehn & Morris,
2014). As higher skill levels have been positively associated with frequencies of optimal
psychological states in traditional sport contexts, the focus on physical fitness and
development of technique that is afforded by indoor climbing warrants further attention in the
context of adventure recreation.
A comparison of nature-based adventure recreation and indoorised adventure
recreation demonstrates how an individual’s experiences may vary depending on the context
where an activity takes place (i.e., outdoor versus indoor climbing). Outdoor climbing may
provide individuals with opportunities for greater autonomy, novel challenges, mindfulness,
and opportunities for exploration. In contrast, indoor climbing may provide individuals with a
higher sense of safety, more social interaction, opportunities for unique types of movement,
and a desire to improve one’s fitness. The characteristics of indoor and outdoor climbing,
described above, have been associated with facilitating optimal psychological states (e.g.,
autonomy; Kee & Wang, 2008; Jackman et al., 2019; Valenzuela et al., 2017). However, no
research has yet directly compared indoorised versus nature-based adventure recreation with
a focus on optimal psychological states. This research project was focused on optimal
psychological states in adventure recreation; to date no research has explored how natural
versus indoor contexts may impact individuals’ experiences of optimal psychological states
in adventure recreation. However, as the following section describes, some research has
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investigated the influence of nature on optimal psychological states in non-adventure
recreation contexts.
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Appendix B: Psychophysiological Methods
Although no research has been conducted on the psychophysiology of flow and/or
clutch states in the context of adventure recreation, several studies from the last two decades
have investigated flow states in other contexts (e.g., videogames, cognitive tests). This
appendix summarises these studies on the psychophysiology of flow conducted in other
contexts. Prior to covering the more commonly investigated purported psychophysiological
correlates of flow states, the rationale for why no psychophysiological measures were
included in this research project is elaborated further.
First, the elusiveness of optimal psychological states makes it difficult to observe in
both laboratory and adventure recreation settings. Participants in an experiment conducted in
a laboratory setting may, in addition to the demand of the task, be subjected to additional
stress that comes with being in an experiment. For example, a Tetris player observed under
laboratory settings may have higher levels of cortisol and higher hear rate variability than
someone playing in the comfort of their home. Consequently, the data obtained in laboratory
setting may not have adequate face validity. Harris et al. (2017a) acknowledged the difficulty
of facilitating flow states in a laboratory setting. Distractions may exist in the laboratory
setting that are not pertinent to the task and perhaps more importantly a task may not be seen
as meaningful enough to facilitate a flow state during laboratory contexts.
Second, with the current technologies available, it is difficult to accurately monitor
physiological changes that are due to optimal psychological states versus the physiological
changes that are due to increased physical demands in adventure recreation. Essentially,
psychophysiological measurements obtained during physical activity are often subject to
artefact data (e.g., blinking eyes will produce more electrical signals than the activity detected
at the surface of the head). For example, Katahira et al. (2018) were unable to differentiate
the left occipital beta activity obtained during electroencephalography recordings because of
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bodily movement. It appears that the lack of consistency of findings in flow
psychophysiological indicators, especially in contexts that include bodily movement, is a
result of a lack of current technological capabilities. In the adventure recreation, which may
take place in extreme environments (e.g., snow storm), the intensity of physical activity
levels needed and the extreme environment may exacerbate issues with artefact data.
Third, when using psychophysiological methods, there appears to be a lack of
discriminant validity between flow states and other high arousal psychological states. For
examples studies have shown difficulties in differentiating between flow states and a state of
anxiety associated during overloaded conditions (i.e., conditions where the demand was
greater than a participant’s skill levels; Yoshida et al., 2014). Furthermore, to date, no study
has used psychophysiological measurements to identify clutch states, and therefore
discriminant validity also exists between flow and clutch states. The recently created flowclutch scale has been validated in the context of sport and exercise. However, to date, the
differentiation between flow and clutch states in adventure recreation context has not been
substantiated and no psychophysiological measurements have yet been proposed.
Fourth, in the context of adventure recreation, the use of various devices may cause a
safety concern. The use of psychophysiological devices may, for example, distract a
participant during crucial moments of their activity.
Hormonal Measures
The most commonly investigated hormone thought to be related to flow states is
cortisol (Tozman et al., 2017). Although cortisol is often referred to as the ‘stress-hormone’,
cortisol plays a crucial role in helping individuals to cope with stress (Ulrick-Lai & Herman,
2009). Specifically, cortisol triggers a process that enhances the amount of glucose available
in the blood supply, and therefore more cortisol provides an individual with more energy to
cope with a stressor (Benedict et al., 2009).
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In the first experimental study of flow states and cortisol levels, Keller et al. (2011)
found the highest levels of cortisol when participants played a computer game (i.e., Tetris) on
a challenge setting that matched their skill levels. Comparatively, Keller et al. (2011) found
lower levels of cortisol when participants played Tetris on a challenge setting that was too
low or too high for their abilities. Although cortisol levels were meant to be associated with
flow states, Keller et al. (2011) did not make use of a flow questionnaire and relied upon the
assumption that a skill-demand balance would be related to a flow state. This limitation may
explain the different findings from more recent investigations of cortisol levels and flow
states. For example, Peifer et al. (2014) found an inverted-U relationship between cortisol and
flow states, as measured by the Flow Short-Scale. Similarly, Tozman et al. (2017) found that
a moderate level of cortisol correlated with flow states, but that levels of cortisol that were
too little or too high correlated with psychological stress. In an experiment, Peifer et al.
(2015) found additional support for the hypothesis that dopamine may be related to flow
states according to an inverted-U relationship. Specifically, Peifer et al. (2015) found that
after administering synthetic cortisol to participants, participants reported experiencing less
flow states.
Cardiac Measures
Heart rate has been used as a psychophysiological measurement for measuring
positive emotions in skydiving and base-jumping. For example, Hetland and Vitterso (2012)
found that self-reported positive emotions correlated with higher heart rates. However, no
study has examined heart rate as it relates to optimal psychological states in the adventure
recreation context. In laboratory settings, mixed findings have been found between heart rate
and flow states. For example, Tian et al. (2017) found that a moderate heart rate correlated to
self-reported flow, Léger et al. (2014) found a negative relationship between heart rate and
the perception of being completely absorbed, and Gaggioli et al. (2013) found a positive
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correlation between heart rate and absorption. Absolute heart rate measurement relationships
with flow states are therefore inconclusive.
Instead of investigating the absolute heart rate, other researchers have attempted to
use heart rate variability (i.e., the variance in time between heartbeats) to identify flow states.
Several researchers (e.g., Léger et al., 2014; de Manzano et al., 2010) found that high
frequency heart rate variability, which is associated with activation of the sympathetic
nervous system was associated with self-reported measure of flow states. In contrast, other
researchers (e.g., Keller at al., 2011; Harmat et al., 2015) found that high frequency heart rate
variability did not correlate with self-reported flow, and in some instances, found that low
frequency heart rate variability positively correlated with self-reported flow states. For
example, Keller et al. (2011) found that participants who were in the boredom condition (and
not the flow condition) of a videogame experiment had higher heart rate variability. Tozman
et al. (2015) and Tian et al. (2017) found that moderate levels of high frequency heart rate
variability correlated with self-reported flow as measured by the Flow Short Scale. Peifer et
al. (2014) made use of a 10-item flow questionnaire and found that heart rate variability
correlated with flow states in an inverted-U relationship.
Galvanic Response
Galvanic response, or electrodermal activity, measures how much conductivity or
resistance to electricity that an individual’s skin provides (Dawson et al., 2007). This method
has been found to be a reliable method of assessing arousal levels. Specifically, an
individual’s higher arousal levels will typically cause them to sweat more and galvanic
measurements will, in turn, help identify the skin of that individual as being more conductive
and therefore likely related to having higher arousal levels. Nacke and Lindley (2008) found
that when individuals played a videogame task that matched participants’ skills with the
demand of the game (i.e., a task that was conducive to flow), their skin was more conductive
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and therefore individuals in the flow condition were deemed to have higher arousal levels. In
contrast, Kivikangas (2006) did not find a significant relationship between reported flow
states and skin conductance. More recent research utilising this galvanic response method has
found an inverted-U relationship between flow states and skin conductance levels (e.g., Tian
et al., 2017). For example, Ulrich et al. (2016) identified that when participants were given a
flow-conducive task, they had moderate levels of skin conductivity compared to when
participants were given a task deemed too boring or too frustrating.
Facial Response
In an attempt to detect positive and negative emotions in real time, researchers have
measured the electrical signals associated with the activation of facial muscles (e.g., de
Manzano et al., 2010; Nacke & Lindley, 2008). Specifically, flow researchers investigating
the facial response of participants have focused their attention on two muscles: a) the
corrugator supercilii muscle, which is associated with negative valence (i.e., frowning), and
b) the zygomaticus major muscle, an index of positive valence (i.e., smiling). According to
Kivikangas (2006), the corrugator supercilii is inversely correlated with flow. Regarding the
muscle associated with negative valence, de Manzano et al. (2010) found no effect between
corrugator supercilii and self-reported flow (as measured by a subset of the FSS). Although
Kivikangas (2006) found no association between flow and the zygomaticus major, increased
activity in the zygomaticus major muscle has more consistently been reported to be correlated
with self-reported flow (e.g., de Manzano et al., 2010; Nacke & Lindley, 2008). Considering
the inconsistencies in results, it appears to be too early to determine the efficacy of
identifying flow states via individual’s facial muscle activations. Furthermore, the research
designs employed to measure facial recognition of emotion appears to be too diverse to allow
for comparisons. For example, de Manzano et al. (2010) recruited expert piano players for
their study, while Kivikangas (2006) and Nacke and Lindley (2008) invited volunteers to play
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a videogame. Considering the importance of autonomy for facilitating flow states (e.g.,
Csikszentmihalyi, 1990), the piano players may have had greater activation of their
zygomaticus major muscles because they were able to choose their own music to play.
Whereas, participants from Kivikangas (2006) and Nacke and Lindley (2008) were provided
a generic video game to play. Furthermore, since task experience is related to more frequent
flow states (Palomäki et al., 2021), the inconsistency in findings may be explained by the
differing levels of experience (i.e., only de Manzano et al.’s sample consisted of experts). The
diverging methodology of these studies may have resulted in conflicting findings
investigating the relationships between facial muscle activation and flow states. Overall,
more research appears needed to better understand how facial muscle activation may
correlate to flow states. Surprisingly, however, minimal research has been conducted using
this methodology in the last decade.
Respiratory Measurements
Two respiratory measurements have been postulated to correspond to flow states: a)
respiratory rate (i.e., the frequency of an individual’s breaths), and b) respiratory depth (i.e.,
how deeply an individual breathes). Harmat et al. (2015), de Manzano et al. (2010), and Tian
et al. (2017) all found that increased respiratory depth correlated with self-reported flow.
Findings of the association between respiratory rate and flow states were more inconsistent.
Although, Tian et al. (2017) found that faster respiratory rate correlated with flow states, de
Manzano et al. (2010) and Huang et al. (2020) found no effect. Considering that increased
physical or psychological demands will require more energy and therefore more oxygenated
blood supply (Chourpiliadis & Bhardwaj 2020), it is theoretically expected that rapid and
deeper breaths would be associated with tasks that are deemed more demanding (i.e., both a
flow condition and a stress-inducing condition). Indeed, the respiratory indicators do not
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appear to be accurate determinants of whether or not an individual experiences a flow state
versus an activity deemed too demanding by the individual.
Visual
Two predominant methods for attempting to assess flow states via the visual system
has focused on eye blink rate and directed eye movement. Eye blink rate has been found to
negatively correlate with self-reported flow states during videogames (Peifer et al., 2019; Rau
et al., 2017). In other words, individuals reporting experiencing more intense flow states
blinked less often while playing a videogame. However, Cowley et al. (2018) found that a
spontaneous blink rate positively correlated with higher reported flow states. In addition,
Cowley et al. (2018) found that a higher blink rate corresponded with a faster rate of learning,
which is also related to flow states.
In addition, to monitoring eye blink rate, researchers have attempted to observe flow
states by tracking eye movement. In the context of basketball and netball free-throwing tasks,
Harris et al. (2017b) used a portable eye tracker to observe where participants focused their
attention prior to throwing the ball. Specifically, Harris et al. (2017b) attempted to measure
how fixated on a target relevant to the task each participants were when they reported being
in a flow state. Harris et al. (2017b) found a small effect (r = .20) between how fixated a
participant’s gaze was on the target and their self-reported flow scores. Based on a musical
rhythm game, Shehata et al. (2018) similarly found a positive correlation between
participants’ gaze fixed on relevant musical notes and flow states (as indicated by selfreported measurements of enjoyment).
Brain Imaging
Using imaging technology that makes use of magnetic fields (e.g., MRI, fMRI)
researchers have attempted to identify regions of the brain that are activated and/or deactivated during flow states (e.g., Ulrich et al. 2014). For example, Ulrich et al. (2014) found
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that mental arithmetic tasks self-reported as flow were associated with higher neural activity
in the inferior frontal gyrus and putamen, which has been associated with a greater sense of
cognitive control and reward-related functions. In addition, Ulrich et al. (2014) found
decreased neural activity in the medial prefrontal cortex and amygdala, which has been
associated with a lack of self-consciousness. In support, of the de-activation of the default
mode network, researchers (e.g., Klasen et al., 2011; Landau & Limb, 2017; Ulrich et al.,
2016) found lowered activity levels in areas of the brain associated with conscious control
(e.g., medial prefrontal cortex). Some evidence, however, contradicts the hypothesis that
lower prefrontal cortex activation is related to the experience of flow. For example, lower
blood oxygen levels in the frontal brain regions, as detected by near-infrared spectroscopy,
was not associated with self-reported flow (Harmat al., 2015). In addition, with the use of
functional near-infrared spectroscopy, Yoshida et al. (2014) found increased activity in the
prefrontal cortex during reported flow states.
Electroencephalography
One of the earliest attempts to investigate flow states via psychophysiological markers
made use of electroencephalography (EEG; Hamilton et al., 1984). EEG provides an
immediate measurement of electrical signals emitted by neurons in the brain using electrodes
at specific locations on a person’s head. In their study, Hamilton et al. (1984) found that
during a flow state, participants’ increased attention was related to a decrease in effort, as
measured by EEG. Léger et al. (2014) found that participants who were more cognitively
absorbed in an experimental task were measured as having EEG waves associated with being
more calm, relaxed, and less vigilant (i.e., high alpha and low beta). Katahira et al. (2018)
identified in a similar experimental context, moderate alpha activities as associated with flow
states. Taken together, the limited research on flow states and EEG activity appears to
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indicate that individuals in flow states have EEG signals that can be interpreted as being more
attentive, yet also more relaxed and calm.
The major benefit of electroencephalography compared to self-reported measures and
other physiological markers of flow is that it is temporally more precise (Katahira et al.
2018). However, due to the placement of electrodes on the skin of an individual, EEG
measurements do not provide good spatial resolution. Consequently, EEG measurements do
not provide researchers with a clear picture of what parts of the brain are active. Furthermore,
EEG data nevertheless remains difficult to interpret, especially when participants are moving.
A plethora of methods (e.g., skin conductance measurements, pupil dilation) have correlated
with subjective measurements of flow states, such as flow questionnaires (e.g., Huskey et al.,
2021). However, no current psychophysiological method is able to directly measure optimal
psychological states. Various postulated neural substrates have been obtained during
activities where optimal psychological states were probable or assumed to be happening. For
example, Mauri et al. (2011) monitored psychophysiological markers (skin conductance,
blood volume pulse, electroencephalogram, electromyography, respiratory activity, and pupil
dilation) and assumed that participants scrolling through Facebook were in flow, but did not
make use of any subjective flow measurements to confirm that participants were indeed
experiencing a flow state. In Mauri et al. (2011) study, control conditions included having
participants complete a cognitive test, which was thought to lead to stress and or looking at
nature photos, which was expected to allow participants to relax. Generally speaking,
however, studies examining the psychophysiology of flow states tend to correlate a purported
physiological variable (e.g., reduced activity in the prefrontal cortex) with post-activity
participant reports of optimal psychological states via psychometric questionnaires (e.g.,
Harmat al., 2015; Huang et al., 2020; Landau & Limb, 2017; Shehata et al., 2018).
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goal (i.e., fits more with
clutch?) or maybe no
optimal state?
Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Small sample size (n=1) due
to the majority of sample
participants engaging in non
AR activities/not reporting
flow states
RE Reviewer #2: -Indeed, I
think hiking did not meet the
definition (i.e., bodily
sensations arising from
adventure recreation as
heightened). Only the
findings from one surfer is
included because the other
surfer experienced clutch
but not flow.
-I agree that a lag time of 2
days is not ideal (but
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several studies that used
career-focused interviews).
-Indeed the sample of 1
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Tsaur, S.-H., Yen, C.-H., &
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comments on the lack of
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International Journal of Tourism

A possible concern is
that "Participants were
interviewed on average
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a long lag time for
recalling something like
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OK but is not
completely transparent.
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portion of sample is so
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clusions as its based on
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research design, but
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flow dimensions were
removed from analysis
due to poor reliability.
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the modest fit stats for
the measurement model
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Appendix G: Sensitivity analysis
Bassi & Delle Fave (2010): Provided no additional distinct codes
Cheng & Lu (2015):
-well-being*
Csikszentmihalyi (1975):
-Absence of transcendental or spiritual feeling*
-Unpredictability*
Delle Fave, Bassi, & Massimini (2003):
-Engagement
-Risk
Freischlag & Freischlag (1993): Provided no additional distinct codes
Hardie-Bick & Bonner (2016)
-Skill development
Hardie-Bick & Scott (2019): Provided no additional distinct codes
Houge Mackenzie, Hodge & Boyes (2011)
-Effortlessness
Jones, Hollenhorst, Perna (2003): Provided no additional distinct codes
Jones, Hollenhorst, Perna, & Selin (2000)
-Relaxation
Kiewa (2001)
-Self-determinism*
Morgan (2016): Provided no additional distinct codes
Mykletun & Mazza (2016): Provided no additional distinct codes
Partington,Partington, & Olivier (2009)
-Accomplishment
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-Addictive aspects of flow
-Decelerated perception of time
-Euphoria
-Fulfilment
Schüler & Nakamura (2013)
-Risk increase with flow*
Sklett, Lorås, & Sigmundsson (2018): Provided no additional distinct codes
Stranger (1999): Provided no additional distinct codes
Swann et al. (2019): Provided no additional distinct codes
Swann, et al. (2017)
-Distractions (positive)*
Tsaur, Yen, & Hsiao (2013): Provided no additional distinct codes
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Appendix H: Study One Systematic Review Audit Trail
Dec. 3 SUPERVISOR #1 suggested trail running and ultra-marathon will be included in
preliminary search but may not be included in final review, because of incompatibility with
definition (not an unusual bodily sensation). THE AUTHOR proposed and SUPERVISOR #1
and SUPERVISOR #2 agreed empirical data analysis must be an inclusion criteria
December 22: Decision to only include peer-reviewed research (published), based on
precedent, is discussed and agreed by THE AUTHOR and SUPERVISOR #1.
January 9: Meeting with SUPERVISOR #1 and THE AUTHOR decided that duplicate
articles would be included in the review unless the analysis conducted on duplicate samples
was too similar. Discussed the possibility of excluding competitive AR, but instead agreed it
would be interesting to compare competitive vs non-competitive AR. THE AUTHOR
suggested and SUPERVISOR #1 agreed a “Critical Thematic Synthesis” can be used as a
way to be critical yet also more transparent and clear about the analysis process compared to
a narrative synthesis approach with a thematic analysis. Didn’t chose Critical Interpretive
Synthesis as it was an approach that did not provide an exhaustive summary of articles.
January 10: SUPERVISOR #2 agreed that only peer-reviewed articles should be included.
Competitive AR should be included but we need to “make sure the reader is informed about
the potential confounding factors involved”. Agreed that Multiple articles that use the same
samples of participants will be included unless the analysis of the data is too similar (e.g.,
when a book chapter presents the same sample and analysis as another article).
January 14: THE AUTHOR and SUPERVISOR #1 agreed only peer-reviewed published
articles should be included. Exclude conference abstracts.
January 29: After discussion with SUPERVISOR #1, method section will be deductively
coded in regards to study designs and operational definition of flow. Conceptually and after
pilot testing the coding on Nvivo, it made more sense to deductively code the method section.
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The MMAT will be assessed by all authors: the first author will assess all articles,
SUPERVISOR #1 will complete the assessment with half of the studies and SUPERVISOR
#2 will complete the assessment with the other half of studies.
March 18: Discussed with SUPERVISOR #1 and SUPERVISOR #2 Macbeth article should
not be included because sailing described in study does not adequately refer to a physical
activity.
March 18: Discussed with SUPERVISOR #1 and SUPERVISOR #2, Kiewa 2001 article
was found and meets eligibility criteria and will therefore be included.
April 11: Discussed with SUPERVISOR #1 and SUPERVISOR #2, Swann 2019 article was
found and meets eligibility criteria (for one surfing participant) and will therefore be
included.
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Appendix I: Study One Flow Definition Conceptual Map
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Appendix J: Study Two Invitation Email to Gym Managers
Kia ora,

I am a PhD candidate from the University of Otago and I will shortly be undertaking a study
on the psychology of rock-climbers. I would like to know if you might be interested in
helping with this study. Upon completion of the study, I would be delighted to present the
findings to your climbing community by offering a free talk to your gym/staff members.

First, I was wondering if it would be possible for me to post one or two recruitment
advertisements in your gym facility and Facebook groups. Secondly, I was wondering if it
would be possible for me to visit your gym approximately 5 times over the next 3 months to
interview gym members interested in participating.

The study will involve the completion of short questionnaires and potential interviews,
participants will be eligible if they have been climbing for more than one year, are able to
climb above 22 on the EW scale, and climb on a regular basis. The Ethics committee of the
Department of Tourism has approved this study. Dr. Susan Houge Mackenzie and Professor
Ken Hodge will supervise the study. If you have any concerns about the ethical conduct of
the research you may contact the University of Otago Human Ethics Committee through the
Human Ethics Committee Administrator (ph +retracted or email retracted)

Kind regards,
Patrick Boudreau, M.A., B.Ed.
Candidate, PhD in Tourism | Te Tari Tapoi
Director, CODeL, Business School | Te Kura Pakihi
University of Otago | Te Whare Wananga o Otago
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Appendix K: Study Two Facebook Invitation Advertisement

Are you interested in participating in a research study investigating the optimal climbing
states of mind?
To be eligible for this study you must:
•
•

Have rock-climbed autonomously for more than one year
Be able to climb a difficulty level of 22 (women) or 24 (men) on the EW scale
(5.11/5.12 on YDS)

•

Climb regularly (minimum twice/month)

Benefits from this study include advancing our understanding of the psychology of rock
climbing and better understanding how you can improve your performance and well-being in
the context of rock-climbing. This research will involve the researcher’s presence at two of
your upcoming climbing sessions
If you are interested in learning more about this project, please reach me at:
patrick.boudreau@postgrad.otago.ac.nz
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Appendix L: Invitation Email for Participants
Kia ora PARTICIPANT NAME,
Thank you for your interest in our study.
This study takes place during 1 indoor and 1 of outdoor climbing session. During these two
sessions, I ask you to climb as you normally would, fill-out a quick psychometric
questionnaire in between climbs and take part in a 15-20 min interview at the end of your
sessions. Attached is a PDF that explains the study in further details.
I am expecting to be in LOCATION next DATES. If you want to be part of the study, please let
me know any days/times of the week that you regularly climb indoors and outdoors.
I look forward to hopefully meeting in the near future.
Kind regards,
Patrick
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Appendix M: Information Sheet for Participants

OPTIMAL STATES IN ROCK-CLIMBING
INFORMATION SHEET FOR PARTICIPANTS
Thank you for showing an interest in this project. Please read this information sheet carefully
before deciding whether or not to participate. If you decide to participate we thank you. If
you decide not to take part there will be no disadvantage to you and we thank you for
considering our request.
What is the Aim of the Project?
Optimal states have been associated with positive impacts, such as improved performance
and psychological well-being. This study will help us understand how participants can access
this psychological state more frequently in the context of rock-climbing. This project is being
undertaken as part of the requirements for Patrick Boudreau’s PhD in Sport Psychology.
What Types of Participants are being sought?
•
•
•

Participants must regularly climb (at least 2 outdoor and 2 indoor outings/month)
Participants must intend to regularly climb during the 2019-2020 summer (at least 2
outdoor and 2 indoor outings/month
Participants must be 18 years old or over

What will Participants be asked to do?
Should you agree to take part in this project, you will be asked to:
•

•

Contact Patrick when planning an outdoor and an indoor climbing session that you
expect will include at least 4 routes. During the climbing sessions, you will be asked
to fill in a quick questionnaire after each of your routes (a total of approximately 15
minutes). Patrick may ask you to take part in an interview at the end of each of your
climbing sessions that take approximately 15 minutes.
No known discomforts, risks or inconveniences, other than time allocated to the
questionnaires and potential interview are expected as a result of participation.

Please be aware that you may decide, at any time, not to take part in the project without any
disadvantage to yourself.
What Data or Information will be collected and what use will be made of it?
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•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Only myself (Patrick Boudreau) and my supervisors (Dr. Susan Houge Mackenzie &
Professor Ken Hodge) will have access to the information that you have provided
If you take part in an interview, the interview will be audiotaped. The audio file will be
transcribed and some comments made in the interview may be anonymously described
in the final report.
Personal information about your gender, age, ethnicity, and experience level will be
collected
The researcher will make note of whether each routes were successfully climbed or
attempted
The answers to the questionnaire and the interview will be used to better understand
mental states during rock-climbing
The data collected will be securely stored in such a way that only those mentioned
above will be able to gain access to it. Data obtained as a result of the research will be
retained for at least 5 years in secure storage. Personal information (name and contact
detail will be destroyed after transcription is completed). However, the information
provided in the interview and questionnaire will be kept anonymously.
No material that could personally identify you will be used in any reports on this study.
Results of this research may be published. The data from this project will be publicly
archived so that it may be used by other researchers.
Answers from the questionnaire and the interview may appear in written form in the
final research report. All information presented in the final report will be anonymous.
The results of the project may be published and will be available in the University of
Otago Library (Dunedin, New Zealand) but every attempt will be made to preserve your
anonymity by replacing your name with a pseudonym.

Can Participants change their mind and withdraw from the project?
You may withdraw from participation in the project at any time before the two sessions have
been completed and without any disadvantage to yourself.
What if Participants have any Questions?
If you have any questions about our project, either now or in the future, please feel free to
contact either:Patrick Boudreau
and
Dr. Susan Houge Mackenzie
Department of Tourism
Department of Tourism
University Telephone Number: Retracted
Telephone Number: Retracted
Email Address:
Email Address:
patrick.boudreau@postgrad.otago.ac.nz
Retracted
This study has been approved by the Department stated above. However, if you have any concerns
about the ethical conduct of the research you may contact the University of Otago Human Ethics
Committee through the Human Ethics Committee Administrator (ph Retracted). Any issues you
raise will be treated in confidence and investigated and you will be informed of the outcome.
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OPTIMAL STATES IN ROCK-CLIMBING: CONSENT FORM FOR PARTICIPANTS
I have read the Information Sheet concerning this project and understand what it is about. All
my questions have been answered to my satisfaction. I understand that I am free to request
further information at any stage.
I know that:1. My participation in the project is entirely voluntary;
2.

I am free to withdraw from the project at any time without any disadvantage;

3.

Personal identifying information will be destroyed at the conclusion of the project but any
raw data [audio and questionnaire results] on which the results of the project depend will
be retained in secure storage for at least five years;

5.

The researcher will note down what climbs were completed and attempted

6.

No financial compensation will be provided

7.

The results of the project may be published and will be available in the University of Otago
Library (Dunedin, New Zealand) but every attempt will be made to preserve my
anonymity.

I agree to take part in this project.

.............................................................................
(Signature of participant)
.............................................................................
(Printed Name)

...............................
(Date)
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Appendix N: Study Two Core Flow Questionnaire

OPTIMAL STATES IN ROCK-CLIMBING
Questionnaire #____
You will see the same items as the last time and may be tempted to write the same or
different response, but please only answer these questions based on how you felt on this last
route.
When I was rock-climbing this route …
Never/strongly disagree
Always/strongly agree
1
2
3
4
5

I was ‘totally involved’
It felt like ‘everything clicks’
I was ‘tuned in’ to what I am doing
I was ‘in the zone’
I felt ‘in control’
I was ‘switched on’
It felt like I am ‘in the flow’ of
things
I was ‘in the groove’
I was ‘totally focused’ on what I
am doing
Name of Route: ______________________________
Difficulty of route: __________________
Participant’s suggested difficulty:_______________
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Appendix O: Study Two Interview Guide
I would like to talk about [say name and show rock-climbing route]
1. Why did you pick this route? What did you think of the route before climbing it?
2. How did your climb go?
3. Please tell me about your confidence before climbing the route
4. How did you feel before the climb? During the climb?
Follow-up prompt: Were you excited, nervous, sluggish, exhausted or energized?
5. What are some things you remember thinking about during your climb?
Follow-up prompt: What were you paying attention to or concentrating on during
your climbing?
6. How much effort do you feel that you needed to put in this climb?
7. How long did you think it took you to climb this route?
Follow-up prompt: Did you feel that time passed slower, faster, or the same as usual?
8. Had you set yourself any goals before climbing? What about during the climb?
9. Is there something you hoped to work on or accomplish?
10. How did you feel at the top of the climb?
Follow-up prompt: Were you excited, nervous, sluggish, exhausted or energized?
11. How did you feel immediately after the climb?
Follow-up prompt: Were you excited, nervous, sluggish, exhausted or energized?
12. Was there any element of risk involved in this route?
Follow-up prompt: Tell me about the risk or safety of this route.
13. What did you think about the presence of others during the climb?
14. Can you to tell me about your climbing indoors and outdoors?
Follow-up prompts: Are there any differences in how you feel when climbing indoors
or outdoors? Is it easier, harder, or no different to concentrate on your climbing when
outdoors or indoors?
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Appendix P: Study Two Core Flow Scores
Mean score/5
obtained during
Indoor climbing
Pseudonym
Adam
Bianca
Charlie
David
Evan
Fiona
Georgia
Hector
Ian
Julio
Kim
Liam
Mike

3.16
4.53
n/a
3.56
n/a
3.73
3.44
3.33
4.15
4.06
2.96
3.76
n/a

Mean score/5
obtained during
outdoor climbing
n/a
4.13
4.67
4.22
3.72
3.56
4.42
3.86
4.67
4.19
n/a
3.76
3.61

Highest
Highest score/5
score/5
obtained
obtained
outdoor
indoor
3.44
n/a
4.78
4.89
n/a
4.78
3.89
5.00
n/a
4.11
4.00
4.00
3.89
5.00
3.78
4.33
5.00
4.78
4.33
4.67
3.67*
n/a
4.44
4.67
n/a
3.78

Mean (std)
3.67 (0.46)
3.40 (0.38)
Green = Interviewed for having had an optimal state ( >4.12/5)
Red = Interviewed for suboptimal state ( <2.62/5)
* Kim was interviewed following her first climb and a score on the CF of 2.44,
which was lower than the suboptimal minimal threshold
n/a = participants did not take part in this type of session (i.e., indoor or outdoor).
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Core Flow Scores for Adam

CF Question
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
Average score
Perceived difficulty
Rated difficulty
Participant's max
#falls
#takes
Successful = 1

In#1
2
4
3
2
5
3
3
3
2
3.00
9
9
22
0
0
1

In#2
3
3
2
3
4
3
3
4
3
3.11
10
10
22
0
0
1

In#3
4
1
4
5
3
4
2
2
4
3.22
19
18
22
1
2
0

In#4
4
3
4
3
3
4
2
3
4
3.33
19
18
22
1
0
0

In#5
4
2
3
4
4
4
2
2
3
3.11
23
23
22
1
0
0

In#6
4
3
4
4
3
4
2
2
5
3.44
22
22
22
9
2
1

Average Indoor
score
3.40
2.60
3.33
3.50
3.67
3.67
2.33
2.67
3.50
3.16

*Adam did not complete an outdoor climbing session
Perceived, rated difficulty, and participant’s max is based on the IRCRA scale. #falls =
number of times that participants fell during their climbing attempt. #takes = number of times
that participants asked the belayer to hold the rope tight in order to take a break. Successful =
whether or not the climber reached the top of the climbing route.
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Core Flow Scores for Bianca

CF Question
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
Average score
Perceived difficulty
Rated difficulty
Participant's max
#falls
#takes
Successful = 1

In#1
3
3
3
3
5
5
5
5
5
4.11
8
8
13
0
0
1

In#2
4
5
5
4
4
4
4
4
5
4.33
10
9
13
0
0
1

In#3
5
5
5
5
5
5
4
4
5
4.78
12
12
13
0
0
1

In#4
5
4
5
5
4
5
5
5
5
4.78
12
12
13
0
0
1

In#5
4
4
4
5
5
5
5
5
5
4.67
10.00
10
13
0
0
1

Average Indoor
score
4.20
4.20
4.40
4.40
4.60
4.80
4.60
4.60
5.00
4.53

Average Outdoor
score

CF Question
Out#1
Out#2 Out#3 Out#4 Out#5
3
4
5
5
5
4.40
1
3
3
3
2
4
3.00
2
3
4
4
5
5
4.20
3
3
4
4
5
5
4.20
4
4
4
4
5
5
4.40
5
4
4
4
5
5
4.40
6
4
4
4
4
5
4.20
7
3
4
4
4
5
4.00
8
3
4
5
5
5
4.40
9
3.33
3.89
4.11
4.44
4.89
4.13
Average score
13
14
16
16
16
Perceived difficulty
14
14
16
16
16
Rated difficulty
16
16
16
16
16
Participant's max
0
0
1
0
0
#falls
0
0
1
1
1
#takes
1
1
1
0
1
Successful = 1
Perceived, rated difficulty, and participant’s max is based on the IRCRA scale. #falls =
number of times that participants fell during their climbing attempt. #takes = number of times
that participants asked the belayer to hold the rope tight in order to take a break. Successful =
whether or not the climber reached the top of the climbing route.
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Core Flow Scores for Charlie

CF Question
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
Average score
Perceived difficulty
Rated difficulty
Participant's max
#falls
#takes
Successful = 1

Out#1

Out#2
4
5
5
4
5
4
5
5
5
4.67
13
13
19
0
0
1

4
5
4
4
5
5
5
5
4
4.56
14
14
19
0
0
1

Out#3
4
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
4
4.78
16
16
19
0
0
1

Average Outdoor
score
4.00
5.00
4.67
4.33
5.00
4.67
5.00
5.00
4.33
4.67

*Charlie did not complete an Indoor climbing session
Perceived, rated difficulty, and participant’s max is based on the IRCRA scale. #falls =
number of times that participants fell during their climbing attempt. #takes = number of times
that participants asked the belayer to hold the rope tight in order to take a break. Successful =
whether or not the climber reached the top of the climbing route.
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Core Flow Scores for David

CF Question
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
Average score
Perceived difficulty
Rated difficulty
Participant's max
#falls
#takes
Successful = 1

In#1
2
4
4
2
4
3
4
3
5
3.44
10
10
18
0
0
1

Out#
1

In#2
3
3
4
3
4
4
4
3
5
3.67
12
12
18
0
0
1

In#3
4
2
4
2
3
4
2
2
4
3.00
16
13
18
1
0
0

In#4

In#5

4
4
4
3
4
4
4
4
4
3.89
10
12
18
0
0
1

Out#
5

Average Indoor
score

4
3
4
3
4
4
4
3
5
3.78
13.00
13
18
0
0
1

Out#
6

3.40
3.20
4.00
2.60
3.80
3.80
3.60
3.00
4.60
3.56

Average
Outdoor score

CF Question
Out#2
Out#3
Out#4
5
5
5
2
4
5
4.20
1
5
4
5
2
4
5
4.00
2
4
4
5
3
5
5
4.20
3
4
4
5
2
4
5
3.80
4
5
5
5
2
5
5
4.40
5
4
5
5
3
5
5
4.40
6
5
5
5
2
5
5
4.40
7
4
5
5
2
4
5
4.00
8
5
5
5
3
5
5
4.60
9
4.56
4.67
5.00
2.33
4.56
5.00
4.22
Average score
Perceived
13
14
17
21
17
16
difficulty
14
14
17
21
17
16
Rated difficulty
19
19
19
19
19
19
Participant's max
0
0
0
0
0
0
#falls
0
0
0
1
0
0
#takes
1
1
1
0
1
1
Successful = 1
Perceived, rated difficulty, and participant’s max is based on the IRCRA scale. #falls =
number of times that participants fell during their climbing attempt. #takes = number of times
that participants asked the belayer to hold the rope tight in order to take a break. Successful =
whether or not the climber reached the top of the climbing route.
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Core Flow Scores for Evan

CF Question
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
Average score
Perceived difficulty
Rated difficulty
Participant's max
#falls
#takes
Successful = 1

In#1
4
3
4
4
4
3
3
3
4
3.56
12
12
18
0
0
1

In#2
4
3
4
4
4
5
4
4
5
4.11
14
14
18
1
0
1

In#3
5
3
5
4
2
5
3
3
5
3.89
17
17
18
0
4
1

In#4
5
3
5
2
2
4
2
2
5
3.33
14
13
18
1
1
1

Average Indoor
score
4.50
3.00
4.50
3.50
3.00
4.25
3.00
3.00
4.75
3.72

* Evan did not complete an Indoor climbing session
Perceived, rated difficulty, and participant’s max is based on the IRCRA scale. #falls =
number of times that participants fell during their climbing attempt. #takes = number of times
that participants asked the belayer to hold the rope tight in order to take a break. Successful =
whether or not the climber reached the top of the climbing route.
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Core Flow Scores for Fiona

CF Question
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
Average score
Perceived difficulty
Rated difficulty
Participant's max
#falls
#takes
Successful = 1

In#1
4
3
3
4
3
3
3
3
3
3.22
10
10
19
0
0
1

In#2
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4.00
13
13
19
0
0
1

In#3
4
3
4
4
4
4
3
4
4
3.78
16
17
19
0
0
1

In#4
4
3
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
3.89
18
18
19
1
0
1

In#5
4
3
3
4
4
4
4
4
4
3.78
14
13
19
0
0
1

Average Indoor
In#6 score
4
3
4
4
3
4
4
4
4
3.78
16
17
19
0
0
1

4.00
3.20
3.67
4.00
3.67
3.83
3.67
3.83
3.83
3.73

Average Outdoor
score

CF Question
Out#1
Out#2 Out#3 Out#4 Out#5
4
4
4
4
4
4.00
1
4
3
3
4
2
3.20
2
4
4
4
4
2
3.60
3
4
4
3
4
2
3.40
4
4
4
2
4
2
3.20
5
4
4
4
4
3
3.80
6
4
3
3
4
2
3.20
7
4
4
3
4
3
3.60
8
4
3
5
4
4
4.00
9
4.00
3.67
3.44
4.00
2.67
3.56
Average score
12
14
16
13
16
Perceived difficulty
12
14
16
13
16
Rated difficulty
16
16
16
16
16
Participant's max
0
0
1
0
2
#falls
0
0
1
0
3
#takes
1
1
1
1
0
Successful = 1
Perceived, rated difficulty, and participant’s max is based on the IRCRA scale. #falls =
number of times that participants fell during their climbing attempt. #takes = number of times
that participants asked the belayer to hold the rope tight in order to take a break. Successful =
whether or not the climber reached the top of the climbing route.
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Core Flow Scores for Georgia

CF Question
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
Average score
Perceived difficulty
Rated difficulty
Participant's max
#falls
#takes
Successful = 1

In#1
3
4
3
2
4
3
2
3
3
3.00
9
9
18
0
0
1

In#2
4
4
4
3
4
3
3
3
3
3.44
12
13
18
0
0
1

In#3
5
4
4
3
4
4
3
4
4
3.89
13
13
18
0
0
1

In#4
5
2
4
3
2
3
2
2
4
3.00
17
17
18
3
0
0

In#5
5
4
5
3
4
4
2
3
5
3.89
17
17
18
3
0
1

Average Indoor
score
4.40
3.60
4.00
2.80
3.60
3.40
2.40
3.00
3.80
3.44

Average Outdoor
score

CF Question
Out#1
Out#2 Out#3 Out#4
4
5
5
5
4.75
1
4
5
5
5
4.75
2
5
5
5
5
5.00
3
3
4
4
5
4.00
4
5
5
5
5
5.00
5
4
4
5
5
4.50
6
2
3
4
5
3.50
7
2
4
5
5
4.00
8
3
4
5
5
4.25
9
3.56
4.33
4.78
5.00
4.42
Average score
9
12
13
14
Perceived difficulty
9
12
13
14
Rated difficulty
17
17
17
17
Participant's max
0
0
0
0
#falls
0
0
0
0
#takes
1
1
1
1
Successful = 1
Perceived, rated difficulty, and participant’s max is based on the IRCRA scale. #falls =
number of times that participants fell during their climbing attempt. #takes = number of times
that participants asked the belayer to hold the rope tight in order to take a break. Successful =
whether or not the climber reached the top of the climbing route.
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Core Flow Scores for Hector

CF Question
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
Average score
Perceived difficulty
Rated difficulty
Participant's max
#falls
#takes
Successful = 1

In#1
3
4
3
1
5
3
3
3
3
3.11
10
10
19
0
0
1

In#2
5
3
5
1
3
4
2
2
4
3.22
18
18
19
5
0
0

In#3
5
4
5
3
3
4
3
3
4
3.78
17
17
19
6
0
1

In#4
4
3
4
3
3
4
3
3
4
3.44
17
17
19
13
0
1

In#5
3
3
2
2
4
3
4
4
3
3.11
14
14
19
2
0
1

Average Indoor
score
4.00
3.40
3.80
2.00
3.60
3.60
3.00
3.00
3.60
3.33

Average Outdoor
score

CF Question
Out#1
Out#2 Out#3 Out#4
2
4
4
5
3.75
1
4
3
3
4
3.50
2
3
5
5
5
4.50
3
2
4
5
5
4.00
4
4
3
3
3
3.25
5
3
4
5
5
4.25
6
4
3
4
4
3.75
7
4
3
3
3
3.25
8
4
4
5
5
4.50
9
3.33
3.67
4.11
4.33
3.86
Average score
14
17
19
19
Perceived difficulty
13
17
18
18
Rated difficulty
18
18
18
18
Participant's max
0
0
0
0
#falls
0
0
1
0
#takes
1
1
1
1
Successful = 1
Perceived, rated difficulty, and participant’s max is based on the IRCRA scale. #falls =
number of times that participants fell during their climbing attempt. #takes = number of times
that participants asked the belayer to hold the rope tight in order to take a break. Successful =
whether or not the climber reached the top of the climbing route.
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Core Flow Scores for Ian

CF Question
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
Average score
Perceived difficulty
Rated difficulty
Participant's max
#falls
#takes
Successful = 1

In#1
3
4
4
4
3
3
3
3
4
3.44
18
18
21
0
0
1

In#2
4
4
4
4
4
4
3
4
5
4.00
20
20
21
4
0
1

In#3
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5.00
19
19
21
2
0
1

Average Indoor
score
4.00
4.33
4.33
4.33
4.00
4.00
3.67
4.00
4.67
4.15

Average Outdoor
score

CF Question
Out#1
Out#2 Out#3
5
5
5
5.00
1
5
5
5
5.00
2
5
5
5
5.00
3
5
3
3
3.67
4
5
4
4
4.33
5
4
5
5
4.67
6
4
5
4
4.33
7
5
5
5
5.00
8
5
5
5
5.00
9
4.78
4.67
4.56
4.67
Average score
13
17
18
Perceived difficulty
13
17
18
Rated difficulty
18
18
18
Participant's max
0
0
0
#falls
0
1
0
#takes
1
1
1
Successful = 1
Perceived, rated difficulty, and participant’s max is based on the IRCRA scale. #falls =
number of times that participants fell during their climbing attempt. #takes = number of times
that participants asked the belayer to hold the rope tight in order to take a break. Successful =
whether or not the climber reached the top of the climbing route.
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Core Flow Scores for Julio

CF Question
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
Average score
Perceived difficulty
Rated difficulty
Participant's max
#falls
#takes
Successful = 1

In#1
3
5
1
5
5
2
4
4
4
3.67
12
12
21
0
0
1

In#2
4
4
4
4
4
3
4
4
5
4.00
13
13
21
0
0
1

In#3
3
5
5
5
5
3
4
5
4
4.33
16
16
21
0
0
1

In#4
5
3
4
5
4
4
4
4
5
4.22
18
18
21
0
2
1

Average Indoor
score
3.75
4.25
3.50
4.75
4.50
3.00
4.00
4.25
4.50
4.06

Average Outdoor
score

CF Question
Out#1
Out#2 Out#3 Out#4
3
5
5
5
4.50
1
5
4
4
3
4.00
2
4
4
5
5
4.50
3
5
4
5
4
4.50
4
5
4
5
3
4.25
5
2
3
4
4
3.25
6
4
4
5
3
4.00
7
5
4
4
3
4.00
8
4
5
5
5
4.75
9
4.11
4.11
4.67
3.89
4.19
Average score
12
16
17
18
Perceived difficulty
12
16
17
18
Rated difficulty
21
21
21
21
Participant's max
0
0
0
0
#falls
0
0
0
0
#takes
1
1
1
1
Successful = 1
Perceived, rated difficulty, and participant’s max is based on the IRCRA scale. #falls =
number of times that participants fell during their climbing attempt. #takes = number of times
that participants asked the belayer to hold the rope tight in order to take a break. Successful =
whether or not the climber reached the top of the climbing route.
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Core Flow Scores for Kim

CF Question
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
Average score
Perceived difficulty
Rated difficulty
Participant's max
#falls
#takes
Successful = 1

In#1
3
2
2
1
3
3
3
2
3
2.44
14
14
21
0
0
1

In#2
2
2
3
2
3
2
3
3
3
2.56
18
18
21
0
0
1

In#3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3.00
17
17
21
0
0
1

In#4
3
3
4
4
3
4
3
3
3
3.33
19
19
21
4
0
1

In#5
4
3
4
3
3
4
3
3
4
3.44
20
20
21
2
0
0

In#6
4
4
4
3
4
4
3
3
4
3.67
17
17
21
0
0
1

Average
Indoor score
3.00
2.60
3.20
2.60
3.00
3.20
3.00
2.80
3.20
2.96

*Kim did not complete an outdoor climbing session
Perceived, rated difficulty, and participant’s max is based on the IRCRA scale. #falls =
number of times that participants fell during their climbing attempt. #takes = number of times
that participants asked the belayer to hold the rope tight in order to take a break. Successful =
whether or not the climber reached the top of the climbing route.
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Core Flow Scores for Liam
CF Question
In#1
In#2 In#3 In#4 In#5 In#6 In#7 Average Indoor score
3
3
4
4
4
4
4
3.60
1
4
3
3
5
4
3
5
3.80
2
3
4
4
4
4
4
5
4.00
3
3
2
4
4
4
5
5
3.86
4
5
4
4
5
4
5
5
4.57
5
3
3
5
4
5
5
4
4.14
6
5
3
4
4
4
5
4
4.14
7
3
3
3
4
3
5
4
3.57
8
3
3
4
4
4
4
4
3.71
9
3.56
3.11
3.89 4.22 4.00 4.44 4.44
3.76
Average score
Perceived
12
13
13
13
12
13
14
difficulty
12
13
13
14
12
13
16
Rated difficulty
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
Participant's max
0
1
0
1
0
0
1
#falls
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
#takes
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
Successful = 1
Average Outdoor
score

CF Question
Out#1
Out#2 Out#3 Out#4
3
3
4
5
3.75
1
3
4
4
4
3.75
2
5
5
5
5
5.00
3
5
4
5
5
4.75
4
5
5
5
3
4.50
5
5
4
5
5
4.75
6
3
4
4
5
4.00
7
3
4
3
5
3.75
8
4
5
4
5
4.50
9
4.00
4.22
4.33
4.67
4.31
Average score
10
10
13
17
Perceived difficulty
10
12
13
17
Rated difficulty
18
18
18
18
Participant's max
0
0
0
0
#falls
0
0
0
0
#takes
1
1
1
1
Successful = 1
Perceived, rated difficulty, and participant’s max is based on the IRCRA scale. #falls =
number of times that participants fell during their climbing attempt. #takes = number of times
that participants asked the belayer to hold the rope tight in order to take a break. Successful =
whether or not the climber reached the top of the climbing route.
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Core Flow Scores for Mike

CF Question
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
Average score
Perceived difficulty
Rated difficulty
Participant's max
#falls
#takes
Successful = 1

Out#1
4
4
4
3
4
4
3
3
5
3.78
10
10
21
0
0
1

Out#2

Out#3

Out#4

3
3
4
3
4
3
3
3
4
3.33
12
12
21
1
0
1

4
3
4
4
3
4
3
3
4
3.56
16
16
21
0
0
1

4
3
4
4
3
4
4
4
4
3.78
18
18
21
0
0
1

Average Outdoor
score
3.75
3.25
4.00
3.50
3.50
3.75
3.25
3.25
4.25
3.61

*Mike did not complete an indoor climbing session
Perceived, rated difficulty, and participant’s max is based on the IRCRA scale. #falls =
number of times that participants fell during their climbing attempt. #takes = number of times
that participants asked the belayer to hold the rope tight in order to take a break. Successful =
whether or not the climber reached the top of the climbing route.
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Appendix Q: Study Three Information Sheets and Consent Forms for Participants
OPTIMAL STATES IN ADVENTURE RECREATION
INFORMATION SHEET FOR PARTICIPANTS
Thank you for showing an interest in this project. Please read this information sheet carefully
before deciding whether or not to participate. If you decide to participate we thank you. If
you decide not to take part there will be no disadvantage to you and we thank you for
considering our request.
What is the Aim of the Project?
Optimal states have been associated with positive impacts, such as improved performance
and psychological well-being. This study will help us understand how participants can access
this psychological state more frequently in the context of adventure recreation. This project is
being undertaken as part of the requirements for Patrick Boudreau’s PhD on Sport
Psychology.

What Types of Participants are being sought?
•
•

Minimum 18 years of age
Have experienced an excellent performances or memorable adventure recreation
experiences in the last year

What will Participants be asked to do?
Should you agree to take part in this project, you will be asked to:
•
•

take part in an interview about your adventure activity that would take approximately
30 minutes to one hour.
No known discomforts, risks or inconveniences, other than time allocated to the
interview are expected as a result of participation.

Please be aware that you may decide, at any time, not to take part in the project without any
disadvantage to yourself.
What Data or Information will be collected and what use will be made of it?
• Only myself (Patrick Boudreau) and my supervisors (Dr. Susan Houge Mackenzie &
Professor Ken Hodge) will have access to the information that you have provided
• If you take part in an interview, the interview will be audio and video recorded. The
audio and video file will be transcribed and pertinent comments made in the interview
will be anonymously described in the final report.
• Personal information about your gender, age, ethnicity, and experience level will be
collected
• The video, audio, and transcript collected will be securely stored in such a way that
only those mentioned above will be able to gain access to it. Data obtained as a result
of the research will be retained for at least 5 years in secure storage. Personal
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•
•
•

information (name and contact detail will be destroyed after transcription is completed).
However, the information provided in the interview will be kept anonymously.
No material that could personally identify you will be used in any reports on this study.
Results of this research may be published. The data from this project will be publicly
archived so that it may be used by other researchers.
Answers from the interview may appear in written form in the final research report. All
information presented in the final report will be anonymous.
The results of the project may be published and will be available in the University of
Otago Library (Dunedin, New Zealand) but every attempt will be made to preserve your
anonymity by replacing your name with a pseudonym.

Can Participants change their mind and withdraw from the project?
You may withdraw from participation in the project at any time without any disadvantage to
yourself.
What if Participants have any Questions?
If you have any questions about our project, either now or in the future, please feel free to
contact either:Patrick Boudreau
and
Dr. Susan Houge Mackenzie
Department of Tourism
Department of Tourism
University Telephone Number: +64-20-4169-7310 Telephone Number: 3 479 8520
Email Address:
Email Address:
patrick.boudreau@postgrad.otago.ac.nz
susan.hougemackenzie@otago.ac.nz
This study has been approved by the Department stated above. However, if you have any concerns
about the ethical conduct of the research you may contact the University of Otago Human Ethics
Committee through the Human Ethics Committee Administrator (ph +643 479 8256 or email
gary.witte@otago.ac.nz). Any issues you raise will be treated in confidence and investigated and
you will be informed of the outcome.
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OPTIMAL STATES IN ADVENTURE RECREATION CONSENT FORM FOR
PARTICIPANTS
I have read the Information Sheet concerning this project and understand what it is about. All
my questions have been answered to my satisfaction. I understand that I am free to request
further information at any stage.
I know that:1. My participation in the project is entirely voluntary;
2.

I am free to withdraw from the project at any time without any disadvantage;

3.

Personal identifying information will be destroyed at the conclusion of the project but any
raw data [audio and video] on which the results of the project depend will be retained in
secure storage for at least five years;

5.

No financial compensation will be provided

6.

The results of the project may be published and will be available in the University of Otago
Library (Dunedin, New Zealand) but every attempt will be made to preserve my
anonymity.
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Appendix R: Study Three Interview Guide
Introduction
Consent explained
You responded to a call for interviews about people who have experienced highly
memorable moments in an adventure or extreme sport/activity. Moments where you felt fully
focused and engaged and where you did not think of any irrelevant thoughts. I would like to
talk to you about these types of experience today. First, I would like to know:
•
•

How did you get into this activity?
What are some things you enjoy most about your activity?

Inductive portion
•

In the last year, can you describe one of the most memorable positive experiences that
you have had?
o Can you talk me through what was happening before you had that experience?
Prompt: talk me though what you were feeling during that part of the activity
o What were you doing during the activity?
o Can you think of anything that helped or prevented you from entering than
state of mind?
o What were you thinking about during that activity?
o Can you describe how you were feeling?
o Can you describe how you felt after the activity?

•

In the last year, have you practise any indoor equivalent to adventure sport? Did you
for example do indoor rock-climbing, artificial wave surfing, or wind tunnel
skydiving? If so, can you share any or the most memorable positive experiences that
you have had doing that.
o Can you talk me through what was happening before you had that experience?
Prompt: talk me though what you were feeling during that part of the activity
o What were you doing during the activity?
o Can you think of anything that helped or prevented you from entering than
state of mind?
o What were you thinking about during that activity?
o Can you describe how you were feeling?
o Can you describe how you felt after the activity?

Deductive portion
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I will now show you a model based on research that describes two different optimal
states experienced by people who do adventure sports. This model may or may not fit
with what you have experienced.
Guide for discussing the Venn diagram
Flow is a state where the task feels very easy to do even it might be an objectively
challenging task. After being in a state of flow people tend to be invigorated or have
more energy
Clutch is a state where you might feel like you are putting more than 100% of effort and
after being in a state of clutch you feel exhausted but might have positive feelings like
accomplishment
Flow:
Cause:
Your goal is to try or do your best
Progressive increase of difficulty level; You started doing something easier and gained
confidence before doing something harder
Trying something new: You tried a new route or trick or new jump for the first time
Experience:
Effortless: It felt really easy to do
Calm and collected: Your body with moving smoothly and you were calm
Enjoyment of movement: Moves that you do are fun and feel good

Consequences:
Lack of exhaustion: You feel ready to do it again
Additional vitality: feel full of energy after the activity
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Shared
Cause:
Confidence: You are confident in your physical and mental strength to accomplish the
upcoming activity
Freedom to choose: You got to choose for yourself what you wanted to do
Abilities and challenge match: The activity was not too hard or too easy for you
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Experience:
Lack of time awareness: You did not think about how long it was taking you
Present moment: You did not think about the future or the past or finishing the task
Concentration on task: You were only focused on the what you were doing
Lack of thoughts about external things: You did not think about things other than the next
few moves

Consequences:
I take higher risks: Because you were so focused on what you were doing, you might have
taken more risks
Enjoyment: you were happy or enjoyed the activity after it happened
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Clutch
Cause:
Specific Goal in mind: To do a specific route or mountain
Feel committed to do it: You started down a waterfall or up a wall and felt compelled to
continue
Awareness of risk: You were aware that risks exists but you were ready to control them

Experience:
Effortful: You gave it all that you could
Lack of awareness of feelings: You were not aware of feeling happy or having other
emotions while it was happening
Challenging: While it was happening it was difficult but you kept going
Thoughts about technique: You were concentrating on the

Consequences:
Exhaustion: After the activity you felt tired and did not think that you could do it all over
again right away
Positive feelings after the climb: You were happy about doing the activity only after doing it
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•

After having been shown the Venn diagram outlining flow and clutch optimal states,
can you think of a situation where flow or clutch happened?
o Is there a moment that you felt that you were in an optimal state and that you
felt the activity being effortless?
o Was there a moment where you had a lot of tension or effort that was needed?
o Are there any moments that you can remember that were memorable or highly
positive that do not correspond to these description?

Any questions or thoughts that you wanted to add?
If it is okay with you I will reach out and share the results of the study by email
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Appendix S: Flow and Clutch States Venn Diagram with Simplified Terminology
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Appendix T: Study Three Audit Trail of Decisions Made
Area of
discussion

Topic addressed

Codes added
Flow during training
during
preliminary
deductive section
analysis

Further detail or example quotes
of participants
It happens to be when doing
training or repetitions you are more
in flow, when I do training of 2 or
3 times climbing the same route.

Clutch during competition or
project

When I am doing my objective, my
project it’s more clutch. It’s not
necessarily my maximum but more
something that happens in a
competition. I think flow happens
more in training and clutch
happens more during competition.

Outcome perceived as vital

I think if I place a level of
importance whether it is safety or
achievement than that seems to
create that sensation or perception
that this is, if I frame it in my head
as something that is vital, the rest
seems to follow after that. It’s
almost as if making it that
important sets the stage for it
doesn’t guarantee it but it’s almost
like a prefocus that sometimes
does that

motivating external thoughts

I didn’t really touch on that in my
story but the lack of external things
and awareness is definitely a
shared thing very much so in flow
and sometimes in clutch I do think
about external things like maybe
someone I care about like when
you need to get inspired by
something, I want to finish this
climb and I want to get down so
that I can have ice cream or meet
this person that I care about is the
only external things that I think
about.

Type 1 and Type 2 fun

Type 2 is where something is not
enjoyable in the moment but after
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it is. Flow is like type 1 and clutch
is like type 2 for some cases.

Themes
Modified after
discussion with
2nd Author (KH)

Increase in risk when in flow

That’s funny, that happens in races
where I will try to ski it the next
day or later in the day and wonder
how I got down, this is terrifying
whereas at the time I was just not
thinking about the risk at all.

put in sequence Conscious
versus intuitive thought AND
sense of ease or separate them as
that one initial theme covered
two ‘themes’.

-Created the themes: “Deliberate
thought” and “intuitive thought”
-Moved “intuitive thought” to
Sense of ease theme

-Deliberate instead of conscious

‘Methods’ was too mechanical
and seemed in a different
abstraction level as the other
themes
Could collapse ‘rewarding
feelings’ into ‘feelings during
and after’

Collapsed ‘rewarding feelings’ into
‘feelings during and after’. This
theme corresponded to one of the
types of feelings described after
the experiences.

Sense of ease reward into:
playful and effortless

Moved some of the codes around
to more fitting themes and changed
the theme name to ‘playful and
effortless’

Importance of optimal state’
Changed to present moment
Important in what way? Re-write
the theme name?

‘Important of committing to the
challenge’: change to
committing to the challenge

Changed the theme name to
‘Committing to the challenge’
because ‘Committing to the
challenge’ was more concise and
conveyed the same point
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‘Additional vitality’ could be
changed to promotes vitality (it
might not work with motivation)

Changed to promotes vitality to
avoid a comparison of the vitality
that existed before the optimal
state

Methods into physical
preparation
Discussion with
ZR on themes,
codes, and
quotes

Awareness of multiple optimal
states

“change in emotions form
excitement to calm” Code does
not only look at excitement to
calm but at other transition in
types of emotion

Changed theme name to
“Transition between excitement
and calm”

“I think flow happens more in Included quote in “Flow during
training” quote from CL_2 could training”
also be included in the code:
Flow during training

play vs survival might instead be Change theme name to “Playful
more about the different mindset and survival mindset”
(e.g., the difference between a
playful and survival mindset)

“You are not thinking of anything Added the quote to “Difference
else, I guess thinking about between playful and survival
surviving in a way.” from MT_2 mindset”
Inductive may fit in “play vs
survival”

“Stress-induced flow state” Combined themes
might fit into play vs survival or
better in “Two types of
memorable experiences”
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“Given that you become aware
of the state you are in while you
participate in certain” quote
doesn’t really work for “two
types of memorable
experiences”

Combined themes into type 1 and
type 2 fun

Two types of memorable
experiences might fit into Type
1 and Type 2 fun
KA_2 Deductive: “Clutch seems Added to the theme
to be more goal-oriented. For me
climbing, you generally have
more goals in mind and the
goals are a bit more specific and
measurable kinda goals.” could
be included in Clutch during
competition or specific goal

Commiting to the challenge

Commitment leads to focus
could also include the quotes
from 100% commitment and
switched on

Combined the themes

“transition to commitment” to be Changed name
consistent with previous codes
in other themes

Deliberate thought

think about technique should be
“thoughts about technique” to be
grammatically consistent

Modified the themes name to be
more consistent
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Ability to adapt quickly

Modified the themes name to be
more consistent

Reconsider “quick to adapt” as
having enough data to describe
this code

Removed this code as not relating
to optimal states

think about technique change to
“analytical thought” to be more
consistent with the quotes

Changed to “Analytical thoughts
about technique”

Thoughts about body
movements change to
“awareness of bodily
movements or proprioception”

Changed to “awareness of bodily
movements”

Feelings during and after

exhausted after full on effort
change to “exhaustion following
effort”

Changed accordingly

not positive in the moment but
as an outcome” could go into
different memorable experiences
revisit these themes?

Changed to more appropriate
theme “Benefits of struggle”

“Relief after challenge” can be
“a sense of relief”

Changed to “Sense of relief after
difficult challenge”

revisit the “soothing and
cathartic”

Combined with sense of relief after
difficult challenge

Focus on the process

382
In focus on enjoyable process
not outcome” BJ_1 might go in
one step at a time instead

Added this quote

focus on enjoyable process not
outcome” could remove
enjoyment as is not central to
quotes

Removed enjoyment

Revisit all codes in this theme,
may be redundant

Removed positive feedback code
as the quote fit better under
“feeling in control”

Influence of nature

Increased fear outdoors” might
fit in “remote..” also check
context of that quote

Transferred quote to “remote...”

majestic scenery” combined
with ” Gratefulness for
connection to nature”?

Combined themes

“Natural scenery switched them
on” combined with ”scenery
increased motivation?

Combined themes

Variety of outdoor holds”
doesn’t really relate to optimal
states?

Removed this quote

Intuitive thought

383
Could be intuition or intuitive
process?

Feeling that everything was
happening automatically” is
the same as “flow is when
there is no conscious
thinking involved”?

“Adventure requires intuitive
thinking Instead of Intuition
need for adventure sports
pressed pause on your brain
can be integrated with
“happening automatically”

Kept intuitive thought as it
contrasted well with deliberate
thought
Combined themes

Changed to: “Immersive activity
requires intuitive thinking”
Combined themes

Methods to facilitate
optimal states

Breath work

Changed accordingly

meditation (remove to
facilitate optimal state from
all of them)

Changed accordingly

Visualisation

Changed accordingly

focus on what is in your
control” could go into theme
“focus on the process”

Changed accordingly

Optimal level of challenge

384
Change theme name to better Changed to “Varying levels of
reflect codes: The influence
challenge”
of different levels of
challenge

“can choose your challenge level Opportunities to adjust challenge
to meet your skill” change to
opportunities
difficult lead to anxious then
to sense of achievement”
could go into Feelings
during and after

Changed accordingly

feeling in control” quotes
might fit better in other
themes

Changed code to “sense of
confidence”

difficult lead to anxious then
to sense of achievement”
may go in another theme?

Removed code and used quotes
from this code into “commitment
lead to focus

Review all codes in this
theme, may no fit together

Reviewed and combined codes

Perception of time

Time pressure could fit
better into time awareness

Changed accordingly

Playful and effortless

fluidity in flow remove
“flow”

Changed accordingly

385

Playful and effortless might be
more about effortless instead of
playful
Playful may be in another
theme?

Changed accordingly

Keep here but relate to theme
“awareness of multiple states” in
text/model

Present moment

Present moment change
theme name to mindfulness?

Changed accordingly

adventure sport facilitate
present moment state: BJ1
might go into “lack of
external thoughts/intuitive
thoughts instead” might go
into commitment leads to
focus

Placed quotes accordingly and
removed this code

“Connected to the present
moment” combined into
“Present moment more
important than adrenaline”
AND “More focused than
everyday”

Changed accordingly

higher perceived
performance’s MT_1 could
go into “practice needed for
effortless state”

Changed to effortless theme but
not combined with practice needed
as nothing about practice was
discussed

SD_1 could go into: “no
expectations just trying it”

Kept as is, since it was about
perceived performance but moved
the code to effortless

“No space for errors” fits
with “forced to focus

Changed accordingly

386
because of potential for
danger“

Promotes vitality

Confusing theme name, what
promotes vitality? Should it be
feeling energised

Changed to rejuvenation

additional energy change to
“feeling rejuvenated”

Changed to energetic sensations

“increase in confidence
after” quote part “Just
feeling light, euphoric,
satisfied, and feel like you
have done your job well and
reached your limit, and very
content.” can be put into
another code more suited for
it

Moved that part of the quote to
energetic sensations

increase in confidence after”
remove the “after”

Changed accordingly

motivation to persist” change It indeed did not cover persisting
to “desire to do it again”?
when things are hard but instead a
desire to repeat experience,
changed accordingly
Risk awareness
Mistakes are cumulative?
instead of mistakes pile onto
each other and the outcome
become worse

Review “danger was managed”
may have irrelevant quotes

Changed to “Mistakes are
cumulative”, but then decided to
remove as it did not address
optimal states but the lack of an
optimal state

Risk was managed
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forced to focus because of
potential for danger” change
to “Need to focus when
danger is perceived” or
“managing risk requires
focus” (merge these codes)

Combined codes into “managing
risk requires focus”

Increase in risk when in
flow: not just during flow

Removed reference to flow

Overthinking leads to fear of
accident” might not need the
accident

Removed this code as it did not
relate to Optimal state

Social influences

easygoing social connection” is
not about optimal states
Social pressure code quote
“mplify an anxiety you
might have, the butterflies in
your stomach. I think being
in that type of position
makes it easier to seize the
moment.” might go into
committing to the challenge

Removed this code
Removed this theme as did not
relate to optimal states

Theme could be composed
of two codes: social support
and social pressure
Additional
changes

Removed the code “transition
between excitement and calm”

It wasn’t discussing optimal states,
but could be interesting data about
reversal theory.
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Appendix U: Curriculum Vitae

Patrick Boudreau
Curriculum Vitae
Education
Ph.D. University of Otago. Aotearoa New Zealand (2022)
Dissertation: An Evaluation of Flow and Clutch Optimal Psychological States in
Adventure Recreation
Components:
• Literature review of optimal psychological states (e.g., peak performance) in
sport, exercise, and adventure recreation
• Systematic review and thematic synthesis of flow states in adventure
recreation
• Mixed-methods comparison of optimal psychological states in elite indoor and
outdoor climbers
• Qualitative examination of flow and clutch states in adventure recreation
Supervisors: Associate Professor Susan Houge Mackenzie; Professor Ken Hodge
M.A. Physical Education. University of Victoria. Canada (2017)
Thesis: The Impact of a Rock-Climbing Program: A Mixed-Methods Case Study
of High-School Students’ Climbing Self-Efficacy
Supervisor: Professor Sandra Gibbons
• Undertook two additional research side projects
• Presented research at the Society of Behavioral Medicine Conference
B.Ed. Physical and Health Education. McGill University. Canada (2014)
Honour’s Project: Decision-Making in Adventure Sports
Supervisor: Dr. Enrique García Bengoechea
• Taught in the Cree Nation of Wemindji
• Dean’s Honour List (3.99/4.0 gpa)
• Completed an exchange with the University of Sydney’s School of Health
Sciences
Diploma of Collegial Studies. Major in Psychology. Vanier College. Canada (2009)
Dean’s Honour List

Research Interests
Sport psychology; optimal psychological states (e.g., flow); adventure sport psychology; selfefficacy; Olympic sports (e.g., climbing, surfing, snow sports); personality traits; behavioural
medicine

Languages
English: Fluent
French: Fluent
German: Proficient
Spanish: Basic
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Grants and Awards
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada Doctoral Fellowship
($20,000/annum), 2021-2022
University of Otago Doctoral Scholarship ($80,333), 2018-2021
People’s Choice Award Winner, Matariki International Network of Universities’
Three Minute Thesis Competition, 2021
Outstanding PhD Student, University of Otago (Commerce Division), 2021
Runner-up, University of Otago Three Minute Thesis Doctoral Finals, 2021
Best Doctoral Three Minute Thesis, University of Otago (Commerce Division), 2021
Best Presentation Award, Graduate Seminar Series (Department of Tourism), 2020
School of Business Research Award ($3,000), 2020
Division of Science Conference Award ($1,200), 2020
School of Business Conference Award ($2,500), 2020
School of Physical Education Sport and Exercise Sciences Postgraduate Student
Funding ($800), 2020
School of Physical Education Sport and Exercise Sciences Research fund ($800),
2019
Australian and New Zealand Association for Leisure Studies Scholarship ($800),
2019
Joseph-Armand Bombardier Canada Graduate Master’s Scholarship (SSHRC)
($10,000/annum), 2016

Peer-Reviewed Publications
Boudreau, P., Houge Mackenzie, S., & Hodge, K. (2022). Optimal psychological states in
advanced climbers: Antecedents, characteristics, and consequences of flow and clutch
states. Psychology of Sport and Exercise, 60.
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.psychsport.2022.102155
Rhodes, R.E., Boudreau, P., Josefsson, K. W., & Ivarsson, A. (2021). Mediators of physical
activity behaviour change interventions among adults: A systematic review and metaanalysis. Health Psychology Review, 15(2), 272-286.
https://doi.org/10.1080/17437199.2019.1706614
Boudreau, P., Houge Mackenzie, S., & Hodge, K. (2020). Flow states in adventure
recreation: A systematic review and thematic synthesis. Psychology of Sport and
Exercise, 46, 1-14. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.psychsport.2019.101611
Houge Mackenzie, S., Boudreau, P., & Raymond, E. (2020). Women’s adventure tour
guiding experiences: Implications for well-being. Journal of Hospitality & Tourism
Management, 45, 410-418. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jhtm.2020.09.006
Boudreau, P. & Gibbons, S. (2019). A case study of the rock climbing self-efficacy of high
school students. The Physical Educator, 76(4), 1046-1063.
https://doi.org/10.18666/TPE-2019-V76-I4-8948
McEwan, D., Boudreau, P., Curran, T., & Rhodes, R. E. (2019). Personality traits of highrisk sport participants: A meta-analysis. Journal of Research in Personality, 79, 8393. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jrp.2019.02.006
Rhodes, R.E. & Boudreau, P. (2019). Personality and physical activity. In D. Hackfort, R.J.
Schinke, & B. Strauss (Eds.), Dictionary of Sport Psychology. Elsevier Publishers.
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Albrecht, J. N., Danielmeier, T., & Boudreau, P. (2019). The relationship between spatial
settings and culinary experiences in tourism and hospitality. Journal of Gastronomy
and Tourism, 4(1), 41-50. https://doi.org/10.3727/216929719X15657857907789
Rhodes, R.E. & Boudreau, P. (2017). Physical activity and personality traits. Oxford
Research Encyclopaedia of Psychology.
https://doi.org/10.1093/acrefore/9780190236557.013.210

Forthcoming Publications
Manuscript submitted with minor revisions
Boudreau, P., Houge Mackenzie, S., & Hodge, K. Adventure-based mindsets helped
maintain psychological well-being during COVID-19. Psychology of Sport and
Exercise.
Submitted Manuscripts
Boudreau, P., Houge Mackenzie, S., & Hodge, K. Flow and clutch states in adventure sports.
Leisure Sciences.
Frühauf, A., Houge Mackenzie, Boudreau, P., Hodge, K., & Kopp, M. Multiple motivations
for adventure sports. Leisure Studies.
Manuscripts in preparation
Boudreau, P. Optimal psychological states for performance and well-being in sport and
exercise.
Boudreau, P., Houge Mackenzie, S., & Hodge, K. A psychological comparison of indoor
and outdoor rock-climbing.
Goodnow, J., Houge Mackenzie, S., & Boudreau, P. Microadventure and liminality.

Teaching Experience
Guest lecture
Sport Psychology, University of Otago (2020 and 2021)
• Presented four lectures on achievement goal theory and two lectures on selfdetermination theory to classes of 135 students
Psychology of Sport and Exercise, University of Otago (2019)
• Lectured ten classes on personality traits, motivation concepts, and achievement goal
theory to a class of 175 students
Commerce Division Postgraduate Workshops, University of Otago (2019)
• Explained the process of a variety of literature reviews (e.g., systematic reviews) to 30
graduate students and faculty members
Qualitative Research Methods, Introduction to Business, University of Otago (2019)
• Taught qualitative methods to a class of 250 students
Research Methods, University of Victoria (2018)
• Presented a graduate-level class on analysing qualitative data
Inclusion of Students within Physical Education, University of Victoria (2016)
• Created and taught an experiential-based class on physical adaptations to be used in
the gymnasium
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Teaching Assistant (lecturing/demonstrating/grading)
Sport Psychology, University of Otago (2020 and 2021)
• Course focus: Understand how i) psychological factors affect performance in sport, ii)
sporting environments influence psychological outcomes
• Designed and implemented a discussion board during the university’s rapid transition
to online teaching of tutorials
Psychology of Sport and Exercise, University of Otago (2019)
• Course focus: Understand how i) social psychological variables influence
performance in sport and exercise, ii) mental skills training enhances performance and
participation, iii) participation in sport influences psychological development
• Created online and in-person quizzes for learning
Health, Wellness, and Human Potential, University of Victoria (2015, 2016, and 2017)
• Course focus: Understand current wellness and motivational models and complete a
plan related to personal performance
Foundations of Outdoor Recreation, University of Victoria (2016)
• Course focus: Understand the outdoor environment as a venue for leisure,
environment-protection leadership, and educational experiences
Inclusion of Students within Physical Education, University of Victoria (2016)
• Course focus: Learn to develop, implement, and assess inclusive physical activity
programs for learners with disabling conditions
Supervision
Bachelor’s honours project. Otago Polytechnic. Shardae Ferrier-Loyd. Submitted November
22nd, 2019. Thesis: Improving Employee Training at Fresh Clean.
Bachelor’s honours project. Otago Polytechnic. Taryn Hollander. Submitted November 11th,
2019. Thesis: How Can OPSA Maximise Student Engagement for Events at Otago
Polytechnic?
High School Teaching
Rock-climbing, Stelly’s High School, Canada (2017)
• Designed and implemented rock-climbing activities for recreation and competition
Healthy Living and Leadership, Chisasibi High School, Canada (2015)
• Co-ordinated activities focused on physical activity, cultural connection, and healthy
eating

Consultation
Consultant for ABC News. Olympic athletes’ psychological preparation (2021).
https://fivethirtyeight.com/videos/how-an-olympic-climber-manages-her-anxiety-toget-in-the-zone/

Invited Media Interviews
Seeking the Light. (in preparation). Documentary on the psychology of mountaineering and
adventure sports. https://alpineclub.org.nz/feature/gavin-langs-seeking-lightkickstarter
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Mind Games: Preparation for the Olympic Games. (2021). Our Changing World: Radio New
Zealand.
https://www.rnz.co.nz/national/programmes/ourchangingworld/audio/2018806702/mi
nd-games
Highs and Flows in Adventure Sports. (2021). The Science of Getting High.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=askHokWtywM&t=548s&ab_channel=Scienceof
GettingHigh
Destination Queenstown. (2020). Adventure sports are good for your health. Queenstown
Adventure Capital of the World Festival, Queenstown, Aotearoa New Zealand.
https://www.queenstownnz.co.nz/stories/post/an-extreme-scene/
Oarsome Radio Station (December 20th, 2019). State of Flow.
https://accessmedia.nz/Player.aspx?eid=2058e0fe-6cb6-4e0b-922d-e2561af8e840

Conference Presentations
Boudreau, P. (2021). Flow and clutch states in adventure recreation. Graduate Seminar.
University of Otago, Aotearoa New Zealand.
Boudreau, P. (2020; Accepted but cancelled due to COVID-19). Optimal States as a
motivation for participating in rock-climbing: A mixed method cross-over design.
SELF International Conference, Quebec, Canada.
Boudreau, P. (2019). The "how" of successful physical activity interventions: A systematic
review and meta-analysis. Proceedings of the University of Otago Student Research
Symposium: Te Wānaka Rakahau: Ākoka. https://www.otago.ac.nz/graduate-research
Boudreau, P., Houge Mackenzie, S., & Hodge, K. (2019). A systematic review of the
optimal state of flow in adventure recreation. The Diversity of Leisure: Proceedings of
the Australian and New Zealand Association for Leisure Studies (ANZALS) 14th
Biennial Conference. https://www.otago.ac.nz/anzals2019
Boudreau, P. (2018). The personality traits of adventure sport participants. Social Science
Symposium, University of Canterbury, Aotearoa New Zealand.
Boudreau, P. (2017). The personality traits of adventure physical activity participants.
Society of Behavioral Medicine, San Diego, California, USA.
Boudreau, P. (2017). A case study of rock-climbing self-efficacy. Social Dimensions of
Health, University of Victoria, Canada.
Boudreau, P. (2017). High-school students’ rock-climbing self-efficacy. Association of
Graduate Education Student Conference, University of Victoria, Canada.
Boudreau, P. (2016). The sources of rock-climbing self-efficacy. Association of Graduate
Education Students Conference, University of Victoria, Canada.

Public Outreach/Knowledge Translation
Boudreau, P. (2021, August 5). The optimal state for adventure sports. Matariki Network of
Universities’ 3 Minute Thesis Grand Finals.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XHTbhmbfkis&t=109s&ab_channel=MatarikiNe
twork
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Boudreau, P. (2020, April 6). Taking back control under lockdown. Newsroom.
https://www.newsroom.co.nz/ideasroom/2020/04/06/1112338/taking-back-controlunder-lockdown
Gibb, J. (2019, March 12). Adventure-seeker study reveals insights into personality traits.
Otago Daily Times. https://www.odt.co.nz/news/dunedin/campus/university-ofotago/adventure-seeker-study-reveals-insights-personality-traits
Health Central. (2019, December 3). Finding flow in adventure recreation.
https://healthcentral.nz/finding-flow-in-adventure-recreation/
Gibb, J. (2019, December 3). Thrillseekers ‘not crazier than normal’. Otago Daily Times.
https://www.odt.co.nz/news/dunedin/thrillseekers-%E2%80%98not-craziernormal%E2%80%99
Crux. (2019, December 2). New Otago Uni study reveals adventure activities help to achieve
mental 'flow'. https://crux.org.nz/fusion/new-otago-uni-study-reveals-adventureactivities-help-to-achieve-mental-flow/

Volunteer Community Service
Director, Collaborative On-Demand Learning. Workshops for Otago Business School
graduates, 2019-2020
• Identified new academic workshop opportunities and speakers, advertised workshops,
and liaised with committee members
Peer-Reviewing
I have completed Elsevier’s Researcher Academy’s peer review course and peer-reviewed for
the following journals:
• Psychology of Sport and Exercise
• Sport, Exercise, and Performance Psychology
• Journal of Outdoor Recreation and Tourism
• International Journal of Sport Psychology
• Journal of Outdoor Recreation, Education, and Leadership

Additional Volunteer Community Service
Firefighter and Medical Co-Responder, Fire and Emergency New Zealand, 2020-2022
Rescuer, Coast Guard Dunedin, 2018-2019
Climbing Instructor, Otago University Trampling Club, 2018-2020
First Responder, Royal Canadian Marine Search and Rescue, 2016-2017
Vice-President, University of Victoria Outdoors Club, 2016-2017

Academic Memberships
Member, International Rock Climbing Researchers Association, 2017-2022
Member, Australian and New Zealand Association for Leisure Studies, 2019-2022
Executive Member, Collaborative On-Demand Learning, University of Otago, 2019-2021
Member, New Zealand Association of Positive Psychology, 2019-2020
Member, Sport and Exercise Science New Zealand, 2018-2019
Climbing Instructor, Association of Canadian Mountain Guides, 2017- 2018
Member, International Society of Behavioral Medicine, 2017- 2018
Teacher, Quebec Professional Association of Teaching, 2015-2016
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Attended Workshops / Professional Development
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Rainbow Tick certification, Higher Education Development, University of Otago,
2021
Content Analysis, Higher Education Development, University of Otago, 2020
Peer reviewing, ANZALS conference workshop, 2019
Research Impact, ANZALS conference workshop, 2019
The learning mind: Effectively teaching undergraduates, University of Otago, 2019
Excel Mac: Organising Quantitative Data, University of Otago, 2019
A broad view of quantitative analysis methods for academic research, University of
Otago, 2019
Professional symposium for early career scientists, University of Otago, 2019
Transcribing interviews, School of Business, University of Otago, 2019
Teaching in large group settings, Higher Education Development, University of
Otago, 2019
Using Twitter and Kahoot! For Research and Teaching, SPEX, University of Otago,
2019
Publishing Secondary data, School of Business, University of Otago, 2019
Conceptual and theoretical frameworks, Higher Education Development, University
of Otago, 2019
Introduction to tutoring, Higher Education Development, University of Otago, 2019
Feedback from students, Higher Education Development, University of Otago, 2019
Data Management, Library, University of Otago, 2019
Engaging with the literature, Higher Education Development, University of Otago,
2019
Coding with R: Data Analysis, Information Technology, University of Otago, 2019
Expectations of Examiners, Higher Education Development, University of Otago,
2018
Qualitative Comparative Analysis, School of Business, University of Otago, 2018
Creating Your Teaching Profile, Higher Education Development, University of
Otago, 2018
Improving your use of Academic Language, School of Business, University of Otago,
2018
Dealing with procrastination, Social Science Symposium, University of Canterbury,
2018
PhD in the forms of paper, School of Business, University of Otago, 2018
Alternative Publishing Opportunities, School of Business, University of Otago, 2018
Graduate Student Teaching Professional Development award, University of Victoria,
2017

Personal Sporting Accomplishments
•
•
•
•
•

Finalist, National Firefighter Combat Challenge, Aotearoa New Zealand, 2021
First Place, New Zealand University Rowing Championships, Men’s Novice Coxed
Eight, 2019
Self-supported cycling tour from Montreal to Key West, USA, 2015
Self-supported cycling tour from Vancouver to Tijuana, Mexico, 2012
First Place, Eastern Collegiate Cycling Conference, Cycling with the University of
Montreal’s Cycling team, 2010
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Certifications
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Level Two Firefighter, Fire and Emergency New Zealand, 2021
Medical Co-Responder, Fire and Emergency New Zealand, 2021
Pool Lifeguard, Skills Active New Zealand, 2021
Level One Firefighter, Fire and Emergency New Zealand, 2020
Climbing Instructor, Association of Canadian Mountain Guides, 2017
Wilderness First Responder, Wilderness Medical Associates, 2017
Marine Basic First Aid, Red Cross, 2017
Restricted Operator Course – Maritime, Canadian Power and Sail Squadron, 2016
Avalanche Safety Training, Island Alpine Guides, Canada, 2016
Advance Open Water Diver, PADI, 2016
Skydiving A and B license, United States Parachuting Association, 2016
National Lifeguard, Lifesaving Society, Canada, 2015
Pleasure Craft Operating Card, Transport Canada, 2015
Wilderness Advanced First Aid, Wilderness Medical Associates, 2014
Indoor Cycling Instructor, Formation des Instructeurs en Danse Aérobique, 2010
Black Belt, Karate Sport Action, Canada, 2010

